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Foreword

The Task Farce on Early Childhood Education reported in 1972 th' "research findings consistently
document that as much as 50 percent of a child's intellectual potential s developed before the child]
reaches school age and that 80 percent is, developed by the age.of eight." For this and other reasons, early
childhood education (ECE) has priority in the educational plan for California public schools. Burton White,
an eminent, psychologist, 'has pointed out tbat \as much as 80ypercent of ..a child's time is spent in sport and
play. Turning this natural involvement in activity intomeartingful educational opportunities is a constant
challenge for ,teachers to pursue. ..-'

Helping students develop positive self-concepts, through successful movement is fundamental to sound
aeducational procedures, Sharing. with children the joy of creative moment, the pleasure of making a

successful respon,se to 4 challenging task, or the delight of accomplishment when a certain level of skill or
fitness is attamed can open avenues of mutual trust that may help students develop a positive attitude
toward schooling. (--- . .

/ This publicatiop offers a catalog of movement and skill opportunities which, if used appropriately and
enthusiastically, gan provide for a full range of motor, cognitive, and affective growth. Staffs will want to
individualize programs to provide for the expressed needs of each student and implement the many
multidisciplinary activities so that integrated learning opportunities an be made enjoyable'and worthwhile.

The Task Force on Early Childhood Education also stated in its report that "the curriculum should not
be merely a description of predetermined tasks to be learned, rather, it should be aimed at developing the
full range of e4ch child's abilities, including cognitive skills, ways of finding and using' information,

perceptual ability, motor skills, social skills, and affective sensitivity." This publication can contribute
much to this worthwhile observation. It cannot, however, take away the responsibility teachers have for
making sure the programs they provide serve the, immediate needs of their students. Sikh decisions are
never-ending daily challenges for each teacher, each student.

Superintendent of Public Instruction
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Since the publication of the Physical Education Framei4ork for California Public Schools. Kindergarten
Through Grade Twelve (Sacramento. California State Department of Education, 1973), many requests hate
been made for additional materials to be used in implementing the framework. This publication is designed
to aid educators in providing improved physical education programs for students enrolled in California
public schoOls.

This publication is not intended to dictate a day-by-day program. It is, instead, designee to give persons.
responsible for directing and teaching physical education programs for children aged four through nine.

Insights into considerations needed when planning programs
A rationale for selecting effective teaching strategies

-Suggeste"rogiam goals and objectives . .

Samples of activities thlt may be used to spur successful learping in relation to the idenIs tified goals and
objectivs . .

Alternatives available for implementation of meaningful, creative programs
Suggested scope and sequence of activities for yearly programming
Methods of evaluating student progress, teacher. effectiveness, and program success
Supplemental resources in real of pertinent concern)1

. ,
. ,f'

This publication is not all-in lusive, and it does not emphasize a games approach. Teachers interested in
focusing on games as the principal 'mode of instruction are encouraged to use Physical Education in the
Elementary School. That publication provides Step -by -step instructions in many games and rhythmic activ-
ities that are still worthwhile and suitable for inclusion in some programs.

It is hoped that the use of this manual, along with other suggested resources, will aid staff members as.
they develop programs that will challenge students to move and grow to their optimum, achieve success
daily, aril prepare for the vital Ilfe-style that active,enthusiastic people pursue.

DAVIS W. CAMPBELL
Deputy Superintendent
for Programs

REX C. FORTUNE
Associate Superintendent
for Secondary EducaOon Programs

r-I

.J

J. WILLIAM MAY
Assistant Superintendent

and director, Office of Curriculum Sen;ic4

JOHN ki.vms
Program Administrator

of Instructional Service
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Chapter Physical Education Pi-ogrfam

in Califernia, Schools e-

.Phy education should be enjoyable and should be success-
t s1jould consist of planned experiences that challenge

and enCoura chilSren to:

Learn about themselves.
-.Feel.tM joys of movement and discovery.

Play creatively.
Solve problems b§ using their own "movemt laboratory.

6 Move efficiently in a myriad of ways and in various settings.
Develop physical abilities such as, strength, perceptual skills,

"flexibility, endurance, coordination, balance, and ability to
relax.
Learn how to competes, cooperate; ,succeed; deal Nak
frustrations; lead; follow; t4'come responsible, expressive,
creative, and skilled.

Everything is`to be accomplished in an environment geared fa
success, challenge, and progress towara life in which one can feel
fulfilled, no matter what one's capabilities, limitations, or goals
may be,

Physical education must provide for ided discovery in ari
unending series of planned opportunities and challenges. Students
in California public schools should have o portunities to Partici-
pate in planned programs of physi activities geared to the
students' needs and interests. The programs should be broad in
scope so that the students' mental social, and emotional needs7as
well as their physical needsare met.

The goals for physical education in California schools are as
follows:

Self- image. To'develop a positive self4age which includes awareness
and understanding'of the performance of one's body, th use of the
body as an important means of expression, and the body as an
instrument for self-realization
Social behavior. To develop socially desirable behavior involving
movement in interactions with others

1

4'
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Motor skills, To develop efficient and effective rinkr skills and to
understand the:principles involved and'to develop an tippretiation 'for
the aesthetic quality of movement . .

Physical fitness.' To develop and maintain the best possiblyel of
performance, understanding, and appreciation for physical fitness to
meet the demands 'of wholesome living and emergency situations
Recreational interest. To develop interest and proficiency in using the
skills essential for successful* participation in worthwhile physical
recreati'on activities'

It is the responsibility of schools, school districts, and offices of
county superintendents of schools to-devtlop.programs that will
help students attain ,these,goals. Performance'objectives will have
to be created and impleinente& so that progressive, sequenced
experiences carp be ,provided and redundancy avoided. Staff
members will want to individualize programs to provide for the
expressed needs of their specific dlientele as determined through
the use of adequate assessment p ?cedures. .

Although, individualized programs are vdeiirable, a predictable
general sequence fqr human growth and de;-delopment does exist. It
is possible, therefore, to develop a scope and sequence of activities
suitable for use with most children. It is the intent of this
publication to offer insights into the general sequence so that
beneficial programs df physical education can be provided for each
child no matter whit abilities, handicaps, experiences, educitional
background, attitudes, interests, and needs the child brings to the
rograip.

Staff members in schobls, school districts, and offices of county
superintendents of schools may adapt what is presented in this
publication so that the individual character of Ihe cultural and
ethnic grOui)s served in their specific.areas can best be stimulated
to grow through planned 15rograing!bf activity:that are challenging,
creative, and adventurous. individual initiative and creativity on
the paft of teachers" and students alike can contribute to the

'Physical Education Frameworkfor California Public School. Kindergarten Through
Grade Twelve. Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 1973, p. 38.

2

f

overall enhancement of the program. Together, students and
teachers can grow and learn through movement.

An outline of the scope and sequence of high-quality physical e.
education programs in California public schools is presented in
Table I.

ti
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I thlis publication emphasis is placed primarily or*, areas
outline as necessary for .children aged four through nine. Some:.

rist:ruct n in physical education for the young child
theattention is given the needs of children who are not yet four,,, ,

years of age. t
should be concerned With the teaching of` skills, processes, values,
and positive attitudes toward involvement in physical movement.
Strong emphasis on competition should be avoided. Although the
revered place of sports competition in the American culture is
recognized,-an emphasis on competitive games while the child is
quite young may stifle or impede' self-acceptance and the
development of physical skills. Therefore, this publication empha-
sizes ways in which one can help children learn their capabilities
and limitations. through experiences in movement. The.removal of
the imposition of structured rules and strategies and the mandate
for,naming a winner and a, loser can result in the development of
an environment in which children can strive to solve problems,
express movement creatively, and improve in relation to their own.
performance. . -

No child can be dealt with in parts, and the instructional goals
cited in this publication overlap. A "break -out' format is used to
highlight points of emphasis and to provide clear descriptions of
the quality of performance .desired so' that observation of
achievement is possible. To be discussed in subsequent publica-
tions are specialized skills, sports activities, and more complex
assimilation of all qualities of performance.

.

Teachers and others Who are responsible, foi conducting the
physical education program will want first to assess the abilities of
t eir students. Then they will,proceed to use activities designedto
rei force. learning that is underway, stimulate new learning in
thos areas of identified need, and provide opportunities for
self- and understanding through the use of creative,
self-ch lenging endeavors.

Th activities cited in this book have been proved successful;
they s ould serve as a nucleus for quality programs. A need exists,
however, for teachers to augment wfiat is here so that they can
take advantage of the interests and creativity of, their student's and
provide Challenging activities that are varied and up-to-date. Each
instructional effort should vrovide for daily success on the part of
all participants. Symbolically, physical education 'should be
considered as' a series of doors that children and teachers 'lush

joyously; to open' , not as a never-ending set of hurdles set up to
trip the next child in line.

Teachers will want, therefole, to review this publication and
take from it what will help initiate programs of physical education
or improve existing programs to that each student aged four
through nine in California schools can be motivated to learn about
the body and what it Fah do, become self-assured, self-confident,
self-directed, resourceful, ancl,creative, and begin to know the joy
of movement, as learned in high-quality instructional programs in
physical education.

3
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A.

Table 1 SciSpe ,and Sequence of Physical Education Programs in' California Public Sdhoo Is
Goal: Develop a Person Ready for Quality Involvement in an Active Life

infont-4
A. Innate abilities to be cultivated

B. Reflex movements

C. Basic movements.

I. Crawling
2, Creeping
3. Sitting
4, Standing
5. Walking
6. Grasping
1. Holding
S. Releasing

D. Initialjierceptual abilities
1. Kinesthetic

',2. Visual
"3. Auditory
4. Tactile
5. Simple combinations

E. Initial social skills

1 9 .

Child 4-9 Child 8-14 A,doiescenr (young odult)13-18
A. Perceptual motor skills enhancement

I. Kinesthetic discrimination
2. Visual discrimination
3. Auditory discrimination
4. Tactile discrimination

'-B Basic movements
(with 2nd without rhythms in response
to varying 'space, time, force, flow, and
expressive emotional requirements)

- 1. Locoinotor
'IP 2. ,Nonlocomotor

3. Combined "1'
4. Manipulative

C. Physical abilities
(participation in activities)

1. Balance
2. Endurance
3. Strength
4. Flexibility
5. Agility
6. Conceptual assimilation

D. Simple skilled movements

1. Creative ganies and expre,ssion
2. Traditional games and Ehythhis

E. Beginning social skills'

1. Self-discipline: self - control
2. Self-discipline and self-control in

relation to other persons; objects,
' 3. Development-6f a positive 5W-image

F. Beginning recreational skills "

1. Developrrient of simple skills for
recreation involvement

2. Ability to' choose worthwhile
leisure-time activity

o

(Assimilated perceptual motor skills combined*
with basic movement with and without
implements or rhythms or supports)

A. Fundamental skills development
(including masted, of concomitant
concepts)

1. Aquatics
2. Dance -
3. Daily living activities
4. Gymnastics
5. Individual sports
6. _learn sports,.

B. Physical abilities
(demonstration of a level of pro-

. ficiency as assessed by recognized
instruments) ,

1. Balance
2. Endurance
3. Strength
4, Flexibility

i 5. -

gmceptual assimilation

C. Comp4;rd skilled movements

1. Creative games ajid expression
S. Traditional games and rhythms

,
D. Intermediate social skills

1. Acceptance oCresponSibility
2. Followership
3. Leadership
4. Selfacceptance and positive self-

image
5. Tolerance far others

E Intermediate recreational skills

1. Development (of suitable recre:
ational skills in a range of activities

2. Evidence of chodsing worthwhile
recreational activities

3. Knowledge of community resources

. .

A. Physical abilities
(demonstration of acceptance of a
life-style of involvement in physical
fitness and application of related
principles)

B. Advanced skills development
(demonstration of knowledge and
skills development in a minimum of
one sport or activity in each identified
skill a as assessed by fulfillment of
prede ermirued performance objectives)'

I, Aquatics
2. Daily life activities
3. Dance
4. Gymnasticst
5. Individual sports

.6..,Tgam sports

C. Complex skilled movements
(demonstration of ability to pursue acl.
vanced, creative, nondiscursive move-
ment in a minimum of three aclivities
of one's 'Mooting)

D. Adult social skills
(consistency in demonstration of)

I: Acceptance of responsibility
2. Followership skills
3. Leadership skills .

4. Self-acceptance: positive self-image'
5. Tolerance for others
6. Caring and compassion for self and

others

E Adult recreational skills

1: Active involvement in a variety of
worthwhile recreational activities

2 Abstinence from debifitative um._
ales .-

3. Ability to plan recreational acti-
vities for others

f

4. Demonstration Of appreciation" for .

various types of recreational. Wink:.
or racial influences

0,



Chapter_ Planning of Physical Education
2 Programs .

The quality of physical' education programs at every level
of instruction is dependent' On the skills, interests, and enthu-
siasm of the teacher; the availability of time, space, and adequate
equipment; and the planning, implementation and evaluatibn
of day-to-day activities. Teachers (classroom teachers or physical
education specialists) should, be skilled in .th.e analysis of move-
ment; the organization of space, people, equipment, and time;
the development of exciting, creative adventures in

andthe application of diverse strategies of motivation; and iinpro-
visation in the use of equipntent, whether or not expensive
equipment is available.

On the other nand, if teachers are disinterested in movement,
unskilled in movement analysis, and disorganized in their approach
to, the teaching of physical education, students are apt to reap
little or no benefit from the program offered. In other words, no
substitute exists "for the positive results of the 'human forces
generated,in an environment in'which caring and competence are
joined.

Prograni Commitment

School administrators will want to review the philosophy "of
instruction in physical education that exists Lin their schools and
school districts. They will need to ask themselves. Is the basic
philosophic tenet that of providing a planned program of
individualized instruction to help each student progress toward
attainment of worthWhile, predeterinined go4s? If the answer is
yes and evidence can substantiate program effectiveness, then this
publication may be used as 'a reference or resource for the
continuation of the programs in, existence.

I

If, however, the iifswer is no, then administrators will want to
study this publication carefully, provide needed inservice training
or orientation for stall', .parents, and students, and embark on
creating the new physical education. Thefmay want to ,consider
employing, at the elementary ,school level, physical education
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. specialists who are best qualified to
give the attention and time needed
`to devise individualized programs in
physjcal education. Or tp.tY adminis-
trators may want to attempt to assist
classroom teachers to see the value
of new approaches to the new phys-
i education; learn how to lead
cl sses in the, guided-discovery
or, problem-solving
approaches to teaching;
explore the rtnifications of multi-
disciplin activities; develop competency in
and take time to learn why children
efficiently hel the child..

movement analysis,
move and whether

ECE: A Successful Model

A successful model for plannineeffectiive in ividualized
tional programs for,students aged four thr nine, is readily avail-
able in the California early childhood education (ECE) program.

_. Children are benefiting from the individual attention they receive
in' this top-priority program. The steps used to develop ECE pro-
grams in language arts, reading, and mathematics can also be used to
develop physical educition programs. Staff members need only to
(1) decide on their philosophic tenets, (2) assess the needs of their
students, (3) define objectives designed to meet the identified
needs that can be. measured: (4) develop individualized instruc-,
tional activities that progressively motivate students to attain
defined objectives, and (5) evaluate the ongoing. progress of each ,
Student and the overall effectiveness of the program. Further, the
ECE model calls for the active 1nvOlvement of parents in the
day-to-day educational process. the use of a large number of
teaching strategies so that student needs can be met, the mainte-
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nance of a diagnostic and prescriptive profile for each qiident; and
the effective use of bilingual instruction where azroaciate.

Use of Publication in Planning c"

'The goals for physical education piesented in Chapter 1 of this
publication are taken from the Physical Education Framework for
California Public Schools: Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve
(Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 1973).
,Those goals can serve as points of reference for school districts as
tjaey develop their basic philosophic tenets. The assessment of stu-
dent needs can be made by the use of the basic accountability
activity test batteries developed for each goal and found in
Chapter 7 of this publication or by theitse of items selected from
the task columns fond in Chapter 4 Objectives that state the
measurable criteria fieeded for the .fulfillment ,of the objectives
can easily be drawn from the components of each goal found in
Chapter 4. Hundreds of sample activities relating to more than
50 components that can serve as resources for the establishment
of individualized programs are ,found in chapters 4 and .5; and
guidelines for evaluating studegi.t productivity and program ec-
tiveness are found in Chapter' 7. Further, in Chapter 6 an e ort
has been made to model a typical sequential physical education
program approach for kindergarten and grades one through three.
This effort should be beneficial ifo"teachers and principals as they
strive to'Set reasonable parameters for course content and expecta-
tions. (See Tabled2.)

Use of Parents and Aides
, The use of paraprofessionals, volunteers, and cross-age. aides

(older -students trained to assist in physical education) is highly
desirable. They can assist the educational process by prepanng
equipment and supplies, helping at a station in an adventure or
obstacle course, or working with a child in'need of individual
attention. Further, they can serve as public relations persons in the
community. This informal kind of communication is often tnore
effective than are planned efforts. .

,

Knowledge of ,Students

necessary'Teachers 'should take every step necessary to know their
students. Getting to undef4and the individual needs, abilities,
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limitations, interests, and ambitions of each student is needed to
provide indiv4lUalized thstructional prograins. Awareness of
noticeable changes in general appearance, liehavior, posture,
response to exercise, and the condition of specific parts of the
body (such as the eyesTearsTskin-and-scalp-,-nose and thwat, and
the teeth and mouth) makes it possible to refer the student for
help before the studerit's physical condition deteriorates.

Strenuous program requirements can, be modified it the
condition is temporary or the student is under the care of a fatnily
hearth adviser. Teachers have the responsibility of maintaining a.
tracking, profile for each student so that progress is recorded and
data are available for the setting' of personal goals for future
accomplishments. Teachers may also learn about their students by
reviewing the public health records filed at school for the students

S

Characteristics of Children Four Through Nine
They are curious.
They have rick yet fully developed hand-eye, foot-eye coordina-

tion but are constantly improving.
They are normally gaining in the develogrnent of muscular

tissue.
They are beginning to lose baby fat.
They are gaining in the development of overall strength and

endurance.'
They are somewhat accident-prone.
They have not /yet fully developed the cardiovascular capacity

of the heart and lungs.
They are easily fatigued.
They have a speedy recovery rate if bouts Of exercise. are

followed'by short periods of rest.
They can be individualistic, self-assertive, and independent one

moment and cooperative and willing to share the next
moment.

They seek ad,ult approval (especially when six or seven years
old).

They become gang-oriented (at ages eight and nine)
They enjoy rhythmic sounds and experimentation to musical

accompaniment.
They tend to be sensitive to criticism and seek reinforcement

through approval:.
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as they enter kindergarten, engaging in,teacher-parent and teacher-
pupil interviews; reviewing the cumulative records of students; and
observing the students at work and-play.

If students exhibit certain symptoms, they should be referred
immediately to the family_ health adviser because the symptoms
could indicate health problems:

I. Excessive breathlessness and bluing of the lips or nail beds
after normal activity.in a physical education class

2. Pale orclammy skin or cold sweating during or after exercise

3.-Excessive fatigue as evidenced by unusual lack of endurance
e. or early failure to maintain moderate activity,

4. Unusual weakness or shakiness that continues folTtror.e.a.hart
ten Minutes after exercise

5. Muscular contractions' such as twitching or chronic tension
whether localized or general

0
6. Recurrence or persistence of, certain conditions in conjunc-

tion with physical performance: headabhe, dizziness, fainting,
a. broken night's rest, digestive upset, pain not associated with
an injury, undue pounding of the heart or uneven heartbeat,
and unusual or unexpected personality changes

Survey of Facilities and Equipment

FUll use of available'facilities can improve program possibilities.
Before planning the parameters of a program; the staff of a school
should decide what scaz best be taught and where it can best be
taug4t. Making short-range or long-range plans, is also advisable, for,
by means of remodeling or the use of a moderate amount of
capital outlay, new teaching stations canI) created. Walls for
targets.and the pracRce bf manipulative sk s such asstriking and
kicking can ofte9 be constructed with all amounts of paving.
Tetherball courts can be created a ng the edges of existing
hard-surfaced areas, at little (expen . A roller-skating course can
easily be established by the ad tion of a traffic control circle
painted on existing payed areas. A perceptual motor laboratory
combined with a dance studio can be established in a vacated
classroom at morate cost.. Physical fitness stations can' often be
built under stairwells, or bars can'be mounted at different heights

2`
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' on existing upright poles. Broke))i challis anthseats on a swing can
Ve removed and climbing ropes hung in their place.

A large amount of small equipment is needed in the elementary
physical education program. Most of this equipment can be made
inexpensively. Children respond favcirably and beco motivated
when news colorful equipment is used. Programs are in dualized
best if pieces. of equipment are available for all students o that
each one can have- inaximum exposure during work sessions. Most
schools can provide classroom setscof equipment, and teachers can
rotate the various items so that all children get to use them. If
such pooling occurs, each teacher must be doubly conscious of
caring for the equipment. The 'teacher must insist that the
equipment be maintained w ;ll by each class and must promptly'
pass along complete sets to the next teacher scheduled, to use the
equipment.

,

Large pieces of equipment cannot be provided in quantity.
Some homemade items can be built to augment the pieces made
commercially. In all cases the teacher should make sure that all
equipment .is secure and splinter-free; that not too many children
are using a piece of equipment at one time; that a need for repair
is reported promptly in accordance with school policy; that
studeits_are not allowed to Play on faulty equipment;,and that
equipment is stored securely and correctly when it is not being
used.

Summary of Planning Procedures

Good prOgram planning requires the involvement of administra-
tors, staff, parents, and students. Once a basic philosophic tenet
has been determined, student needs have been assessed, and
existing facilities and equipment have been inventoried, thetask of
designing a proOressive, measurable program that can best serve the
individual needs of students can be begun: Budgetihg for addi-
tional equipment needs, providing for the safety of all students,
and scheduling feasible teaching areas for effective use are a few of
they accompanying tasks to be included in the planning proces's.
The analytic skills of the teacher, the teacher's knowledge of each
student's characteristics, and the interest and zeal that the teacher
and student bring to the instructional setting will 'contribute
greatly to the overall outcomes of the prdgram.
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Table 2 Elements Included in the Planning of Physical Education Programs

Action
.

Central office
.

Individual sthoof administration ...
Teachers

I. Make a program commitment.

2. Review what is.

-

.

3. Determine what should be.

.

4. Act.
'S.

-..

.(
-

.5.Evaluate.

6. Modify.

7. Publicize and communicate.

-,
a .

i

.

,

.

;

Make commitment,(essential).
,

Survey. -
Observe.
Study; assess.
Conclude.
Deduce.

.

Review data. -

Formulate task force.
Consider alternatives.
Develop recommendations.

.

Adopt and implement needed policies,
programs, and practices.

' Review school plans.
)Supply adequate support services.

Provi assistance as needed.
, ,

.

/

Evaluate:

Policies .

Programs
Staff
Resources- '

Pr,ocesses
Outcomes
Fiscal accountability

Modify as needed..

Publicize and communicate-

Program goals
Program outcomes

Make commitment (essential).

Review assessment data.
Observe programs.
Survey facilities and equipment.
Determine staff interests/capabilities.
Compare fulfillment to stated goals.

.

Consult resources for direction.
Determine realistic goals.
Consider staffing alternatives.
Design facility and space-plans.
Determine program and equipment needs

sand priorities

Train and motivate staff.
. ..

Seep and provide needed equipment,
supplies, and space. '

Supervise program planning and
implementation.

Encourage interdisciplinary activity.
/

a-

Evaluate:

Planning
Program progressions
Program effectiveness
StIff performance . ,

Support services
Student and community enthusiasm
fiscal feasibility

Modify as needed.

Publicize and communicate.

To students
,o

To parents
To "publics"
To staff I

Make commitment (essential).

Review:
Student interest
Student skill(s)
14gree of planning
Use of facilities and equipment4

am comprehensivenessProgr
Program responsiveness

Determine: -

Children's needs
Program's needs
Equipment needs
Space needs
Safety considerations
Resources available

Develop objectives, activities,
evaluation instruments, and
program alternatives (see chapters
4,3, and 7 of, this publication):

Plan program methodologies (see
Chapter 3 of ill* Publication).

. Assess-students' performance.
Implement challenging daily activities.
Reassess student performan,

Evaluate

Planning .

Program implementation
Program effectiveness
Student and staff enthusiasm
Community acceptance
Fiscal feasibility

.

Modify as needed.

Publicize and communicate

Program outcomes .

Program previews
Innovative activities

e. n m., Alt ,.... _
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fanning Tips .'

for Effective Teaching

1. Select activities that are appropriate to a child's inter-
ests, needs, and capacities.

2. Emphasize the intrinsic value of the activities to be
. performed.

3. Emphasize correct form as skills are first introduced. ,

4. Provide opportunities foil repetition so that master) can
be attained.

5. Change-the activity whenever boredom, fatigue, or poor
skill development becomes evident.

6. Provide a varied program.,

7. Allow for individual differences in standards of perfor-
mance for the same skill.

8. Teach simple skills by means of the whole method.

9. Break complex skills into smaller component parts.

10. Evaluate instruction and program effectiveness on the
basis of the rate and amount of observable learning

...,...---
achieved.

...

11. Be aware of physiological limitations that hinder or
prevent improvement.

12. Integrate the movement activities with other learning
tasks. klave students, for example,. spell W-A-L-K as they
walk, or have them use sigris as cues instead of verbal
directions, so that the students can relate movement
actiyities to the words they are learning to read.

v.
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Chapter Strategies. for Teaching
'3 Physical Education

Although good teaching always requires that intensive, produc-
tive planning, preparation, motivation, implementation, and evalu-
ation take place, many styles or models-exist from which teachels
may 'choose. Teachers may choose to teach in an authoritative or
direct manner to control all aspects cif the class, they may provide
a stimulating learning environment and allow free exploration of
materials or stations to provide for self-discovery, or they may
combine aspects of either of these approaches to provide direct
and indirect expenences for students. Because students learn
differently, teachers should become skilled in many approaches to
teaching and should then use the strategy that best fits the needs
and personalities of their students or the objectives of the lesson.

Direct Teaching Strategy '

Traditionally, many teachers have felt Most secure when they
have had complete control of their class. They line up the
students, prescribe what is to be done, have the students perform
the prescribed action, critique the performance, and then allow for
practice. This method of teaching is direCt and to the point and is
usually understood by all involved. It ensures an orderly presenta-
tion of a progression of skills. it does not, however, allow for
creativity, problem solving, or the different levels or rates of
learning of each student.

Some students perform best in such a highly structured
environment, but others do not Many times discipline problems
occur because students who can progress more quickly than others
in the class or students who are unable to keep up with others in
the class becolhe bored, frustrated, or'impatient.

Indirect Teaching Strategy

Today, many teachers feel that students must not only perform
tasks and develop skills but must also become involved in the

-process of learning. These teachers give students space Ind
niatenals as needed, challenge the students-to accomplish a task or

I>
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solve a Problem, and then alldw the students to do the work for
themselveS. The teachers accept any reasonably good accomplish-
ment or solution. The teachers offer no demonstrations before the
students become involved, and they encourage students to find
many alternative solutions before judging which solution is best.

The indirect teaching strategy challenges most students and aids
them in learning how to learn. It is difficult for uncreative
teachers, however, to develop a large reserve of creative problems
and tasks. And often, students do not strive for performance good
enough to ensure efficient, meaningful movement. Because stu-
dents are involved in activity most of the time, discipline problems
are usually held to,a minimum. However, if too much time is spent
on one particular task or if teachers fail to remind students to
concentrate on the challenge at hand, some students may become
bared arid busyethemselves with their own,interests. Their doingiso
mayiinfringe on the productivity oroth9is.

Conibinations of Teaching Strategies
BecausA many stdents cannot be served best by either the

totally direct or th totally indirect method of teach*, many
teachers adapt or combine the best features,of both strategies to
individUalize instruction for the student. Typically, the combined
strategy finds the teacher and others presenting tasks or problern
to students by asking a s4ies of probing questions. The studeht
then. experiments to find solutions. After a 'time tife teacher
designates students who have discovered solutions to demonstrate
their efforts to the class. The student evaluates the solutions and
attempts to mimic or refine the best of the alternatives. The
teacher moves .about arid offers suggestions in the form of
questions or indirect statements to encourage the attainment of
optimum action (skill).

The cbmbination of teaching strategies allows for creativity. and
encourages students to strive for high-quality movements. It
provides for the individualization of learning and focuses on many
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students without sacrificing the development of optimal efficiency
in movement ,and perceptual skills. The combination of strategies
requires a great deal of talent in the facilitator because it is
difficult to be articulate in the Aristotelian technique of posing
meaningful analytical questions to assIC students in the develop-
ment of advanced levels of cognitive, aNective, and psychomotor
skills. It is *worthwhile to pursue this approach, however, because
the reward of observing the assimilation of thinking, feeling, and
movement skills into immediate and concomitant applications
on the part,of many students more than justifies the efforts of the
instructor.

Application of Teaching Strategies., ..As
t.

Once the teacher has selected the most effe tive instr4ctional
strategies, it is necessary for the 'teacher to decide how this
strategy can be best applied. The teacher must d ide whether the
students should function as individuals or in small gioups; whether
they should progress through statiolns; whether they should
compete with others; and whether they should perform through
the medium of dance or in response to preprogrammed conceptual
symbolsesAll of these alternatives are appropriate depending on the
intent of the lesson, the ability of students to respond, and the
availability of support services to develop the needed software And
hardware.

Examples of the support materiali needed to motivate leacping
include colorful posters that present the rationale for physical
education; task cards and "silly" cards that clearly litt the
activities to be accomplished; letter and number grids so essential
to working in the perceptual motor area; large quantities (prefer-
ably one per child) of various pieces of equipment such as scoops,
yarn balls, nylon paddles, hoops, carpet squares, doweling, jump
ropes, balls of various siids, beanbags, and balloons; fewer (one per
four children) but enough intermediately priced items such as
balance boards, footsie boards, target throws, old tires, and scooter
boards; adequate' indoor and outdoor apparatus such as a
coordination lads r, a Stegel, a number of balance beaMs, mats, a
vaulting box, cli bing ropes or poles, a turning bar, chinning bar,
climbing tower, horizontal ladder, parallel ba , and various court
and wall markings.

32
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Organizing students) into small groups that rotate through
stations is, an effective way to make students active if equipment is
limited.-Caution should be taken, however, to make sure that
students are aware or the learning objectives to be accomplished,
self-directed enough to pursue them meaningfullP, and adequately
safety-conscious to avoid hazardous behavior. If such charactens-
tics have not yet been developed, teachers should delay the use of
the station teaching approach.

No matter what strategy exists for class presentations, the
teacher will want to:

1. Offer cues for effective learning to spur tnorelligh-quality
work or creativity.

2. Provide opportunities for repetition of positive (correct)
actions.

3: FosteT the development of ositive attitudes by establishing
an environinentfor human odeling.

4. Make efforts to reinforces e desired learning objectives by
relating them to activities'; kills, or tasks that were mastered
previously.

5. Allow enough time for .6ach task so that students can master
the desired skills

Summary of Teaching Strategies

In conclusion,,teachers should be capabje of fitting the right
strategy to the right lesson so that optimal learning can take place.
The characteristics of the students, the availability of, the
necessary materials, and the design of the intendefi lesson should
be factors bused by the instructor in the planning of the teaching
strategy. Although teachers should use a strategy that fits into
their personal style, they should avoid using nely one strategy
because students aged four through nine have short attention
spans and are more apt to be continually motivated if challenged
to work in different ways (for example, through use bf dance,
organized competition, response to themes, and so on). Whatever
the approaCh (direct, indirect, -var a combination of the two),

Oshould serve as' facilitators who praise, challenge,
Organize, cue, and create an environment that promotes learning.

33
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Chapter

14
Goals, Objectives,sond
Suggested Activities

Typically, the means used to implement well-planned instruc-
tional pr grams are goals ,(broad-based statements identifying the
areas concern to be stressed throughout the program);
objectives -(specific statements outlining the expected perfOrmance
criteria to be fulfilled to satisfy the intent of the objective), and
activities (a range of specific experiences directly related to the
designated objective that, when mastered, would ostensibly
prepare the performer to meet the measurement criteria specified
in the objective). Because great diversity exists in the educational.
approaches used in California schools. and becaue-thit publication
is intended to 4id and not to present. Mandates, no attempt has
been made to Present the contents of this publication in a format
in which formal objectives are stated. 41.

It is assumed that most school districts have adopted the goals
for physical education contained in the Physical Education
Framework for California Public Schools. (Sacramento: California
State Department of Education, 1973). School districts will now
want to develop district, school, and individual learner objectives
in the format of their choice. School district personnel will write
and implement objectives that 'focus on a tide perspective to
provide for the needs of all students and stimulate diversified
high-quality programs of instruction. Staff members at the school
level will write and implement objectives related to direct se ices
to students as measured by the productivity or sought ter
qualities of movement that rejult from instructional activit . All
objectives will be designed to meet identified needs.

An example of a districtwide needs statement, objective, and
criterion of success related to physical education for children aged
four through nine would be:

1. Needs statement. A ntked exists to satisfy qualitatively the
legislative requirement that all elementary school students
receive instruction in physical education activities

2. Objective. The objective is to proVide, at the elementary ol
'level, programs of instruction that meet !Dr surpass existing

13

(legal mandates arid
are designed to meet ;
individual .needs and
provide for Measurable .

progress in preidentified
areas of concern.

3. Criterion for success. The cri-
rion for success is the inclusion
of this activity, in accordance with legal requirements, m
each of the district's elementary schoOls effective immedi-
ately. A minimum of 80 percent of the students mustitpass a
preidentified and individually based set of basic account-
ability activities related *to a, minimum of four goals as
outlined in-tes publication.

An example /of a school's needs statement, objective, and
criterion for success related to a specific goal and applied to
students aged four through nine is as follows:

1. Needs statement. A need exists to provide' students with
fundamental instruction in the area of acquisition of motor

. skills so that they may develop the ability to move with
control, expression*, efficiency, and skill.

2. Objective., The objective is to assist students in She develop-
ment of competencies in motor skills as measured by the
fulfillment of predetermined. measurement requirements.

3. dfitertoi for success. The criterion for success is that
students aged four through nine who are. enrolled in physical
education programs wrIl demonstrate competency in motor
skills acquisition by successfully completing a minimum 'of
one series of motor skills basic accountability activities
described in this publication (see Chapter 7).
Note. Students will be expected to advance on the contin-
uum at a minimum raje of one level per school year (see
Chapter 7).



An example of a learner's objective based on an identified need
discovered through pretesting or teacher observationwfould be.

1. Needs statement. Students must learn to absorb face to
avoid injury when receiving a ball or landing after a jump. .

2. Objectives:
a. The first objective is to move the arms and hands in

toward the body (give with the ball) as contact with the
ball is made while one is catching a ball.

( b. The second objective is to land on the balls of the feet;
bend at the ankles, knees, and hips; and extend the arms
upward and outward at thewaist while recovering from a
jump.

3. Criterion for success:
a. The criterion for success is,that students catching balls will

relax a minimum of 90 percent of the time as they catch
the balls.
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C
.b. The criterion for success is that students landing after

jumping will absorb the shock of the activity by following
the details of the objective each time they jump.

If less formal objectives are acceptable to the district,
the

might
establish objectives for each goal, subobjectives for the compo-
nents of each goal, and easurement by tracking the students
formally or through tea er observation during their regular class
activities.. This daily rec rd or a record of class observation could
suffice as the formal evaluation process (see Chapter 7).

In this chapter are presented specific activities related to the
identified components of each of the goals for physical education
in California schools. Each goal has accompanying introductory
remarks. It is hoped that these comprehensive materials will offer
a stimulating array of meaningful activities that can be individ-
ualized to meet the needs of students as the students vigorously
and enthusiastically pursue the natural, medium; that is,
movement. .
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oat
4 Self-Image

Feeling good about oneself and knowing one's capabilities
well as one's limitations contribute to the development of

positive self-image. Participation in activities that help stu-
ents become acquainted with themselves as persons similar to

ethers but unique as, individuals 'make positive self-identification
possible.

Students need to know about their bodies: how their bodies
ork and can best be moved. *Learning about body shapes,

i unctions, and proportiopati lizes Ys essential to fundamental
ducation and provides a yaluilble touchstone for formal educa-
ional processes. What mOre inthresting object exists for study
han one's own expreSsive ihstrument,one'sbody? Learning about
is capabilities and IjmitatiOns can be enjoyably and exciting.
tudents squeal with delight when they are successful. By working
ith their own living laboratory, their body, they can succeed
any times in many ways.
As 'students learn about the diffei.ent parts bf the body its

,pedial and combined functions, the expressive ways in which the
o'dy communicates through movement, and the ways in ,which
he body relates spatially to themselves, to otlfers, and to
bjectsthey tend to feel good abbut themselves. They find

ays to accept or adapt their own limitations and those of their
seers.

)Positjve guidance in an environment of total acceptanCe car;
arantee students a solid cornerstone, on which to build their

ducational foundations. When childrep feel good about them-
,elves, they succeed; and when they succeed-,- they develop

orifidence. Confidence enables them to look upon. challenges as
oors and not hurtles. They sustain a sense of curiosity, for they
re fortified with feelings of acceptance and success. The cyRle

; epeats itself, ,and high-quality performance becomes consistent. .

For this reason and other ,reasons, the goal of self-image is
ilaced first in this publication. Getting a positive introductory

nentation to one greatest. resource -oneself is essential for
f utu re success inside oivutside the classroom.

6
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Goal 1: Self-Image
Component: Body. Image (Kinesthetic Discrimination)

Teacher-directed activities

Help st - realize that the elements of body image
are :4 ledge of the parts of the body, functions,
shapes, movements, and size. Teach students the
parts of their body by pointing to the parts
repeatedly and naming them; by iinging simple
songi ("Head, Shoulders, Knees, and Toes") and
touching the parts named in the lyrics; or by
having students lie down, tense an ideptified part
of the body, relax that part, and name it.

-Introduce more and more parts of the body
gradually until all are known and easily identified.

Emphasize the functions of the body as the parts of
the body are learned: the nose smells, the teeth
bite, the eyes see, the ears hear, the arms wave, the
legs walk. Slowly introduce the functions of the
combined parts of the body; for example, the
skeleton supports the weight of the body and the
muscles, thus helping to provide for movement;
the head houses the brain,'which sends messages to
the muscles and bones so that movements can
occur.

Alert students to the various shapes df the body: legs,
arms, and back (linear); head, trunk, and hips
(triangular); wrists and ankles -(circular)z- Talk
about and demonstrate the shaper that can be
made by moving the various joints: arm circles, leg
circles, -swing half-circles; ankle and wrist rota-
tions, angular Vs with legs and arms.

Have students curl up and extend, roll and stretch,
walk and'creep, wiggle and squiggle, to explore the
many ways their bodies can move.

Have students discover the relative size of the parts of
their body. Ask questions: Are the toes longer
than the fingers? Are the ,Arms longer than t
legs? Is the back the longest part of the body?

Play "muscle talk" or "bone talk" and gave the
students learn the names of their, muscles and
bones. Label a Halloween skeleton's ,bones and
have students dance to the sounds of the names.

Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Challenge students to touch their:

Toes, nose, chin, shins, hips, elbows.
Fingers, wrists, knees, thighs, back, front.
Chest, neck, ankles, 'aist, ribs, ears.
Mouth,,head, arms, legs, feet, hand, jaw.

Challenge students to make up their own touching
sequence and sing out the names of the parts of
the body being touched.

Challenge students to complete the follopng:

I with my nose.
I with my. eyes.
I laugh with my
I chew with my
I with my legs.
I with my arms.
I roll with my , and I with

my tongue!

Challenge students to sit on a chair and:

Swing the right (left)g.
Swing both legs together; both legs in opposite

directions;
Swing both legs apart; together, with one leg crossing

in front, one'behind.
Rotate, the left (right) ankle (foot).
Tap a rhythm and clap in time to it.

Challenge students to lie down and:

Move both arms and legs up and back (out and back).
Touch the right (left) hand to the opposite toe.
Touch Oath feet and keep the legs straight.,
Lift the head and gently put it down.
Raise an arm and let it flop.
dross the ryes, toes, legs, arms, and fingers.
Raise the part of the body identified (elbows, knees,

head, legs, arms, shoulders, hips, back). ,

Language Arts and Reading.

Teach these vocabulary words:' abdomen, ankles,
arms, back, calf, cheeks, chin, chest, ears, ear lobe,
eyes, eyebrows, eyelashes, elbows, forehead, feet,
fingers, fingernails, heels, hands, head, hair, hips,
knees, knuckles, legs, lips, mouth, nose, neck,
sides, trunk, tongue, toes, thighs, temples, teeth,
waist, wrists, laugh, smell, taste, hear, cry, smile,
chew, gnash.
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Goal 1: Self-Image (Continued)

Component: Body Image (Kinesthetic Discrimination) (Continu d)
Teacher-directed activities Ta -oriented activities

41 *ft 5

Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Challenge studen to think of, move, and name the:.

Largest part of th ir body.
Smallest pail of eir body.
Challenge studen to start with the smallest (largest)

-part of their b dy, move it, and progress toward a
larger (smaller) pail of their body, until reaching
the largest (sm est)part. . .

Challenge students to draw a body outline and label
as many parts at possible.

Challenge students to evaluate their own posture by
standing in front of,a mirror and observing if their
feet, knees, hips, and shoulders are level, deter-
mining if they have a forward head, swayed back,
or round shoulders. (See the appendix for infor-
mation on posture.)

ft

I

Have -students respond to flash cards, citing parts of
the body instead of verbal cues.

Have students write the-words in the blanks suggested
in the third challenge of column two (on the
preceding page).

Art:
Use drawings of human beings to have the students

identify-various parts of the body, their functions,
and their shapes. Have students compare body
shapftlt- other shapes evident in existing artifacts.

Music and Dance:

Use commercial records to explore body image (see
selected references in the back of this publication).,

Science: .

Combine action with the study of the bones, muscles,
and orgahs of the human body.

Y
a
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Goal 1: Self-lager,t,ed,
Component: Capabilities and Limitations

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Emphasize that, although we are all alike, we are also
different! Point out that in physical education
everyone can be successful in finding out about
the body ;how it works and moves and in how
many different ways it can be manipulated.

Have students stand in front of a mirror to determine
whether they are tall, short, medium, heavy, or
light; what the color of their skin, eyes, and hair is;
whether they can smile, frown,. shrugs stand tall,
spin, clap,;sit, or bend; and whether they have

'Odd 'or poor posture. (See the appendix for
information on posture.)

Point out that good posture is essential if one wants
to be 'healthy and move efficiently. Emphasize
that students should hold their head erect, keep
their chin in, back straight, and body aligned so
that the center of gravity allows the hod, to be
correctly postured in a relaxed manner. Have
students practice walking, standing; and sitting
with good posture.

Discuss growing and the need for proper diet, rest,
and exercise!Talk about fatigue and fitness: Point
out that it is all right to become tired and that
they should try to do their best at all times.
Discuss how fitness helps one have a vigorous,
enjoyable life. Talk about how rest will help make
one ready to work and play some mpre.

Have students exercise and talk aboyt what ettects it.
had on their 'body (faster heartbeat, increased
perspiration, tired muscles).

Ask students to compare themselves with their older
brothers and sisters and point out that the
students are not expected to have the same
capabilities as their older brothers and sisters. Talk
abut what the students must do to develop to
their greatest potential and how they must
acknowledge their limitations without being
frustrated.

116

Challenge students to discover:

If they can make a;sand castle.
If they canAconsistently throw a beanbag into a trash,

can from a distance of three meters.
If they can pull wheeled toys without turning them

over.
If they can ride a tricycle with control.
If they can move the parts of the body in response to

verbal (written) cues.
How many times they can jump rope without missing.

'How far they can run.
How high they can jump.
How far they can jump.
In how many different ways they can.walk, hop, skip,

run, gallop, slide, and roll.
To what height they can reach; whether they can

crawl through a cardboard box; whether they can
get out of a rolling cylinder; or whether they can
run through a rolling hoop without causing it to
stop.

If they can go through a broomstick or a piece of
doweling without releasing their grip on each end.

How many different emotions they can express with
movement.

How long they can balance on two feet (one foot) on
a balance beam.

If they can follow the footprints on an adventure
course (cutouts or painted footprints put down in
a walking, hopping, jumping, leaping pattern)
without losing their balance.

If they can do five tricks on a chinning bar.
If they can play catch with a ball (beanbag, deck

tennis ring, Frisbee, coffee can lid).
If they can dribble a ball with control, using their, feet

or hands.
If they can hit a stationary (moving) object straight.
If they can improve any of the previous totals after

rest; after practice.
What makes them achieve their best performance.

Language Arts and Reading:
Teich these vocabulary words: capal2ility, limitations,

rest, relaxation, diet, food, nutrition, exercise,
move, performance, practice, concentration, class-
mates, growing, maturation, heredity.

Have students keep an "I Can Do" notebook in which
they list their accomplishments in physical educa-
tion such as: "I can name eight (ten, twenty,
thirty) parts of the body aid tell what they do."
Or "I can move my body in eight (ten, twelve,
sixteen) different ways." Periodically, check the
students' claims and praise their achievements.

Psychology:

Help students in values clarification by 'having
friendly, easy discussions about feelings. Have
students discuss (1) what feelings exist when
people laugh at others instead of with others or
jeer at or point to -others less capable; (2) what
feelings the students want to exist; and (3) what
produces warm feelings. Praise students when they
do thoughtful things that reflect the sensitivity of
others' feelings. Expect students to fail sometimes.
Correct them positively so that they will habit-
ually strive to pass along good feelings ("warm
fuzzies") instead of harsh ones ("cold pricklics").
Point out that everyone likes to succeed and that
everyone can if he or she tries hard, works to
improve areas of weakness, and concentrates on
the task atand.

Discuss why some students are good at mathematics
and others draw well. Suggest that such differences
are acceptable and understandable in the class-
room. Point out that people inherit different
physical capabilities and talents and that they will,
therefore, perform differently on the playground.

) 4 4
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Goal 1i Self-Image (Co..tinued)

Component: Relationships to Self, Others, or Objects
Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

-Realize that students at this age will vary in their
abilitieS to relate to others. Provide as many
opportunities as possible for individuals and
groups to be successful. Work from simple to
complex so that students can build success upon
success.

Point out that relationships may be paternal, passing,
permanent, private, public, or possible within
oneself, with others, or with objects. Have stu-

- dents talk about how they feel about themselves
when they succeed or fail, are praised or scorned,
or gain or lose a friend.,

Allow studeqts to experience relating to an object in
a physical way (on, over, around, under, in front
of, behind). Emphasize that this type of relation-
ship is different from relationships previously
discussed.

Have students work with partners, in small groups, in
larger groups, and filially as a whole class in
exploratory or expressive activities (problem
solving, response to movement challenges, por-
trayal of dramatic stories with animation).

Observe children's persistent movement patterns to
determine the nonverbal 'communication of their
self-image (watch for clinging, bullying behavior,
slowness, hyperactivity). Seek the causes of this
symptomatic behavior and together attempt to
modify the behavior through positive means.

Allow children to tell whether they have been
helpful, hurtfuLlor neither during physical educa-
tion classes. Encptirage children to discuss the
meanings of helpfil, hurtful, and neutral.

si

Challenge students to:

Talk about what makes them feel good about
themselves (when they succeed; achieve; help
others; finish a project; receive love from their
dogs or cats, parents, and loved ones).

Talk about what mates them feel badly and how they
could avoid such negative feelings.

Move over, around, in front ofbehind, to the left of,
to the right of, in and out of, and across gnd back
over a hoop.

'Move under, over, across, around, to the left of, and
to the right of a sturdy table.

Move in opposition to a partner.
Move in unison with a partner (with three; with four).
Use different types. of movement as they go through

an obstacle course. Ask them to discuis how they
felt when they had to use their arms (feet) as the
principal means of transportation. Discuss the
relationship betWeen strength and success on
obstacle courses.

Work hard on movement tasks so that succjss will be
natural.

Explore different environments and sensations such
as open space; cramped space (inside a box, under
a table, inside an bpen-ended cylinder); heights; a
motionless position; very quick movement.

Experience the inverted position by hanging upside
down on a bar, a rope, or a jungle gym; taking
weight on the hands for longer and longer periods
of time (wheelbarrow walk, handstand, mule /
kick); doing partner stunts such as the double roll
and flying angel.

Relate to both stationary and moving objects.

Language Arts and Reacting:

Teach these vocabulary words: eod, bad, feelings,
unison, inverted, upside down, positive, negative,
relationship.

Have students talk or write about their favorite
relative and_why the relative is a favorite. Ask the
students to describe how these good feelings about
a person happen..

Mathematics:

Talk about relationships in numbers work.
Have students learn about even numbers and odd

numbers. Use dice to learn about the combination
of numbers. Let the children relate to numbers by
having them perform exercises according to the
numbers produceed by the roll of the dice.

Science:

. Talk about the anticipation needed when on is
working with moving objects.

Vitfarl.434.2,.../.1.41104,r41:4:tr."
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Goal 1: Self Image (Continued)

Component: Self-Expression (See also Creative Expression)

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Realize that nonverbal communication can be just as
expressive as verbal communication. Encourage
children to be natural and expressive in their
movements as they interpret dramatic moments,
dance rhythmically, move in slow motion, respond
to poetry, or rhythmic accents (word phrases,
clapping, repeated syllables), and solve movement
tasks calling for imagery.

Allow students opportunities for self-expression by
providing dance challenges, punching bags (or
balloons), and drainatic play.

Encourage student efforts in self-expression by
praising, sound, creative performance, providing
opportunities for showcasing, and stimulating they
students' imraTion.

Ask students to explore their kinesthetic sense
expressively by moving with their eyes closed,
spinning rapidly, and then freezing in a unique or
grotesque "Statue" position; or by attempting
various activities while airborne.

Provide equipment that will challenge the students'
imagination and then allow time for small groups
to explore the many, alternatives (for example,
provide cardboard and newspapers with which
students might construct props for a pirate adven-
ture, a space flight, an Indian ceremony, a
Hawaiian dance, a bullfight).

Be aware of children who constantly act out the same
fantasy. Their doing so might indicate feelings,
fears, hopes, or traumas faced in life.

Ask the students to talk about what they have
watched on television and then plan a class dance
to dramatize suitable subjects.

Allow students to "be" all the characters or objects
that they see themselves as (for example, spiders,

. clouds, fire, insets, detectives, ballet dancers,
athletes, tops, cars).

Challenge students to:

Be wooden soldiers; Raggedy Ann or Andy.
Move and express various emotions.
Respond to Shhh! or Pow! or Pop!
Move to drumbeats, cymbal crashes, tambourine taps

and shakes, woodblock rhythms, triangle tingles.
Express time by moving fast, slow, or moderately in

varying patterns.
Express force by moving lightly like a balloon or

heavily like an elephant.
Express and use space by moving high or low, wide or

narrow, in big circles or small squares.
Express flow by moving like a smooth sand dune

responding to the wind or like a mismanaged
puppet. ,

Glide; shake; roll; relax.
Move to music (various selections) to express what

they feel.
"Talk" about their fears, hopes, and dreams thiough

movement.
Express themselves'as a color. .

Demonstrate how they can move with control;
without control. (Have them discuss differences in.
feeling.)

Dance what, they would like to be; what they really
are.

Use facial expressions to depict six (eight, ten,
twelve) different feelings.

Respond to television commercial jingles in small
group movements.

Breathe deeply and unwind; then breathe quickly and
wind up! -

Interpret music, poetry', or voice inflections through
expressive movement.

Language Arts and Reading:

Teach these vocabulary words: dance, movement,
expression, facial,'force, soft, smooth, jerky, slow
motion:

Have students respond with movement to flash cards
that show letters or words.

Have students use their body to depict letters of the
alphabet or numbers.

Art:

Talk about how colors express emotions or feelings.
Show how the.blending of colors makes new or
different colors. Compare the blending of move-
ments and point out how new movements are thus
created.

Music:

PlaY different musical selections. Discuss their expres-
sive qualities. -Have students tell why some music
makes them happy, makes others sad, and makes
still others frightened.

Psychology:

Have students role play simple home dramas and
discuss how the vanous characters make them feel
(for example, the angry father' or mother, the
nagging little brother or sister, the faithful dog).
Point out that people usually enjoy having people
around who are happy and helpful but that those
who bully or whine or nag, are usually not
welcome. Talk about -how to handle the natural
emotions of anger and disappointment. List alter-
natives to use when frustrations overwhelm. Have
students act out these alternativeAtth and with-
out verbalization.

7 .48 ,
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.2 Social Behavior
Learning to interact, produce, share, rebound from disappoint-

ments, accept successes with humility, lead, and follow is essential
if one wishes to be a contributing, vibrant member of society. In
the school setting the physical education program provides
abundapt and important opportunities for students to begin
experiencing and responding to-tome of the stresses and demands
that approximate those of society:

Students must learn to follow directions, share and care for
equipment, respect peers and their opinions, accept responsibility,
cooperate for the common good, and act in accordance with
school regulations if they are to participate successfully in school
functions. Learning to interact first with one person, then with
two persons, then with a small group, and finally with the whole
group represents another level of accomplishment toward which
students should strive. Helping students get rid of sexual, racial, or
ethnic prejudices brought about by ignorance o, cultural heritage
or the prevention of prejudice is a sensitive assignment for

f$27teachers. Aiding students to become leaders their peers and
teaching the reasons behind rules and regulati ns are all related to
the fulfillment of the goal of acceptable social frehavior.

Each class meeting represents an opportunity for growth in
social behaNior. Students tend., to model themselves after the
model they see. If a high level of trust, a positive and. constant
environment for learning, and cues on acc-eptable behavior exist in
the 'classroom, positive growth in socially desirable behavior
patterns will usually occur. If, on the other hand, sarcasm or
ridicule, a feeling of disorganization, a record of inconsistent
treatment, or a low level of trust between student and teacher
exists, little growth in socially desirable behavior will occur.

Children strive to become that which they see and admire. They
tend to emulate good or bad modeling. Teachers must, therefore,
plan well; interest and challenge students; strive to motivate
students; set understandable, just rules; provide students with
opportunities to make decisions; remember that children are
children; avoid interpreting student' misdeeds as personally
insulting; and discipline students fairly.

3-88187 4S
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Goal 2: .5ocial Behavior
Component: 1Cnowledge of Elements

Teacher-directed actinides Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Instruct students about their need to know and
understand the rules that govern them. Point out
that rules are Made to prOtect or facilitate
matters so that people can enjoy them Ives safely
and efficiently and get along with as ttle strife as
possible.

Review the expected behaviors for the clasiroom,
playgrdund,. and activity romp. Give positive exam-
ples of how students can show self-control, self -
discipline, good sportsmanship, cooperative
attitudes, and tolerance and respect for people and
equipment.

Review all rules regularly so that, misunderstandings
will not occur.

I-laye students cite some reasons why rules exist (for
example, the danger of traffic hazards-and other
hazards, the chance of bodily harm, the need to
respect the rights of others, the limited amount of
equipment, and the cultural heritage ,of our
democracy).

Establish a Standard operating procedure so that
everyone will know what social behavior is accept-
able. Involve the students in the process of
establishing the necessary constraints so 'that they
will understand the rules and their T!: in the
process.

Keep the rules as simple as possible but be specific,
particularly as to safety.

Provide opportunities for students to lead as well as
follow. Leading simple gamesor being respcinsible
for equipment disbursement or retrieval are but
two examples of opportunities that could be
provided. Leading in choreography, balance beam

--demonstrations, or the. planning of different obsta-
cle courses are other examples that could easily be
incorporated with class planning.

Create such an environment of trust that every,
student will wish to lead or follow naturally.

Challenge dents to know the necessary desirable
rules as applied to:

Going and coming from physical education classes.
Working with small eqiiipment.
Working on large apparatus.
Getting and returning equipment.
Working individually or m groups.
Sharing equipment.
Acceptable behavior dunng instruction, free play,

competition, and response to tasks (station teach-
ing or circuit training).

Traffic flow during class; during recess.
The rights of classmates.
The rights of schoolmates; adults.
The rights of owners of adjacent property.
Receiving and giiing constructive comments.
The schoolgrounds.
The environment.
Language usage while Involved in physical education.
Equipment in need of repair.
Appropnate clothes for safe involvement in activity.
Personal safety (keeping shoelaces tied; looking where

they are going).
Special situations such as tumbling.

Challenge students to:

Help their classmates learn and obey the rules.
Devise new rules thatmight be necessary.
Learn to recognize hazardous conditions and avoid

them.
Explain why behavior they see at Little League game?

or on television is acceptable or not.
Evaluate themselves on whether they follow the rules

and why.
Act out acceptable and unacceptable behavior and

explain why their actions were so judged.

Language Arts an* d'Readinip,..

Teach these vocabulary words: behavior, rules, soci
ety, acceptable, expected, self-control, self-
discipline, cooperation, good sportsman hip, toler-
ance,. respect, schoolmates, classmat s, adults,
sharing, neighbors, safety.

Have students write stories or poems or lays about
what happens on the playground a d then act
them out. Discuss the way the charact, rebehaved.

Art:

Have students draw pictures reflecti ig the rules
necessary for-safety in activity areas./

/
,

Social Studies: I

Relate.the rules used,at 'school to the laws necessary
to govern society. Point out the ro s a citizen may
play in helping to formulate or m ify rules.

Pisychology: -

Realize that iri today's complex ociety many stu-
aents . are unable to cope w/ th the stress so
prevalent in and around play ounds unless posi-
tive supervision is prOvided. T about frustration
and anger and encourage stu ents to seek accept-
able ways to deal with them. .

Point out that everyone feels stress differently and
that one must constantly strive td find positive
ways to deal with negatime ituatitms.

Help' timid students feel comfortable by gently
encouraging their active volvernent in class activ-
ities. Value their slight t contributions and rein-
force the acceptable ehavioral traits that they

. demonstrate.
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Goal
Compone

Social Behavior (Continued)-

: Demonstration of Acceptable Social Behavior
TeaChltr-directed activities Task-oriented activities

Point out that each student% behavior patterns will
be obsery d and that it is ho ed eachstudent will
strive to Kaye in socially acc table ways.

Teach students the verbal comm ds of go or start
and stop or freeze. 'Outline w sex. pected when
these cues art

Provide many Qpportunities for j is to move
through space without touching anyone or any
thing. Praise ..theni when thty can do10 success-
fully. Consider changing class activities (adding
octivities or changing the focus of the lesson) if
most studen

Emphasize w
behavior a

restles,l.'
ected as suitable playground

ok for students who do not
. complail about having f8 turn the Pope, wait for

their turn, or return to the end of,t i _line without
pushing, shoving, or calling out to mates. -

Watch' lit for students who become so absorbed in
the activity that they forget where they, are.
Caution them to concentrate on watching where
they are going and to be dart to hazards.

Tell students regularly what,is expected of them and
pra,ise them when their actions demonstrate that
they concur.

Live students op portunities. to.play with _ various
members of the class. Encourage the students to
get along with others and enjoy being with 'them
whether they are equally skilled, less skilled, or
more skilled. Observe the efforts of the students
and praise or Criticize their behavior`

Establish consistent and fair practices for helping
those not complying with' stated procedures to
learn to want to comply. Consider having them
give verbal response to such questions as the
following. What are you doing? Why are you doing
that? Is what you are doing helping you or others?
Is there something you can do that would not
disturb others and that would help you?

Challenge students to do the following consistently.

Follow the directigins of the instructor.
Share equipment.
Take turns.
Wait in line patiently.
Remain quiet and still while instructi8ns are being

given.
Try hard to do all the tasks and adventures suggested.
Concentrate on performing the tasks as 'well as

possible.
'Play with all members. of the class and not just with

special friends. r

Avoid calling classmateslimes.
Do their share of the less than enjoyable tasks

(turning the rope of manipulating the tinikling
Ales).

Avoid'com_plaining about classmates.
Show ,pect for the opinions of classmates.
pemonstrate good sportsmanship by playing accord-

ing to the rules,' accepting the decisions of offi-
cials,- and congratulating their opponents no
matter what the outcome of the game.

Olt and return equipment safely and courteously.
Accept gracefully instructional tips for better

performance.
Channel frustrations in acceptable outlets (bea t-a

punching bag, run, or engage in a strenuous bout
. of exercise instead of hitting, pushing, shoving, or
calling classmates names).

Judge play areas as to safety and play only in areas
free of hazards.

Lead or follow enthusiastically.
Be honest in all endeavors..
Refrain from damaginglqu@nent or marring the

environmen t.

Demonstrate self-control by posing questions tact-
fully, controlling their temper, and following good
health practices as to nutrition, rest, and exercise.

&_N

Suggested inultidiSciPlinary activities

Language Arts and Reading.

Teach these vocabulary words: consistency, turns,
responsibility, respect, decisions, courtesy, tact-
fully, self-control, hazards,, leadership, follower-
ship,air.

Have students tell about progr y hive seen on
television that relate to scho t them discuss
what they learned about behavior. Ask them
which of the charaCtersithey would like to be.

Hayeltudents write about' words such as courage,
skill, teammate, self- discipline, cooperation.
Encourage students to give examples of how
people can demonstrate the best attributes
reflected by these words.

t..
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`3 /motor skins
Learningto move with control, expression, efficiency, and skill

in a variety of ways and in a multiplicity of situations contributes
greatly to a student's development of a self-concept and a sense of
accwzplishment, knowledge, and phAical prowess. Students aged
four through nine are ready for learning movement skills. They are
iricplisditive about themselves and everything else and are eager to

'participate, but they are quickly disappointed if unsuccessful.
Teachers will, therefore, want to plan programs that allow,
encourage, even guarantee daily success for each student. This
purpose cars best be accomplished by assigning simple tasks first
and moving to more complex tasks and a combination of tasks
only after students have been consistently successful in performing
the simple tasks.

Because motor skills are extremely important in physical
ucation, they are dealt Avith_eaensively in this publication.

Teachers are provided with many choices in the selection of
' suitable activities for' each student. It is recommended- that

teachers assess`the initial capabilities of their studerits (see Chapter
7 on' evaluation); prescribe activities based on the results of the
assessment; and then assess the students again to see if progress has
occurred or a high level of performance his been maintained.

The performance of the many multidisciplinary activities
suggested in this publicatiOn and additional activities developed by
the teacher can aid efforts to make the curriculum come alive.
Students who find movement a natural, medium will be attracted
to academic work and vice versa. Both teacher-directed activities
and task-oriented activities cak aid students in 'learning how to
learn and in' acquiring motor skills more readily. Teacher-directed
activities present basic data that should be mastered by the one
presenting the data as well as by -the one to whom the data are
piesented. If applied creatively through, task-oriented activities,
the knowledge gained can help guarantee quality of movement.
The task-oriented activities challenge students to respond to
specific directions or to respond creatively to statements of
problems-needing solutions.

As noted earlier., this publication does not dwell on the "games"
approach to physical education. Games do contributetto the
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educational process, but they
fit best into the overall scheme ;
after basic movement skills
have been mastered. Students
aged four through nine doenjoy
involvement in suitable games.
Teachers may, therefore, wish to
use games in a limited way durijg
class an more extensively ,during
recess of lunch breaks to reinforce
classroom instruction in physical education.

.1114%;

AIL

Each instructional session should be enjoyable and challenging
and should be organized so that students achieve success. The
sessions must, therefore, be carefully pinned; be concerned with
topics of interest; be diverie and creative (not drab and repeti-
tious); and be,chalienging. Students will have to be introduced to
the exploratory approach to legrnifig. Teachers should take time
to make the students awirre of general 'class procedures, the
availability of equipment, the responsibility of eac student to
respect the personal space of another, and the p rarneters of
acceptablesocial behayior.

The sessions should, be-made progressively more difficult from
day to day and year to year (see Chapter 2 on planning prOgramg
and Chapter 6 on suggested 'yearly programs) so that redundancy
is avoided and students are constantly challenged. It is not
intended that teachers start on the first task described and
progress as far as they can each year. Instead, they should
determine the levels pf skill of their students and assign activities
that will challenge the students from the outset of the program.

Remedial instruction should be a natural strategy for helping
students who need to review-what was learned or adapt their
behavior to accommodate a teniporary or permanent impairment,
Because components, skills, and (asks are presented in theil
estimated order of diffidulty, students with deficiencies should
startw4th the simplest activities and progress to the more complex
in keeping with personal abilities. I ,
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Goal 'Motor Sqls
Component: Qualities of MovementSpace, Flow, Force, Time, Relationships'

Teacher-directed activities

Point out that just as one talks whine using different
expressions and tones and speeds, one can move in
the same manner.

Review the matter of space. Emphasize that space
refers to the total area in which movement can
take place. Personal space is that area around each
individual that one can ,reach without touching
another person. General space isthe area used by
everyone when moving from One place to another.

Have students' explore their personal spice by pre-
tending to be glued down and then trying to move.
Then have them break loose: burst to another,

ce, and then become stuck again.
Discuss a demontrate flow. Point out that flow is

the 'smooth, unintettrptedcontinuity of one
movement to another to create a pattern or a
sequence of, movements that may or may not be' g -tepeated.

Have .stustents practice flowing smoothly from one
locomotor movement to another to a nonloco-
Motor combination of movements. Encourage
freedom of movement but 'suggest that the stu-
dents maintain balance at all times. Point out that
symmetrical movements are balanced so that both
sides of the body look alike or move in an
iden cal manner. Movenents that are unbalanced
qr loo different from one another are called
asymm trical.

Erreiphasize that force is reflected by the tension of
muscles as they project strong, moderate, or weak
responses.

Ointrast force and time so that it is clear that one
may change the tirjung of a movement from fast to

e." moderate to slow and still demoltrate strong,
moderate, or weak degrees of force.

o

Task-oriented t ies

Challenge students to move.

Fast vatliTir a Small space
Slowly throughout a la space.
Explosively!
In, out of, up, down, d around an Object.
Slowly, then faster an faster and faster. Freeze!
With force, without f ce; steadily, unsteadily; heav-

ily, lightly; slow, fast.
In a curved path; a straight path; an uphill path; a

downhill path (with an imaginary load; without an
imaginary load).

Softly, with big movements; softly, with tiny
movements.

With wide steps; with-narrow steps.
With wide, sticky steps toward a partner; with

narrow, squishy steps away from a partner.
As thougheinitiating force;, absorbing shock.
Zigzag through art imaginary haunted house.
Tightly and loosely in a circle.
From one place to another in a direct line.
From one place to another in a broken line.
Above someone; uridtr someone.
With continuous, flowing movements of the arms and'

head.
With jerky movements of the head, arms, body, and

legs.'
As ttipugh meeting a partner in a relaxed (tense)

manner.
In a flow from one movement to another and to

another.
With big movements; with small movements.
To the left, softly; to the right, heavily.
With the rounded parts of the body; with the pointed

parts of the body.
While slowly accelerating; quickly decelerating.
With one body shape actois the room; with another'

body shape on a return trip. .

With unequal steps.
AM of the activities described in Goal 3 can be performed with the types of movement described in this first component.

5r

Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Languagel4rts and Reading:

Teach these vocabulary words: force, space, time,
shape, flow, path, near; far, meet, part:in:out, up',/
dovin, around, heavy, light, strong, soft, big, little,
constant, broken, continuous, jerkily, long, short,
wide, narrow, straight, crooked, contrasting,
symmetrical, asymmetncal, smooth, rough, tense,
relaxed, acce4ate, decelerate, initiate, absorb,
round, pointed, curved, angular, moderately.

Dance:

Have one -half of the students get partners and form.
some kind' of obstacle (a bridge, a blockade,
gnashing teeth, a circle, and so on) and then have
the other half go through the maze created by
their classmates. Play the composition "In the Hall
of the Mountain.Kin from the Peer Gynt Suite
by Grieg to aid in emphasizing the need for
dramatic quality. Change groups and repeat the
assignment.

Play various selections from classical and contempo-
rary composers and havethe students discuss the
qualities of flow,' force, and time reflected in the
music.

Psychology and Social Behavior:

Discuss the kinds of movement that make students
feel good. and the reason. Relate this matter to the
ways in which students communicate verbally. Do
they like being screamed at? Do they enjoy quiet,
soft compliments? Can they find ways in which to
reinforce good feelings? Can they avoid being
negative? What, movements are positive? Do they
communicate even then they don't,use words? In
what ways can they make each day happier?
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Goal 3: Motor 511s (Continued]

Component: Qualities of Movement Space, Flow, Force, Time, Relationships (Continued)
Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Have students work in relation to objects (beanbags:
chairs, pieces of paper) and perform slow (fast),
heavy (light), flowing (jerking) movements while
standing in their personal space or moving through
general space. .

Have students become bees or, butterflies and move
through a field of flowers. Let them tell you why

. they are moving with the force and speed they
have chosen. Ask them to reverse their action so
that the bees fly slowly and the butterflies fly
swiftly.

.

With equal steps.
Around, with symmetrical (asymmetrical) movements
Lightly, strongly, weakly, meekly, forcefully by

themselves (with a group of three).
With short steps; with long steps; slowly, then fast,

then slowly again.
Moderately, with angular movements.
In a relaxed manner from a high level to a very low

level.

.

Science:

Talk abotit the attempt to conquer space and the
obstacles that make the conquest difficult. Talk
about how time becomes infinite once the earth's
hemisphere is broken through. Haver students try
to become space persons and move as space
persons might move.

Work on learning to tell time.

. .
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Goal 3: Motor. *I Is (Con

Component: Locomotor MovementsCrawling,

tinned) '

Creeping, Walking

Nib

a

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Instruct students to crawl or creep in cross-patterned
moverhents. Point out that crawling is done on
one's hands and knees and that creeping is done in

, an extended prone position. Encourage the stu-
dents to look at their extended hands as they
Crawl or creep.

Point out to students that they should be aware of
safety hazards and crawl or creep on smooth
surfaces only; that is, on surfaces free of splinters,
glass, and so on.

Instil& students to step from the heels to the balls of
their feet and on to their toes. Encourage them to
swing their arms in opposition.

Use verbal cues as students walk, with or without
rhythmic accompaniment: "Toes straight ahead."
"Walk* tall." "Head up." "Knees over-the feet."
"Chin and stomach in." "Swing the legs from 'the
hid." "Strive to be smooth." "Swing the arms in
opposition." "Lead with the chest." se.

Have students play follow-the-leader in small groups,
using walking or creeping movements within estab-
lished space. Change leaders frequently.

Have students take a walking tour of the school
inside and outside. Point out the boundaries,
safety rules, various pieces of playground equip-
ment, and so on. Encourage pupils to march,
tiptoe, glide-step, and walk leisurely during the
`adventure." Emphasize good posture (see the
appendix).

Set up an obstacle course, using tires, cones, ropes,
and iines. Have students crawl or creep and walk
through the course. Use, verbal or musical sound
cues to indicate when the students are to change
from one kind of movement to another. .

Emphasize the ,characteristics of good posture as
students practice walking: opposition; carriage;
straightbut comfortable body alignment; and
placement of the feet in a straight line (see
the appendix).

3)

Challenge students to creep or crawl or walk. .

Into and out of the space provided withoul bumping
into anyone or anything.

In as many different ways as possible,
Slowly (fastlina big circle; a small circle.
Slowly at first; quickly at the finish; and vice versa.
Using very long (short) movements.
As if happy (sad,-tired, angry).
High at first; low at the end; and vice versa.
In as many directions as possible.
Like bears, rabbits, dogs, cats, camels, elephants.
Away from the instructor until a signal is given and

then tbward,,the instructor until told to freeze.
In a zigzag manner. ' .

Challenge students to walk:

Straight as an arrow, bent over with age.
While doing something else.
Sideways to the right; to the left.
In circles while going away from, (toward) the

instructor.
Around an object that is stationary (moving).
With a partner in step; out of step; at the same time;

faster; slower.
In as many ways as possible with a partner.
Tall, with) toes pointed yward, outward, and so on.
On tippes in a straight line, in a circle.
With steps as tiny as possible; as big as possible; fast;

slow.,
Noisily; quietly.
And chanie directions at a signal without touching

anyone else.
And change directions but remain facing in the same

direction.
And keep hands low (high) while moving at a low

(high) level.

Language'Arts and Reading.

Teach these vocabulary words: in, out, big, small,
forward, backward, up, down, high, low, tiptoe,
circle, line, swing, stop, go, right, left, walk, creep,
crawl, rhythrii, beat; clap, happy, sad, clown, fast,
slow, zigzag. (Allow students to demonstrate their
knowledgeofothe words by mains of appropriate
movements.)

Have students- walk to letters located on a grid in
response to,,a verbal command.

Have students form various letters by walking heel
and toe in loose sand.

Mathematics: ,

Have students walk to and around various geometric
shapes and various numbers.

Have students go to certain numbers.urresponse to a
verbal command and a rhythmic commend (three
claps, and-sd on).

Have students go to certain numbers or have them
form numbers to give correct responses to siMple
and complex problems.

Dramatics and Dance: ,.
Have students express various characteristics by walk-

ing.in a stylized manner. happy, sad, lazy, busy,
like mailmen, tightrope performers, clowns, mill-
tary persons.

Have students show how they think diffeient animals
might respond to music.

Music:

Teach students about beat, phrase, at-Lent, time, and
rhythm by' having the students move to different'
rhythms, stancLand sit at the start of different
phrases, and clap different time patterns while
Moving according to the patterns Have the stu-
dents move to counterpoint or walk in time to
music wHile expressing the mood of the music.
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Goal 3: Motor Sils.(Continued)
Component: Locomotor MovementsCrawling, Creeping, Walking (Continued)

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities / Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Have students march to music with and without
clapping: forward, backward, right, andleft.

Teach the dance "Glowworm" and other simple
square dances requiring walking skills.

Have students mimic movement patterns created by
their classmates and the stylized walks of famous
persons or commonly known groups of persons;
for example, Charlie Chaplin, cowboys: clowns,
dancers, wrestlers. Encourage students who are
demonstrating to use me w variations; large steps,

steps, crossover \ patterns, walking while
turning.

As though, going into a very heavy wind.
As though going before (with) a heavy wind.
To reflect feelings.

.

.

.
,

.
/ .
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/

Social Studies:
_
...

Discuss the traits of persons involved in s.auare
dancing.

Have students describe the early days of square
dancing and contrast conditions then with those
today.

Have students move as they would in mountainous
countries; flat countries; hot countries (states);
cold countries.

.
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Motor *Ils (Continued)
nent: Locomotor MovementRunning

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Instruct sludents,,to run with their head up, chin
parallel with th fklpor, weight on the balls df their
feet, arms swinging in opposition, elbows and
knees bent, chest up, and shoulders level. En-
courage the students to lean slightly forward from
the-ankles and keep" their foot, pattern parallel,

- with the toes of each foot pointing straight ahead
as itassumes the body weight.

Correct students as needed so,that they fiye equal use
to both sides of their body, taking triding
steps with each foot or-short, quick steps for fast
acceleration.

Point out tha,t joggers put their heels dowii first and
then their toes whet} jogging but that sprinters run
on the balli-of their feet at all times. Of course,
both joggers and sprinters bend' their knees to
absorb force. °

Teach students to stop by jumping to a forward Stri de
position, 'extending their hands and arms forward
and sideward for balance; or by dropping their
center of gravity (body) to a lower position and
taking sort, quick steps, keeping the arms
extended for balance, until the students come to a
halt. ,,, '

Have students practice running siva distances and
stopping when a signal is given. Correct those
students having difficulty by re.yiewing the items
previously described, demonstrating areas of defl-
ciency and the means of correction.

Increase running distandp gradually and have -,stu-
dents run for enjoyment.

Emphasize that students should always be alert while
running so that they will not bump into others,
turntheir ankles because of uneven terrain, or be
in danger because of other moving objects (for'

. example, bicYcles, cars, balls).

5 .
30'
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Challenge studen'ts to run:

In an identified spacellwithout touching anyone else.
_In-as many different ways as possible.
First in one direction and then in another.
Slowly, then quickly, and vice versa.
With long steps; with short steps.
Like a giant; like a dwarf.
As far as possible in six s ept.
As fast as possible in p
And 'stop when signa to do to without losing

balance.
At different levels:,'hi ow, medium; with and

without rhythmic accompaniment.
Around squares, kabgies, circles, rectangles.
To certain colors and bacg to,a starting position.
To identified numBers to touch,them and back to.a

starting position.
To the right; to the left; toward; the instructor; away

-from the instructor.
And do something else with their -bodies (stretch,

twisty and parts of the body (clap, wave, shake).
With knees high in time to a rhythqi.'
With arms held out gracefully and with king, gliding,

steps-taken in time to a rhythm.
With partners; in threes and fours; in step; in time;

fast,slow, high, low; with and without rhythm.
In circles while moving forward; backward.
As though on ice.
As though a sticky substance is spread 'everywhere:
While balancing a beanbag on their head.
WI* jumping rope.
While turning around and around.
While being chased by a partner and, when tagged,

. running after that person without bumping into
any other tagging partners. .

As far as possible.

Languag*Arts and Reading:

reach these vocabulary words: --gravity, direction,
come, go, stride,. balance, bend, force, shock,
absorb, dodge, short, long, pell-mell.,Discover how
well the students know what the words mean by
eliciting correct movement responses.

Have students lit to certain` letters 'on a grid or on
posters set up on chairs. (Allow space for stopping.
Do not put the, letters on a wall if any competitive
activity is planned.)

Science:

Point out what happens to the heart ancircirculatory
system when a person is engaged in vigorous bouts
of exercise.

Have students determine their pulse rate,before and
after running.

Discuss why the pulse rate differs before and after
running. See how much time,is required for the

)pulse 'to reaver to a, normal rate. (A normal pulse
is interpreted to mean the pulse rate pf a student
before he or she begins to exercise. A normal, pulse
is a resting pulse.)

Discuss why running is good for one's health'.
Ask film manjr,pri4nts (or relatives) of the students

,jog. Ask the students to tell why jogging is good
exercise.

Discuss the-center of gavity and tell why it is found
in different parts of the bodies of different people.
Point out why the ,center .of gravity must be
lowered to maintain balance.

Conduct an experiment to find out if persons who
run with short, quick -steps are faster than those

. who run with long s
See 'who are the, fastest nners in the glass and

compare their ph es, with those oftstudents
who run slower. Discuss:
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Goal 3 ,Motor SIJIIs (Contin,ued)'

Component: Locomotot MovementRunning (Continued)
Teacher-directed activities * Task-oriented activities

Have students participate in class dialogue so that
they can verbalize what they have learned about
running: how to get the most speed; what to do in.,/
order to stop; why the arms must be moved in
Opposition while running.

Have students run in place, knees high; run in circles,
makingtno noise; run vdth a partner in step to a ;

drumbeat; run with a grOup of friends in a race; ,2.,..rAs-

run around an obstacle course without knocking -:;-;7if
down any obstacles; and jog, run, and walk in a
repeating cycle for varying distances. Have the
students begin at 20 meters an progress to longer
distances in keeping with the individual student's
level of growth and development.

V Encourage students to stretch their leg, body, and
arm muscles before engaging in bouts of running.
Have students avoid stretching down, to touch
their toes because hyperektension of the knees can 40
occur and can cause difficulties later in life.
Suggest jnstead That students yawn, stretch, and so
on. .

Point out the value of regular, controlled breathing
during the running and walking sequences.

:
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Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Social Studies:

Designate different parts of the room at different
states, continents, lakes, riveis, and so on. Have
the students run to the place you describe or name
and then have them tell three things that might be
seen there (for example, the Pacific Ocean, ships,
whales, waves).

Plan a run "around the world" or "across the states."
Have students carry an Olympic torch from one
place to another and call out the names of the
countries or principal cities they are crossing
through.

Mathematics:

Give students simple and complex problems in
mathematics. Have the students figure the answers
to the problems and run to the correct number.
(Place the numbers on the ground or on cards on
chairs well away from the walls.)

Have students determine the speed of their classmates
by timing their runs. Determine the range between
the fastest and slorst runners and establish the
class average. Compare the times with those of
students in other classes in the school.

Dance:

Have students explore, improvise, and'create running
.sequences in response to records, stories, or
suggested therhes (ctbwns, "Keystone Kops,"
snowflakes, and so,on).
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'Goal 3 Motor *is (Continued) ..
Component: Locomotor Movement Hopping * t

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities

Point out that hopping means taking off a nd landing
on one toot. Have students jump in place on two
feet, then hop on one foot, and then hop on the
other foot.

Encourage students to t oipswing their arms in the
directibri in which the are going; hold their head
high and chin parallel with the floor; bend their
knees and ankles to get more spring and absorb the
shock' of landing; keep tie inactive knee bent to
keep the foot from touching-the floor; and land on
thd toes, of the foot, and finally the heel if
neyded. (It po le to hop and never use the
heel for thrust.)

Have students hop M place an one foot and then on
the other; hop from place to place and return on
the opposite foot.

Ask students these questions: What makes itossible
for you to hop higher? Where should you look
when you are trying to hop straight ahead? Why
do you have to bend your knees4hen hopping?
What can you do to keep your balanCe while
hopping?

Poin out that pushing off the surface with one's toes
will'increase leg power and result in bigger hops.

Help students avoid bending too far forward; hopping
'too low; aking off on one fobt and landing on the
'other; touching the nonhopping foot to the
surface; turning the knees inward; and being stiff.

'Have students play follow-the-leader. Change leaders
often. Encourage the leader to hop forward,
backward, sideward; take long hops, short hops,
and so qn.

Have slytdents hop to rhy thms provided by record-
ings, drtimbeats, or clapping.

Have students hop as high as they can; as fast as they
can..

Have students play r elays while hopping to and from
a beanbag.
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Challenge students to hop:

In different ways.
Into and out of the space around 'their classmates

without touching them and without putting their
nonhopping feet down.

As fast (slow)as possible.
Fast at first, then slowly (and vice versa).
Into and out of a circle (hoop, tire). '
Over and back across a rope.
As high (low) as possible.
In one place; in many places...,
As far as possible in five.hops.
With their arms folded across their chest.
With their arms swinging upward. 1
With their eyes closed and in circles.
While holding the toes of their nonflopping foot.
In big circles; in zigzag courses; around a square; and

- so on.
Toward (away from) the instructor. ,

High and the lbw twice in time to an Indian beat on
a tom-

Forward; ba rd; sideward, to the left and right.
Six times, run eight steps,then hop again. '
As though they were silly; angry; frightened; dizzy.
Into and out 6f a line of cones (chairs).
Around a partneri..
With a partner, in step and out of step.
With three or four classmates while holding hands;

without holding hands but in tine to music or a
drumbeat.

In a pattern using hops, running steps, and walking.
While balancing a' beanbag on their head (on their

free foot); knee; head and knee.

4E)

Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Language Arts and Reading:

Teach these vocabjularY words: hop, hopping, oppo-
site, spring, absorb, power, balance, bend, height,
flex, extend, increase, push; takeoff, land, silly,
frightened.

Encourage visual concentration by living students
hop into and out of, up and over, around and
through vanous mazes. Ask the students to hop
o on the lines; to hop Ivilhout touching the
lines.

. Mathematics:

Assign simple addition and subtraction problibms and
have students hop out the answer.

Have students hog through numbermnazes or grids,
hopping once Oh the number one, three Ames on
three, and so on.

Science:
L

Point out how the %arms can help maintain'balance,.
Compare the action of animals as they too attempt
to keep their .balance (fqr example, monkeys, dogs
as they sit).

Emphasizesthe need for lorce to produce force. Point
out how the summation of forces can culminate in
better performance. Thai 4, pushes hard on
the takeoff post, flexes and tends:the ankle,

.-knees, and hip while using a swinging motion of
the arms, one will get a higher hop.

Point out thap. one ,'must work up to long bouts o'f_
exercise so that excessive tenderness of the mus-
cles and fatigue can be avoided.

Dramatics and Dance: '

EncOurage good posture and a dancer's lift of rib.
cage. Have students hop as though on tacks; hot
coals; sticky .substances. Have the tlass becon%
insects-hopping and winging from place to place.
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Gobi 3: Motor Stills (Continued)

Component: LocomotOr Movement Hopping (Continued)
40_

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities
.

Have students who are experiencing trouble in hop-
ping participate in oral discussions in Which they
analyze their problem and consider the require-
ments for successful performance.

Have students play many varieties of Hopscotch.
Check.gudents to see that they are hopping on one

foot; achieving height by a thrust of e toes and
fool together with an upward, arm movement;
maintaining__ balance by means of the arms and
perpendicular ,body alignment, avoiding hyper-
extension of th knee ,b keeping the knee over

anthe foot and .poin the knee forward (not
inward or outward); absorbing shock by' flexing
hipi, knees, and ankles on impact vitth the ground;
and demonstrating these capabilities on either foot
as requested.
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Combine hopping with back and side falls, emphasiz-
ing the need to absorb the shock of a fall by using
the buttocks, hips, and back or side.

Have students prepare a hopping sequence.

4
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Goal 3 Motor SI qls (Coptinued)

omponent: Locomotor MovementJumping
feacher-directed activities

4

Task-oriented activities

Point out that jumping means springing evenly into
the air from one or both feet and landing on both
feet at the same time.

Have students who think they can jump well demon-
strate to the class and then analyze what was done.
Point out that the poWer in a jump comes from
quick leg and hip action combined with a strong
arm swing in the direction of the jump.

Have students jump in place and then from one place
to another. Point out that they should place their
feet a shoulder width apart, put their 'weight
forward on their toes, crouch, swing the arms
forward, and extend the legs forcefully to spring-
from the ground, leap through the air, and land
softly by absorbing the force. Emphasize the need
for a soft landing and instruct them to land on
their toes, bending, the ankles, knees, and hips
while stretching the armt sideward and forward to
maintain balance.

Have students jump in plice while making a quarter-
turn, a half-turn, and -a whole turn. Have them
discuss why it is hard to keep their balance and -
how they might improve their performance (wide
stance, use of arms, bending of body to absorb
force).

Have students play as though they were bouncing
balls, jumping in place while b 'eing very small and
then jumping very high as though they had been
bounced very hard.

Have students jump and Clap their hands over their
heads while landing with theffeet spread and then
jumping back to a feet-together position and
clapping their hands to their sides (jumping jacks).
Have them perform this exercise several times in
succession.

Put two ropes in ascending angles (narrow to wide).
Have students jump over tthe widest part they
think possible.

4

Challenge students to jump:

In as many different ways as possible.
High; low; while turning; from place to place.
Fast; slow; in and out; up and down.
As far as possible in one (two, Three, and so on)

jumps.
Over an obstacle.
Across an obstacre.
Down from a step; kro steps; and so on.
Forward; backward; sideward.
Over a rope that is rotated at different heights.
And clap, whistle, or sing.
And wiggle, shake, or clicklingers.
And click heels, then land in balance.
And sprea eagle, then land in balance.
With feet togetlps, apart at the .start but together at

the end.
And spin.
Withe partner.
While holding the hands of three or four other

students.
While on the run.
Into anthout of a tire maze.
From posts at varying heights.
As if frightened; tired; sad; excited.
And catch a balloon:
And touch the toes in a spread-eagle ,position ten

times in a row without losing balance

Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Language Arts and R ding:

Teach these vocabula words: jump, jumping, turn,
Aiming, whirling dervish, wiggle, power, excited,
flex, concentrate, focus, rotate, gyrate, mqtivate.
Encotirage students to use movement to explain
each word.

Make a vowel wheel. Have students stensi in the
middle and jump on to the appropriate vowel to
complete words called out by the instructor.
(Example: The instructor calls out dog and the
student (jumps on a

Call a series qu.ickly and see if the students can jump
from the center position to the correct vowel and
back to the center in sequence. A good series to
use includes day, dig, dog, and.dug. Other series'to
try include ted, tag, tug/ ten, tin, and ton; and
best, fast, fist, fog, and fun.

Mathematics:

Have -students jump from one place to another and
count the number of jumps taken. Then have the
students hop the same distance. Have them com-
pute the difference in the number of hops and
jumps required,to cover the distance. Discuss why
the difference exists.

Prepare a clock marking on the, floor. Call out a time.
Have students (on "representing the hour hand,
another.the minute hand) jump from the center of
the clock to the number called. Call out several
times, returning the fads to the center position
between each time call

4)
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Goal 3: AA
lqls,(continued)

Component: Locomotor MovemeniL"--Jumping (Continued)
Task- oriented activitiesTeacher-directed activities

Emphasize that the knees should be over the feet on
all takeoffs and landings.

In rhythm to beats, claps, or music.
After runninand then continue running.
And combine running with other movements to form

a pattern (for example, jump, walk, hop, run).
While rotating a rope fast or slow.

14"v"-AY:'

argon.. "or

--,,pfuggested multidisciplinary activities

Science: 0

Discuss force', power, and the effect of gravity as it et
telates to objects in space.

Discuss why a -normal person can jump only so far
but a "bionic" man or woman appears to jump
farther. Point out the need for an optimum level
of fitness so that championship performance can
become possible. Discuss the contributions- of
exercise, diet, and rest to the attainment of leVels
of fitness.

Stress the need to work up to prolonged periods of
exercise (see physical fitness goal).

Dance: )

Have, students learn the "bunny hop."
Have students put a creative pattern together, includ-

ing walking, running, hopping, and jumping. (Light
classical music is suggested as a suitable stimulus
for this activity.)

Have students use their telephone number or street
address number to determine how many times
they will do a particular movement. (For example,
765-1113 can mean seven steps forward; six hops
right, five jumps left, then one hop on the right
foot, one on the left, one big jump, 'and, three
running steps in place.) See whether the other.
students can discover their classmates' numbers by
observing the pattern created;

7 G35
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Goal : Motor Stqls_(Continued)
Component: Locomoto MovementGalloping

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Ask who can gallop and allow those who say they can
gallop to demonstrate the movement to their
classinges. Describe ttie action and the uneven
rli}ri of the activity by saying: "Lead with the
same foot." "Take a long step, then a short.one."
"Keep your toes pointed straight ahead and your
knees oveyryour feet, with the body erect; stay on
the balls of your feet."

Have students gallop, asking them to use first the
preferred foot and then the other as a leading foot.

Encourage students to swing their arms freely as in
walking.

Emphasize to students that they should focus their
eyes on where they are going. .

Have students gallop 4o music (preferably 2/4 or 6/8
time).

Use a tomb6m to beat an uneven rhythm to accent a
long and then a short movement. Use the cue
words step, together, step, together, and so on to
encourage the correct rhythm.

Encourage students to move in twos, threes, or fours
in step and in time to varying drumbeats.

Assist students who are having difficulty to make sure
they are not landing on their heels, keeping their
knees stiff, or failing to maintain the same leading
foot.

Organize students into "herds"4and have the "mus;
tangs" go to one destination, the "Appaloosas," to

. another, and so on.
Allow students to develop a dance in which the walk,

run, hop, jump, and galloping movements are used.
Perhaps a story dance dealing with the pioneers as
they moved westward would be appropriate.

Arrange for students to perform in front of their
peers or parents.

Have students do prancing gallops, fast gallops, slow
gallops, and so on.

Progress to the polka by having students change
leading feet on alternate accent beats of the drum.

Challenge students to gallop:

In as many different ways as possible.
Without bumping into anyone else while moving

within a designated area.
As fast (slow) as possible.
Fasta(slow) at first and then slow (fast).
As though being chased.
As though hurt; lonely; looking for someone.
Forward:, backward; diagonally.
And stay in place.
And turn while moving from place to place.
For .sbisteps; freeze; then hop six times. Repeat.
In a cite; then run back the other way.
Around chairs, cones, trees, and so on.
With a partner.
With a group.
While clapping; roping an imaginary steer; whistling.
Toward the left; theright; the center of the room; the

edge of the-room.
In time to a drumbeat or music.
And turn a complete revolution to the left z to the

right.
Fivg steps, then juitip five times and gallop five more

steps.
Fast with dne leading foot and then the other.
As though they were cowboys.
And 'do something else with their arms.
With very long steps.
With very short steps.
Noisily; quietly.
Friskily,
Like a runaway horse.
Like a stagecoach team.

3677

Language Arts and Reading:

Teach the following vocabulary words: gallop, gallop-
ing, whinny, mark time, mustang, Appaloosa,
center, edge, pacing, roping, lariat.

Have students write creative stories about horses and
act the stories out with their classmates.

Dramatics and Dance:

Use the diagonal cut in the space available. Have
students gallop toward one anotherfirst alone
and then in 'twos, threes, and fivesand pass
through without touching. Use a drumbeat to
accent the rhythm of the movement.

Have students turn as they gallop 'toward one
another.

Conduct a rodeo grand parade and dance.

(Social Studies.

Have students who 'are interested in horses or the
West describe facts about the importance of horses
in the historical development of the United States.

Discuss the difference between range stock and
purebred stock.

4
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Goal-3: 'Motor Skgs (Continued)

Component Locoinotor Movement--Sliding
. leacher-directed activities

'Instruct students to stand on the balls of their feet;
move one foot to the 'side, keeping it on the flog;
then move the other f6ot up to and even with the
first foot; place the weight on the second foot;

_ffiake a slight hop and repeat, leading with the
same foot. .

,,Point out that sliding is just moving sideward as
though galloping.

, Check to see that students are landing on the balls of
. their feet, not on their heels.

. Encourage students to stand elect, with shouldeN
level, head high, chin parallel with the floor, and

, knees relaxed.
Assist students who are having trouble sliding by

.facing them, hOldiA th of their hand ,and
slowly going throu rhythmic, sequence of
step and close, step an close. Increase the to, -

,as the students gain-confidence:
Emphasize that the feet should not Cross during any

of the sliding movements.
.

'Have students slide around the area in a large circle.
'Ilse an .uneven clfuritbeat to accent the action of
the feet.

,Encourar,students to slide smoothly, chatige
.
dim-i.

tions, and nbt bump into anyone.
Play musi ' i and 6/8 tithe) and allow studentg to

slide le t; forward; hack. .("Patty-Cake
polka" and " p Goes the 'Weasel'= as well as

$ recordings - the Tijuana brass, Fe recorn-
gp 'mended.)

Ta$k- oriented activities

po

Point out that the students can use their arms for
balance by extending the arms sideway. from -the'

444

Challen students to slide:

In different-ways.
Into the 'centem.of a large circle without bumping

anyone.
Sidewarkin a large circle without bumping anything.
Away froin-ttie teacher as fast as posliblt.
Towar'd the teabher as fast as possible. '
Without allowing the feet to leave the ground (fast,

slow; faster, slower).
And take,biisteps; tiny steps.
As far as,possible six times,
Whit* hbidinetheir bpdy as high clow) as possible.
To die-right; to the left.
In a figureeight patter4smoothly(bumpily).
In other patterns.
To the right (left) while bending 'or leaning tothe left

(right).
And flap their arms like the wings of a bird.
And stretch.'

...While pretending to glide on skates.
Into and out of the space around .their classmates in

time 'to a clapping rhythm.
.0n their tiptoes.
While bending their knees.
With puppet animation.
While waviniggod-bye.
With a partner Iface-to-face; back-to-back).
With a gm of three (four', five).
And then hop; then then slide again.
Around a tiny circle.
Ahd make up a -creative pattern in which all *the
' locomotor m is pieviolsly learned are used.

`4110

4

Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Language Arts and Reading:

Teach these vocabulary words: slide, 'sliding, gliding,
waving, leaning, bending, smooth, bumpy:, loco-
motor, even, uneven, accent.

Music: A.

Point out how slides (which are uneven) can fit into
standard measure of various timed music (2/4, 6/8,
'and 4/4 time).

Dramatics and Dance;

Have students describe things or people that slide and
glide. Then have the students create a dance
sequel that might reflect the movements they

'envision/ (for example, movement as seen\ in
swimmers and happy clowns with flapping shoes).

Teach 4,e "Patty.Cake Polka". (in grades three and
four). a

4,-88167
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3; Motor SNIls (Contmued)
Component: Locomotor MovementSkipping

Teacher-directed activities .

l

Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Have students who can skip demonstrate their skill to
their classmates.,

Point out that a skips a step followed by'a hop on
the same foot. The weight of the body is lifted
from the floor during the hop. The arms are, used
to get both balance and height. When a ,series of
skips is performed, the leading foot changes after
each step and hop.

Have all students skip around the playing,area. Use
cue phrases, such as head up, chin parallel with the'
ground, swi your arms, and change legding feet
to improve p formance. Call out the names of
studetits ho are skipping particularly well so that
theother .an imitate them, ---

Encouragi those who are uncontrolled and are
bumping into others to look in the direction they
are headed ihste'ad of at their feet; to use their
arms for balance and height; and to slow down to
*rnaintainiontrol.

Help stude is who artaking a step between skips to
learn the necessary rhythm by having them join in
verbal reinforcement of the psythomotor action
that leads to skipping. Call out "right step hop,
left step hop" again'and again and faster and faster
until the skill is mastered.

Teach the singing game "Skip td My Lou."
Have students skip to -music; to drumbeats; to

handclaps. i

38 -
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Challenge students to skip:

In different ways.
In a large circle together with carer mem bers of the

class without bumping into them.
...In a small circle without bumping into others.,

In all direCtions, avoiding collisions.
And do something difewent with their'arms. .
Forward four times anurthen backward foul times.
In a square; a circle; a triangle.
While holding the body low to the ground; While

standing as tall as possible..
First at a low level; then at is' high level; then at the

regular level.
Giant skips; tiny skips.
As if they Were very happy; silly; in a hurry; tired..
And clap.
In place.
And lean their body to the left; to the right.
And

__

a definite place and back.
Around a tire. 0
Into and out of a maze of cones.
With a partner in time to-a beat.
With two classmates forming a V..
And make up a pattern combining .skipping- with

other locomotor movements.
LcKise as a goose.
Like a wooden soldier.
Like Jaeicand

Language Arts and Reading:

Teach.these vocabulary, words: skip, skipping, alter-
nate, collision, step and hop,, partner, hurry, tned;

Have students' describe how skipping makes them
feel. Let them tell about times when they feel like
skipping.

Dramaticsand Dance:

Have,students act tut the stay of Little Red Riding
Hood in a dance.

Let students be the 'severr. dwarfs and, skip to
"Heigh-ho! Heigh-ho! It's off to Work We Go!"

'Tell the studentsihe'story of the Wizard of Oz arid let
them dance down the `tyeilow bilck Toad:"

tort`' s

Pge''''
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Science and Health: .
Point ou.the need for concentration Mr this motor

skill to be mastered. 4.
Emphasize the need for balance by .means,of correct

poslur an of the arrAs in opposition.

4
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Goal 3 Motor SNB (Continued)

Component: Locomotor MovementLeaping
Teacher-directed activities

Point out to students that 4 leap is similar to a run in
that both feet leave 'the ground simultaneously.
The object is to attain height; remain suspended in
the air, springing from one foot to the Other; and
land under control and with ease. I-

Have students stand with their weigh on one foot,
placing the other foot slightly forw rd. Tell them
to focus their eyes on'a target at eye level, lean
slightly forward, keeping the shoulders level, and
extend their arms upward and to, the sides foi
balanc . Tell the students to use the leg bearing
the ody weight to Spring into tk air, extending

e leg not bearing the body weiet to achieve a
soft landing. The trailing leg, used for the push-off,
should bt, extended backward in the -air until a
landing is made. 1:,

Caution students to land on the wh e foot and not'
the heel. Have them practice hoppi or jumping
to renew a feel for landing.

Tell students who are losing balance to bencf t
knees' and ankles to reduce shock and to spread
their arms to maintain balance.

Use cue words (for example: head up, chin parallel to
the floor, stretch, reach, swing arms up and
forward) to improve performance.'

Have students discuss animals that leap and have the
- students imitate the animals,

Establish an imaginary brook that goes from narrow
to wide and have students leap from side to side.
Use two long ropes and place them in a-V-out so
that all students can succeed in their leaping foals.

'Have students leap to an ev'en'drumbeal.
Have students leap in pairs, threes, and fives: usinea

diagonal setup so that they can pass 0114 another in
tempO.

Use simple obstacles (cl/balls) over which the
students can leap to 44ieve height in their
performanCe.

Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Challenge students to leap:

As high as, possible.
And land as quietly as p ssible: .

Three times in arow.
With one foot leadi , then with the other foot

leading.
While moving in a straight course.
While moving in a circular course.
Over an imaginary brook.
High; then low; then high again.
Like a deer.
Long; short; long; long; long.
And then run three steps and leap again.
In time to a drumbeat; clapping rhythm; music.
Forward; backward; then forward again.
In all directions without colliding with classmates.
As if happy; excited; angry; sleepy.
With different-sized leaps.

artner.
Over a small box.4
Around a partner.
Witha partner.
.With two others in brae to a drumbeat.
And turn while in the air.
And do something else while leaping,
And wiggle during flight.
And "flap theirwings" while in the air.
And then run; then slide; then leap again.
And make up an original pattern of leaps and other

movements.
As quickly as possible.
As slowly as possible.

'4

Ayord long bouts of skipping because they are tiring.
/ Encomiage students fo'Work up to longer pelioda

of exercise.
Discuss why one gets winded when skipping (in-

creased cardiordspiratory activity).

Language Arts and Reading:

Teach these vocabulary words: leap, leaping, flight,
spring, airbOrne, takeoff, landing, course, pathway,
flap, stretch.

Have students describe their feelings about leaping.
Have students create simple related word sequences '

and then move in variqus ways to the _rhythms
suggested by the syllables of the Words (An
example would'be the words beets, carrots, toma-
toes. A student could, for example, choose three *.
beets, two carrots, and one large tomato. The
movements would then become three hops, two
runs', and one long leap. The movements could be
repeated r effect, or the class could be organized
in rounds.

Art:

Have students draw themselies cm others leaping in
meadows;'over buildings.

Allow students to describe the color they imagine
while leaping.

Dramatics and Dance: e

Have- students write stories that involve animals that
leap and then portray the stories in dance.

Have students dance in imitation of a lightning storm.

.4
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God 34,, Motor SkJIls (Continued)

Component: LocomotoilidovententRolling

Teachei-directed activities

Point out that, although rolling is a tumbling and
gymnastics skill, it is eso a means by which a
person can get from one place to another; thus,
rolling is a locorhotor activity.

Discuss the skeleton and point out how important it
is in protecting a person performing a log roll,
shoulder roll, forward° roll, backward roll, or
humaNba11. Point out the- techniques of a success-
ful roll:

. Log roll: The body is stretched out lengthwise;
the wrists ,are, protected; and the hips generate a
rolling motion so that the- studtnt, moves like'
uncooked spaghetti. 4.

Shoulder roll: The body, is crouched; the arms
are used to protect the chest; and as force is

;applied for the sideward thrust, the weight is taken
du" the full side of the body and transferred evenly
to the back, opposite side, and finally to the front

' so. that_a_standing posit* can be tegained_
Forward roll: The head is tucked in so that the

chin is on the chest; the weight is taken on the
shoulders and hands; the spine is kefi laterally
straight; the back is curved; awl the knees are kept
in tight to the body and the arms arkihrust
forward so that a standing position can be re
sumed.

Backward roll. The head is tucked in so that
the chin iswii the "chest, the body is crouched, the
hands are placed close to the head (thumbs,,toward
the ears), the feet are used to give an even
push-off, the knees are held in close to the chest,
the spine is kept 'laterally straight, the back is
curved, and a standing position is resumed at the
end of the roll. 4'

Human "ball. The body is held tn a seated
position; the ankles are held by the hands; th;
arms are placed inside the knees; and a rolling
motion is started so that.the body rolls to the side,
to the backt to the side, .and up".

4o85
11' I .

Task-oriekte5 activities

Challenge students to toll:

Like logs.
Like batle:4-
In another Vay.
In still another way.
Several times in a row.
Three times in a row.
As though going under a fence.
As though they had tripped over'a carpet.
And then-stand and loll again.
With a partner.
Forward.
Backward.
Sidewird.
Like a frog.
And then balance on their feet.
And keep a hula hoop spinning on the waist.
While a,classmate leaps over them.
'And create a -movement pattern, using three ottier

typei of locomotion.
Fast.

'Slow.
Toward the instructor.

Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Language Arts and Reading: . .

Teich the following vocabulary words: rolling,
shoulder, hip, skeleton, bones, dizzy, circulation.

Have students describe how they feel when they are
rolling. Eneourage them td create an adventure
story involving people who' use rolling to avoid
danger or solve a mystery.

Dramatics and Danceil

Have students roll and extend upward ontoone hand,
then contract and roll again.

HAT students demonttrate various emotions as they
roll, stand, collapse, extend, contract. t -

Use music to set the tone and have students move to
it as though they were pioneers or Indians canoe-
ing down a fierce river; bear cubs playing in the
sun; puppies tumbling in their bed.

Science and Health:
'Point out howiflexible the human body is and what

steps one Must take to protect the head, wrists,
fingers, ankles, and toes (relaxation, folding of
arms across the body, flexing, and so on).

1.,in 4: ,
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G001,3: Motor $1111s (Continued)

Component: (Nonlocomotor MovementsBending and Stretching (Curl)
4

Teacher-directed activities ,Task-oriented activities

Point out that bending is the flexing or contracting of
pant of.the b'ody and that stretching is thekreverse;
that is, the extending Qf the parts of the body.

Ask students to call'out the names of the parts ofthe
body that can be bent or stretcted and then shOw
how they cah bend and stretchMoseparts..

Teach the 9encept of becoming smaller when bending
or contracting and beconung larger when extend-
trig or stretching.

Emphasize' that while one set of muscles is relaxing
( contracting) to provide for stretching or bending,
another set is ,extending so that -a total ,range of
movement may be achieved.

Have *glints assume a prone position on the grass or
floor and .demonstrate bending or stretching the
neck, shoulders, arms, body, legs, feet, and toes
separately and then th simple and complex combi-
nations. ft

ye students kneel, stand, or lie down and bind and
,stretc)z. varibilspalti 'of the-68-4siiarately and

. then together. Point out how the arms can serve as
a source Qf balance,or as a basis of force. Remind.
students that they should maintain a stable base-
by distributing their weight equally on both feet
(kneei) or widening their support to shoulder
width while kneeling or standing. Emphasize that
keeping the knees bent during the exercses will
protect the lower back.

Use key cpe words such as curl, tuck, open, clbse, and
reach to enhance the 'range of motion for which
the students strive.

Make up problems involving bending and stretching
(contracting and extending) and see whether the
students can respond positiVely to the instructions.

. Examples include: (1) stand on one leg and bend
the as dole to the body, as possible; (2) bend
six parts of tWe body simultaneously; and (3)
stretch onehaif of the body and ,vorrtract the
other half at the same time.

Challenge students to:

Be as all as possible.
Be' As small (short) ispissible.
Be as wide as possible.
Be as narrow as possible.
Roll up into a ball:
Stretch out like a log. .
Bend (stretch) the whole body while standing (kneel-.ing, sitting, lying), .
Bend (stretch).one part. of the body. .

Bend (stretch)twojthree, four, five, six, or more)
parts of the body4while standing (kneeling, Sitting,
lying). /.

Bend dyer and stand on all fours.
Move without colliding withanyone else while on all

fours. (Ask, "What contracts and extends for
movement to occur?")

Get a partner and perform mirror bending and
stretching wihtr and Without rhythmic adompani-

: ment.
Bend and stretch the legs (arms) while at different

levels`
Bend (stretch), the parts of the body toward (away

from) the center of the body. 0
Stretch (berid) as muchas possible (as little 4

possible).
Pantomime waking up.
Bend or stretch to form the letters A; C, D, P, V; and

the numbers 1, 2, 3,
Stretch (bend) to catch an imaginary ball thrown

high; low; long; short; down the middle.
Bend and stretch to different counts Cfor example,

bend for two counts and stretch for four counts).
Bend and stretch in different flow patterns (r
' example, two movementsniade jerkily and eight

smoothly).

, Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Language Arts and Reading:

Teach the following vocabulary words: bend, stretch,
contract, extend, curl, tuck, reach, posture, circle,

.narrov.), tall,short, pantomime', mirror.
Encourage students to make up silly poems, using

rhyming Words that,refer to parts of'the body that
can be bent or stretched (for example: hand
grand; neckwreCk; lipships; legsbegs).

Have, students te a paragraphon the topic "The
'Giraffe TMtAte Starch" and act it out.

Art: 4

Have some studen do frozen "sculptures" by
bendhig and .st tcking in Various forms and
holding the ,po . Allbw other students to sketch
the linear form tions they see. Reverse the per-
formers and artists.

Science :.

Teach the concept that for every action there is an
a equal reaction by pointing out , the contrasting

muscle movements involved in bending and ,

stretching. Emphasize that a forward head position
encourages poor posttire and that students should,
try to ,keep their head erect and chin parallel to
the ground for goodstanding and sitting posture.

Dander

Have small groups diPstudents bend and stretch
through the alphabet. Have some groups perform
he activity while lying on the door or grass; ,
others, while standing or kneeling. Create, a
rhythmic tempo so that the groups can flow from
one letter to the next.,

21, 88. 4 1



Goal 3.: Motor *its (Continued) ,b

Component: Nonlocomotor MovementsRising and Falling

Teacherklirehed activities Task-oriented activities

Point out that a fall means I change from an upright
position to a prone or supinq position

Have student sqat and then sit back, absorbing the
fall with the seat. Encourage the 'students to roll
back onto the shoulders by lifting the feet and legs

".) and rounding the spine, Emphasize to the students
that they should protect the head by tucking it in
at the neek. Then they should extend the body to
a prone position.

d.

1'

. , .

Challenge students to: ..

Raise chfferent parts of 'the body and let them fall
while standing (sitting, kneeling, lying). .

Rise to a standing position from a sitting (kneelimi,,
squatting, lying) position slowly, quickly.

Fair softly from squatting,. kneeling, and stan ing
positions. . ,

Raise the stomach and flatten the back while 1 g on
the stomach.

,-- Suggested multidisciplinary activities

nguage Arts and Reacting:

each these vocabulary words. rising, fa ng, cushion-
ing, tuck, relaxing, spir e, should s; hworm,
kneeling, raise, squat, squatting, ne, supine.

Have students describe as many thing that rise and,
fall that they can remember.

,Science:

Discuss what makes a thermometer rise and fall.
_ Contrast the reaction. of mercury as Opposed to

the functions of muscles, bones, and joints. Talk
about chemical\ -reactions in 'comparison with
control of 'body Imovements by the body's,nervous
syslem.

Dance:

4949

Teach sustained movements in iising and falling. Have
students lie oti their back; place their head up
close to their seat (bending the knees); push\down
on the floor with one hand and extend the legs to
lift the head and bddy off the flOgir, reachingVgh

it.h the Other hand. Have studen ts perform these
Ishovements to an eight count, a six counts a four.

couut, and so on
Provide elastic ropes and have- students work as

partners. Have them wrap the ropes about them;
falL, and rise gradually. Then have one hold the
ropes around the other while the person falls and
rises. Reverse the procedure.

Play Lower the Boom. Teach simple sailing terms
such as bow, stern, port, starboard, come about,,
and jibe-o. Have the students. moveiforward each
time bow .is called, backward each time stern is
called: left on port; right on starboard; duck cm
come about, and lower the boom (fall dovin) on

Repiat- this procedure many times in

different Sequences. 4
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Goal 3: Motor ,5111s (Continued)

Component: Nonlocomotor MovementsRising and Falling. (Continued).
r

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Shgested multidisciplinary activitlei_____

Have students kneel orf the floor and fall forward to a
' supine position. Point out that this movement is

best performed by relaxing the body, leaning
forward _and- cushioning the fall by slacing the
hands on 'the ground and using the arms as springs.

pest that the students keep the head well back
to protect the face and the back.

Have the students stand and 'then relax so that they
fall forward in a spinal pattern to, the floor,
landing on Air front or back. (Have students use
mats while learning this skill.)

Have students ,stand and execute a back fall by
leaning the upper body slightly fdrward, swinging
the arms backward (fingers pointed forward),
relaxing the hips, knees, and ankles, and dropping
into a relaxed prone position. Emphasize the need
to tuck in the head, take the weight of the fall on
the seat and shoulders, .and relax. (Have students
up mats while learning this skill.)

Have students do side falls by extending the body to
a full' upright position, arms straight overhead.
Have students swing the arms around like a clock
to the nine (three) o'clock pogition, bending the
legs and hips to sit on the apposite hip by leaning
toward the direction of the fall. They should
simultaneously swing the arms backlo the. Three
(nine) o'clock position so that the head 'comes to
rest on the upper part of the lower arm.

Enceurase students to rise gracefully and efficiently
from the ,back lie position by rolling. onto their
chests, squatting, and then stariting.

Stress the need for total relaxation while falling so
that the wrists, ankles, ,elbows, shoulders, fingers
and toes, lungs, hips, upper and lower back, and
joints will not be injured.. Examine, students who
have fallen by lifting their elbows and seeing if
their arms drop or remain stiff and elevated.

Raise two or shore parts of the body while lying on
the stomach. '

Raise the left side of the body but let the right side of,
the body fall while lying down; while kneeling.

Bedome an inchworm.
Raise the bodykrom a low level to a middle level (low

fotigh;iniddie to high, and vicewersa).
Rise, making the body wide (narrow).
Fall, making the body wide (narrow).
Get up as fast (slwly) as,ppssible. .

Demonstrate hoW they would fall (stand) if4he,y were
sleepy; sneaky; silly; hungry; excited; frightened;
happy; sad.

Mirror a partner as they rise and fall in different
ways.

Dance in time IQ "Pop Goes the Weasel," falling a
different, way each time they hear the music that
suggests the words of the title.

Swirl, twirl, and fall as. though they were 'a sea; a
whirlwind; a tornado; a fire; a butterfly.

Slide, f , roll, .rise, slide, fall, roll, and rise with
(with ut).grace and with arms swinging.

Dance fr e Indians and incorporate sideward falls or
forma l and backward falls.
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ocli" 3 Motor SIgls (Continued)

Component: Nonlocomotor MovementsSwinging and Swaying; Pushing and Pulling
Teacher-directed activities . Task-oriented activities

Instruct students that swinging and swaying are
ependulous (arclike) movements that can be,easily
repeated.

Challenge students taswing:

Their arms while standing still; Ale raging.
Their head like a windshield wiper.

Have students swing their arms and legs forward and Their head in another way.
back; side to side. it I A leg' (the other leg) while holding

Have students sway the body like wheat in the field person's shoulder.
or move the hips like Hawaiians. performing the Both arms, both arms in another way.
hula.

Have students -do mirror swinging' and 'swaying with
partners. Encourage them to strive for a full range
of movement. Use cue words such as reach, lift,
higher as the actions are being performed.

Use a rhythmic accompaniment and have students
swing the right leg eight times; then the left eight
times; then the right leg six times', then left six
times; right fou'r times; left four times; right two
times; left two tirpes; right once; left once.

Have students combine swinging and swaying with
/ sliding steps or falling motions or other nonloco-

motor movements.
Point out that pushing and pulling involve stretching

and bending. Have students assume a wide, stable
stance and. keep the body in line with and behind
the object (real or imaginary) that is to be pushed.
Tell students to keep tlw center of gravity low and
the back straight. Have them use a combination of

'muscles and tendons in the legs, wrists, feet,
thighs, and shoulders to push the object forward
rhythmically.

Instruct studeifts to pull objects (real or imaginary)
by aligning themselves in front of the object,
reaching behind to grasp the object or handle,
leaning forward (keeping the knees bent and the
back straight), and exerting a rhythmic force
forward.

44 r

Challenge students to sway:

Like hula dancers.
Like water grass (kelp).
Like snakes dancing to music.
In another way; in yet another way.

Challenge students to push or pull'(up):

An imaginary baby carriage, wagon, car, wheel-
barrow, dog sled, taffy, toboggan.

Lik, goats, buffalos, elephants, bulls.
An imaginary windo,w that is stuck.
An imaginary rake or brOom.
A stocking cap (sweater) over the head.
A river barge.
As though rbwing a boat.
As though paddling a canoe.
As though lifting dumbbells.
Against the wall.
A heavy laundry bag.
As though they were taffy being pulled by a litige

machine.

Challenge students to:

onto another

Push and pull as many parts .of the body as possible.
Do push-ups.
Hold a partner's hands , and push and pull one

another.
Push with the right side of the body and pull with the

left side (and vice versa).
Push (pull) in an upward (dolknward) direction.

Suggested mutt isciplinary activities

Language Arts and Reading:

Teach th se vocabulary word's. swing, swat, push,
pull, dulous, arclike.

Have stu ents demonstrate an ability to understand
sequences y performing tasks in the order in
which they were presented (for example. run ten
steps, stop and swing your right leg, do five
push-ups; and return to your starting position
while doing the hula).

Have students make up poems about things that
swing.

p"-
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'Goal 3; Motor Skills (Continued)

Comp' onent: Nonlocomotor MovementsSwinging and Swaying; Pushing and Pulling (Continued)
Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Have students experiment with piishing and pulling,
using only the upptr body, the head, and then
only the legs. Have the students clasp hands and
pull, then push, against their own resistance.

Ask these questions: (1) Is it easier to push an object
that rolls on wheels pr one that slides? (2) If an
object is low, should one push it br pull it by-a
rope tied around the object? (3) Can you push
harder when your toes are pointed straight ahead,
turned outward, or turned inward?

Swing (and sway) with the feet close together (far
apart).

.
Swing the arms in many directions while standing;

sitting.
Swing and sway as if roclung'a baby.
Swing as though hitting a ball.
Bend forward at the waist and swing the arms rapidly

in front of themselves,without losing balance.
Swing while turning.

41,

Art:

Have students dm* or fingerpaint rainbows. Point
out the arc made by the various colors. Have them
form' an arc w.ith their arms; With their legs; with
the entire body.

Let six students make arcs close to one another and
have others crawl through.

Dance:

Encourage creative interpretations by asking students
to respond in movement to short word series such
as circle, spin, swing, push,' and collapse; stand,
sway, fall, and pull; or pull, strain, look back, and
run.'

I-lave students move like water coming out of an
oscillating sprinkler.

Have students dance to the accompaniment of "A
Walk yin the Park," creating the action of trees,
flowers and animals in' response, to natire's
elements (wind, rain, sunshine) or human visitors
(elderly persons, children).
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Gal 3 MO tor (Continued)

CorriOnent: Nonlocomotor MovementsTensing and Relaxing

f

. Teacher-directed activities
. - .

>
t

, I

4
goint out that although muscles must have tension to Challenge students to:

move, continuous muscle tension causes fatigue Run, freeze, and then "Melt-into a heap.
and strain. Emphasize that each person can cfmtrol Lie down and pretend to be a cloud..
the release of muscle tension and thus relax: Rotate slowly their necks, heads, arms, legs, and"

Observe students for signs of tension and gently . other parts'of the' body and then allow those 1)arts
remind them to relax Some noticeable symptoms .

of tension are constant motion,'` clenched fists,
to droop. :

Place their body in the position of a ball and then
frowns, raised shdulders, and jerky movements. "ooze" ta a prone position. a

Provide time for relaxation. Encourage relaxation by Inhale and exhale in a series of slow4deepbreat14.
playing soft backgiound music and having students Push against a wall with their feet (hands) and Dien
rest their head on their desks or stretch out- on the

-

floor. Assist any student who shows signs of
relax.

up on tie bOttom of the chair in which they are
tension by,lifting and moving different parts of the

Pull
and then release.

student's body, allowing the parts to drop back
gently to a resting position. / Lie

sitting
down, move both shoulders up and down quickly,

and then stop altogether.
HaVe students wiggle and shake their hands, shoal-

and
down, sit up, and then he down again. -,

ders, legs, and head and then_a,ttempt to let go
, Lie on one. side, contract into a ball (fetus position), ,.

(relax). . , , ,
. then extend to a full sidecprone position (reverse

Encourage students to tighten p and)hen let go to N. $

tense and then relax muscles o arts of thet sides).

the length of the time allowed.Vary
Respond to restful music or close their eyes and

- *41 dreatreof happy times. 1

. Instruct students to stretch like cats as they sand, sit, Move in response to poems or layings that describe
squat, kneel, or lie down. persons with no bones, fog, mist,

Have students pretend to be wooden soldiers to see
es, cotton can

rolling surf
what tension is like. Then have the stugents Stretch first one side of the body, then the other.
pretend to be Raggedy Ann dolls that are floppy Compare the sensations they feel in one leg with
and totally at ease.

. those they feel &the otherleg after lifting the legs
Emphasize the importance of breathing deeply when alternately off the floor many times.

trying to relax. Have the students lie down and Roll like a log and then come to rest with a 'brig-
breathe deeply, concentrating on the sensations .exhaling breath

then'
various parts of the body and Tienthey feel in their legs, arms, bodies, and head.

Have students discuss these- sensations and then ._11

repeat the activity. Emphasize the need to breathe pu
!bone a Raggedy Ann or Raggedy Andy. 1

pull one hand against the other and then rest.
into the' lungs so that the rib cage, not the NON pull two'hands (two feet) against those of a
stomach, rises. (In this manner abdominal pressure . partner and then rest.
on the spinal disct,can be avoided.) Sit back to back with a partner, the knees flexed..

Push hard enough to stand up together (elbows
may be locked), then sit or lie quietly.

Task - oriented activities S8ggested multidisciplinary attivities

9
46
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Language elits Ad Reacting:

Teach these vocabulary words.;,tension,, tenteness,
relax, relaxation, fatigue, stress, strain, tighten,
'release, ease, rigid, smooth, floppy, brittle, stiff,
loose, firm, inhale, exhale.

Have students describe_ things they feel are tense;
things they feel are relaxed.

Have students respond m movement to ,certain
vocabulary' words given previously in this section.
Watch, the Movements to see if students compre-
hend the meanies of the vocabulary words.

Music anci Dance:.

riax music that reflects staccato beats and contrast it
to music that flows easily. Have students move in
response to each kind of music. Have them analyze
the feelings in their muscles,as they move boldly
and fen'sely; softly and lyrically.

Science:

Teach students that they should pace themselves to
hive time to rest and relax between activities.

Social Studies and Psychology:

tik

-Have stIdents he down, close their eyes, and pretend
to be drifting" in a huge balloon. Ask them tt,
describe what they see below (topography of
'California, characteristics of the people).

}Encourage students to perceive the concept bf the
mind controlling the muscles. Play music and have
students think hard so that they can grow tense,
relax, drift, dream, even fantasize.

I".



Goal. 3: -Motor (Continued)

Component:. Nonlocomotor MovementsTensing and Relaxing (Continued)
Teacher-directed activities ---' Task-oriented activities ' suggested multidisciplinary activities ,

. ,
Have students execute a silent scream (contortion of

the mouth, 'neck; and body as though one is
screaming but vOthout making a sound) and then
relax. Discuss the effects first of the tension and
then of the relaxed state. '

Encourage-, students to becomp aware of tension in
themselves and others. Point out the nee r
developing an ability to relax. Have them di
times when they have been relaxed.

Give students time to dream. Point out that, everyone
needs to be able to slow down.

Point out that operating under'stress can cause undue
'emotional and physical strain-. '

Z.-

Tighten six Darts of the body simultaneously and
then collapse.

Move wittlension.
Move while relaxed.
Be brittle, be like jelly, be rough, smooth; loose, firm.
"Faint" eight times. . '' k.....-

_....._

o

«.
___.

.

.
Play Muscle and Minds (M & M). ,---- .

Challenge the theory that mind andobydy are sePa,
'rated by having students concentrateion relaxing,
and centering themselves. Then try to ,make'lji
laugh by telling. them. silly stones and ru ng
funny sounds. Point out that the mind does
stimulate bodily reaction no matter what the level
of concentration. i
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Goal 3: Motor SIIIssc0;, ti..ued)

Component: Neintocomotor Movementsjuming and Twisting

/

Teacher- directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Language Arts and Reading: ,

Teach the following vocabulary words turn., turning:
twist, twisting, whirling, rotate, gyrate, propeller,
helicopter, spin, balance, base of support, control,
snfoothtjerky, whirlpool; tornado.

Art:
Have students draw what a twist feels like and then

do same twisting.
Find out what colors students think twists are and

use thdse colors as he 'basis .of fingerpainting
- activity.

Point out that turnip whirling motion made by
giving rotary impetus to the'parts of the body as a
.whole and that twisting is,'Aiteg,, ,reiolVilig of the
parts of the body around the denier bf the body.
Have students spin while-taking small steps or by

ipivotingon one foot or on an imagined skate.
Have students turn (whirl) while .standing on their

toes, while standing on one-foot, while sitting.
Have students twist their hips, arms; legs, ankles, and

Wrists. Point Out that the base of the feet usually
remains stationary While the eats are twisting.

Watch as students execute t fists and turns. If they
lose their balance, encou ge them to widen their
stance to increase their ,ba e of support and to use
their arms better to Maintain balance.

-Use cue words and phrases such as "use your arms for.
balance," "rotate," "push with. your feet," and
"get enough- space" to' help students achieve
success.

Watch for students who cannot move; the parts of
their body through the complete range of motion.
Once you have discovered these students, have
them' engage in flexibility exercises (see fitness
section) or concentrate on relaxing so that the full
range of motion can be achieved. Warn students
not to move too'far so that the extensor muscles
will not be weakened.

Have students discuss things or people (for example,
ballet dancers) that twist and turn} and then
interpret how a person might do the fame.

Point out the important role thai balance plays in
twisting and turning.

Teach students to control their weight by flexing at
the knees, using the arms for balance, and increas-
ing the base of support to regain body control
after a fast turn.

101
48

Challenge students to:

Stull* how many parts of the bpdy they can twist
(turn) while standing (sitting, kneeling, lying).

Twist and turn at the same timer
Turn whtle..taking very small (large) steps.
Turn on one ,i3c,t; one foot and one hand.
Show in how many directions they can twist (turn).
Twist in two (three) directions at the same time.
Twist so that their fight (left) elbow touches he left

(right) knee.
-Change levels while twisting (turning).
Turn with large (small) movements..
Make their base of, support wide (narrow) and twist

(turn).
Find out which part of the body they can twist (turn)

the fastest.
Twist one part of the body fast while twisting other

parts slowly.
Twist one part, of the body in orfe way and another

part in another way.
Become a corkscrew.
Become' a cowboy spinning a lariat.
Turn and twist in response to lively music.

,Grasp a broomstick or a piece of doWeling 0 both
. ends and, without letting, go of the wood, 'Step

through and over the broomstick or doweling so
that the stick is first in front of the body and then
in the back. Raerse the procedure. Discuss which
parts of the body had to twist or turn to complete
the activity.

Turn with another base of support.
Turn in various ways with the helpbf a partner.
Turn with something other than the feet as the base

of support.
Turn in two (three) directions at the same time.

Dance:

Have students create a dance composition about a
forest. Have the trees b4nd and sway and twist and
turn in the wind.

gra
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Goal 3 'Motor SNIIs (Continued),

Component: Nonlocoinotor MovemeritsTurning and Twisting (Continued)
Teacher-directed activities . Task-oriented activities \',. Stiggested multidisciplinary activities

Have students walk aboitt, not touching anyone else,
and then stop, turn, or twist in response to a

-challenge. Then they should regain control and
continue walking. . ".-

Watch for Awkward students and encourage thern to
slow down and concentrate on moving with
'smoothness. ,

CAI out-the names of the parts of the body to be
twisted. Reemphasize the names for students who
fail to respond by moving the parts gently and .

restating the identification of the parts. , ,

Sit clown., turn quickly (slowly), then stand while
twisting all over.

Lie down and twist and turn quickly (slowly).
Twist and turn with a partner, in groups of three

(with and Without music).
Twist at the hips while turning the head:
Turn all about while twisting like an airplane in a

tailspin.
. .

. .
f .

,.

Let students select their own themes for dance
compositions that would involve twisting and
turning. . .

Encoulage students to twist and turn with different
qualities of movement. hard, soft, jerky, smooth,

- high-revel, low-level, in-between..

.
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Goal 3 Motor SI Is ,(Continued)

a

Codponent: N6 locom6tor Movements=13eating and Shakingp

er-directed -activities

Point- out that beating involves moving the-Parts of
the bogy against an object or against some
resistance. Shaking involves moving the parts'of
the body in short, quick movements. Both move-
rhents are dually done in quick tempo.

Have students demonstrate the shaking of various
parts of the body with and without musical
accompaniment.

Have students, beat the floor first witfi their hands
and then with their feet. Let them- tell what they
are imagining hemselves to be as they execute the
movement. ,

Use cues' such as Indians dancing, walking on hot
rocks, and smashing grapes to get the studentyto
heat or shake.

Have students beat their chests on the first count of
each measure_ and, then shake ceremoniously for
the other three counts.

Have students combine shaking and beating with
other loeomotor and nonlocomotor movements.

Provide tambourines or other percussion instruments
and have students create movement and sound

.
patterns.

Have groups of students dance while using beating
and shaking movements in conjunction with other
motor skills. Then have the viewers discuss what
they saw. Have students exchange roles.

Have students shake a's many parts of their body as
possible. Have them shake each part separately and
then all the parts together. See who can shake the.

'greatest number of parts all aonce.
Discuss the emotions or themes that are best por-

trayed bybeating or shaking and tell whys Have
" students work with partners in esponding to

verbal cues -taken from the emaljons they had'
suggested. Extend the activity to a dance composi-
tion session and then have the various couples
perform for one another. (Exaniples include fear,

terror, war, war dance, and force.)

° 50
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Task- orientediaMlies
t

Challenge students to: ---- . 8

Beat (shake) as many parts of the body %as polsible
..0 while standing (kneeling, sitting,i
Spread the feet apart and then bpdys.

Keep the feet.together and sh a
Takeahe weight on one (two,11 r) parts of the

body and then shake all over*. ,

Beat (shake) in different directions. .,
.

Beat (shake) Wit with the .right (left) and then with
the left (right) side of the body.

Shake the top part of the body'and beat with the
lower part of the body(and vice versa).

Shake while moving in a triangle, circle, or square. ,

Beat the symbol (letter) slumber called out by the
instructor. ,

"Move from low to high .while beating (shaking).
Demonstrate, the biggest (smallest) shaking (beating)

movement ey can do.
Show how f (slow) they can teat (shake). ..
Shake one par of the body fast and another part

I
sleor simultaneously,- .

Beat (shake) different rhythmic patterns (for ex-
-ample, four claps, three stamps, two shakes, and
fall; stand and repeat). ' 1,'

Create a rhythmic shaking routine with a partner;''
with-a-small group.

,Create a, beatini rhythm that can be sustained or
repeated by the group. . A

Combine beating and shaking with other movements.
Combine beating and shaking into patterns in time to

music. -

Create a cheer with appropriate shaking an d beating.

.---Sugges e' mu i t iscip mary ac ivi les /

Language Arts and Reading:

Teach these vocabulary words. shake, shaking, beat,
,' beating, tempo, force, quick, staccato, pound, /

slap, fist, clap, stamp, rhythm, routine, pattern,
combines .

Read stories about sprightly 'elves, Indian tribes, or .
giants: Have the students act out their actions as
imagined. ' .

. .

Allow students to read and clap each time they read a
.verb (noun, and so on). Take the clapping rhythm
established by one sentence or paragraph and
inoveto the beat of the established routine.

Have studints beat out the syllables of words and
then move as they clap and say the words
simultaneously. (Challenge the students with the
word sw ercalifragilistice.ipealadocious4,

Dance and usic:

Select music that lends itself to animated shaking and
beating (usually a fast tempo). Have students listen
to the music, tell what feelings. it causes, and then
create a dance that expresses the feelings or tells a
story or does both.

Mr.
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Goal 3 :t Motor Slqls (Continued)

Component: Nonlocomotor MovementsStarting and Stopping; Dodging; Pivoting
-----Teadher:ditected activities as -oven e ac uggeste s multidisciplinary activities

Point out that all movement must begin with starting
and end with stopping. Starting is done by giving
force to the arms or legs by pushing off a surface
with the hands or feet. Stopping is relatively
simple if speed is not involved but 'requires an
adjustment of weight and absorption of shock if
speed is involved. Have students walk in and out of
an identified space, being careful not to collide,
and then call Freeze! The-students will come to an
immediate halt. Note that if they are moving
slowly, they can simply cease giving force in order-
to stop; but if they are moving quickly, they must

-come to a jump stop, bending the knees and ankles
to absorb force and thrusting the arms outward to
maintairt balance. Have the students pracnce This
technique many times. Then use other locomotor
movements and intersperse the command Freeze!

While the studgnts are walking in and out of one
another's area, have them dodge by taking the
weight on one foot and quickly transferring the

cv. weight to the other-foot with a push and a slight
jump of the body to the donpusiting side. Suggest
that the students use their arms to maintain
balance while dodging.

Teach the students to pivot by having them come to a
jump stop, feet ,fairly widespread, and then,
keeping one foot stationary, walk toward and
around that foot with the other foot to thin in
place. Encourage a rocking motion for the body,
knees helkin a semibent position, and arms thrust
outward and upward for balance.

Help students who are haying trouble with these skills
tby ,having the students perform slowly, giving
verbal reinforcement to each required aspect of
each movement skill (for example: "Push off to
start." "Jump stop, bend knees, put arms up for
balance.").

Challenge students to:

Start and stop on ComAand without losiyipbalance.
Run fast and dodge classmates (within a .confined

area).
Walk, freeze, pivot, run, freeze.
Run to thp right,-stop, pivot, and slide to the right.
Hop three time's, run, stop, turn, walk, and freeze.
Run and leap six times and change directions after

each 'leap.
. Play dodge ball with two other classmates.
Play tag within a confined area so that much dodging,

pivoting, stopping, and starting will be necessary.
.

Start-quickly and stop immediately.
Start as though in a race.
Start as though off for a leisurely walk (contrast with

item above).
Stop after running, hopping, galloping, jumping (con-

. trast the needed adjustments).
Dodge stationary objects.
Dodge moving objects (discuss the need for antici-

pation).-
Pivot left; righhigh; low.
Tap a balloon from,one piece to another and do not

bump into anyone'else,
Dodge high; low; in-between.
Incorporate stopping, starting, dodging, and pivoting

into a dance routine.,
Play "Freeway" by pretending to drive a car from

one place to another without smashing the car (set
. up "traffic lights," "ramps," and so on).

51
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Goal 3: Moroi Slills (Continued)

Component:. Manipulative MovementsGrasping and Releasing

4

-4

Teacher-directed activities) TasVoriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Point out that pulping and releasing are reflexive
movements one has perfcirmed almost since birth.
.Emphasize that these movements are necessary for
many activities, including eating, writing, catching,
throwing, rollineplaying games, buttoning, -zip --
ping, lifting, carrying.

Discuss whether all grasping and releasing movements
are the,same. Demonstrate why the movements are
not the same. ,

Have students squeeze beanbags, yarn balls, of tennis
balls and tell how their muscles feel. Talk ab6ut
the -muscles required for the fingers and hand tt
grasp and release objects.

Ask the students if they can grasp and release with
arq other parts of the body. Demonstrate, the use
of the mouth, toes, knees, and legs.

Have student's pick up various objects such as pencils,
paper, paper clips, rubber bands, .balls, bags,
ballooni, sand, and so on. Ask the students to try

IMP to use different ways to pick up the objects and
release them with control.

Have students throw yam balls at targets on a wall.
Have the students experiment by releasing the
balls high, waist high, and low. Ask them to tell
you what the effect was- with each different
release. Point out how the trajeitory is determined
(to a great degree) by the point of release.

Play five-man relays involving grasping and releasing.
Divide the group into twos and threes for a
shuttle. Place a piece,bf paper in front of the first
person in the three:Orson group. At the signal

, instruct that person to Pick up the paper, walk or
run ten meters, to the other part of their group,
and put the, paper on the ground. The second
person ,.binrings 'the paper back. This procedure
continues until the team members are in their
original positions. Emphasize that the paper may
not be wadded up or torn.

Challenge students to:

Pick up an object softly; firmly; moderately.
Flex and extend the fingers and toes.
Pick up beanbags in as many different ways as

possible.
Grasp and release balls.
Grasp and.roll balls back and forth to a partner.
Lift a box,.demonstrating the use of a balanced grit)
- and leg action for the lifting-process,-

-"Play Pick up Sticks, concentrating on not moving any
of the sticks other than the one being sought.

Button up a coat, zip up a jacket.
Pick up rhythm sticks with the toes.
Pick up a marshmallow with the mouth only.
Bob for apples.
Pick up a yarn ball in every possible way.
Cradle a small animal gently in the hands. ,

Grip a smell ball firmly over and over.
Pick up an egg and put it down without breaking it.
Grasp a writing implement and draw a design or

letter.
Grasp a churning bar with an overhand (underhand)

grasp, hold on for ten seconds, and release both
hands at thesame time.

BalanCe a soft drink bottle on its top inside a small
circle, using the feet only.

Shaky the hands to remove any strairitbaco.sed by
grasping for a long time.

Tell about picking up different kinds of objects.
Travel across a horizontal ladder, grasping and releas-

ing smoothly..
Use blocks, Tinkertoys, Lincoln logs; or erector sets

to build a moving object, a village, or a piece of
machinery without dropping any items:

Pick up playing cards or task cards without bending
'the edges.

HOld a ball between the knees while hopping a
distance of ten meters.

Languctx Arts ,rind heading:

Teach these vocabulary words. grasp, release, zipper,
button; -contract, extend, hold, softly, firmly,
moderately, grip, squeeze, stress, tension, relay.

Have studen,ts tell about adventurers who saved their
lives by "hanging on for dear life." .

Have students talk about the, twirlers at football
games and the ways in which, they grasp and
release their batons.

Have students discuss a professional football game
_ and the times players have to grasp and release.

The center, hikes the ball, the quarterback hands
off or passes; officials handle flags; balls" and
whistles, the players put their helmets on and take
them off, and the players dig into the ground with
their cleats and pull the cleats out.

Science:

Talk abofut friction. Discuss ,the intricate work of the"
muscles, which allow grasping and relelsing. Dis-
cuss the "bionic man" and the feasibility of
developing substitute limbs capable of a full range
of service and response.

Talk about ,what makes one's hands groW and when
full bone development will occur.

a

Have students create a composition depicting a
bumbling juggler or a befuddled waiter who'
cannot hang on to the dishes.

.0*
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Goal 3.; Motor, SNIIs (Continued)

Component: Manipulative MovementsThrow ing and Catching

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Point out that throwing skills require a forward
weight transfer, a focus ofthe eyes on the target, a
release that ensures. the flight desired, and a
follow-through action to obtain the desired dis-
tance.

Have students throw yarn balls to one another and
talk about the principle of opposition (that` is,
stepping forward on the foot opposite the throw-
ing arm).

Emphasize that getting ready to throw is important.
Encourage a backward swing, step-through,
smooth release, and follow-through. Emphasize'
the need for the' body to face the target and for a
concentrated focus of the eyes before, during, and
after the action.

Point out that catching. requires absolute concentra-
tion of the eyes; correct body alignment (behind

Ahe thrown object and in a straight linelvith it); a
gentle closing of the fingers and .hands around the
object once touched; and a giving (the drawing of
the ball or object toward the body with controlled
relaxation and a backward weight transfer) in
relation to theobject to absorb shock. -

Have students throw and catch yarn ball s and talk
about the need to reach fOr the ball 'as it comes
toward the student'and then the relaxation of the
hands, arms, and body as contact is made.

Have students practice throwing in different ways:
rolling, underarm, sideanh, and overarm. Point out
that force can be increased by stepping quickly as
the release is anticipated, increasing the speed of
tale arc created by the swinging motion of the arm,
and using a* thrustingmotion during the follow-
through.

Point out that balls (objects).thrown are best caught
above the waist by placing the hands in a "thumbs
together' position and below the waist by placing
the hands in a,"little fingers together" position.

Challenge students to:
. .

Throw a ball (beanbag, de9k tennis nng) up and catch
it times in a row. '

Throw an object up, turnaround, and catch it before
it hits the ground.

Throw an object up, clap three times, and catch it
before it hits the ground.

Move an object back and forth from one hand to
another with the eyes open (closed).

Play catch' ith a partner and throw fife objects so
'that the partner does not have to move to catch
them.

Roll balls-back and forth to one another.
ThrOw beanbage'and hit a target two meters away

(three meters away).
Catch balls behind the' back-'while the balls are

bouncing.
Throw and catch from different levels.
Throw objects softly (hard) to a partner.
Throw balls or ibeanbags 'overarm, sidearm, and

underarm to a partner.
Catch with one hand; with two hands.
Catch balls rebounding from 'a wall.
Throw balls against a wall and catch them before they

bounce.
Throw and catch with a.pariner in as many different

Ways as possible.
Throw and catch while moving.
Play a genie involving throwing and catching.
Throw and catch a Frisbee with a partner at least 30

times in a row.
Throw a ball so that it spins forward (backward).
Throw a ball so that it bouttces/back.
Bounce-pass to a partner.
Bounce-pass around an obstacle to a partner.
Throw 'a ball into the air and catch it behind the

back.
Throw a ball for a distance of tep (20, 30) meters.

Language Arts and Reading:

Teach throe vocabulaQ/ words. throw, catch, arc,
force, transfer, swing, release, follow-through,
focus, concentration, anticipation, alignment, roll-
ing, trajectory, refraction, spin, rotate, reverse,
accuracy.

Have students throw at- the letters on a letter grid;
identify the letters hit; and identify four rhyming
words for eackletter.

Social Studies:

Create a map of the United States. Have students
throw bOnbags at the map aid name the capitals
of thte itres that are struck by a beanbag.

Mathematics:

Develop a target with number values. Have students
keep a tally of their scores as they tAke turns
throwing at the target.

Have students throw at the numbers on a number
&rid; identify the numbers hit and the colors; and
then compute simple problems in mathematics
such as eight divided by two equals four.

Music:

Have students throw and catch in time to Music.
Considgr making up a' routine for use at PTA
meetings or in school celebrations.

Dance:

v

Have .students create a dance composition, using
)exaggerated throwing and catching movements.
Possible theme suggestions include pizza makers en
masse; a breakdown in a juggling act; or a playoff
in Nofessional football.
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Goal 3: Motor Siqls (Continued)

Component: Manipulative MovementKicking
Teacher-directed activities Task - oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Have students spread out before kicking balls so that
they have plenty of space; extend the, arms
`orward waistlugh; step o one foot and swing the
other foot, backward, th,e1 forward, thrusting the
leg into an extended positicin. Encourage a strong
follow-through. Allow the vildents to practice the
motions several times while questions are posed:
How cah you keep from' bumping others? Where
are. you looking as you walk and kick? Cart you do,

. the same thing with the opposite foot? Do you
need to keep the arms out and forw.r1I for
balance?'

Challenge students to.

Kick a ball gently to another in every way possible. t .

Kick a stationary ball so that it flies into the air.
-Kick a stationary ball so that is rolls straight along the

ground.
Control-kick a ball down and back for ten meters.
Dribble a ball alternately with the right and left foot

for a distance of ten meters.
Kick a ball for distance: . - -

Kick a ball accuratelji into an area two rritters'swide
that is at least five' theters away.

Control-kick a ball into and out of obstacles for a
distance of ten meters. -

Kick a rolling 611 into the
Kick a rolling ball straight along the ground.
Kick rolling ball so that it changes direction.
Judge 'force needed to kick a ball ,hard for

distance only for control.
Kick a ball up to t Ives.
Kick a ball while moving,
Kick a ball accurately to moving feammateV oncen-

trate and anticipate to s teed).
Kick a ball from a kicking tee.
Hold a ball in the hands, drop it while moving, and
. punt it into the air so that it goes forward at least,

five meters.
Kick a ball with various parts of the foot and under'

control.
Analyze the kicking skill of a classmate and give

correct cues for improvement.
Aim a kicked 'ball to avoid interception, by an

opponent.
Get control of a moving ball, dribble it with the feet

for a short distance,and kick the ball for distance.
Drop-kick a ball for accuracy.

Lapguage Arts and Reading.

Teach these vocabulary words kick, kicking, non-
kicking, arc, trajectory, focus, concentAate, follow-
through. control, advance, anticipate, swing,
soccer; punt,stationary, dribble, instep, outstep,
timing.

Mdthematics:

Have students practice metric measurement by mea-
suring the variotis kicks of their classmates.

Safety:

Emphasize the need for awareness and alertness
whenever students are looking balls, Have students
beacime aware of the warning Head'siiiii and use
the warning if balls are neaded .tow* unawarc
classmates. Point out that balls should be kicked
with control and at an identified target, not
indiscriminately into space. Establish a policy that
students vtho, kick a ball with the intent to hug
another student will be denied'the'use of a ball for
a period of time. Emphasize this policy.

Dance-

tiasi students think of persons, animals, and things
that kick. Allow students to move in an inter-
pretive manner to depict their impressions,

Have, students practice the various kicking skills in
slow motion, with dramatic flair, as part of
paiftSrnimes. or as rhythmic exercises with and
without rhythmic accompaniment

4
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Goal 3: Moor Slqls (Continued)

Component: Manipulative MovementKicking (ContinUed)

rt ,

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Organize the class so that the balls will be kicked in
one direction -ant) rolled back. Have partners take
turns kicking and retrieving. Place the balls in a
stationary position in front of each kicker. Have
'students stand comfortably behind the ball with .

. feet apart and slier off the center of the ball so
that the kicking! can swing forward and contact
the ball squarely just below the center. Urge the
students to focus on the ball at all times; step
orward onto the nonkicking foot; extend the

a`rms for balance; bend the body slightly forward;
and swing the kicking leg forward' and 'through the
ball to strike it squarely with the instep of the
kicking foot. Have-the students follow through by,
pointing the kicking foot and leg in the direc,tion
of the target:

Allow students to practice until they consistently feel
success. Then and only then have them begin to
kick rolling balls or to punt.

Play-simple, competitive games in groups of no more
than five students. Suggested activity would
include kickball, long base, three-man keep--away,
or soccer dodge ball.

Play simple class games of line soccer Or kickball until
the students understand the game. Once a game is
understood by the students, however, it should no
longer be played as a, class activity. The teacher
should encourage students to play the game during
recess or on play days.

Create a poster or an individual "I can" profile card
containing thel challenges listed under task-
oriented activities and encourage stilderils-to check
off each item as they become competent in the
skills listed. Correct those students whO have
difficulty by encouraging them to focus attention
on the 'ball, take their time, and swingjorcefully
through the ball.

6
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:.G001 3: Motor Signs (Continued)

Component: Manipulative MovementStriking Without the Use of an ImpleMent
Teacherdirected activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Explain to students that they can strike a ball
vertically.so that it bounces or horizontally so that
it travels like a batted ball. Or they can strike the
ball so that it is lifted. Point out that a person
dribbling a ball should stand comfortably in a
stride position, hold the ball in both hands waist
high, lean forward so that the weight is on the
front foot and the body is slightly bent, push the
ball to the surface with one or both hands, and
either catch it or continue to push it to the
strrface. Emphasize the need to keep one's eye on
the ball and to relax when trying to catch the ball.

Have students bounce the ball to themselves and see
whether the students move smoothly. Correct
excessive tension, lack of focus, and the slapping
of the ball instead of flexing the fingers and
pushing the ball. Deflate balls that bounce too
high and encourage students to follow through
jith a little force if the ball does not bounce high
nough for the next bounce. As students get older

and more skilled, have them look up as they
dribble so that they can move and dribble at the
same time.

Point out that when hitting a stationary ball, students
should stand with the nonstriking side of the ball
toward the target and should keep their feet
slightly apart. They should hold the ball in the
nonstriking hand waist high and concentrate on
the target by looking first at it and then at the
ball. They should swing the striking arm down and
back, transferring their weight to the striking side.
Shifting their weight forward to the nonstriking
side and hitting the ball with the heel of the hand,
theysVONd folldw through to extend the hand
and arm of the striking side. If a student misses the
ball completely, cue the student to concentrate on
the ball and not to toss the ball before striking it.
Have students practice hitting balls or balloons
until the striking action is easy.

11)?

Challenge students to:

Bounce a ball and catch it.
Bounce a ball in different ways

standing still.
Bounce a ball in different ways

moving.
Dribble a ball from place to place.
Dribble a ball while they are turning around and

around.
Dribble a ball into and out of obstacles.
Dribble a ball to keep It away from a partner.
Bounce a ball to another person and get it bick,
Dribble a ball as effectively with the left hand as with

the right.
Dribble a ball between their legs.'
Dribble a ball constantly while, they are standing,

kneeling, lying down, and rettirning tO a standing
Position.

Challenge students to volley a balloon.

To themselves in as many ways as possible.
And turn all about.
Over and back across a zigzag pathway.
With a partner while the partner holds the balloon

suspended on a string.
And do something different between each volley.
In time to music.
Hard, soft, slow, fast; with one hand and then the

other; with other parts of 'the body (hip, knee,
ankle, elbow, head, nose, seat).

Challenge students to strike a stationary
their hand and hit it:

Straight.
High ifito the air.
To the right (left).
At least three meters into the air.
To the ground.
To a partner.

while they are

While they are

ball with

Language Arts and Reading:

Teach' these vocabulary words:- strike, hit, volley,
rally, dribble, bounce-, stride, high, low, concen-,
tration.

Use a letter grid and have students bounce a ball on
their 'favorite letter and then shout a wOrd that
starts with that letter. Allow the students to
continue repeating the letter as long as they can
call different words or move to another letter until
they run out of words. Have several students work
on this drill simultaneously.
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Goal Motor 510s;(Continued)

Component: Manipulative MovementStriking Without the Use of an Implement (Continued)
Teacher-directed activities . Task-oriented dctivities Suggested Multidisciplinary acti 'es

Use balloons to help students learn to hit moving
objects. Point out that students can hit the balloon

' with their thumbs together iC the balloonis above
their head or with the little fingers together if the
balloon is waist high °Omer. As before, students
must keep their. eyes on the ball, transfer their
weight is impact is made, and follow through if
distance or accuracy is wanted.

.

Challenge students to strike a moving ball:

By playing retherball. , ,Have
By hitting low balls with the little fingers together.
By hitting high bails with the thumbs together.
And rally with a partner at least ten times -in a row.
So that their partners cannot return the ball over an

obstacle.
Through or into a target..
By dropping a ball and hitting it with the hand after

it pounces.
By - playing twosquare or foursquare with three

classmates. .
_a

Mathemaiics:
.

the students dribble the ball as many ti es as
possible in 15 seconds. Have them call out their
scores and then allow t1 Class to add the scores
and divide by the number in the class to determine
the class average.

r
.
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Goal 3: Motor Slqls (Continued)

Component: Manipt4tive MovementStriking with the Use of ail In-iplement
Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Remind students that striking objects with an imple-
ment involves many of the same skills and move-.
mews as striking objects without an implement.
Stude ts must keep their eyes on the ball; transfer
theiri;teeight as force is applied; swing the paddle,
bat, or racket horizontally to the ground through
the ball; and complete the motion with a follow-
Through.

Have students hold a bat with the traderhark up;
stand with their side toward the pitcher (opposite
their dominant handy' keep the body relaxed and
the elbows 'away from the body; keep th non-
dominant arm parallel to the ground. The st dents,
should grip the bat with the nondominant hind
just above the end of the bat and the dominant
hand tomfortably above it; hold the bat off the
shoulder; turn the face toward the pitche'r;,concen,
trate on the ball; swing the bat backward'Orallel
to the ground and shift the weight backward to

the dominant hand's foot. Finally, the students
+(should swing the bat forward parallel to the
ground and step into the hit as contact is made
with the ball; follow through to the nondominant
side; and drop the bat on the giound before
starting to run to first base.

Have students first go through striking motions, using
mimetics (pantomiming motions) and finally using
the implements themselves. Critique their actions
and watch.the flight of the ball after impact. If the
balls are consistently hit foul or popped ups the
batter is swinging too early or too late and is
coming up under the ball- instead of swinging
parallel to the ground. If the hit ball always
bounces near home plate, , the batter is chopping
doWn on the ball. And if the ball is missed
completely, the batter may be closing his or her
eyes, failing to concentrate, swinging too early or
too late, or standing too close to or too far from
the plate.

Challenge students to hit:

Balloons or yarn balls with nylon paddies.
Balloons suspended on stnngs in as mahy different

ways as possible, using nylon paddles.
Balloons back and forth together with a partner.
Balloons or yarn balls back and forth over an obstacle.
A ball off a batting tee with a bat.
A ball_off a batting tee so that a classmate can catch

it.
Ten fair balls in a row off a batting tee.
A pitched eight-inch playground ball with a bat.
A pitched six-inch or seven-inch playground ball with

a bat.
A pitched softball with a bat.
A fair ball three out of five times.
A tennis ball placed in a sock and tied to a tetherball

pole With a paddle or racket so that the ball wraps
completely around the pole.

Challenge students to play:'

Rally with a nyloh racket. (One player hits a balloon
to an opponent, and each one tries to rally so that
the other cannot return the balloon.)

Long base 44th four or five classmates.
Tetherbalt with rackets.
Work-up with four or five classmates.
"Mickey Mouse" tennis (short court and short

rackets)."
Rally, against a wall with a six-inch playground ball

and a wooden racket.

Challenge students to:
Analyze their hitting skilli by reviewing the steps

needed for successfultrikin",
Analyze their classmates to reinforce their recollec-

tions of batting.
Practice continually bedause hitting with an imple-

ment is advanced skill.
Practice af home with their relatives.

Language Arts and Reading:

Teach these vocabulary words. racket,/paddle, bat,
horizontal, parallel, vinsfer, follow-throUgh, home
plate, first base, trademark, grip, dominant, non-

.. dominant, analyze, think, tetherball, suspended
tee.

Have students read stories about famous baseball and
tennis players. Allow the students to write about
their Little League activities or to tell the other
members of the class about them. Point out that
many of the world's finest tennis players started
playing when they were eight years old.

Read and act out Casey at the Bat.

Safety:
,

Discuss safety rules governing the use of bats, rackets,
and paddles. Allow students to help develop safety
rules. Emphasize the reasons for-the rules.

Mathematics:

Have students hit balls at a mathematics-grid attached
to the wall. Have the students add up the ,points
earned when a hit ball strikes a number *wily.
The student who attains a predetermined score
first wins the contest.

Dance:

Have the students analyze the differences between
biriterfly chasers and baseball players and have the
students create a dance composition about either
one or both. Share the results with stu- dents in
other classes.

Science:

Talk about force and how it can be applied throUgh
weight, transfer. Discuss centrifugal force and
demonstrate its effect on batting.
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Goal 3: Motor Slqls (Continued)

Component: Perceptual Ability Kinesthetic Discrimination T
Teacherdirected activities r'

Realize. that 'kinesthetic digce rimina is
extensively in this chapter un< treatedC-oil One:
SelfImage. Plan activities related to m tor skills
that reinforce development of bilaterality, later-
ality, sidedness, balance, knowledge of the parts of
the body and their functiilt, and ability to locate
an object in relation to one's own body.

Play games that require students to name various
partrof the' body and move them under control.
Examples of such games include: May I? Simon

.Says; Hokey, Pokey; and Eyes, Shoulders, Knees,
and Toes.

Realize that students ho reverse letters, numbers,
and words' when -41ding and writing may be
deficientin knowledge of themselves in relation to
"space. Plan obstacle courseg that require move-
ment in msny dVections, response to directional
stimuli, and a awing involvement of all parts of
the body. (Ste the appendix.) .

Ask students to move the parts of the body one at a
time as identified and then together' at the same
time. (Examples: Move your fingers. Now move
your fingers, elbows, and head, all at once. Move
your knees. Now move your knees, ankles, and

Larms simultaneously.)
ork with students through the use of commercial
records, games, and call-recall techniques until
they can correctly.identify parts 7f the body:

abdomen eyes 'legs
ankles feet >mouth
arms Tingernails neck
back , fingers nose-
calves forehead sides
cheeks hair teeth
chest hands temples
chin head 'thighs
earlobes heels toes
ears hips tongue.,
elbows knees i trunk

Task-oriented activitiTek Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Challenge students to:

Wiggle their fingers, then their toes.
Nod their head and bloWtheir nose.
Open their mouth and close their eyes.
Twist their trunk and let out sighs.
Clap their hands and stomp their feet."
Bend their knees and make toes meet.
Point one finger and then a toe.
Move aeshoulder and get on the go (walk around).
Click their fingers and blink their eyes.
Lie right down and point their soles to the sky.
Tickle various 'parts of the body as the parts are called

out!

Determine mastery of laterality by having them:

Raise their right hand and then their left.
Point their finger at their nose; right knee; toes on the

left foot; navel; right eye; right elbow; left heel.
Hop three times on the left foot; three on the right.
Hold a beanbag on their head; right shoulder; left

-foot; right hip; right knee; left ankle.

eFieck for kinesthetic awareness reflected in ability
tb:

Stand, sit, and kneel with good posture.
Move without noticeable hypertension.
Perform the "coffee grinder": The student places one

hand on the floor and the other hand on the hip;
extends the body and looks at the ceiling; and
then walks around the supporting extended arm.

Stand, stoop, and stand again without losing balance.
Lean forward and backward and sideward without

losing balance.
Sit on the floor with arms and feet crossed (Indian

fashion) and stand without help and without
losing balance.

Go through a maze without touching any of the,
objects.

Language Arts and Reading:

Have student's with kinesthetic weaknesses work on a
balance beam (see information presented later);
copy letters and numbers on grid paper; play with
blocks; work simple puzzles; identify letters
placing beanbggs on the letter cited that can be
found on a letter grid; color and discuss the
picture with a friend or aide; go through obstacle
courses that emphasize direction change; and draw
outlines of the body and fill in the parts of the
body.

Mathematics:

Provide grid -paper and 'help students who have
kinesthetic weaknesses form ,numbers correctly.
Have students solve simple mathematical problems
by placing a beanbag on the correct number found
on a- number grid. Encourage student, growth in
symbol concepts by having them walk out sug-
gested shapes such as a minus sign, a multiplication
sign, a division sign, or an addition sign.

*.
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Goal 3: Motor SIO (Continued)

Component: Perceptual AbilityVisual biscrirhirration
" 4

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Realize that visual discrimination is essential to
successfid performance of most physical skills and
that a student whose vision is impaired must
ompensate heavily for the loss. Students need
constantly to receive visual stimuli; discriminate

' one shape from another (acuity); identify one
shape as it moves (tracking); remember visual
experiences (memory); and track an object even
though the background is absorbing (figure-ground
differentiation).

Assess the ability of students to identify similar
objects, colors, and symbols. Assist those who
show deficiencies by providing game-like drills that
emphasize identification procedures.

Have stOeints differentiate between objects by point
ing ob.( which object is larger, smaller, blue, red,
square and not round.

Prepare large-sized symbols of circles, squares, tri-
angles, and rectangles; and then have students look
at facsimiles on a task card and go to a correspond-
ing large-iized symbol, go through or around it,
and return for anothet challenge.

Have students play catch with balls or objects that are
relatively the same in color as the background.

Draw imaginary numbers (letters) in the air and have
students replicate them with their bodies or a
length of rope.

Play Get Something Bigger by placing a small item on
the ground and 'asking each child, one by one, to
get something bigger. Continue until-nothing larger
is availible. Note. Allow children to point and
describe instead of carrying very large items:

Touch various parts,.Of your body while the children
watch. Then allow them to 'touch the same parts
of their own bodies in the same sequence from
memory.

Challenge students to:

Play with blocks. Have them pick out all blocks that
are the same, stacking all red blocks in one place
and blues in another. Then have the students
scramble the blocks and pick out letters that are
flashed m the order in which they ,are flashed.
Note: Start with one letter and build to a series.

Look at a shape drawn on the board and then
describe items the students can see that have the
same shape.

Throw beanbags at the corresponding shape or color
on a target. Note. The teacher will point to a
shape or color and then watch ,ihe student's
response.

Play flashlight tag 40 that the students can flash lights
at objects as instructed by task cards or written
directions in the order outlined.

Become look-alikes. Note. The teather or aide flashes
a design; and the students mimic the design by
forming it with their bodies or by moving in a like
pattern.

Pick out a Ping-Yong ball when it has been mixed
with golf balls.

Differentiate the colors of several balloons. Put like
balloons togetther for gathes or nux unlike ones so
that there is Ikballoon of each color in each small
group.

Volley a balloon to themselves, volley with a partner.
See a' word descnbing a movement and then.perform

that movement (walk, hop, slide, and so on).
Look at pictures and find objects with similar shapes.
Watch the shape created by the teacher's (aide's)

flashlight and form a similar shape.,
Select a classmate of like height and size as a partner.
Move in and about all of the designated space in

response to visual directives without talking to
anyone or running intoanyone.

Language Arts and Reading:

Delp students who have obvious visual discrimination
problems by color-coding work to reduce unim-
portant stimuli, providing many opportunities for
students to select particular objects from large
groups of objects, and preparing hidden pictures,
look-alike pictures, and tracing activities. Empha-
size the visual similarities in pictures, movements,
and parts of the body (for example, arms and legs
h ?ve linear qualities; hip and arm joints allow for

, circular movements).
Use the "follow- the - bouncing -ball" technique for

finding like shapes, letters, or numbers. Prepare
overlays and project them on the wall. Flash a
simple task card and allow students with flash-
lights to bounce beams of light on a similar task
card. Or provide students with a desk printout of
many choices and bounce a beam on a letter,
nurrtber, or symbol and aSk the students to circle a
similar one on the answer sheet.

Pray the following games:
(1) What Is Missing? ShoW five to seven objects,
have students cover their eyes while some objects
are removed, and then 'ask what is missing. (2)
Each in Its Place. Arrange five to seven items id
place, have students cover their eyes while the
items are rearranged, and then ask the students to
put each thing in its original place. (3) Hideaway.
Place several items in a bag and ask the students to
recall what is in the bag. Keep score and change
the items often. '
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Goa{ 3: Motor SI qls (Continued)

Component: Perceptual AbilityAuditory Discrimination
Teacher-directed activities

Realize that kitory discrithination involves the
same components as visual disahnination except
that auditory discrimination deals with hearing
instead of vision.

Assess student response to auditory stimuli contin-
ually. See how well the students can follow verbal
directions, recall sounds, move in response to
rhythmic sound, and repeat various sounds in the"
order heard.

Have students play singing games and jump rope to
the accompaniment of chants. Have the students

',follow the verbal directions given in the chants.
Provide verbal directions and observe student re-

sponses as the students move, dance, play games,
and solve movement problems.

Clap a rhythm and see if can repeat it. When
. it is apparent that 'students can replicate the

rhythm, ask them to /move to the sound of their
own beat.

Have students close their eyes and-hop when they
hear a whistle; twist when they hear a clap; lie
down and kick when a bell rings; and get up and
smile when the words tickle, tickle, ticklrare
called out. Note: Mix up the sequence and change
directions often:

Have students work on laterality and directionality
along with auditory discrimination b' having the
students close their eyes and march forward on
one clap, backward on two .claps, to the left on
three claps, to the right on four claps, and around
and around whenever a drumbeat sounds. Note:
Add other directive such as Twist on a shout! and
Bend'on a whisper! once the children artrready for
bigger challenges.

Task-orierited activities
Jt

Challenge students to:

Act out nursery rhymes.
Sing and act out the song "Itsy Bitsy Spider,"

commercial records that give audible cues for
simple and comptex movement patterns, and
simple stories such as the story of Hansel and
Gretel.

Listen to a series of sounds and identify them in the
order heard.

Move to variousaudible chants such as Clickity clack!
'Clickity crick! Tickle! Tickle! Tickle! Shhh! Shhh!
Pow!

Close their eyes and slowly move toward the beating
of a tambourine, the clicking of fingers, .or the
clapping of hAdk,::.

Respond to words spoken with different intonations.
Examples include fkVOMIo flops but fish Mo-
no flip-flop); sneak (as in a joke; as in being

c ievous); squish (as in mud; as in spaghetti; as
in water).

Listen to foot-tapping patterns and theft move to
them. Move in a different way. Move at a different
level.

Listen and counrme number of different sounds
heard. Repeat their names in the order heard.

Close their eyes and stand up when they hear words
starting with I (or any other letter cited) and lie
down when they hear words with b as their first
letter, roll on words starting with w, and become
perfictly stilltm words that mart with f.

Listen to a series of commands to move and then
peiforry the commands in the order given. (Exam-

- ple: Run in place for ten steps. Turn and walk for
four steps. Sit and stretch. Roll and stand.
Repeat.)

,Suggested multidisciplinary activities
.....-/-

Language Arts and Reading:

Help students who have auditory difficulties by
.involving them in many auditory activities such as
calling out short series of letters and asking the
students torei`rpduce the series on paper, gradually

.increasing the number of letters giyten in the
series. Ask the students to listen to words or

`sounds and raise theifhands it the words or sounds
agree. Have the students lie down with their eyes
closed so that they do -not follow a classnlate's
lead but leam to rely on their own senses. Provide
a series of words and ask students to indicate if
they have the same ending letter or the same vowel
or the same beginning letter."`Have them learn
songs through auditory repetition and have them
close - their eyes and replicate the sounds, being
made- by the teacher, aide, or leader (clapping,
whistling, scratching the desk, shuffling feet, click-
ing fingers, and singing). Describe a member of the
class.. and allow everyone ro guess whom the
description fits. Or call out a series of four words,
three beginning with the same initial consonant
sound, and ask the students to identify the wok'
that does not match.

Play Hide the Spool. Send one student from class and
hide the spool. Allow the student to reenter. The
class claps more loudly whenever the "hunter". is
far fipm the spool and very softly when the hunter
is n ar. This procedine continues until the spool is '
fou d. Then the game resumes. Play Telephone
.Pol . -The teacher or aide gives a series of move .
ment commands, and the students respond. When-
ever telephone pole is called, however, all members
of the class immediately stand _up s aight and*
become "telephone poles." 4
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Goal,3: ,Motor SI qls (Continued)

Component: Perceptual AbilityTactile Discrimination
Teacherdirected actmties Task - oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Realize that the sense of tough is one of-the most
basic of our senses and that if it is enhanced, both
the auditory and visual senses are stimulated. Point
out that in blind people the senses of touch and
hearing are relied on completely for communi-
cation.

Have students explore a wide range of tactile experi-
ences and cue them to corresponding words that
describe the textures with which they are dealing
,Examplei include glass, polished wood; car finish
(smooth), sand paper, roughhewn wood (rough);
bolti, bags of sand (heavy), feathers. cotton wads,
balloons (light); squares, triangles, circles (shapes);
clay, glue, paste (sticky); spaghetti, paper clips
(squiggly)-

Have the stbdents, once they have examined the
materials, move according to the feelings produced
by the materials. Then have the students learn to
match like texiures or objects by looking at and
feeling one and then selecting an article with like
characteristics.

Have the students next perform the same task
(identification of like objects) blindfolded so that
the sensation of touch is the only sense being used.

Touch various parts of the body of blindfolded
students and ask the students tb touch themselves
in the same parts and name the parts touched.
Again,,touch several parts and ask the students to
touch the same parts in the same order in which

* they were auched by the teacher and to name
each of the parts aloud.

Allow students to wrap themselves in different
materials (for example, paper, cloth, blankets,
aluminuln foil) and then describe the experience.
This experience shbuld be followed by opportuni
ties for creative expression. Suggest that students
wigg1e, squiggle, become mired in mud, walk on
water, avoid an angry bee, and dance as though
covered with soap bubbles.

Challenge stu nts tO.-

Play in sand boxes and describe the experience.
Play in water filled with soap bubbles and describe

the experience.
Touch various pieces of playground equipment and

tell what the texture reminds them of.
touch one object and point to another made of the

same kind of texture.
Rub fuzzy things gently and then move according to

the feelings roduced by the rubbing.
Reach into a d box (an enclosed box with holes

through which tudents can insert their arms) and
pick up an object (from the many contained in the
box) that looks like the demonstration object they
had been allowed to see before they reached into
the box.

Reach into a "blind' box and select two matching
objects from tha many found theje.

Look at and feel simple objects mounted on cards
such as string, matches, beads, ribbon, or rubber
bandsand then select a similar object from a bag.
Once the object has been selected, have the
students use the object as a prop for a dance or
simple drama preientation.

Lie on grass, a blanket, a mat, or a piec9-of carpet
blindfolded and identify the material on

which they are lying.
Become blindfolded by placing a paper bag over the,

head and then feel various geometric shapes,
letters, or numbersand identify each. 4

Count by feeling an abacus or a row of tied knots
while the eyes are closed.'

Close their eyes and reach into a shallow tub of water
to select matching items found on the surface
on the bottom.

Make various costumes from newspaper (a hula skirt.,
African warrior costumes, a dragon, fans); put them'
on; and dance or move according to their feelings.
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Language Arts and Reading:

Help enhance decoding and vocabulary skills by
whiting labels on items used in a tactile activity.
Reinforce the use and sight functions of the labels
as students go through the vanous drills:

Combine auditory or visual memory skills with tactile
activity- Ask students to name the series of objects
they are feeling in a blind box.

Assist students to develop oral language skills by
having them verbalize the feelings produced by
touching differen t textures.

Ex/Awe abstract capability by having students feel
and name thick cutouts of vanous shapes, letters,
and numbers while blindfolded.

Ask students to listen to directions, recognize the
purpose of activity, identify the details .of the
assignment, and, after involvement in tactile activ
ity, relate the outcomes as they were experienced.
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Goal a: Motor SI`I IS (_ontinued)

Component:. Perceptual Abilities Coordinated Movements (Eye -Hand; Eye-Foot)
Teacher-directed activities

c.,

Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Realize that coordinated movements refer to the
execution of more than one perceptual skill
simultaneously. (Note that,many of the activities
described in this book call for coordinated move-
ments. Those activities will not be repeatedchere.)
Provide many combined lessons that emphasize
various coordinated m ements because students
will need to develop ss and fine motor skills to
pursue learning challeng effectively.

Have students make hand shadows and 'act out the
various shapes they have Made.

Rive students go through the ball-handling progres-
sions previously described in the section on throw-
ing and catching and striking an object without an
implement.

Have students drop clothespins into a milk carton and
play selected table games that require finger
dexterity. Have them play Jump, thi Shot, in
which a beanbag is tied to the end of a long rope
and the teacher stands in the middle of a circle of
students and rotates the rope 360 degrees, grad-
ually higher and higher, so that the students will
have to jump over the rope.' Have the students
follow footprint and handprint obstacle courses
set up on the outside courts; walk balance boards
and complete a variety of activities; play a number
of different hopscotch games; and jump rope in
many novel ways, Have the students, play with
fo6tsie boards (boards with an uneven fulcrum
upon which students can place a beanbag, step
hard on the short end, and pOp the object up to
catch it); or have the students go through the
ball-handling progressions found under task-
oriented activities.

Have students ride tricycles or bicycles around an
obstacle course, stopping at various stations to
perform activities found on task cards or "silly
cards." Plan so that these activities call for
coordinated movements.

Challenge students to go through hall-handling
progressions:

Move the ball around your tiody;,in and out of the
space around your legs; over lour head; behind
your back; around your head.

Bounce the ball to yourself; froin place to place with
Dne hand; with alternating hands; around your
body; around and in and out of obstacles; under
your leg and over your leg.

Bounce the ball high and low; with one hand; with
the other hand; while clapping; two times between'
each bounce; in all directions. Don't lose control.

Catch a rolling ball; a ball coining right at you; a ball
thrown too high, to the left, or to the right; a
bouncing ball.

Stop or trap a kiCked ball that is rolling on the
ground; that is in the air.

Throw a ball to yourself in man' y different ways;
throw it to a partner; play catch and don't miss
ten times in a row.

Throw a ball back and forth to a partner while a third
person tries to intercept (going into the middle if
the opponent touches the ball).

Kick a stationary ball straight; kick a moving ball
with control; kick a moving ball from place to
place (dribble).

Bat a ball back and forth with a partner over a line;
play twosquare, foursquare.

Hit the ball to the air so that a partner can catch it;
hi e ball so that a partner can hit it back;
continue to rally by volleying the'ball.

Hit the ball under control with another part of the
body (heading as in soccer).

Knock down milk cartons-or bowling pins,by rolliifta
ball from a gradually increasing distance.

Play a safe gpme of tag or dodge ball twilit. several
, balls; with one ball.

Shoot baskets; center and pass a footb

Reading and Language Arts; Mathematics:

Have students execute these fine motor skills to
enhance coorditia*

Pin clothespins on a rope,.
String beads.
Play with pegboards.
Put.puzzles together.
Finger taint various shapes, symbols, letters, or

numbers.
Play target toss. Throw beanbags at colorful targets

and keep score or call out the colors hit or the
shape the beanbag became.

Dance the tinikling.
Dance with a Chinese jump rope.
Trace letters or numbers..Form letters in seq nce.
Complete dottodot drawings.
Use various tools such as stissors, cookie cutters,

hammer and Saw kits.

a
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'Goal 3: Motor SI qls (Continued)

Component: Combined MovementsWithout Equipment
eiher-directed'activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Realize that .fined movements can be reflected in
many activities. Those listed here include isinging
games, dramatic activities, simple games, and
rhythmic expgiration.

-

Point. out that many, enjoyable activities can help
make students fit, teach them new songs, and
chirnge them to move in many ways.

Havel tudents march in place to a rousing song.
Encourage erect posture, use Of the arms in
opposition, and maintenance of an equal rhythm'.
Allow them to march all about the area as long as
they do not leave the identified general space or
bump into anyone or anything. Occasionally, have
them freeze and shake an identified part of the
body or become a dramatic character. Then
unfreeze them -and allow the marching to con-
tinue. As students become older and more coordi-
nated, do a grand march to the accompaniment of
the "Colonel Bogey March" from the motion
picture the Bridge over River Kwai. -

Have the class Barn and perform these favorite-
singing dances: "Farmer in the bell," "Go: Round
and 'Round the Village," "Paw Paw Patch,"'
"Bingo," "0! Suzanna," "Virginia Ral," and
"Hokey Pokey." ,

Use commercial records to help students learn the
part of the body, directions, laterality, locomotor
and nonlocomotor movements.

Have students combine locomotor and nonlocomotor
movements to create a sequenced pattern they can
repeat continually with or without rhythms.

Have the students read a favorite story-or poem and
then find ways to tell the story through movement.

Have the students call out things tliey see and have
groups of students move as those things might.....1

!hove. .
I,

I!

Challenge students to:
,

Move in different' ways to square ,dance music,
waltzes, marches, and selected classics.. V

Perform as many roll progressions as feasible (log roll,
egg roll, side roll, simple roufines, log roll, egg roll,
three-man shuffle, forward roll, forward roll series,
moderate routineleg roll, side roll, forward roll
leapfrog to forward roll to leapfrog, backward
roll).

Create and perform combination movements, using
locomotor, nonlocomotor, and tumbliniwtivities.

Move like animalsas many as possible (bear,"rabbit,
crab, frog, kangaroo, seal, elephant, gorilla).

Use as many different ways of moving as possible
while going through a maze created by the bodies
of their classmates.

Play Statues. The class forms one line, and afeader
goes to the finish line.

on
the signal the leader

turns his or her back on the class and begins to
count. The class members run, hop,v,pr skip
forward. When 'the levier turns around after
finishing the count of m, all try to freeze. Those

, who are deatted as being in motion are sent hack
to the starting line. The object is to get to the
finish line first to become the leader.

Play Mouse Trap. A few students ("trappers"jy form a
circle. Five students ("mice") stand outlide the
circle. At a signal the trappers hold up their joined
hands and walk clockwise. The mice run into and
out of the trap. When Snap) is called, the trappers
put their arms down and catch any mice inside.

.The trapped mice join the circle. The last mouse
left untrappedjs the champion.

ay variations of popular tag games like Stool; Tag,
Balance Tag, or Circle Exchange Tag. (Circle
Exchange Tag is like Steal the Bacon except plat.
the students whose numbers are called try to

' exchange places withbut being tagged by the
_ .

- person who is "it.")
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Goal 3:' Motor *Ils (Continued)

Component: Combined rovementswith Small Apparatus
Teacher-directed actiyities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary actiyities

Provide opportunities for students to use tires, wands,
ropes, hoops, balls, beanbags, parachutes, paddles,
scoops, rackets, stilts, footsie boards, balance
boards, and mazes" made from tires, chairs, wands,
hoops tied together, cones, posts, mats.

Encourage students to combine movements already
learned .with creative activity. Emphasize that the
basic principies'of opposition, weight transfer, eye
foci's, and coentration should be applied when-
ever manipulative skills are part of an activity.

Point out that when they first use stilts, students
must move like bears fast one side and then the
otheruntil they feel confident. Then they should
be able to move normally.

'

I
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Challenge students to perform these and other activi-
ties with tires set in a maze:

Step (jump) into and out- st, the tires, moving from
one tire to another without touching the sides of
the tire.

Run through the tires, putting only one foOt in each.
Run across the edges of the tires without losing one's

balance.
Hop through the tires on the right (left) foot.
Jump (leap) across, the tires without touching them.
Bounce on the edge of a tire ten times and then sit

down.
Keep one foot inside the tire and move around the

tire.

t%:4". 4" es 4.4. 't

t.) 5

I

language Arts and Reading.

Teach these vocabulary words: tires, hoops, stilts,
balls, beanbags, wands, parachutes, paddles, rack-
ets, scoops, footsie boards, balarice boards, Maze,
cones, mats, posts, tying, tied, trick, stunt, ac-
tivity. -

Have students get and put away various kinds of
apparatus oh verbal command to check the stu-
dents' aucry comprehension.'

Allow stu . eris to teach one another various tricks.
Encourage the students-to use complete sentences
in their dialogue. -

Have students tell or write about their adventures
while using stilts, footsie boards, or ropes.

4.4
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Goal 3 MOtoi-' Sqlscontinued)
Component: Combined Movementswith Small Apparatus (Continued)

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Establish safety rules for the use of implements so
that students ale aware of their personal
responsibilititi

Have students who have mastered long rope jumping
use such jump rope chants as "HickoiyDickory,
Dock," "Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear," "High and -
Higher" ("I asked my mother for 15 cents, /To see
the elephant jump the fence./He jumped sp. high,
he reached the sky, /And never came back till the
Fourth of -July."), "Hot Pepper," and "Rock the
Cradle."

Have students play games in small gioups so that they
can be active most of the time. Suggested activities
include seven-person dodge ball; two-on-one keep-
away; long base; and circle pin throwball. (In circle
pin throwball five persons make a circle, and a '
sixth person .gets inside of the circle and tries to
protect a bowlhig pin while others try to bowl it
over. The inside man is replaced by the successful
bowler.)

Have students play these standard games (see the
Californa "red book"): Jump the Shot, Squirrels
in Trees, Crows and Cranes, Flowers and the Wind,
Steal the Bacon, and Circle Call Ball.

Set, up a maze, using hoops tied together, Chairs,
mats, cones, tires, and wands. Have students go
through the maze, using as many different ways of
moving as possible.

137
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Challenge students to perform these activities with
wands:

Hold a wand with both hands and step over it and
back.

Hold the wand with both hands, move it over the
head and behind the back, and then step over the
wand.

Hold the wand, sit down cross-legged, and stand up
again without using one's hands or arms for help.

Balance the wand in your hand and walk, sit, lie
down, kneel, and stand again.

Balance the wand in another way and perform three
different stunts.

Drop the wand, let it bounce' catch it while it is
still in the air.

Be creative and use the wand as six .different
imaginative things.

Challenge students to perform these activities with
ropes:

Form the rope into a circle and sit inside the circle.
Form the rope into a circle and tightrope -walk

around it.
Jump (hop, leap) into and out of the rope circle.
Make the rope a line. Walk forward (backward) ,on

the rope. Walk a grapevine over the rope without
disturbing the straight line.'

Make the rope into a pinwheel (or any other shape).
Make the same shape with the body.

Hold the rope in both, hands and jump consecutively
20 times.

Jump rope with a double jump (single jump, step-
over, crossover, hot pepper, double spin).

Create an original jump rope pattern without (with)
music.

Participate in a Chinese jump rope session.

9
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Goal 3 Motor SITS (Continued)

Component: Combined Movementswith Small Apparatus (Continued)
. .

- Teacher- directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Art:

Encourage several students to make a rope design and
then create a game to play, using the undisturbed
design.

Have students make scoops from old bleach bottles
and decorate the,scoops with bright colors.
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Challenge students to perform these activities with
hoops:

Moll the hoop forward (backward) in a straight line (a
circle).

Spin the hoop as thoughlt were an eggbeater.
Throw the hoop up and catch it before it hits the

floor.
Roll the hoop so that it will return.
Rotate the hoop with the head, neck, upper arms,

lower arms, wrists, hips, thighs, knees, and ankles.
Jump rope, using the hoop instead of a rope.
Play catch with a partner.
Ring the hoop around a partner who stands at least

three meters away.
Create four things to do with the hoop other than

those already accomplished.

Challenge students to perform these activities with
balls or deck tennis rings:

Throw the object into the air and catch, t with two
hands (one hand). .

Throw the object high into the airsand do something
else before catching it.

Balance the object behind the neck and walk for
three meters.

Bounce and catch the object three times in a row.
Roll the object to a partner.
Play catch as fast as possible.
Throw the implement at different levels to a partner.
Bounce the object to a partner.
Move farther away and continue playing catch.
Do four new and varied things with the ball or ring.

Have the students perform these activities with
parachutes:

Make an inflation, a tent, a mushroom, a hideaway, a
flyaway (release simultaneously at the highest
point of inflation).

s.
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Goal 3: Motor Slqls 4)1/1.(Cont__d)

Component: Combined Movementswith Small Apparatus (Continued)

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

68 14i

Play ball shake. Divide parachute holders into two
halves. Put balls on the parachute and instruct the
class members to send the balls off the parachute
on their opponents' side.

Exercise by having the students grip the edgeltsf,the
parachute firmly, plant their feet, and le,an back
for six seconds; turn outward and grasp- the
parachute waist high with the arms extended; and,
on a signal, roll the parachute up simultaneciusly.

Makeup six games ip which a parachute is used.

Challenge students to perform these activities with
paddles, rackets, or scoops:

Rally aixibject to themselves.
Hit the ball (balloon, and so on) while holtag the

implement behind -the back; high; low; tifillk side;
under 1. leg.

Rally objects against a wall and hit them on the fly
after a bounce.

Rally with a partner.
Create six more things to do with the implements.

Challenge students to perform these activities on tin,
cans or wooden stilts:

Stand on both stilts .withou t losing balance.
Take ohe step (several steps).
Walk backwards (sidewards).
Walk along a line; around a circle.
Walk in the shape Of a r tangle without turning the

body around.
Step over a-low obstacle.
Balance on one stilt.
Climb stairs.
Change the body level while walking on stilts.
Move slowly; then quickly; then slowly.
Walk with stilts very close together; very wide apart:
Walk in time to marching music.
Create some new stunts to demonstrate to others.

Psychology and Social Behavior:

Provide opportunities for students to work in pairs
with one piece apparatus. Observe the degree of
Cooperation and sharing. Help those who are
selfish to learn to be more cooperative.

Science:

Talk about fulcrums anti footili; boards. cuss the
creation of force and the effects of gravity on an

. object. Review the principles of balance.

14



Goal 3 Motor Sils (Continued)
Component: Combined Movements -with Small Apparatus (Coramed)

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Challenge students to perform these activities with
footsie bokds:

Put a beanbag on the board, step on the other end of
the bond, and catch the flying bag.

Repeat the previcius activity but turn completely
around (or clap three times) before catching the
beanbag.

Catch the flying beanbag on the head without using
the hands.

Catch the flying beanbag ,on some other part of the
body; on still another part.

Flip the board with such force that the beanbag goes
over the head and is caught behind the body.

Create four tricks involving the, footsiehoard and two
beanbags. Tell a classmate howto do the new

Challenge students to perform these activities on
balance boards:

Stand on the board and do something else.
Look at others while balancing.
Touch parts of the body (head, shoulders, knees,

nose, ankles, neck) without losing one's, balance.
Balance on one foot, then on the other.
Pickup an object while balancing oneself.
Bounce a ball under control while balancing oneself.
Turn all around and stand on the toes.
Make up six original tricks.

143
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Mathematics:

Set up various adventure courses in which different
pieces of apparatus are used. Prepare task cards
that call for some kind of numerical response, for
example. Hop three times and bounce The ball six
times (tepeat), go into and out of four hoops and
then run ten meters; go under three hurdles and
over two, then turn around four times. Watch the
students to see if they can follow the directions
accurately.

act
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Goal '3: Motor SI Os (Continued)

Component: Combined Movementswith Large Indoor Apparatus
es

Teacher-directed activities

skills by providing a wide variety
of activities to performed on balance beams,
vaulting boxes, ma , stairs, tables, ladders, and
Stegels. Allow many opportunities'for the students
so that they can successfully accomplish each of
the feats. Give verbal reinforcement as the stu-
dents complete the activities.

Teach students to focus on a point on the wall so that
they 'will not have to look at their feet while
working on the balance beam.

Add to the difficulty of tasks assigned so that the
students will have to improve balance, courage,
and concentration. Realize that having students
merely repeat activities already learned may be a
waste of instructional time. Students will regal
those feats many times during free play or recess.
Plan to use instructional time for ongoing, pro-
gressive challenges.

CreateTosters illustrating various tumbling stunts and
walks. Label each stunt and walk on each poster in
large ,letters so that students will associate the
word and the letters with the movement illus-
trated. Reinforce this learning by having students
tell, in complete sentences, what activity they are
performing. -

Reemphasize the way in which a soft landing can be
attained: Bend the knees, hips, and ankles to
absorb the shock of the jump; extend the arms to
maintain balance; look up and focus on a target to
have a point of orientation.

Set up basic safety rules so that mats' are put in place
before jumping off steps or vaulting over boxes
begins; enough space is allowed for work on mats
ansl tables; and a quiet atmosphere for learning is
maintained .when classmates are working on the
belfits, mats, and so on.

Consider using a station teaching approach when
working with indoor apparatus so that the children
can be involved with a minimum amount of
waiting time.
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Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Improve percep Challenge students to perform these activities on a
balance beam:

Stand on the beam and make yarious shapes with,the
body.

Walk across.the beam, pause, turn, and walk back.
Look up while walking.
Walk heel to toe across and back slowly; then quickly.
Walk halfway across, balance on one foot, turn, and

walk back to the starting point.
Walk across the beam, holding the arms out like

airplane 'wings. .

Crawl across the beam.
Go to the middle of the beam, sit down, stand up,

and continue across the beam.
Go across the beam sideways; backwards.
Hop on the beam while walking across it (hop over a

beanbag or through a hoop).
Cross the beam with the eyes closed.
Do at least four different balance stunts on the beam

(foot and knee, hand and knee, one foot only,
push-up position, and so on).

Challenge students to perform these activities in
conjunction with a vaulting box (Note. The
placement of a mat over a sawhorse produces an
adequate vaulting obstacle if a vaulting box is not
available.): C

Find a way of getting over the obstacle.
Get qn without using the hands. ,

Place your hands on top of the pox, vault upward,
and jump down.

Run toward the box, spring, place the hands on top
of the box, and swivel the hips and legs up and
over the box.

Go 'across the box in another way.

A..

Language Arts and Reading.

Provide as much concentrated balancing activity on
apparatus as possible to enhance -perceptual quali-
ties useful in academic work.

Teach these vocabulary words: balance beam, vault-
ing box, mats, stairs, tables, ladder, Stegel, air-
borne, spring, rungs, beams, sides, combine,
combination.
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Goal 3:
Coniponek:

otor *Ils (Continued),

Combined Movementswith Large Indoor Apparatus (Continued)

*e,
1

TeachelArected activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activitier'

Instruct students that they should not hop or jump
backwards over or between the rungs of the
ladder. 4

Hive students set up a Stegel m a riety of ways.
Encourage them .to explore th an ways in

'which they can climb up onto cross it,
and dismount.

Set specific tasks: Climb up the Stegel\ in two
different Ways; go up and dowtt the Stegeras fast
(slow) as possible move, across the Ste* without
using the feet; go over two beams and under one.

.

,

Challenge students to perform these irtOvementh
mats (see the appendix for descriptions):

Perform movements such ..as the bear walk, crossover,
gorilla walk, crab walk, elephant walk, seal walk,
.heel-toe walk, inchworm walk, frog jump, kanga-
rT hop, rabbit jump, three-legged calk (lame
ag) upswing.

Perform movements such as. the egg sit; V-seat
balance; one-fourth, one-half, and whole top spin;
turk stand; thread the needle; coffee grinder.

Perform folward rolls; backward rolls.
Perform double stunts stach as the Chinese getup,

bouncing hall, wring thalkshrag, and double walk.
Perform balance stunts-such as the front scale, tripod,

tip-up, snail, and bicycle.
PerfortA combinations of any of the movements

/srevionsly identified. s
Create a rye, stunt.

Challenge students to perform these activities on
stairs:

Go us and down the stairs, touching each, step.
Go up and down, touching every other step.
Hop up, the steps and walk down.
Close the eyes and walk up, open the eyes and walk

down.
Jump from the second step and land softly.
Jump from the third (fourth, fifthlnd so on) step

onto a mat and keep-balanced.
Jump and turn halfway around and land softly on the

mat.
Jump and land inside a hoop on the mat.
Jump, do any trick, and land inside the hoop.
Create a new activity to perform on the stairs.

on Art:

Have students draw stick. figures representing animal
-walks and tumbling stunts.

Have students design various ways in which a Stegel
can be set up.

Have students draw sketches of cl
on the various pieces of.apparatus.

performing
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Goal. 3 Motor Siqlls (Continued) I
Component Combined Movementswith Large Indoor Apparatus (Continued)

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

72'i 149

Challenge students to perform these activities on and
around a sturdy table:

Get on the table, run acrossit, and jump off softly-.
Get on the table without using the hands stand, and

then jump off softly.
Jump off the table fiver a wand held by the,

- instructor. sog

Jump off and land inside a hoop; a tire.
Go across the table on some pad of the body other

than the feet; on some other part of the body.
Leave the table in different ways; that is, for

example; jump, jump and click the heels, turn
while jumping, and leap.

srGo across. the table while being very tall;-very short. .4-

Go across with a partner in step and jump off the
same way.

Find more trays to get on the table, across the table,
and off the table.

Challenge students to perform these activities with a .1

ladder:

Walk between the rungs of the ladder.
Bud between the rungs of the lidder.
Jump between the lungs of the ladder.
Hop between the rungs of the ladder.
Alternate jumping and hopping.
Go into and out of the windows of the ladder as, it

rests on its side.
Go through the windows of the, ladder while moving

backward.
Balance and walk forward (backward) on the rungs of

the ladder.
Walk fdri,vard (backward) with one foot on each of

the side beams. .i.'
Walk backward on the left-side beam and return

backward on the right-side beam.



Goal 3 Motor Sils(Continued) 0

.Component: Combined Movemen with Large Indoor Apparatus (Continued)
Teacher - directed activities , ._ Task-oriented activities a. Suggested multidieplinary activities
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Combine any of the previous challenges and create a

different way in which to go across the length of
the ladder.

Sao across the ladder like's dog, rabbit, bear, crab,
frog, or snake. .

Walk on the sides (rungs) of the ladder and bounce a,
ball between each rung.

Dribble a seven-inch ball between the rungs of the
ladder while walking on the outside of the ladder.

Hold a ball between the knees and jump on the rungs,
like 4 kangaroo for the length of the ladder.

Ctallenge students to perform these activities on a
Stegel:

.
Perform all of the activities on the ladder, together

with any of the activities on the balance beam and
Y ' avnany combinations as can be created.
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Goal 3: Mota*Hs (Co_t;tinued)

Component: Combined Movements-rwitfi Permanent Outdoor Apparatus
Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities

Realize that climbing and hanging skills can be greatly
enhanced through work done on outdoor... ./
apparatus. -

Teach students to grasp the bars firmly in either an
overhand, underhand (reverse), or combined grip.
Emphasize that the students should use two hands\ . .
when hanging.

Have a student demonstrate the correct manner of
mounting a piece of equipment with an overhand
gripthumbs under the bar and the fingers over it;
underhand gripthumbs under the bar and palms
turned toward the performer; and combined grip
one hand overhand and one hand underhand.
Encourage the students to think out their perfor-
mance on the apparatus so that they tan select the
appropriabegrip before starting.

Establish safety rules-bdav any of the apparatus is
used. Limit to eight the number of students
alloitd to use .a piece of apparatui at one time
and have students not using the apparatus stand
clear to avoid injuries, Require all students 03
move toward and away from equipment on a
predetermined pathway to avoid collisions. Insist
that no pushing, pulling, scuffling, or bodily
contact; of any kind occur within or around the
apparatus. Encourage all performers ko travel in
the sameszdirection and not meet -6r pass one
another except under the direct supervision of the
instructor. Prohibit the standing on top of or
jumping from one bar, rung, or ring to another.

Have students demonstrate activities that be
performed on each piece of apparatus and oint
out what coordination is necessary for ansfer
of body weight and proper dismounthfg technique
to travel smoothly, land softly, and maintain
balance.

Use the station teaching approach so that most
students can be active.

, .

%..,,,,,,

N

Challenge students to:

Jump up and grasp a chinning bar, hang, and drop
softly to the ground.

Climb-a ladder to a slide, horizontal ladder, or braced
ladder without skipping any rungs, using the-
principle of opposition so that the arms, legs, and
back are usedfor the climb.

Climb a ladder so that one leads with a different foot
each time.

Cross over a horizontal ladder, using a hand-over-hand
technique.

Climb a rope or pole, using the hands and feet, and
return to the ground by reversing the climbing
action.

Run tolvard a rope, jump and grasp it, and swing
forward and back. Drop from the rape at the back
of the swing and land softly on Vie balls of the
feet.

Hang on a swinging rope and pretend to be riding
. bicycle as fastka.s possible.
Climb around the lowest level of apparatus, using

overhand dp and keeping one hand and one foot
tlie(Going Around theTown)...

Climb from the first level to the second and back to
the first over and over until the starting point is
reached (Going up and down the Tunnel).

Climb around the apparatus at the lowest level, the
second level, and the third level and then climb
-down through the inside of the apparatus (Going
Around the Mountain). %

Travel ictoss the parallel bars. Do a dip on one end.
Encourage students to keep their knees bent while
dipping to protect the lower back.

Perform modified pull-ups on the low turning bar,
gradually increasing the number of pull-ups
performe

Suggested multidisciplinary activities
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Goal 3: Motor Slqls (Continued)

Combined Movementswith Permanent. Outdoor Apparatus (Continued)
Teacher-directed activities Task - oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Do hip circles and play Skin the Cat on the low
Turning bar and later on the chinning bar. Note:
Hip circles are performed by bracing to a straight-
arm support on the chinning bar, turning the
hands to an underhand grip,tucking the head, and
rolling around the bar. Skin the Cat is performed
by holding the bar with an upderhand grip;
swinging the legs forward and up to and under the
bar and backwardbetween the arms, With the
body turning from the shoulders until the feet are
touching the ground; and returning to the starting
position by making the movements in reverse.

Hang and ride an imaginary bicycle from the chinning
bar.

Hang and swing on the chinning bar; -o a bint-arm
hang; and do a pull-up, using an overhand grip.

Hang and -swing forward on the monkey bars. Keep
the knees bent.

Perform a single ring travel across the monkey bars.
Do something creative on each piece of apparatus.

r
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Language Arts-and Reading:

Teach these vocabulary words: turning bar, chinning
bar, horizontal ladder, fireman's pole, jungle gym,
monkey bars, climbing pole, climbing ropes, slide,
swings,. parallel bars, dip, pull-up, hip circle,
opposition, grips, overhand, underhand, andlacim-
bination.

Have students4nake up adventures that involve herol'-
dilemmas. Allow them to ;.`escape" by holding onto
the bridge (piece of apparatus) as their "captor's"
pass by. Let them tell of their "near misses" and
"close calls." Encourage them to use complete
sentences.

Art:

Have students draw scenes, from the playground,
showing classmates playing on the various pieces
'of appiratus. Ask the students to name each piece
of apparatus and to dekribe how it feels to travel
across the bar .tir rings.

4



Goal Motor Sk4IIS (Continued)

component: Skilled MovementsAdvqnced Combined Movements
Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Realize that most of the activities described in is
publication call for skilled responses and that what
is described is the sequencing or patterning of
movements 4om simple to complex. Instruct
students, to concentrate on moving efficiently and
to experiment in responding to increasingly diffi-

_ cult challenges. For example, walking in one
difection can be _made more challenging by walk-
ineatross a balance beam in many directions with
increased speed in time to rhythmic accompani-
ment or at different levels.

Assesa,the growth and development of motor skills
accitiisition by having students respond to pat-
terned movements created by the -* tructor (for
example, walk to the right, hop ft, jump up and
down, and roll over); create mov ent pattems of
their own in general space, on , or on pieces
of apparatus (for example, mount a chinning bar,
perform Skin the Cat, and make isingle knee roll
to a dismount); group to build a pyramid; perform
a minirnudi of four different stunts on mats; or
successfully play a modified game of wall ball,
foursquare, line soccer, or Idckball.

Provide opportunities for students to polish their
advanced skills by devising problem-solving situa-

. tions prompting the effective merging of mental
and physical response. Examples include the
following:

Can you turn around three times while slowly
crossing a balance beam and carrying a beanbag
on your head?

Can you take your weight on your hands and
sustain it-there for five seconds?

Can you control a soccer ball while dribbling it
with your feet around obstacles?

Can you run to a spot, turn quickly, teceive a
tossed ball, and dribble it with your hands back
to the starting position?

Have students perform these combined movements-
Jump in place and clap the hands over the head. c

Jump rope without missing and travel in a large circle.
`Jump into and out of a tire ten times without

touching the sides or falling down.
Run to a line, reverse quickly, and hop back t the

starting line without putting the nonhopping fo
down.

Slide to a line and return, keeping the knees bent.
Throw a ball through a moving hoop two out of three

times from a distance ree meters.
Kick a moving ball so at a moving partner can

receive it.
Play soccer keep-away with two friends so that the

two with the ball move across a minimum distance
of ten meters, kicking the ball back and forth at
least four times and keeping control of the ball
away from the third person, who actively pursues
it.

Play catch with a partner and keep on the move at all
times (use balls, Frisbees, or footballs).

Roll a hoop downhill and back uphill.
Spin a hoop around a part of the body while

throwing and catching a beanbag ten times.
Field a rolling ball and throw it accurately to a

classmate five meters away.
Hit.a thrown ball with a bat four out dflive times.
Rally a ball against a wall, using only the hands (using

a racket).,

Challenge students to

Create a movement pattern involving five locomotor
and four nonlocomotor movements.

Mqve onto, over, and across various pieces of appa-
ratus in different ways.

Find ways to take the body weight onto the hands to
travel from one place to another.

Throw balls accurately into a trash can target in four
different ways.

Language Arts and Reading.

Teach these vocabulary words., skills, skilled, combi-
nations, simple, complex, professional ("pro),
physical education, patterns, sequence, advanced.

Talk about how writers and poets create by using
words to make sentences and whole std or

oems. Point out that performers of spo
use movement to express themselves creati
games and routines. Emphasize that creative e
comes about as a result of concentrated thinking
Mtithined with ideas and talent.

Art:

Discuss design and proportion. Point out the shapes
an artist starts with in basic sketches to ensure
correct proportion in the finished product. Con-
irast this situation with the anticipation a skilled
performer must havto Ittercept a moving,tall or
send an object to a moving partner.

Science:

Talk abouthow sdientists begin with a hypothesis and
then, through trial and error and estimates, at-
tempt to prove or disprove thsir stated theory.
Have students .study Madame Curie and Jonas
Salk. Point out how students will also have to use
the trial and error process when facing some of
their physical education challenges.

Music:

Discuss how creative composers think of a melody
and then, with much effort, fit it into a score.
Contrast the thought processes of composers with
the thought processes of those, skilled in sports.

76157
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V. GOcil 3 Motor SI qls (Continued)

Component: Skilled MovementsCreative Games
Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities

.0

Suggested m ti disciplinary activities
Stimulate the environment in which creative games

are, played by gradually allowing students to make
more ons about movement. Encourage stu-
dents ork independently, in small groups, and
as aides to one another.

Enter into creative games only after students have
had many successful experiences with the appara-
tus or movements to be used in the creative
activity.

Start on creative games by asking students to do
things in a different way. That is, ask them tAdd
another movement to the announced series or
pattern to'find out what would happen if (name of
some element) were- changed; or to create a
routine or activity that could be performed within
the sfiace allocated tor the class and in accordance
with the regular class safety rules. Once students
have demonstrated that they are consistently
responsible and are able to operate within the
bounds of reason, more and more opportunities
for making choices, creating solutions to stated
problems, and creating class or group games should
be provided.

Help students succeed in creating games by asking
questions or providing a range of choices appro-
priate for student consideration in response to
certain questions: Who will play? Where will they
play? What equipment will be used? What forma-
tion or type of organization will be used? What
movement(s) will be used? What is the purpose of
the game? What are the rules (include scoring if
appropriate)?

Have students make up games in response to partial
directions. For exaMple, ask students to make up a
game for two persons who will stand in their own
personal space, using (to be decided). The purpose
and rules of the game will be (to be decided).

Challenge student's to create games in response to the
following instructions:

Work with one classmate and cre a way in which
to go from one place to anot ie , doing at least
three diffelnt things in unison.

Select two classmates and make up a game in which
three balls and a chair are used. Concentrate on

-dribbling skills.
Create a dodging and darting game to be played with

four classmates.
Create a game to be p1

which water
Do not all

with three classmates in
wooden paddles are to be used.

the water to spill from the cups.
Make up a inpetitive game in which coffee can lids

and a trash can are uSed. Play the game with three
other students.

Create a game in which balloons and nylon paddles
are used and a time limit is set. Concentrate on
rallying or hitting for accuracy.'

Create a game that emphasizes balaiyearying levels,
and the use of beanbags. Play t e game 'with three
classmates.

Use a ball and create a game for six students that calls
for constant movement at varying speeds.

Plan a cooperative game in which an activity that
jequiresitisk, balance, and inverted positions is
used. Play the game with four other students.

Create a plan for treatinga game!

Language Arts and Reading:

Teach these vocabulary words: responsibility, self-
direction, game, classmate, rules, equipment, orga-
nization, purpose, objective, formation, problem,
solution, competitive, cooperative, inverted.

Have students make up games that call for the
formulation of letters or words.

Have students make tip games that call for the
response tb words.

Have students make a card file of their best creative \
gamei. Schedule some of the games for field days
or PTA demonstrations at school.

Psychology and Social Behavior:

Point out that it is good practice tojhink through
what is essential before decisions are made. Have
students discuss why rules are nece ary for their
games to be successful. Compare eir findings to
the need for 'school rules safety rules, and
society's rules.

Mathematics and Social Studi

Challenge students to apply f e games questions to...
the development of a ga e in mathelnatics or
social studies. Let the students play the new game.

Science:
-

Challenge students who show great interest in science
to make utia name game for the parts of the body,
the -bones or the muscles. Let the students play
the new game.



Gool 3: Mo or SNIIs (Continued)

Component: Skilled MovementsCreative ExprpsiQlir
1

.

Teacher-directed activities

Reccinize that creative.gxpression is .observablein a
student's posture, fa expressions, and move:
ments. Encourage spontaneous and open creativity
by providing enthusiastic, dramatic, and natural
challenges frequently. Reinforce creative effort
and refrain Wm embarrassing or ridiculing stuti-
dents in`front of their classmates.

Ask students to respond to words such as wiggle,
squiggle, squish, boo, windy, rainy, dark, spark,
sneak, creep. Rigs,' run, run! Tickle, tickle, tickle.
Silly, hilly, bumpy, mud, Narrow, 'wide, flat, tall.
Bear, crab, cat, dog, camel, otter, skunk, 'horse,
ow.
music to elicitinsights into student feelings. Play

c assical music, hillbilly turCes, pop and rock music,
nursery rhymes, music easy to listen to,gor snappy

-marches. Lead the students into the activity with
planned tasks or challenges; and, if the students.
are mature enough to be somewhat self-directed,
allow them to create individual or group responses
dr compositions.

Use props such as scarves, boxes, lengths of material,
newspapers, corrugated cardboard, balloons, leaves,
feathers, or ribbons to motivate and stimulate
creative compOlitions. Have students react to the

. texture of the items and the effect.cf their flow
when put in motion.'Or tell a story, using props to
augment or serve as a focus. t.

' Involve students in dancing at their desks if they are
hesitant to beeome involved in creative dancing.
Have them Moye then' hands/ and fingers in
response to music 'and then gradually use other
parts of the body as well. Later, have the class
'form a circle and do simple story responses. Add a
prop that glowssuch as a length colorful crepe
paper. (Soon most inhibitions will be lost as
students concentrate_on the patterns they can
make. Success leads to more success and more
daring:)

Talc-oriented activities

r
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Challenge students is):

ch to music. 4b
Move the parts of the body in different waysone at

a time, several at once.
Become soft; hard; slow; fast; tall; small.
*bap m a funny way andhove to the clapping.
Sizzle and fry. 4

Become a slice of bread.IGet sut of the loaf and into
;a toaster. Toast until.go brown. Pop up. Get
buttered.; jammed; and ea

Become the sun; bean the su too much sun!
fersonify.jutchen accessories as the dishwasher,

a can opener, a knife, fork, spoon, broom, stove,
ice cube, or eggbea

Exaderate each of the locbmotor movements to
achieve a full.range of motion and.create descrip-
tive expression.

Use nonlocomotor movements to etpress the seasons:.
holidays, emotions, or life cycle of a flower.,

Dance and sing at the same time. ,
Make up a simple dance to the accompaniment of

some instrumental music.
Form a group and create a dance.

Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Language)rtstmd Reading:

Teach these vocabulary words: dance, expressive,
expression, create, inve,stigate, scarf, cardboard,
paper, composition; "dancer's lift," posture, force,

Have ,students bring their favorite poems to class or
write short, descriptive poems and interpret them
by movement.

Have,. students,call out action words or.descriptive
words that start with the same first letter. Later,.
call them out to the students and ask the students
to respond with movement (far example, prance,'
pry, praise, pray, prey, paint, poke, poor, pour;
pink, plop, plump, push, pull).

Think of descriptive ways to express colors. Have
students dance to a different color each week. Play
music and encourage the students to dress in the
selected color.

-*Science:

Discuss stress\ and the need to relax. ,Have students
practice

Discuss the need for deep or controlled breathing as
well as a "dancer's lift" so that god posture and
correct body alignment become evident.

Explore leverage and force. Cite applications in
simple Mechanics, (wheelbarrow,. seesaw) and in
the human body. Investigate electricity and have
the studenti dance as though, they were carriers of
bolts of electricity.

r 1621'



Goal
4 Phyiical Fitness

4*

Performing movements vigorously, with greater speed, for
longer periods of ti,me,' or against resistance proinotes the highly
desirable physical fitness components of balance, 'endurance,
strength, flexibility, and -agility as well as the .concomitant
elements of speed and relaxation. Within the limits' of their
capabilities, levels of development, and physical conditions,
students should have opportunities to participate in vigorous
activities for sufficiently long periods of time to develop optimum
flinctioning of the heart, lungs, muscles, and joints.

Students should be 'counseled to begin participation in an
activity without exerting great effort and to increase their effort
gradually until'they are expending the maximum effort that their

viability allows. They should then continue exerting effort to the
limit of their endurance. Caution should be, exercised, however,-so
that the intensity, ,duratibn, and frequency of student partiii-
pation are appropriate to 'the growth and development, of each
student or group of student. Teachers should be cdnstantly alert
for indications that students have gone beyond their limits of
tolerance or that they are suffering from some physical, condition
that is handicapping their performance. The teacher should r:eport
any problems in accordance with procedures established in the
school. Caution should be exercised' in encouraging students with
physical problems to extend themselves in any further activity
until a medical examination is completed and a physician's advice
is followed.

Physical fitness activities can. become opportuVies for .self-
testint, Students in grade three should be challenged to maintain
an individual scorecard or record of accomplishments in physical
f itness. They can compare their current' measurements to past
performances and set future goals to strive for.

Thus physical fitness can be attained through active involve-.
ment in daily programs of movement that are planned to increase
gradually in- intensity (kindergarten and grades one and two);.or
through highly organized programs, et, exercise performed with

',,,vigor for increasingly long periods of time against resistance (grade

e
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three'}. Teachers may plan
torte circuit trairuapproach
for fitness instruction or measure-
merit. ..''

If so, they will want to'decide
on 'the exercises they think appro-
priate for each of the fitness components.i.....

(on the basis4k. the individual needs of the students in the class);
determine the length of time that should be spent on each (peltaps
varying from individual to individual); and design the maximum
number of repetitions each child should perform (determined by
the initial samPle pe rmance or past records). Then, on each
day the circuit is to be completed, each student will perform in
accordance with the student's plan. .

For example, a student with poor development in the upper
body or ,shoUlders might do the following circuit. ten push-ups in

e minute followed by' one minute's rest, 20 jumping jacks
fo wed by ten more push -ups (n one Minute, one minute's rest,
and running in place for two thiniites: Another student, whose
main deficiency may be in agility -and speed instead of shoulder
strength, May do the-lllowing circuit during the same six
minutes' ten line slides on a basketball lane (over and back count
as one) in one minute followed by one minute's 'rest, tin burpees
and ten sit -ups (bent knee) in one minute; one minute's rest; and,
finally, one minute of a grass drill (respond to a leader's direction
signals forviard, backward, sideward, up; down, or "beat it
out"running in place 1,,fith fast, quick steps) followed by pne
final mitlute/of rest.

. Children aged four &rough nine need to learn that running is
good for them; that exercise can be'enjoyable bilt must be done
correctly to be beneficial; that regular exercise Takes them Dael;
good; and that they should do,their best at all times so that their
bodies will be strong, flexible, agile, and able to respond to the
demands'of a full, active life. .

'
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Goal 4: Physical Fitness:.
Component: Static and Dynamic Balance t

, Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Understand that balance can be either static (non-
moving) or dynamic (moving).

Point out to the students that when they walk or run
or hop, and so on, they aje balancing to stay
upright or proCeed in Arintrolled path or direc-
tion. This balance is mad possible through the

. interaction of muscles and mind and control of the
center ofravity. Let thein wrestle (push-R11) with
classmates of like, "size to set if they can pull the
other ,person off balance when squaring off in a
handshakergi ;

Have students walk a line slowly (quickly), using a
forward heel-to-toe walk. Tell them to look at their
feet and walk. Have them ldok around and walk.
Have them focus on a spot on the wall at eye level.
Have thesn disc_T the effect of the three different
focuses of the eye on their balance.

Instruct students to bend forward and grasp _their
ankles with their hands. Have them walk forWard
in this position and see what happeff. Point out
that they changed their center of gravity when
they changed positianS and that they will have to

.4-- adjust if they want to maintain balance,
Have- students Balance on their tiptoes for a specified

length of time. Encourage them to increase the
time gradually. When they are competent in this
task, Have them close their eyes. Lead them in a
discussion about balancing with their eyes closed.
Emphasize that concentration is essential to main-
tain balance.

Have thepstudents name games that they play and
that,reii,iire balance.

Have a student do a headstand (frogstand, tip-up, and
so on) arid discuss the need, for a 'tripod base,
control of the body through correct body align-
ment, and the position needed to maintain balance.

7)
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Challenge students' to balance:

On one, four (three, two, one) parts of the body
while standing on one foot and holding the .ankle
of the +other foot (extend the leg being held to
.make the task pore difficult).

While standing on their tiptoes as long as possible
without wiggling.

While standing on their-tiptoes as theymove their
arms in big (small) circles (slowly; quickly). ,

And do something else (for examplerow and catch
a beanbag, and so on). "

On one foot ,and make anew body shape, another;
mid another.

And bend as far forward qbackward, sideward) as
possibleyhlle balancing on their toes.

While walking a line heel to toe forward (backward,
sideward).

And pretend to be a beaver on a log (use a balance
beam).

While hopp oss a balance beam and back.
On one kn ance beam.
While walking across a beam slowly (quickly). ,
In a frogstand, a bicyclestand, a tip-up, a tripod, and

a headstand.
On a balance beam by standing on one foot and

slowly making fffemselves look like an airplane
(front scale).

Oil a beam and do all or any of the locomotor
movements across and back.

Challenge students to, demonstrate dynamic ,balance
by performing:

An "all-fours" walk' or crawling slowly (quickly)An_

beam.
A'serieS of leaps on th1oor.
A soft; controlled landffig after a jump from the third

step.
A one-quarter, onehalf, or whole top spin on the

floor; On a beam.

Language Arts and Reading:

Teach these vocabilary words. balance, static,
dynamic, gravity, stable, support, base, °dizzy,

maintain, sustain, tightrope walker,
rotate, rotational.

Have students read stories or poems,about the circus.
Let them pretend to be performing a high-wire act
by walking lines and performing;'daring" tasks.

Mathematics:

Have students study. geometric shapes,. Help them
determine which shapes hpre thhesf elemen for
balyfte and the reasons:

,

g.'Music:,
A

Discuss how each iteasury of music must be balaked
in accordance with tit metered beat pf the entire
selectidn. Point out how 6ifficult it would be to
play or understand music if an ordered rhythm

'were lacking.

Art:

Talk about balance of colors and proportions as seen. ,

in realistic and surrealistic works of art. ,

Dance and Drama:

Define blocking as seen in dance.anNrama, preseh-
tatiOns. Point out- that directors and choreog-
raphers try to maintain a constant flowing balance
of characters and dalicers as they fill the stage.

'
Social Studies:

Consider contrasting human balance with balance as
applied to government or political powers.

,16C
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Goal. 4: Physical . Fitness (Continued)

Component: Static and Dynamic Balance (Continued)

010

.. Teacher;directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities
Encourage students to proceed to the most difficult

feats only after achieving success in simple tasks.
Point out that "spotters" are often needed when feats

of balance are being attempted. i.

, \..

Three forward rolls to a stand.
A handstand walk for two meters.
A Skin the Cat on a horizontal bar.
A cartwheel.

,, .

Challenge students t o: %

Create a balance sequence on the floor; the balance
board; the balance beam. ,

Perform 12 different balance feats on the floor; the
balance board; and the balance beam.

Science:

Demonstrate balance with scales, the stacking of
blocks and other objects, andtia discussion of
nature's balance (survival of the fittest, water
cycles, and so on). Discuss the principles of
balance (use of arms, center of gravity, opposition,
wide base for effective support of weight).

.

1.
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001 4: *Physical Fitness (Continued)

Comp nent: Strength, Power, and hfuscular Endurance

4

Teacher-directed activities

Realize that physical strength is considered to be
one's potential for force; physical power, one's
potential for explosiveness; and macular endur-
ance, one's ability to bear or apply resistance for a
period of time.

Teach students that they must be strong to have
power and that strength, power, and endurance are
gained through participation in progressive, 'resis-
tive exercise. That is,,students must work their
muscles 'forionger andlonger periods of time with
more and more of a work load.

'Point out that because people have muscles through-
out their bodies, they must exercise the various

' parts of the body if they want to be completely
strong.

Assess the existing strength and power or students by
having them do certain exercises:

1. A.curl-up (for strength in the abdomen)
2. A half-sqUat followed by a jump to a full

extension argla repetition (for leg power)
3: A push-up (for arm strength)
4. A prone (on the stomach) extension so that the

head, shoulders, arms; and legs are lifted from
the floor ('for strength in the lower back)

5. A standing broad jump (for leg power)
6. A pull-up or an arm travel across the horizontal

ladder (for "strength in the upper body and
shoulders)

Point out that many exerc4ses, c be enjoyable as
well as strenuous and that mrhy are very bene-
ficial.

Point out that exercises must be performed correctly
(good body alignment within a range of movement
that is easily attained) sp_that the back is not hurt
and the various muscles are not overextended.

t ,

.
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Task-oriented activities

Challenge students to develop muscular strength and
endurance by:

Standing in a doorwayand pushing against the door
with their arms, legs, and back . .

Sitting in their desks and.pulling against the bottom
of the chair portion of the desk.

Using a rubber band cut from an Inner tube and
pulling and pushing with various parts of the
body: hands,, elbows feet, knees, head, and hands
(done bestrom a sitting position).

Choosing a partner and deciding,how they can help
each other develop strength (one moves and the
other resists the movement).

Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Language Arts and Read*
Teach these vocabulary words:, strength, strong,

power, explosiveness, endurance, force, extension,
contraction, resistance, repetition.

Teach the subtle differences in the word strong (for
example, strong muscles, strong-willed, strong
arguments, strong tea, strong light, strong speech,
strong dislike, and so on). Point out that many
words have different meanings and that part of
going to school is having an opportunity to
explore such adventures in words.

Have the students discuss other words that have more
than o ne' meaning.



Goal 4: Physical Fitness (Continued)

Component: Strength, Power, and Muscular Endurance, (Continued)

Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activitie

Have students d6 some of these exercises:

1. Windmill. Touch the toes alterna from both
the standing and sitting positions.

2. Jumping jack. Avoid hyperextension of the
knees and back,

3. Trojan salute. Start in a push-up position. Raise
one hand and touch the opposite shoulder.
Place both hands back on the ground. Raise the
other hand to the opposite shoulder. Repeat.

4. V-seat balance. Sit and raise the legs, keeping
them straight so that the body lines form a V.
Encourage regular breathing.,

5. Roly-poly. Lie on the back. Contract the legs to
the chest, spread the arms out at shoulder
height, and-press down on the floor with the
palms, of the hands. Keeping the shoulders on
the floor, roll the hips to the left and then to

- the right several-times. .

6. Arrh circle. Sit erect and extend the arms out
. straight-from the shoulders. Circle them slowly

in small circles, first in one direction and then
in the other direction.

Point our that lifting requires strength. Have students
practice lifting so that they use the leg muscles
instead -of the back muscles. regularEncourage regul
breathing while lifting. Ask students to avoid the
number 7 position (hyperextended knees and
lower back).

Using a c ning bar and working o e one
(tvArk e, and so on) pull-up club"Iliang.and
drop; ng, swing, and drop; hang, pull up, hold,
and drop; hang and pull up once; hang and pull up
repe'atedly),

Using a climbing rope or pole And climbing as high '2s
possible in as many ways as possible.

Jumpirgias high as possible repeatedly.
Jumping in place slowly at first, then faster and faster

and faster.
Jumping for distance- (see how far each student can

go in four jumps).
Playing, tug-of-war with iclassmate of similar size. .
Performing leg wrestling.
Playing tire pull (two opponents grab hold of a tire

and attempt to pull each other across a restraining
line).

Performing sit-ups (bend the knee; use mats).
Doing any of the above with more repetitions.
Going through an obstacle .course that requires a tri

across the mofikey rings and the llorizonral bar
-' Well as a ropIclimb or pole climb.
Imiiang the time needed to complete the obst'acle

course.
Serving as a basefor a balancing stunt.
Perform animhl walks or stunts such as the I me dog,

th-e-erab walk, the 1 crawl, the wheelb (tow;
Jumping and touching a w s high as po ible.

"h. Suggested multidisciplinary actiViti9

Drdmatics and Danc'el

Have students use ,strong, forceful movements in
drama or dance interpretations.

Have students pretend to be animals, machines, or
elements of natiire that are strong, such as
tornadoes, hurriOnes, or typhoons.

Music: /
Have students, listen to different musical compo-

sitions andichoose the music that is strong and
forceful./

Science: //
Teach /how electrical resistors are used. Discuss

explosions their characteristics and use.
Have students keep an individual record of their

/Progress in the developnnt of strength (for
example, a record of the day they did their JIM _

pull-up; the day they did five4 ten, or more sit-ups,
tind so on).

Talk about the relationship of adequate rest and
adequate and appropriate diet to the development
of strong, healthy bodies.

1 7433
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Goal 4: Physical Fitness (Continued)

Component: Cardiovascular Endurance
Teacher-directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Realize that cardiovascular endurance refers to the
lengthc:fiime one's heart and circulatory system
can unction effectively when placed under stress.
Recognize that students aged four through nine
need vigorous activity to stimulate the growth and
development4of this vital system but that they tire
easily and should not be overtaxed.

Teach students the concepts of the circulatory system
and emphasize. that, as in the case of developing
muscular endurance, they must exercise longer and
hardei in order to make the heart and blood
vessels stronger. Hap students become aware of
when the heart returns to its resting beat. Inform
them that the sooner the heartbeat returns to
normal after bouts of exercise, the better.

Tell the students that you wantthem to do their best
at all times but that it is all right to rest when they
get tired.

Assess the students' initial cardiovascular condition
by asking them to run for the length of time
required for a musical recording to be played.
Remind them that they can- rest if they get tired.
Watch for shortness of breath, early disconti-
nuation, loss of good posture, or observable
skeletal problems. Coimsel students individually
by reassuring those who become weary, recom-
mending that those who seem to have some
.physical handicap set a thorough medical exam,
and offering a retest after students have been
involved in the program for a period of time.

Point out that running is good for the body.
Challenge the students to want to run,to run as
much as possible, and to smile when they run!

Ask students to tell about other activities that make
them breathe more deeply. Point out that they can
cause their bodies to work harder by exercising for
a longer period of time or by exercising faster. Let

- them experiment to see which of the two ways
they prefer.

Challenge students to increase their cardiovascular
endurance by:gradually increasing the number of
repetitions, the distance, or the speed of the
following activities:

Individual rope jumping (multivariations).
Long rope jumping.

4Shuttle
run from one place to another ten meters

away and return.
Jogging.
Dashing.
Runningfor distance (for older students3.
Exerciseralisthenics.
Rhythms such as tinikling.
Agility obstacle courses.
Circuit training courses.
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Challenge students with the following problems (any
locomotor movement):

Can you hop very high and' now very low but
quickly?

Can you follow the signal and move quickly .to the
right, left, forward, and backward without falling
down?

Can you think of a way to improve your cardio-
vascular endurance?

Can you create a series of exercises or movements
that can be performed to the accompaniment of
fast mftic?

Can youibove in different ways to this lively tune?
Can-you think of a way to improve your cardio-

vascular endurance by using a parachute? Balls?
Hoops? Dowels? A combination of these items?

Can you think of a way in which a game of hopscotch
can improve your cardiovascular endurance?

Can you use stairs to improve your cardiovascular
endurance?

Can you think of activities for a circuit training
course? "i

Language Arts and Reading.

Teach these vocabulary words: cardiovascular, heart,
lungs, veins, arteries, capillaries, pulse, heartbeat,
respiratory, breathing, fatigue, rest, exert, work,
brisk, moderate, calistheni5s, circuit, training,
oxygen, vigorous:

Have students write about what happens to them
when they get fatigued while playing. Let them
perform dramatically or with rhythmic inter-

-pretation.'

Mathematics:

Have students clap 60 times in rhythm with a
Metronome or a second hand on a watch to time
their classmates who are going through a circuit
training session.

Have students keep individual cardiovascular records
and compute their progress.or averages.

Music:

Play various musical selections and have students
choose which ones haye the fastest tempo. Use
those with the fastest tempo for backgrounchnusic
during brisk exercises or activities.

1'74



Goal. 4: PhysiCal Fitness (Continued)

Component': Flexibility
Teacher-directed activities

Talk about muscle and Pint strain. Emphasize that a lie on thr.. trAd elevate the hips into ahigh bicycle,

warm-up period of stretching helps muscles be-Ft- °position., and extend the legs back over the 1)ead,
..

come more extensible (good) but that mar-. usingthe toes to touch the floor behind the head:
extension can `cause injuries to joints unless the Try tOkeep the arms and hands on the hoot..
joints"are kept slightly bent. . , Sittonihe floor with the soles of the' feet together..

Assess the students' initial flexibility by seeing if they Place each hand on a corresponding knee and
stsn: gently press the kneei to the floor. .. .

1. Tow% their toes. Encourage students to bend Kneel on the floor and sit back on the heels. Place the
-', their knees slightly to avoid hyperexthsion. .4-5* hands flat on the soles of the shoes and slowly,

:2. Sit erect, with feet apart, stretch the left Irm arch the back ,Ao that 'the arms are helt straight
and the head is thrust backward towar it floor.

Think of, a waif to stretch the chest area wRrle s ting
erect otit the floor. '

Think of a way to stretch the arms and shoal
while siVring erect on the floor.

Tell what each of the previous exercises stretched the
most

Do six tumbling stunts that stretch' various parts of
the body'(for example, all rolling exercises, most
,animal walks). . A

Arch',and stretch various parts of the body and
desciibe the sensations felt.

Task-oriented activities . Suggested inultidisciplinary activities

Q up artd over the head to the right, and bounce
gently to the right. Use the other arm and
bounce gently to the left.

3. Lie on the stomach on th floor and extend the
leks, arms, and abdom that the legs, arms,
head, and shoulders a an arched position.

4. DQ an inchwothn walk the length of a
tumbling mat.

Have students name other activities that can
develop or maintain flexibility (guide them
the areas of dahte and gymnastics). --

Contrast the flexibility that can be demonstrated in
simple locomoto mOvements by having stUdena
vtilk leistrelY; walk Afith a pronounced leg lift;

&walk with' stif ; walk as though prancing; and
T'walk with a e ng action. Ask'them to point
'out which style- o 'walking requires the_ most
flexibility. -

.

Ch lenge the stiidep to experiment with all of the
Comotor and nonlocomotor movements to

develop or enhance flexibility.
Point out that o e can 8e strong and not flexible;

flexible an t 'strong; or both strong and
flexible. Emp 'ze that the 'fast condition is
usually, Opotnal.,,

long

help
into
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Gooi -:41; Physical Fitness,-. (Continued)ntinued)

Component: Flexibility -(Continued)
Teacherdirected activities

1

Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Point out tha,t flexibility refets to the degree of
movement capability (range of motion) one-has in
the joints of the body and limbs.

Teach children to' stretch, sway, bend, twist, swing,
stoop, jump, crawl, or kick in many various ways
(see Goal Three:.Mator Sidi's).

Have the children concentrate on maintaining good
body posture while they work-naasibility..TaBc
about symmetrical and asymmetrical rpovements.
(See the appendix for incormation on posture.)'

861 7 7
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Challenge students to do the following:

Stand erect and cross one leg in front of the other.
Holding the right hand to the left shoulder, bend'
forward andtouch the right elbow to the right
knee. Reverse, positions and repeat 'the activity, .

Sit on the floor with the soles of the feet flush
together, knees pointeateut to the sides. Place the
hands bphind dixneck and try to touch ths floor

. with the forehead. . .

s

A,*

`'` ".ss, '1'

`; r. a.

'

\

Language Arts and Rea ding

Teach thest vocabulary words. flexibility, flexible,
flex, stretch, rotate, arch, yoga.

Discuss various species of insects, animals, and fish.
Contrast their qualities of flexibility with those of
a human being. Have students write about squiggly
worms or The Giraffe Who Ate Starch or Bears
WpHow in the Mid. Have them act out their
,stories'.

Social Studies:'

Digaiss the ways in which different countries ,

approach _exercise. Germans, Slays,-and Scandi-
,nnians favor gymnastics; Japanese others in
the Far East', yoga and meditation; persons in the
United-States, sports. Their basic values or move-

. ments are reflected in their approach to activity.
German's, Slays, and Scandinavians are formal;
pers'ems. in Far Eastern cultures: meditative and
"centered "; persons in the United Stares, com- .

. ttive. ,

-Dance:
Tra

Have students kick a bnloon'tied to a string! The
exhilarayfon of this 'activity' makes warming up ..funk -

Hive students do leg bounces 4nd km stretches to a
rhythrnkcac4ompaniment.

Create a dance, conmosition around these themes
Rusty Machmery, Mannequins. Come Alive, The,
Flight of a Lonely Seagull, Not All Monkeys Live
in the Zoo.!t,

Mathematics:

Have stu'den on imaginary' cloAl. Call out
various" times. an allow the student to stretch
ther'bodies to the orrect hand positions.

1 7 f;



Goal 4: Physical Fitness (Continued)'

CompiSnent: Agility

4

Teacher-directed activities tt Task-oriented activities

Realize that agility refers to,one's ability to inove the
body in different directions quickly and effi-
ciently.

Provide challenges in agility in each day' lessons'by
, having students run obstacle courses t at require

rapid shifts of the body; giving verbal c es in rapid
order so that students have to reac uickly; or"-
including dance or rhythmic activities that call
for mental concentration and various physical
responses.

4nclude, as a daily class activity, rapid movement
through general space' (in a variet5c, of ways)
without touching anyone or anything:'

Help awkward students establish a better base df
balance, keep their ienter of gravity low6r, work
on anticipation, leant to concentrate, and think.
through the movements they are maki

Point out that, as one's general level
improves, one's agility also improves.

Have students tell about animals that are agile and
those that are not. Disduss what characteristics
hinder agility. Point .,out that obesity is a major
cause of slow reaction. Discuis the relation of
good nutrition to optimal physical fitness.

Have students move rapidly through tire or hoop
mazes. Point out that it is helpful to use the arms
to. maintain balance and that pushing-off In the
foot opposite, the direction in which one wishes to
move will provide an advantage.

Play Rapid Reaction by dikciding the class intirtinall
groups. Have each group, (no more than eight
students) make a circle. Call otit rapid commands:
Hop, right; slide left; jump in place; and so on. If
two or more players collide, have then+ sit)down
(briefly). When the circ is down to four, start
again. 'Continue until everyone seems to have rape
reaction. 464,4,.

1 7s
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Use the tasks found in Goal, Three. motor skills
related to locomotor movements; worktvith small
and large apparatus; a d stopping, starting or
pivoting, and dodging Speed tip the verbal, cues
and have students mov I rapid sequence.

In addition, challenge students to:

Stand behind a line and at the signal Go! run to a
designated line and back, touching one hand across
the line each time. Perform this activity as many
times as possible in 30 second's.

Play dodge ball with two friends. _

Play tag with one classmate of ecitial size and speed..
Zigzag in and out of the space around cones, chairs,

tires, or trees for one minute.
Record the number of obstacles dodged
Jump rope while zigzagging in'and out of the space

around cones set in a staggerediine.
sign on the ground, At the signal Got

jump from one pail of the plus sign to another, to
another, to another, and back to the original place.
Perform_this activity as many times as possible in

.60 seconds: Change the pattern of movement and
do it again.

Keep a ball away from two classmates byt4ribbling it
under control for 'at least 60 seconds. .

Go thiough 'a jungle gym, using four different ways of
climbing. ,

Run (or use some other locomotor mov ment)
through a figure eight or ciiCular or squFe agility
run. Note to instructor: S4t, tip con4or old bleach
bottles in the formations noted and give directions
or make task cards .telling the, students what
movements to use and,what directidhs to folloW.

Make, up an agility rontfoe'that astronauts might use.

Suggested multi:disciplinaryactiVities

Lange Arts and Reading.
. .

Tech these iocabuiary words: agility, agile, reaction,
response, quick, dart, dodge, pivot, turn,. reverse.

Teach students to read road maps" Start with the
agility run task cards and their schematic for
directions. Once - 'students can get the spatial
awareness on the simple 'cards, try an actual road
map. Realize that learning to use visual discrimina-
tion skills is imperative to learning to read
effectively.

Draw outlines of carious, letters or words on the
ground. Have students hop down-and around one;
run with a grapevine step:around the next, and
jump as though ona pogo stick for *last.

Mathematics:
*Have the students use numbers in place of letters in

performing the activity immediately preceding.:

Dance: 141 .

Have the students name things and types of people
who must be agile. Allow the students io impro-
vise to depict the type of movements their subjects
would perfortn. Examples: pinballs bouncing
through a giant pinball machine; clothes in a
clothes dryer; Indians doing a war dance; proles,
sional -tennis players, boxers, football players; and
so on. e

Have studenti move first in slow motion, then at a
normal gait, and finally in very fast motion.
Contrast the differences in body movement

'needed to maintain good control.

Music.

Play a selection like "Fiddlc..Faddle" and talk about
thefinger dexterity needed. Contrast finger agility
and body agility. t

ES 0
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Goal
5 Interest in Recreation

a

_Choosing voluntarily it become actively involved in worthwhile
leisure-time' activities, learning to compete in games and sports
effectively, knowing what leisure opportunities are readily avail-
Ole, and possessing enough proficiency to be successful in keeping
with one's self-establishe,d goils are the desirable components one
must mastei.lo attain Goal Five: Interest in Recreation.

Teachelt will want to lielp students aged four through nine to
make their initial steps toward the fulfillment of this goal positive
steeps. The teacher should point out that everyone needs to waste
time, drift, or daydream.sometimes to release tension, experience
a respite, or recreate. In addition, the4teacher
should provide opportunities for students
to talk about leisure and the various
actiV4ies in which families and ,
groups might engage themselves;
encourage, students to plan
their-leisureeffectively; and
reinforce their ,positive
response with verbal
praise. Finally, the

At.

teacher should teach movement activities so that students will be
stiMulated to become skilled and will want to pra'cuce the skills

4. voluntarily during their leisure time at school and,at home.
A necessary ingredient for success''is an environment free of

tension and warm vOtth caring. Students will want to share hobbies
and interest and tales about weekend adventures if motivated to
,do so, by a caring adult. If they feel staled or sense a lack of
sincere interest, however, they may not only%e unwilling to share
but will begin to doubt the usefulness of the effort. Caution must .
be exercised so that students see the need, to put recreational
interests in perspective. The adage "get what you need before you
get what you want" seems most appropriate. Similarly, teachers

should remember that today's work ethiq is
unlikely to be valid tomorrow. Students

aged four thiough nine should be
counseled for tomorrow as well

asortim--
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Goat-5: Interest in Recreation'
Component: Understanding the World of Recreation

c

- Teacherrdirected activities Task - oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Realize that, fon young children, their play is their
work. Provide safe recreational areas far free
movement, skills, development, fine and gross
'motor activity, and creative enterprise.

Help students learn about their 400Lgrounds and
-other acceptable- play areas by having them tour
the grounds, walk around the perimeter of the
space designated for'specific activity, or take short

'sitidy (rips by hiking tq. nearby parks.
Ask students to describe where they play at home.

Have them' think about what they should do to
. make the play area safer (for example, to pick'up

ton,o9t being used and Jo clean the area of rocks;
glass, and debris).

Discuss why their parents get Upset when the students
throw balls in the houie or ride their,bicycles
(tricycles) in the flower garden. Use analogies
about hovAhe students feel when their younger

Pr bother; an8-sisters break upthe-studerr&-Lincoln
Idg structures or Tinkertoy windmills. Have the
students talk about what would be` the best
behavior al home and at school.

Talk abopt the different kinds of recreational activi-
ties people puriue. Discuss why- some people
prefer active exercise (for example; jogging) and
others pursue more moderate activity. Point out
that students should try a variety of octiVities,so
that they can select their favorites.

'Discuss with older students recreational facilities that
might' be acceptable for their use. Talk about the
safety precautions they,should take going to and
from the facilities.

Point 'out that it can be dangerous to mix some
activities such asball games and tumbling. Encaur:
age' students to perform activities in places
designed for thOactivities.

Ask students to find out what their relativei do for
recreation. Have students study recreational
trends,

90'

Challenge tudents to:

Learn abOut all of the.,play areas at school.
Learn about all oithe safe play areas at home. ,

Learn about the suitable, play areas% in their
neighborhood.

Demonstrate safe behavior whenever they ,

areas identified for recreational pursuits:
Accept responsibility by getting and returning equip-

ment carefully, becoming awareof safety hazards,
and reporting' them to the instructor, and re-
fraining from destroying any of the environmental
features of the play area.

Respect the recreational chokes of their classmates
and not jeer t them or discredit their decisions if
they differ from their own.

Learn to useaan appropriate play area for the activity.
Explore the recreational activities of their family and

begin to mak decisions on whether they would
like to pursuelhe salneactivities.

Learn the necessary rules of bicycle safety so that
they can explore recreational oppor.tunities4

tV
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Goal 5: Interest. in Recreation (Continued)
I Component: DevelOpment of Recreational Skills

Teacher-directed activities Task:oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities
Realize that as fundamental skills of movement are

mastered, students will possess the skills needed
in most recreational activities. Einphasizerattitudes
so that students will want to participate actively
in a variety of games and sports and will be pleased
with their own efforts.

Have students compile a recreation log (mentally or
in written form) thatoutlines the many skills they

..liave that can be used in recreation. Examples
/might be as follows. "I can jump rope in six to

eight or ten different ways for times in a row,"
"I can play games that call for use of balls, bats,
Sand balloons." "I can put 4)* tizzies together and then
dance as the characters of the puzzle would
dance."

Point out that people do more ofterrthat, which they
do well. Have students try to improve tlieir
performance in all of their physical education
skills. Emphasize, however, that recreation should
be enjoyable and contribute to one's "re-creation"
so that when work must be accomplished, one will
be refreshed and eager to perform. Therefore,
recreatrrn usually occurs without .stress. Let stu-
dents discuss how this situation may be true for
some but not for others (for example, athletes
seek^ music for recreation; business executives
many times become high-risk pursuersmountain
climbers, balloonists, and skiers). Point out that
almost anything is apprdpria.te, but that one can
get the most from recreation if one can perform
successfully. One can be successful by practicing,
concentrating, arid working hard on fundamental
skills sO that they bee e second nature.

Have students help one bother in areas where they
have weaknesses but iii improvement.

Encourage students to create games that use the skills
they have learned jn class and play them during
lunch and recess breaks.

Challenge students to.

Learn to move with control in as many different ways
as possible.

Learri 'to balance, flex, run, jump, Start, stop,_pivot,
dodge, and dart with ease.

Develop arm, shoulder, trunk, and leg strength so that
assuming an inverted position is not difficult,
pulling up and over barriers is possible, and
maintaining a positive erect posture is constant .1

Conlvoine skills so that more difficult tasks cancant be
*formed (for example, hit moving balls in a

. series of rallies).
Learn as much about every sport as possible.
Learn as many game skills as possible (for exarnple,

throwing, kicking, striving, batting, dribbling).
Try is many new skills as possible.
Learn the rules of games they,ytiph to play.
Seek new activities withouf tieing prompted to d so.
Succeed in accomplishing as many challeng as

possible.
Be able to select lin activity, organize it, and engage in

it with no need of adult supervision or prom ting.
Be able to play or perform as many leisure act ities

as feasible (for example, sandbox, wheele -toy
manipulation, hopscotch, jump rope games,' two-

' square, foursquare, soccer lead-up games, kickball,
softball, long base, creation of and involvement in
imaginative dances, tumbling, and gymnastics).

Diversify their recreational inufests by developing
skills in both quiet and active games, in individual
as well as team activities, and in creatlye as well as
predetermined efforts.

ti-

Have parents or elderly persons come to visit the class
and ,Present insights to their hobbies o recre-
ational activities. Ask them to be brie an o
provide hands.on experiences such as s es or
crafts or movies (slides) of action-oriente events.
Plan a correlated art, music, or creative writing
activity to reinforce the effect of the experience.

Write, creative challenges related to the components
being studied in physical education on the board
before the students go to lunch and encourage the
students to try as many of the challenges as they
can while on the playgkound after lunch.

Suggest that many peol4 start with an activity as a
recreational interest but later develop that actSity
as a vocational thrust (for example, professional
athletes, golf instructor, sportswear designers, -
equipment manufacturers).

I
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Goof Interest in Recreation (Continued)

Component: Coinpetition and Participation in Recreation
Teacher - directed activities Task-oriented activities Suggested multidisciplinary activities

Point out that participation in leisure activity can
help relieve tension, develop a better. leyel of
fitness and a sense of wellbeing, make friendships,
and provide opportunities for enjoyment.

Realize that man7 students'come from homes where
parental pressure makes the students fear the
rigors of competition. Lay a'strong foundation of
positive feelings on competition before ha4g
students enter into iprmal competition. Encourage
students to compete first with themselves against
tinie or distance or other extraneous factors before
faciog,up to peer competition.

Plan for class competitions to be, fairly matched so
that `students do not become tagged as losers or
winners.

Provide simple awards to all participants when
appropriate.

Lead the class in meaningful discussions about why
competition exists, how students, can compete
fairly; aid how they can deal with' defeat or
victory.

Model 'for the class positively by not becoming overly
aggressive in instructional or coaching techniques
and by finding ways to' allow each child (winner
and loser) fo maintain dignity after a contest has.
been concluded.

Reinforce positive response to competition by prais-
ing those whb areggracious in victory or defeat.

Provide limited opportunities for simple competitions
for the very young.

Provide more opportunities for competition for older
students after they hale mastered skills and
'succeeded in.gaining control of both their minds
and their bodies (for example, through class
competition, field days, and special, days to com-
memorate variousCultural celebrations).

Point out that competition is testftwherr,all players
,know, the rules and folldv the directions of the

. instructor or referee,

Challenge students to:

Do their best in.all skills practice.
Do what they can faster, longer, or with more

efficiency.
Be willing to self-test in a variety of activities.
Compete only with those who are equal to the task(s)

at hand.
Realize that they may not always win but can always

try to do their best."
Strive to learn the difference beriveen competition in

which th'ey are invoNed and competition between
organized teams in high school and College and in
professional sports. '

Keep their attitudes about' competition in, the right"perspective-.
Play a variety' of sports and games for the many

benefits to be gained and not just for the
"championship."

Help classmates who cannot respond to the stress of
competition positively by refraining from kidding
them or join g them in their sulky behavior.

Learn how to o the varioils types of organization
they_ will ed for relays, lead-up games (for
example, st ight lines, circles, shuttle relays,
positions for rsquare, and positions for team
games such as kickball and line soccer): r

Engage inas many.activities as possible.
Encourage their classmates as they compete.
Play cooperative games as well as competitive games.

Language Arts -and Reading:

Teach ese vocabulary words:_.compete, cooperate,
win, se, winner, shuttle, straight line, participate,
Ulfte ,t, team, individual,.champion, effort, try
hai'd (plus'the jargon ofvarious sports).

Have students discuss sports they have seen on
television. Help clarify any questions they might
have.

Establish hulletih boards with pertinent sports talk to
: 'stimulate and sustain the students' cunosity.

t
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C cprer Instruction Simple

5. .and Complex Themes."sr
arts of things are sometimes learned best in relation to the

vyhlI le. For tharreason the activities described in this chapter are
org4aanized *under themes that, can be used in the development of
daily An weekly lesson plans."Children who are exposed to these
activities ill be .pitivided opportunities to develop; many of the
ctimpon described in Chapter 4, stimulated to e'xpldre their

n .cr give movfmeht solutions to challenging situations, and
encour ed fo strive for effective, efficient quality of movement.

ITeaCh rs will want to prepare carefully so that the theme can be
prsenied enthusiastically; provide enough equipment so that each
child can be actively involved all of /he tune, and make or secure
the, supporting props needed to prov.ide stimulating learning
environments. Children aged four through nine can easily imagine
themselves creating abstract designs, becoming animals in a big
top, marching down main street, going to a rodeo, crossing a
bridge, or swimming a'jungle river, that is, if their imagination's are

.triggered, or if simple props are highlighted. Music can often be
employed to change the familiar into the unknown, the everyday
reality into a wished7for fantasy, or tasks into opportunities foi-
lyric splendor. Haw easy' it is to move to the accompaniment of
the outrageous beat of popular music or the beautiful melodies of
the classics. What drudgery it is to do hard work to the relentless
count of one,Iwo, three, four.

All childreri like too-love. If thei,r attention is channeled toward
problems or challenges that call for mental as well as physical
involveme4 they will be less apt to cause discipline problems.and
more apt to get the number of experiences necessary for quality
learning. Before ally physical education session, students should be
reminded of the rules of acceptable behavior for the playground or
the activity room and encouraged to enjoy themselves. But they
must also be reminded to adhere to the policies established for the
safety and welt:being of each of them. Attractive posters can be'
used in this effort once the children can read, but daily verbal
relnforcepient is needed to establiSh good behavior. Signals for

r

starting and stopping, designation of boundaries for general space,
and equipment safety requirements must be clearly understdod
before any activities are begun.

"Students unwilling to adhere to constraints- should be treated
individually so that., they an return to the group as soon .as
possible. Disruptive students infringineon the rights of classmates
may have to be excluded from the group until they are willing to
guarantee that they wish to conform. Or, if the disruptive behavior
does not infringe on the rights of others, the 6tudents may be
ignored by the teacher in the hope that they will again participate
in group activities voluntarily. In this way the students can receive
the praise or other kinds of reinforcement,that they are seeking.

The themes presented here project the philosophy of education'
through movement that learning occurs by natans of responSes to
challenges. Also emphasized is the inclusion of imagery and
various kiirds, of thythmic activities designed to stimulafe the
developmqt of the many dimensions of each student: Use of the
themes approach to teaching can contribute to a student's
reffhement of the processes inherent in self-discovery, skills
acquisition, and, creativity. Efforts must be made to give each child,
a sense of purpose, time to explore creative capabilities, praise or
'positive, constructive instruction to improvb efficiency and help
the child attain skills, and opportunities to work alone a'nd with
others.

93
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The themes presented in this chapter may be used in any logical
. ` sequence. It is recommended that themes dealing with personal

an0 general space, locomotor movements, and nonlocomotqr
movements receive priority because mastery of the concepts and
skills required, is fundamental to successful involvement.in other
challenges in movement. School staff members should try to
divelop an in-school sequencing so that excessive redundancy is
avoided from grade to grade (see Chapter 6 for a suggested yearly
program). If student movements indicate that the students'do not
possess the quality of movement (skill) necessary for successful
completion of the' theme's requirements, themes less demanding

,
should be pursued; or students with deficiencies should be-

prestnted with the many challenges outlined in Chapter 4.e #
The themes presented here are not meant to be comprehensive.

Teachers shoUld expand what is presented and'create other themes
that reflect the interests of the students, the diversity of the
cultures served, and the lessons treated in other disciplinary
concerns. The themes included provide a comprehensive approach
to the teaching of meaningful movement. The addition of
enthusiastic, caring, individualized teaching techniques Can make
classes of physical education enjoyable, progressive, and Contribu-
tory to the quality education each child deserves to receiye.
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Awareness .Of Space

Theme:

Components.

Preparation

0.

Awareness Of Personal Space and General
Space

Locomotor MovementsSpace, Time, Flow,
Force; Social Behaiior SkillsSelf-Control,
Respect for Others, Response to Instruction

Make sure that the area is large enough to allow for free
mov.ement.

Prepare students for animal walks by taking a field trip to the zoo
or by rtladi4 animal stories and showing various animal
pictures. k

Use beanbags, yarn balls, paper balls, tape, or any other object
that students can relate tojn order to mark spaces.

I Prepare students to'move in response to emotions by showing
them pictures toevoke an emotional response. Ask the students
how their body feels when they see the picture.,

Bring in various substances. Have the students feel, smell, and taste
the substances. Then have them' Move in response to the
substances.

Use the music AP9pcorn" by the musical group Hot Butter. Make
popcorn in class and discuss the cooking process involved. Have
the children listen to the music and then develop movement
patterns in response to the music and the sounds they hear
while the popcorn is popping.

1

i 9

Narrative

Everyone, find a space and sit down. This space is yours.
Ev'eryone who has a puppy at home, stand up. Those ofiyou who

:are,standirtg should see if you can walk into and outoofIeveryone
else's space without touching anyone. Return to your -origirial,
space and sit down. The rest of you should now stand and see if
you can walk into and out of the-empty spaces without touching
anyone.

Let's see if everyoneLcan move into and out of all of the spaces
so that you make as little noise as possible. Walk as slowly aslrou
can;. now as quickly as you can. Don't bump into anyone! Show
me how you can walk in a forward direction; a backward
direction; sideways. Can you walk low to the floor High in the
air2/ Now run forward (skip, hop, leap; slid*); backward; faster;
slower. Freeze!

Everyone, think of an animal you would like to be. Don't tell
anyone what that animal is. Show me how you think that animal
would walk. What kind of sound does your animal make? Can you
think of an animal that moves at a high level? A low level? WhA
kind of animals take big, heavy steps? Light, tiny steps?

Mark your space with a beanbag (or other object) and pretend
that your beanbag is ajittle mouse and you are a cat (sneak up on
it); a piece of grain and you are a chicken-searching for food; a
flower and you.are a bee looking for nectar; a cactus and you are a
bird trying to land on it.

LeCs pretend we have a happy wall; a sad wall; an angry wall; a
silly 'wall. Whenever you walk in a space close to that wall; you
have to walk the way the wall makes you feel. Now, move.. ..
Move again... , Find another wall.... Return to your starting
space and sit downquietly.

Show me how you would move,if the' floor were covered with
honey (gum, oil, ice, snow, eggs, peanut butter);4

Within your own space curl up as though y ere a kernel of
popcorn. When the music starts, begin sizzling in your own space.
When you think you have sizzled enough to begin popping, begin
moving in and out of the space as though you were popcorn
popping. When the rhusic changes from sharp beats to soft beats,

.
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pretend, that you are melted butter being poured over popcorn.
.Slowly move into and out of the space, going closer and closer to
the floor. .

Cues for EffectiveLeaniing

Note that some children will have difficulty finding enough space
for adequate movelnent. "Take any of the children having
difficulty and lead them by the hand tb a suitable space.

Have only one-half of the children move at once to make, it easier
,for theni to grasp the concept of personal space..

Let the whole class move together after you 'see that the children
can move, into and' out of spaces with control and can
distinguish' between general .space and personal space. Empha-
size to the children that they should move to empty spaces.

Combine the elements of time, space, and force, once all of the
students can walk under control, by giving verbal cues to speed
up or slOw down the action, introducing emotional interpreta-
tions, and so on.

Have students demons ate various walks and let the students
guess what animals ar being' imitated. Then let the students try

out each other's ideas. Emphasize quality of movement by
pointing out those who are particularly expresiiixe and those
who involve theniselves in a full range of movement.

Have students mark their space and then move away from it;
towark0; over it; around it. Involve the imagination of the
students 6y asking them to 'create what the beanbag.
become.

Have students bake uti names for the walks. This activity creates
an environ i t of happiness and trust imperative for effective
learning torts place.

Have the.students retend that the substance is in Air as well as
on the ground once they are moving in response to the
challenge.

,Encourage students to dance. Set the stage so. that the student'
will be inclined gage in, this activity.

Observation Cues

Look for Imooth, controlled movement And response to corn-
. 'mands. '

Look for creativity as well as expressive movement.
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Moving and Stopping
Theme: Moving and Stopping

Components. Locomotor Movements; Quality of Move-
ment; Self-Control; Creativity

.

Pfeparation

Help students fo develop an awareness pf personal space and
general space before the lesson is begun.

Provide a drumbeater, record player, and the. recording "Seven
Jumps." (The students may provide favorite records of their
own.)

Identify the limits of the space to be used.
Identify what the signal' will be for stopping; Tor example, sharp

drumbeat, verbal cue, handclap.

r
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Narrative

. Everyone, see how slovjly or quickly you can walk into and out
of all of the spades withdut touching anyone. When you hear the
signal to slop, freeze immediately. Remain perfectly still. Can you
stop at a high level? A low level? A medium level? Try stopping so
that three parts of your body are touching the floor. See if yOu
can touch the floor with the same three parts of the body as you
move around the room. When you hear the signal, touch three
different parts of the-body to the floor as you stop.

. Everyone, see if you can walk to the be& of the drum. When
you hear a loud beat, stop quickly and change the direction in
which you are facing. Then.continue walking in a new direction to
the beating of the drum. Can you clap your hands in time to the
beat of the drum and continue to walk?.

When the music begins playing, Walk at a high level. When the
music stops, stop at a low level. We will repeatr this activity. But
this time move at a low level and stop at a higher level,

Let's move to the music ofi"Seven Jumps." When you hear the
fast music, skip around the room to empty spaces. When you hear
the slow beats, stop and balance on any part of the body that you
wish. Every time a new slow beat,,occurs, change the Part of you'r
body that you are balancing on. When you hear the fast beat,
begin skipping again.

Let's pretend that we are the tin man) The Wizard of Oz. All
of our parts are rusted, and we can't move at all. Here comes Miss
Dorothy to oil our parts. Oh, it feels so good to bend and stretch
and to be able to move again. Walk around the empty spaces,
bending and stretching all the parts of your body to the beat of
the music. Oh, oh, here comes the rain. The water is hitting your
neck, and you can't 'move your neck any more. Now your back,
arms, hands, fingers, waist,'legs, feet, and toes. Even your eyes;
your mouth, too. You're completely rusted again, and you can't
move at all. Poor tin man!

Let's take a pretend walk through the woods. While we are on
our walk, let's preltend that we come to a number dobstaeles that
keep us from going any farther. Every time you hear the drumbeat
you must stop because there is a new obstacle in your way. Figure
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out how to get per,, around, or through the obstacle. Continue
walking, when yot1 hear the drumbeat start again. Let's have our
obstacles be a river, a huge, rock, a broken bridge, and a tree
-stump.

4- Cues for Effective Learning

Be sure that all of the students knOWthe signal for stopping.
. Witch for students who have trouble stopping and encourage them

to slow down, widen their base ,of support, or concentrate
more. Emphasize the need for body control and quality of
movement. .

Pl,ly the music and have 'the students clap out the rhythm. Then
allow them to move creatively or in response to the challenges
described in the narrative.

9819:,,
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Teach phrases of music by having the studentS peve differently
each time a new phrase begins.

Teach movement 'through the use of stories to reinforce skills in
language arts and physical education. Note that children rarely
forget what they've "been" and "done."

Create the necessary "obstacles" by spreading ropes to make a
stream; setting chairs,'tables, or rolled-up mats to make rocks;
using a Lind ladder or Stegel set for the bridge; and using an
upturned stool as a stump.

Observation Cue

, Look for success in b dy control; gesticulation; little avi,kwaidness
in transition from le 1 to level, and knowledge of music phrases
and beats as, observed through appropriate changes in move-
ment.
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Sequence of ,Moveme'nr
Theme:. Simple Sequences of Movement 'Combining

Time, Force, and Flow

- Components.. . Quality ol Movement, Loc;omotor and Non-
locomotor Movements`

Narrative

Everyone,' find a

you
and rest at any lev,a12of your own

, choosing. Each time you hear the sharp beat of the drum, move
quickly to InOther level. Once more, 'everyone move quickly to a
lug

Preparation

It

fl

Familiarize students with the concept of personal 'glace and /eve . n, your space 'make any sequence of mOvements you like togeneral space before using the theme of making simple this rhVim:.one sharp beat; six soft, slOw beats; four soft, quicksequences of movement combinkag,time, force, and-flow. e. beats; and two sharp, fast beats. .*' Provide a drum and drumbeater.
EVeryone; curl up and ,pretend that you are a turtle inside. a

shelnlowly, to the beat of the drum,' stick out your right arm;
your left; no'w your;right leg. Mxi your left leg. And now, move
your head. Move. very slowly across the floOr, looking 'out for
turtle trappers. Oops! Here comes one. Quickly, pull everything
inspe of your shell. Let's do it again Very carefully, sticking put
each part and slowly moving aepss the floor. Watch out! Here
they come Quickly, go back inlowyour shell.

Everyone; move into and out of your space, this time in Jow
mot,ion. Can you run in slow motion? Can you move your arms up
and down in slow motion while you walk very slowly around the
space? Can you move your feet slowly and ydurarms and hands
quickly at the same time? Carryoultake six, slow running steps and
ii.'very fast running steps in time to the beat of the drum?

Let's pretend, that we are waving good-bye to someone. Wave
good-bye as quidkly and, happily as you can. Wave 'good-bye,

541
making broad, quick,,moyements. Now let's wave good-byeCry

f-e slowly as though we are very sad to see someone go. Careyou
/

let's take six soft; slow counts to 'move- to the
eit'uO to a medium level, swinging softly to four

lie 'drum; and quickly,,on one beat?, stretch to a high.

wave
good-bye with a 'part of your body other than your,hand and arm?
tan you wave good-byp with two different parts of your body,
waving one part' fast and the other slow? Start waving good-bye
yith your fingers only; now your hand, loVier arm, upper arm,
head, shoulders, trunk,' legs, and feet. Move slowly at first and
then as quicklyeas qbu can.

Cvesior Effective-Learning

Encourage students to move at the level they like best and-not to
cody their friends. If students have difficulty in following the
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beat of the drum, have them practice clapping the beat before
they mo* to the beat.

,

Beat the drum as the narrative is given. Repeat each challewe
several times until all students seem to understand atilt-become
activeryinvolved in their owrr sequence of movements.

Combine- activity with imaginative involvement in "adventures" to
reinforce learning.

Give various challenges so that students,concentrate on the leisod.
If cues sucif as higher, faster, mthly, and so ,on are used,
improved quality in the movements will usually occun.

Give students time to respond to each' challenge. Go through the.
challenges slowly; then repeat the challenges quickly.

Observation Cue li

Look for word comprehension as "expressed through appropriate
movements. ,

1-
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hungry and know you can't go looking for food until the hunters
go away. You cry because they never seem to go away. Can your
group make up a dance showing the life of your endangered
species 20 years ago and its life today? Show me!

Cues for Effective Learning

Have the students go to the library to study about endangered
species before this lesson begins. The whole class should
investigate the problem of vanishing animals. A trip to the zoo
(preceding this lesSon) would be excellent. Drawing pictures of .
endangered speCies is also recommended.,

Have the students create dances depicting e life and cliaracter-
istics of various animals 'once the groundwork has been
completed.

Emphasize the importance cif...ihe teaciking of &nvironmental
awareness through pexonal Nnvolvement as an example of
meaningful interdisciplinary phNical education.

,
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Movement. and . Shape
Theme:

Components.

Preparation

Change of Body Shapes

Nonlocomotor Movements- StretChing and
Curling: Body Image: Kinesthetic Awareness

z

Provide adequate cleared space for each child to Ile down and
stretch.

Provide one hoop for each child. If hoops at e not available,
. substitute a length of rope fot each child.

1-

Narrative

Everyone, curl up into a tiny ball. ',slake yourself as small.asyob
can. Hide your hands, toes,'and nose_Cgi you curl on your side?
Theother side? Can you balance on two feet and stay curled? Can
you lie on your back and curl? Quickly. make any curled sflape
you bite. Slowly,. curl another way. Quickly, curl into a new
position.

Show me the many, different ways in*which you can .make a
stretched shape with your body. Can you makea stretch lo* to
the floor? High, in the air? Can you stretch,so that two parts of
your body are low and two high? Can ycru balance on three parts
of your body and stretch? rind a way to stretch so that your body
is as wide as you can make it. Stretch so that your body 'is as
narrow as you can make it. Make a sequence of three different

t
stretches. Each stretch must be at a different level.

show:me how you can combine a ,curl with a stretch .and then
another curl. Do it as slo' wly. as you can, now as quickly as you
can. Do it again and slowly curl, quickly stretch and slowly curl.
Let's add another stretch to it and do it again at your own choice
f speed. .

Let's all, pretend that we aye little turtles curled up inside our
s Ils. Slowly stretch out your arms, your legs. Now peek out of \
your shell. Now move slowly across the floor. Don"t touch any
other turtles! Oh, oh? There's a fly. Stretch to bite it. Oops! Here' . ...

comes a fisherman who wads to make turtle\soup out of iou. .,
Quickly, swim to the bqttom of the 'pond and curl up inside your
sh.11 again. Safe!

Everyone, Pine your hoop, (rope) down on the floor and sit -
inside it. Make a curled shape on the inside of the hoop. Now' .

. make a stretched shape inside your hoop'. Can you make- a
stretched shape so that two of the'parts of your body touch the
floor outside the hoop. and two inside the hoop? Can you stretch
so that all of the'parts Of your body. touch the floor outside the
-hoop?

Show me the many different ways in which you can move over
your hoop in a stretched position. an you move around the
outside of your hoop in a stretched position? Mike a sequence of
three different stretched movements over your hoop.
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Place any part of your body inside the hoop. Move the rest of
Your body around the- outside of the hoop while one part of your
body stays inside. Make a sequence of movements in and out of
your hoop. Vary the levels and speeds of your sequence.

Cues for Effective Learning

Encourage students to find a different way in which to curl. Once
the students understand the concept of a curl, have them begin
sequencing their curls and emphisizing slow and quiQk move-
ments.

Have students make sequences of movement once the students
understand the mechanics of good stretches-and curls. Empha-

TNize the importance of varying speeds and levels.
Let. students experiment with "various kinds of stretches. Focus Om

individual stretches and let the rest of the class members try to
'imitate those stretches. Emphasize quality of movement. Grasp

104,
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one of the students and extend one of the parts of the student's
0. body to emphasize the need for full extension.

Have one-half the class members demonstrate their movements
while the other members watch. Then reverse the procedure..

Give students enough time to complete one challenge before
calling out another.

Expect students to respond to this task in a variet ways. Have,
the students demon§trate their movements to on another and
then let fhe rest of the class members try the movements.
Emphasize the need for using full stretches.

ObservatiOn Cues

LOok for a full range of rnovement and correct responses to the
. 'challenges,.
Look for students who can only mimic others and encourage these

students to concentrate on cresting new moverhents. Praise the
. /students when they suCceer.
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Movement and. Sound, ,

Theme: Movement of Various Parts of the Body in
Relation to ,Sound

Components: KineSthetic Awareness; Body Image; Know!:
edge of Music; Self-Expression; Cooperation;
Appreciation of Creativity in Others

Preparatioir

Obtain a drum and drumbeater; selected music and a record
player; and a recording of the story of Peter and the Wolf.

213

Narrative

`Everyone; listen to the music. When the music .is loudrdo very
lam, strong movements. When the music is soft, do tiny, light
movements. Listen to the pitch of the music. When you think the
pitch is high, move at a high level; when the pitch is low, Move at a
low level near the floor.

Everyone, pretend you are a seed that has been planted in the
ground. Slowly, grow from a tiny seed into a beautiful flower.
Keep growing to the. sat beats of the drum. Now pretend you are
a bee buzzing around the flower as your little wings vibrate up and
down. Move to the quick beats of the drum. Now pretend that
your beautiful flower is beginning Oa wilt. When you hear the,
loud, sharp beat of the ,drum, collapse to the floor. Here comes, a
storm. Pretend that youare the lightning in the storm. When you
hear the loud thunder of the drum, move as^though you are
lightning/ That's great! Let's repeat It.... You area seed.. . . A
flower. ... A beautiful flower. . .. Your flower is wilting in the
sun.. . . It is dead... : But now, bolts of lightning! Crash! Crash!
`Crash!

Let's all listen to the recording of the story of Peter and the
Wolf. Do you remember the story? Well, let's pretend that we are
different characters in the story. When we hear the different
musical instruments, we learn which character we will be next.
Each student will be one of the characters. How will you be Peter?
'The Wolf? The sunrise? And so on.

Cues for Effective Learning

Discuss the qualities of music or such musical terms as pitch,
crescendo, allegro, loud,.and soft in relation to the selection to
be read in class.' Have the students raise their hands when t4 y,
notice changes in -the volume, pitch, or speed of the music.
After the students have grasped the musical concepts, begin
movement activities previously identified in the narrative
section.

Use different music for the various aspects of the theme. Classical
music is appropriate for the first paragraph of the narrative.
Modern, light instrumental' selections accompanied by drum-
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beats n3d be best for the flower cycle (second paragraph). The
story of Peter andqhe Wolf, a classic for children,,is a delightful
choice for the third paragraph of the narrative.

Precede work on Peter and the Wolf with a classroom session on
the story and the various instruments that reflect the various
characters.

Encourage students to create their own responses. Once they have
performed, select those ithp performed particularly expressive

a
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Movements and allow them to demonstrate to the others. Then
let them alr repeat the activity, asking the students to
incorporate their own movements 'with the movements they
Wave observed and assimilated.

Observation Cue

See whether each student comprehods th\eivarious musical ter
.and is.not simply miniicking a classmate.;
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Movement with p Partner
Theme: %Movement with a Partner

Components: Locomotor and Nonlocomotor. Movements;
Space, Flow, Force, and Time; Perceptual
Motor'Skills

Prep/ration

,Note that students must know about personal space and general
space before this lesson is begun.

Use colored ribbons or strips of crepe paper for this activity.
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Narrative

Everyone, find a partner and sit down. Give y elves plenty
of space in which to move. One person should curl d as tiny as he
or she can, and the other person should find as many ways as
possible to move- over the partner without touching. Now move
around your partner without touching. Place one part of your
body on your partner and move the rest of your body around that
part.

One partner should form the shape of a bridge. The other
partner should find as many ways as possible to get over, under,
around, and through the bridge without touching the partner.
Move around 'the room. E.Irery time you come to a bridge, you
must find a new way to move in relationship to it. That's right. Go
in, under, over, around, arid in and out! Let's reverse the
procedure so that those who were bridges are now going to the
bridges. Now go back to your first partner.

Moving in and out ,of the spaces, play follow-the leader with
your partner. Make the same pafterns of movement and follow the
same pathway as your partner. You should stand directly behind
your partner. Perform a sequence of three different locomotor
movements, Perform each movement ,at a different level. Change
roles.

Now lett" pretend that we are magnets. Tie a ribbon aroundiany
part of your body. Begin walking around the room. When yofi see
someone with a different-colored ribbon on, move slowly, toward
that person until you get very close. Next, quickly touch your
ribbons together and theli slowly pull away from each other.
Continue walking around the spaces. If you see someone with the
same color on, turn away from that person.

Cues for Effective Learning

Have the students, when they are working in pairs, sit down after
they have found a partner so that those without a partner can
easily be spotted. Have the students without a partner find one
or join a pair to Make a trio.

Stop the lesson from time t6 time to focus on the variety of
responses from the students. Let the students experiment with
the ideas of 4. Enlphasize the importance of the quality of



movemen and control so that all students move with ease and
with as uc efficiency and expressiofi as possible.

Have' students change places aft working a short while at this
task. Forming (the body in the shape of a bridge can be
strenuous.

Have students match a part s movements while both are
7" standing side by side:

Explain the principle of magnetism, hat is, the principle that likes
repel and opposites attract.

Use electronic music in the background. Consider using the theme
from the film 2001: A Space Odyssey.

2 1 CI
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Ensure that students understand the quality of movement involved
in this activity by demonstrating repelling and attracting
m ments before the students begin to participate. Use real
ma ets or animated movement between you and. members of
the ss. (Students want their teachers to become involved.)

Observation Cues

Look for and encourage "teamsmanship"; that is, the ability of a
pair to move a's though it were one.

Encourage big,movements that give vital contrasts.
. 1111
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Transfer o Weight
Theme: Transfer of Weight from One Part of the Body

to A (other Part

Components. Locomotor Movements; Balance; Auditory
I Discrimination; Body Image; Fitness

Reparation

Provide clear, adequate personal space.
Provide grass, pieces of carpet,Aor mats for the rocking and rolling

portion of the theme.
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Narrative

Get plenty of personal space and be seated. In a minute we are
going to see if we can move our body weight from' ne.part of the
body to another part. Who can tell me what part of our body we
usually keep our weight on? ... That's right. It depends on
whether we're sitting or standing. We want to use our seats and
our legs, but we want td use the other parts of the body, too. Now
when you hear two beats of the drum, move in and out, touching
the floor with four different parts of the body. When you hear an
accent beat (louder than the other beats) on the drum, change the
position of at least one part of the body but leave four parts
touching the floor. ... Now use just three parts.... Freeze and
balance oil those three parts. Now, let's try two different parts of
the body.. Keep moving (heavy drumbeat) two different parts....
Tiro more.. .. Freeze!. Now see if you can move on just one part
of the, body. Move (heavy drtimbeat) ... another part . . . and one
more! Keep moving on one part and keep one body part higher
than all of the rest. Now relax.... Lie down. Was ittard to move
on al>ti fours? Was it harder td move on threes? Why did you fall off
balance when'T called/Freeze?"

Let's rock from one part of the body to another. Can you roll
your body while you are in a straightened position? A curled
position`F See if you can do three different kinds of rolls: one,
two, three: Repeat your sequence. Now make one roll while you

ware stretched out and two while. you are curled up. 'Move very,
very fast. Now very, very slow. Go in a different direc-
tion.... Now rest!

Cues for Effective Learning

Note that balance occurs best when there /is a wide base of
support. Hell) students who are falling over by encouraging
them to spread out' keep their center of gravity low and
centered, or select other parts of the body as their points of

. balance.
Help students whq are too weak tq support their weight on their

hands to work through the muscular endurance and strength
tasks found in Chapter 4.

Emphasize the importance of rocking at vario.speeds.

109
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Flight as Moviment
Theme: Flight as Movement

Components. Locomotor Movements, Nonlocomotor Move-,
ments; Fitness; Body Image

Preparation

Assemble the students: ask them to sit, and. see that they have an
optimal amount of space. Reyiew the rules about respecting one
another's space.

Use a drum or cymbal or clapping sound to give the signals called
for. ;

22

Narrative.

Jump up and doivn as lightly as you can within your own space.
Move into and out of other spaces, jumping forward (backward
and sideward) as lightly as you can. Jump as quicklyAslovfly) as
you can. Now let's hop in place. One foot. That's right. Hop on
the other. Now go from place to place while hopping. Go in
another direction. Now_Freezel Rest.

Let's repeat the jumping. But this time start low to the )4round
and judip--as high as. you can. While you are.in the air, try to
discover in how many different 'ways you can stretch the parts of
your body. Jump at least five times. Jump again and see in how
many different ways you can twist the parts of your body. Make
sure that yo li land as softly as you can. Keep your balance!

Taking of on one foot, see how high you can get your body
into the air. When you land, land on two feet and touch your
hands to the floor. Move around the room, hoppingfrom one foot
to the other, making your body go as high into the air as possible.
Is there another name for this kind of movement?

Run tightly around the room (space). When you hear the signal,
jump high into the air and turn half way around before you land.

Run lightly to the beat of the drum. Leap high into the air on
every fourth beat.

Jump as high into the air as you can and follow your landing
with some kind of rolling movement. (Note. This movement can
be hazardous Lind should only be attempted after students have
had,opportunities to roll. The use of mats or a soft grassy base is
also recommended.)

Take several light running steps, leap high into the air, land on
two feet, and Evil at once.

Run lightly to the beat of a drum. On every fourth beat, leap
intd the air and 'make a shape. Do so four times, making a
different shape each time. Can you give a name tothe shapes you
made? Tell a partner.

Cues for Effective Learning

Emphasize soft jumps and emphasize the need for, students to
bend the parts of their body to absorb the shock of -the

220i



movement. Emphasize that one can control landings and
maintain balance by spreading, the base of support and
extending the hands and arms.

Realize that hopping and jumping demand much energy. Do not
allow bouts of activity to go on endlessly. Increase the length of
time spent in such activity from time to time to improve the
students' fitness level.
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Note that having the class members work as partners allows
alternating opportunities for rest and more space for those who
are moving.

Observation Cue
Look for leg power, which is necessary to achieve height in

jumping. Have students unable to jump high work on the fitness
challenges related to strength and power described in Chapter 4.
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Shapes.ancl Comm6nication
Theme: Use of Shapes to Communicate

Compone z, . Locomotor and Nonlocomotor Movements;
PerceptionVisual, Auditory, and Tactile Dis-
rimination; Body Image; Letter, Number,

and Shape Comprehension
r,

Preparation

Review the letters of the alphabet.
Review geometric shapes.
Review numerical shapes.
Provide one rope per child and a signal-making device.

j
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Narrative

In your own space show me how you can make the letter T
with your body. Now make any other 'letter of the alphabet with
your body. Make" the first letter of your first name with your
body. Fintl.a parr and together make any letter of the alphabet,
using both of your bodies. Now have one partner get a rope and
together make a three-letter word, using the rope as one letter. Use
as many ropes as you need and make an active word (for example,
skip, jump, wiggle, and so forth). We will play a guessing game,
trying to read your words. Once we read the word, we will all do
the movement.

Everyone, w11k in and out of yOur spaces. Don't touch anyone
else! When you hear the signal, listen for a number. Whatever that
number is, find that exact number of people and,those numbers.
Using all of your bodyonake the shape- of that number. Of, if you
can't find the exact number of people to complete the set, use
those you do find and ropes to form the number. OK. Seven.
Good! Now, lei's do some more ntwbers! Ten. Four. Six.

Everyone, in your own space and with your own rope, make
any design that you like. Now let's all walk around the room, look
at everyone's design, and try to give it a name. Move over each

4sign you come to in a different way. Now go back to your rope
and make the design' you like best!

EVeryone, get into groupg of four. Show me how you ake
a- square with your bodies. Make a circle, triangle, and ng,le.
Make any geometric shape that you like.

Cuestu Effective Learning

Tell students that, by using simple letters of the alphabet at first,
they will be quite successful. Use the letters 7', C,,E, 0, P, D, Y,
U, I, and so on before asking the students to decide on their
own letters. r

Allow the students to work as partners so that one can check or
guess'the letters that the rather is forting.

Reverse the procedure often so that all students stay interested in
the activity.

Spot-check for accuracy.



Keep a progress chart so that students will try to form mental and
kinesthetic images of all of the letters of the alphabet.

Use geometric shapes after using letters; then numbers; then
combinations.

Have the students, once the concept is mastered at the ground
--level, try all of the -activities-while 'standing. Their perception

will differ greatly from one level to the other.
Encourage those who are faster than others in finding the solution

to do another letter, number, or shape.
Give students 'enough time to solve the challenge so that each

student feels successful in the activity.

a
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Praise the students orally when they form correct shapes, letters,
and numbers quickly.

Assist students who have perceptual difficulty by writing the
symbol on the board or helping them get into the needed shape.

Observation Cue

Look for students lacking in perceptual awareness. Give them
special attention in an encouraging manner. Later, take them
through the perceptual motor challenges related to numMs,
letters, and shapes found in Chapter 4.
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Matching and4tonTf6sting of Shapes
--i

Theme: Formation of Matching. and Contrasting
Shapes with a Partner

Components. Locomotor Movements; Nonlocomotor and
Balancing Activities; Kinesthetic Awareness;
Body Image; Visual and Audio' Discrimi-
nation; Coordinated Movements

............"

Preparation .,
.

,

Talk with students about the unique characteristics of mirrors.
Demonstrate the necessity of moving one's opposite hands,
eyes, legs, And so on so that one might appear natural in the
mirror.

Use- recordings that emphasize flowing-type movements, such as
"Tara's Theme" from the motion picture Gone with the Wind
or "Come Saturday Momin " or "Nadia's Theme." (Avoid
vocal recordings.) ,*

Narrative

Mirrors. Today, we are going to move as though we were
performing in front of a mirror! One will perform, and a partner
will mimic the movements. OK. Get a partner and face one
another. Decide who will be the mirror and who will be the
performer. Now wave to one another And smile: Do other things of
your own choosing. Stay fairly close to one another. Now listen to
the music I am going to play. Do swingingand swaying motions in
time to the music. Stay together! Now change places and let each
of the new performers pretend to be an orchestra leaderpracticing
in front of a mirror. (Continue until the music ends.) Now change
leaders again; and, without touching, pull your partner. Now push.
Lift your knee. Lift your foot. Look closely at your face. Turn
around slowly. Quickly, stretch. Collapse. Let's change role's and
start from the beginning. Rementber that mirrors work at the same
time. Try to stay together!

Like shapes. Get next to your partner so that you are side by
side. See how many different balanced shapes you can make so
that you look exactly the same. Now see if you can balance so
that your feet are higher than any other part of your body. Try to
make a matching shape where part of your body is curled and part
is stretched. See if you can make a shape where you are balancedo
on three different parts of the body. Make a sequence of
movements that involve three diffefent shapes at three different
levelS. Repeat the sequence: 1

Contrasting shapes. Let's mal4 some shapes where you and
your partner contrast your movements so that ydil look totally
different. One partner should make a stretched shape while the
other makes curled shape. Now make a shape where one of you
is at a high level and the other at a low level. Make a narrow and
wide shape. Try making' a 'twisted and round shape. Make a
sequence of movement showing four contrasting shapes. After you
have four contrasting shapes, try to add two matching shapes to
the sequence. Now freeie like statues in the park!

Mimetics. 1?retend that you and your partner are playing tennis
with each other. In slow motion try hitting the ball back and
forth. Oops! Ohe missed. Serve and,start again.
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F4pllow-the-leader. Pretend that you and your partner are
climbing a mountain. One of you is the teacher. The other one
tries to do exactly as you do. From time to time you will have to
use a rope to pull yourselves up.the Mountain. OK. Let's get to the
top!

Cues for Effective Learning

Encourage concentration and praise those who catch on.
Have those who are having difficulty watch those who are

obviously successful. Then ask those having difficulty to try.
again.

Allow time for creative play (as long as interest is keen) and
response to the established narrative.

ti le

Walk about and praise the students who are succeeding while the
students are making like or contrasting shapes. Or offer
constructive suggestions to those who need help so that they
can 'achieve a solution to the task at hand. Repeat the sequence.

Point out partners who are particularly creative or well-balanced.
Encourage each child to maintain balance. Give suggestions to

those who are falling or are wobbly: Use a wide base of support;
lower the center of gravity, bend the knees to absorb shock, and
use the arms to provide counterbalane.

Observation Cue wax

Look for students who have trouble with the Mirroring activity.
They should review visual discrimination as found in Chapter 4.

a
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Creation and Absorption of Force
Theme: Creation and Absorption of Force Narrative

Components: Grasping and Releasing; Throwing and Catch- Everyone, pretend that there is a tiny feather on the floor. Pick

ing; Manipulative Skills; Visual Discrimination it up and hold it in your hand. Blow it away and.quickly catch it.
Now let's pretend that there is a big,'heavy bowling ball on the

Preparation floor. Try picking it up. Be careful not to drop it. It is so heavy
that it will put a hole in the floor if you drop it. Try throwing that

Provide one yarn ball and one rubber ball for each child or one ball away. What is the difference between picking up the feather
and picking up the bowling ball? Show me what you have to do
with your body to pick up something heavy. What do you have to
do to throw som`ething heavy? You create more force by using
more parts of the body. Pretend that you are catching a
snowflake. Now pretend that you are catching a big, heavy box.
What is the difference between catching something light and
something heavy? You absorb more force by using more parts of
the body.

Everyone, allira yarn ball. Sit down and hold your elbow against

rubber ball for every.two children.
Use a wall free of obstacles for activity number three.

your side. Try throwing the ball as ,far' as you can, just using your
hand. Now hold your elbow out away from your side. Try
throwing the yarn ball again. In which direction did it go farther?
Now stand up and throw it again. Did it go farther? Stand with
your feet side by side and try throwing the yarn ball again. Now
put one foot forward andone foot back. Which way did the ball
go fartherwith your feet side by side with one foot in front of
the other? When you push youi elbows out, you are able to make
the ball ga farther` because you are able to create more forde. The
more parts of the body we use, the greater the force we have.
Which foot should be forward? Left foot or right? Try throwing
both ways. Which way allows us to bring in more hip action? Yes,
we should throw so that the opposite foot is forward. Now
practice throwing just that way five times. .

P .' Everyone, get a rubber ball. Show me in how many different
ways you can bounce the ball. Try bouncing it as high as yottlean
and catching it. What do you have to do with the ba 11-111/4 keep
from dropping it? Yes, you have to squeeze it. Try throwing he
ball straight up and catching it. Why do some of the balls go
straight? Why is it that-others don't? We have to point our hands in

/ the direction we want the ball to go. Try throwing the ball against
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the Wall. What happens if you throw it hard? Yes, it comes back
hard. Why? Yes, the wall 'does not give way to the ball, the force is
not absorbed. Now throw the ball against the walled catch it Ave
times.

Cues for Effective Learning

Use a guided discovery approach instead of a total exploratory
approach when fundamental skills are being developed. Once a
student learns to throw incorrectly, for example, it isjiard for
the student to learn to thrbw correctly.

Recognize that problems often encountered in throwing include
lack of accuracy or distance, erratic flight of the object, and
insufficient force. To correct these errors, encourage use of
opposition, focus of concentration on the target areas, release at
optimal time, weight transfer during the throw, and a follow-
through after release of the object. (See Chapter 4 for a specific
analysis.)

Realize that the younger the children are, the larger the rubber
.ball will have to be Balls that are very small are difficult to

..control.



Striking with or Without an Object .

Theme:

Components:

Striking with or Without an Object

Locomotor Movements; Manipulative Skills;
Kinesthetic Awareness; Visual and Auditory
Discrimination; Combined Activities

Preparation

Provide one balloon, rhythm stick, rubber ball, yait ball, and
nylon *die for each child.

Make nylon paddles by stretching coat hangers and covering them
with worn-out panty hose. Tape the excess hose (which has
been. gathered so as to pad the coat hanger hook) to make a
handle.

Make rhythm sticks from three-quarter-inch dowels.

Narrative

Balloons. Everyone, find as many ways as you can to tap your
balloon so that it stays in the air. Try doing so with a part of your
body other than the hands. Try hitting the balloon badk and forth
between two different parts of the body. Try skipping and hitting
your balloon at the same time. See if you can lie doi,vn,and keep
your balloon in the air by tapping it. Lie down and tap it with one
part of your body and stand and tap it with another part. Keep
changing back and forth.

Balloons and rhythm sticks. Now everyone try keeping your
balloon in the b.ir by tapping it with your rhythm stick. Tap it
once with your hand and once with your stick. Keep changing.,
Can you make up a sequence of movements so that you combine
tapping the balloon with your stick and then with some other
parts of your body? Try to do so. Change the sequence: Now let's
put this equipment away and get one ball each.

Balls. See in hoW many different ways you can strike your ball
so that it goes into the air. Try striking your ball so that it bounces
on the floor. Find out how many different parts of your body you
can use to bounce the ball. See hovIllowly you can bounce it. See
how quickly you can bounce it. Try bouncing the ball while
you're at a low level; a high level. Move backward and botince the
ball; move sideways. Now return to your original place and hold
the ball over your head with both hands. Try striking the ball so
that it goes up and bounces; then strike it again. Make a sequence
of movements in which you strike the ball with at least three
different parts of your body. Now stand close to a partner and
exchange balls several times. Find different ways to exchange the
balls. Be sure to throw the balls softly to the 'partner who is
standing close to you.

Yarn balls and paddles (balloons may also be used). Everyone,
try hitting the yarn ball straight up with your paddle. Count how,
many times you can do it without missing. Can you sit doi,vn and
stand up again without stopping? Try walking and striking the
ball. See if you can change hands while you are hitting the ball.
Can you make up any tricks with your ball and paddle?

212 "9



Cues for. Effective Learning

Use balloons be e they are lightweight objects easy to conirol!
Emphasize' th need for students to focus on the object to be

, struck. rning to concentrate And improving visual discrimi-
nation fundaVental to successful 'performance.

Make sure That students ti.aye succeeded in being able. to hit the
balloons consistently with their hands and pther parts of their
body befog adding the v ation of stAs or paddlq. The.
'increased length of the slid* or paddles villlause temporary
problems until the 'Students a t to the differate:

47
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Tell the students whe balloons go too far to hit the balloons
more softly. Tell them to hit the balloons waist high so that the
balloons will go straight 'up and down. And tell them to watch
the balloons constantly,

Observation Cue

Look for children who have a great deal of difficulty in keeping an
eye on the balloons. Refer these children to the school nurse for

,an eye' test or recommend that they concentrate harder on the
tasks at hand.
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Movementfr:-of an Object with a Pprtner
, A

TherK MOverhent'of an Object with a Partner .

4
Components: Manipulative Skills; Visual and Audio Dis-

crimination; Kinesthetic Awareness

tPreigaratiiin

rovidefor every 'two studentsone ball, one hoop, one balloon,
and one yarn ball and paddle.

245

Narrative

Ball activities. With your partner see in how many different
ways you can move the ball back and forth to each other while
mai taining control.'Find a way to move the ball back and forth
so t it somehow hountes. See how many different ways you
cai 5 to roll the ball back and forth. Can you hit it back and
fogth wi h just your hands? See if you can move the ball back and -
forth at a level; at a low level. One partner, turn your back to
the ,other. Now see in how many different ways you can get the
ball to move back and forth. Now both of you face away from one
another and do the same thing. 'try moving the ball back and forth
to your partner, using any parts of your body but your hands. See
if you can kick the 'ball to your partner so that the stays on
the ground the whole time. When your partner kicks the ball to
you, see if you can stop it with any part of your body except your -
arms and hands. Make a sequence of movements in which you and
your partner move the.,3231Lback and'forth to one another in at
least four different ways.

Hoop activities. See in hOw many different ways you can move
the hoop back and forth to one another. Move the hoop 4aok and
forth so that one of you is at a high level and the other at a low
level. Find a way to move it so that you don't use your hands.
Make hp a sequence so that you move the hoop back and forth in
four different ways. See if you can twirl the hoop around a part of
the body and give the hoop to your partner while it is still
twirling. Can you roll it to your' partner? Can you roll it toward
your partner and make it come back to you? Try rolling the.hoop
so that your partner can go...through it. What do you have' to do
with your hoop to make it easier for your partner to go through
it? Yes,- you should put baclwin on it. Can you find a way to
move the. hoop' so that it goes around you and your partner at the
same time?

Balloons, yarn balls, an paddles. See in how many different
ways you arid your pa ner can hitt the balloon batik and forth. Try
hitting the- balloon sO that it stays high in the air. Try hitting the
balloon with a different part of your body each time. Now'you
and your partner should try hitting the yarn N1 back and forth,
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turning all the.way around after each hit. Kee the balloon as high
in the air as you can. Get a nylon paddle. T hitting the balloon
back and forth, using the paddle. Try hittin the yarn ball so that
it goes high into the air each time. Can you and your partner make
up a game using your yarn bills and paddles? If so, play it!

4
Cues for Effective Learning

Use the word more to encourage students to be creative. Avoid
using specific terms such as toss or bounce so that students will
explore widely.

Have the partner' demonstrate for one another and try one
another's techniques after each set of partners has had adequate
time to succeed in exploring. Encourage them to discover what
is needed to keep* the ball or '`balloon in play (height,
concentration, eye f0;cus, and so on).

Realize that student( are fond of working_with balls,, hoops, and
paddles. Allow several days for involvement in these skilli.

. 4
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Set goals for older or More highly skilled students toward which
'they can- strive. Ask them, for example, if they can volley the
ball in the air 25, times in a row or hit an aerial ball followed by
a bouncing ball ten times in a row.

Realize that hoop act2iyities are excellent for developing skill in
grasping and releasing as well as twisting and turning. One also
learns about the application of spins.

Be sure students have adequate space whenever paddles are being
used. Changethe tasks-fairly often to guarantee that students

- will be Curious aboutthe challenges.
Note that creative games are particularly good for students in

grade three.

Observation Cue

Watch for students who cannqt judge the flight ofsthe objector
coordinate a striking of catching movement. They may need to
work through the skill challenges found in Chapter 4. .

a
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Throwing and Catching Skills
Theme,.

Components:
./

Combination.orThrbwing and Catching Skills
with an Emphasis on Accuracy

Manipulative Skills; Visual Discrimination,
Coordinated Movements; Reading Compre-
hension

Preparation

Set up six stations for"movement:

1. Beanbag target
2. Ring toss set
3. Scoop (bleach bottle) for throwing and catching
4. Ball target
5. Footsie board
6. Frisbee and hoop

Create task cards for each station.
l mind stuidentS of ge rules necessary for,station teaching. (1)

Confine your activity to the space provided. (2) Follow the
direhttions for each station. (3) Concentrate on the tasks; don't
talk unnecessarily.

Narrative

1. Beanbag Target

a. See how many different ways you can find to toss the
beanbag and still hit the target.

b. Try using as many differer parts of your body as you can
to toss the beanbag so that OU can hit the target.

c. Try . turning your back to d tossing the
beanbag.

d. Try tossing the beanbag under any part of your body.
e. Kneel, sit, or fie down and toss the beanbag at the target.

2. Ring Toss Set

a. See how many different ways you can find to toss the ring
at the target.

b. See if' you can find a. way to make your ring go high into
the air before it lands in the target.

C. it-X. throwing ttt.e _Ang from various. distances and still
hitting the target

d. Try tossing thF ri g so that your side is the,target.
e. Try to hit the ive times in a row.

3. Scoop (Bleach Bo e)

a. See in how many different ways you, can toss the ball into
the air with one hand and catch it in the other handcwith
your scoop.

b. See if you can toss the ball with the scoop and catch it
with the scoop..

c. Find' out in how many different ways you can in
ball against the wall and catch it with the scoop.

d. Toss the ball into the air and do a trick before you catch
the,ball with the scoop.

e. Catch the ball in your scoop five times while holding the
scoop inour right hand; five times in your left hand.

4. Ball Target (Basket)

a. See in how many, different ways you can get the ball into
the wastepaper basket. .

2 123'
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b. See if you can toss the ball into the hoop so that the ball
bounces into the basket.

c. See if you can turn your body away from 'the basket and
still get the'ball into the basket.

d. Try to bounte the ball as high into the air as you can and
still have the ball go into the basket.

e. Toss the ball into the basket five times in ea row.

5. Footsie Board

a. Toss a beanbag with a footsie board and find as ,marry
different ways as you can to catch the beanbag.

b. Use a footsie board to make a beanbag go as high into the
air as you can before you catch the beanbag.

c. Toss a beanbag with your footsie board and catch the
beanbag on any part of your body other than your hands.

d. See if you cat use a footsie board to make a beanbag land
on a specific part of the floor.

6. Frisbees

a. See in how many different ways you and your partner can
.,throw and catch a Prisbee.
b. See if you can make the Frisbee go low, high, and low

again.
c. See if you can make the Frisbee go high, low, and high

again.
d. Try to make the Frisbee go through the hoop before yours
- partner catches it.
e. Play catch with a partner and throw and catch the Frisbee

30 times in a row.

Cues for Effective Learning

Use station teaching if equipment is limited or if one of the goals
for the class is to help students become self-directed, capable of r
diversified activity, and responsive to written directions.

Present information on the stations before the students are sent to
them. The students will then know how much space is available .

at each station; what rules govern the use of the equipment, and
what the purpose is of the task cards. ".

Allow several visits to each statioh so that ,studentS can attain
success.

Take several days to complete this theme. Students rarely tire of
manipulative activity and enjoy,striving for accuracy.

124
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Hive all students work together on tasks. Or allow the students to
work through the tasks at their own pace once they have
mastered the preceding challenge.

Rotate students in accordance with their attention spans.
Use cue words and phrases (such as "watch the target," "keep

your eye on the ball," "step forward ort your opposite foot
when throwing at a target") to emphasize eye concentration
and the principle of opposition, which are so important to
success in manipulative activity.

Have older or more highly skilled students make a creative game
ihVolving all of the students at their station as task number six.

Observation Cue

Watch ,for concentration and quality performance in throwing and
catching. Have students repeat any task that seems to be more
difficult than the other tasks.

gr.
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Use of a Rope
Theme:

Components:

Movement with a Rope

Locomotor and Nonligcomotor Movements,
Balancing, Kinesthetic Awareness.

Preparation

Provide one small rope per student and adequate space free of
hazards.

256-

Narrative

Everyone, make a circle out of your rope an4 sit inside of that
circle. See in .how many different ways your can move over your
circle without touching the 'inside of it. 'Now move over it,
touching two parts of your body to the inside. Make a pattern of
movement around your circle but move into and out of it.
Remember that pattern of movement involves a sequence of
several curled shag 'nside your circle. Make a stretched shape so
that pait of your body 'inside the circle and part outside.
Balance on any three parts of your body SQ that all three parts are
inside the circle. Move across your circle so that one part of the
body is higher than any of tire-ethers. Place one part of your body
on the inside of your circle and move the rest of your body
around that part on the outside of the circle. Make a sequence of
four different nioVement patterns in relationship to your rope.
One pattern must be around the rope; another pattern, in and out
of it; another, at a low level; and another, at a high level. Combine
quick and slow movements in your sequence. ,,

Using your feet only, make a straight line out of your rope. See,
in how many different ways you can move from one end of the
rope to the other. Can you walk on the rope? Can you walk with
:Our eyes closed? Walk forward 9t a gh level? At a low level?
Backward? Jump from side to side, moving from one and to the
other?. Do it again and vary the heights of your jumps. 'Try
hopping from one end of the rope to the other..Hop from side to
side, moving up and down the rope. Make a sequence of
movementrfrom one end of the rope to the other. Your sequence
must include two locomotor movements at two different levels.
Move backwaill in part of your sequence.

Make the first letter of your name with your rope. Close your
eyes .and feel the letter you have made. Now, keeping your eyes
closed, walk on your letter, trying to keep your balance. Walk
backward, sideways, at a high level, and at a low level. Change
places with someone. Trace that person's letter with your hand.
Close your eyes and walk on that letter. Now jit inside your own
rope. Lie back and relax..Think about what You have just done.
Breathe deeply. OK. Put up your ropes quietly. Let's go back to
class.

25K25
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9es Tor Effective Learning

'Provide ropes as a focus for activity.

Encourage students to jump high and lightly. Caution them to
bend their knees to absorb shock when theyland.

Give cue words (see Chapter 4) to help improye the quality of.
movement when students are hopping, walking, leaping, and so
on.

Allow some time for relaxatio toward the end of the class period
so that students "center" hemselves, reflect on the movements
they have just completed, and move on to the next class,activity
under control. ...,/

Observation Cue

Watch for studeits having problems with balance. Caution them to
slow down, concentrate, widen their base or supp15rt (if
appropriate); and use. their arms for assistance.

126
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Static aid Dynamic ,Behavior
Thenie: Staticsand Dynamic BErvilorr Involving Use of

Apparatus

Components: Nye; Kinesthetic Awazenessr '

Preparation

Set up six stations of movement:

1. Balaiice bizirds; playground balls; beanbigs'(one per person)
2. Iialance beams (two beams if possible); two beanbags; two

.playground balls; two hoops
3. Tin can sti (one pair Per child); one beanbag per ,child;

several hoop
4. Obstacle co

or refrigerat ox
5. Two Mats
6, Two benches; two mats

: six hoops; one supported are; onecy.linder**,

4

0

Narrative

1. Balance Board

a. See for how many seconds y u can stand on the board
without losing yout balance. Do so again., making different
bOdy shapes.

b. See how many different parts of the body you can move of
different levels withourlosing your balance.

c. See in how= many different ways you can bounce a ball
while you are bafancec,on the board.
See how in-Any different tricks you can do with a beanbag
whilewou are balanced on,the board.

once Beam
ote

a. See if you can 'walk to the center of the beam and make a
balanced shape. Hold The shape for five seconds and walk
to the other end of the beam.

b. Find as many ways as you can to move from one end of .

tilebearn to the other wita-beanbag on your head.
4 C. See' in how Many different ways you can bounce the ball

while you. Move from one end ecif theipeam to the other. '
d. 'See what tricks you carrxic, with the hoop while yoti are

walkiki on the balance beam.

3. Tin Can Stilts

a. Find as many ways as you an to walk on your stilts. Can
you walk high? Low? Forward? Backward? Sideways?

b. See, if you can walk along a straight line going in a forward
(backward, sideways) direction.

c. Make a pattern of moVenjent over the hoops, which are
spread out. /.d. Try walking on the stilts, balancing a bearlbag on your
head. If it falls off, find a way to pick it up withput falling
off your stilts.

4. Obstacle Course

Move through the obstacle course withI b ag balanped
on any part of the body.

127
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b. Move along the obstacle course so that one foot, remains
ghee than epy-rrtherpart-of-the-badr.

5. Mat Station
a. fee in how many different ways you can balance. Your

partner should support part of your weight. ,

b. See in how many different w4ays you can balance. Your
partner should support all of your weight.

c. See if you can, as a. 'group, create some kind of balanced
structure involving at least three people. .,

,

d. See if you can, as a group, create some_kind of balanced

v<Th structure involving the whole group.

6. Bench Station .
0 . .

a. See if you can move along the bench in a stretched
position. When you gear to the end, make a balanced shape
for five seconds. Move off the bench and onto the mat.
Now make a new balanced shape and hold it. for five
seconds. , .

. b. Move across the bench so that two feet-are balanced on the
bench and two hands are on the floor.

c. Move across the bench, balancing on three pa'rts of the
body (four, two, five, and so on). . k..

fl. Try, with one partneat one end of the bench and another
partner at the other end, to pass each other without falling
off the bench:

Cues for Effective Learning

Have students review balancing before starting the station activity.
In their own spate ha've them balance on various parts of the
body. Repeat simple balance stunts such as the egg sit, V-seat
balancefront scale, and tripod:Walk an imaging)/ tightrope.

Remind the students, once they are at their stations, or the, rules,
necessary for safety and good concentration: (1) Talk only
when necessary. (2) Work on the tasks at hand'. (3) Help one
another spot. (4) Leave the equipment in order when you move
on to the next station.

Encourage students to create some of their own tasks, if they
become bored with the tasks assigitd.

2508

Assist students in learning how to learn by using the problem-_
solving approach. / _

Allow students, once they can maintain their balance on the
balance boards with little or no difficulty, to experiment by
playing with a small hand apparatus while they maintain their
blance. y

Pr4de wide andhattemLbalance beams to meet the needs of the
p ogy coordinated student and the well-coordinated student.

Assign students to activities in *Inch wooden stilts, are used as
soon as the:students have mastered the use ,pf the tin can stilts.

Let students make up their own obstacle course. Use bike tires,
wastepaper baskets, old boxei, pla34.4 ound equipment, and so
on. .

Have students, when they work in pairs supporting each other,
,choose partners of unlike siz (if possible) so,that the heavier
student can be the base and t e lighter student the top.

Check the bench to ensure th it is stable and fret of splinters or
nails. .

Observation Cue

Look for the application of correct principles of balance.

s,
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Use. of Small Carpets
Theme:

Components:

Preparation

Provide one small carpet per child.
Provide a multipurpose room or an

can be moved about.

ti

Movement with Use of Small Carpets

Locomotor and NOnlocomotor Movements;
Balance; Kinesthetic Awareness; Basic Tum-
bling Skills; Physical` Fitness

4

t
Narrative

Take a piece of carpet and find some personal-space. Now see in
how many different ways you can get over your carpet without
touching it. Now move over, the carpet so tliat some part of your
body touches it. Can you move over the carpet so that just your
hands touch It? Can yoU move over it to that your hands tole it

9 * andyour feet are higher than any other part of your body? lid a
way to roll over your carpet. Can .you roll so that your body is
stretched? Can'you roll so that your body is curled? Can you roll
in a curled position so that yo feet are higher than any other
part of yur body? Can you roll backw

is
two different roljs

and vary tice speed of each roll so that one g very slow and one is
fiery fast.

Try to balance so that one foot and two' hands are touching
your carpet. Try balancing on just your seat". See if yolci can
balance orr two feet and one'hand. Balance bn any three parts of
the body (two, one, four; and so on). Try to balance so that your
knees (elbows) are higher than ankother part of your body.

See in hbw many different ways you can 'Move your carpet
around the floor. Find a wa.,y to move your carpet so that part of
your body is on the carpel and pare of it is off. See if you can
move while all of yew, body is on the carpet. Try moving with one
.foOt on and one toot off the carpet. Place two hands on the carpet
and move. Put two feet on the carpetand your hands on the floor

, and tiry to move. Sit on your carpet and try to move,
With a partner, try moving so that one of you is oft bo carpets

and the other is off. Have one partner place one foot 'one
carpet pnd kthe other foot bn 'abother carpet. See,if your, partner
can puch or pull you about the room. D9 the same thing with one
hand on one carpet and the other hand on another carpet. Now
change places and try these adventures again! One partner should
sit on one carpet, and you should put your ,feet on the other
"carpet. Have your 'partner find a way to move you around the
room.

Now each of you kit . on one -- carpet. Take off your shoes. Lie
back and relax. Think about The Arabian Nights and magic
carpets...". You are on a magic carpet flying high above the

area in whic,h pieces of carpet

2R,



ground. Close your eyes and drift.... Breathe deeply... . Think'
of something nice.. . ,Drift.... Quietly pq.t your rugs away, put
on your shoes, and return to your classrodm. I hope we can take
another-magic carpet trip soon!

Cues for Effective Learning

Note that activities in which carpets are used aid in the
development of tumbling and gymnastic skills. When tasks are
limited, students can be led by a guided discovery approach to
the safe performance of forward and backward rolls, cartwheels,
and inverted balance.

r4

4
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tws t-f' .
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Be cautious when such activities are attempted. See that heads are
tucked in, weight is transferred smoothly, and adequate space is
made available.

Use every opportunity to expand the children's imagination, giving
them time to "waste" in worthwhile relaxation.

Observation Cue

Watch for students who constantly follow the lead of others and
.fail to be creative themselves. They probably need reinforce-

" ment so that thercan feel secure and confident that their ideas
are acceptable.

4.0
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ames with Small Apparatus
ThernIe:

Components.

Preparation

Creation of Games in Which Several Pieces of
Small Apparatus Are Used

Locomolor and Nonlocomotor Movements;
Manipulative Skills; Creative Expression; Self-

Direction; Leadership and Followership

4 .
Provide 30 paper cups; two hoops; four beanbags; one ball

(playground); four markers; o bat; one softball; one scooter;7Ve

two rdpes; two wands; two y rn balls; six tires; 12 poker chips.
Create task cards that specify the limitations to coitle_iliilered for

the game to be acceptable. .

s.

26
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Narrative .

Everyone, get into a group of five or six pe ons and pick up*
four paper cups for the group. See if you can make upa, game that
will involve running and jumping skills and the cups. You should
have boundaries, and everyoneshould be actively involved in the
same at.alltimes. OK. Make up the game and, when you are ready,
play it.

Now let's have each group work with different pieces of
apparatus and make up a game. Group one, go to station one;

"(group two, to station two; and so forth. Using the equipment and
directions you find, make up a safe game and play it!

Station One

Number of participantsfive to six
Organizationfree choice
Equipmenttwo hoops, four beanbags, one ball
Movementrunning, throwing, and catching skills
PurpOse and limitsto make up a game that involves accuracy

in throwing

Station Two ti
Number of participantsfive to six
Organizationsquare
Equipmentfour markers, one bat and ball, one scooter
Movementrunning, striking, throwing and catching, pushing

and pullittg
Purpose"to make up a team game that involves scoring of

some type

Station Three

Number of participantsfive to six 4
Organizationranddm
Equipmenttwo topes, two wands, two yarn balls
Movementlocomotor, balance
Purposeto make up ateam,gfirne that Involves moviroat

different levels



Station Four
Number of participantsfive to six
Organizationrandom
Equipmentsix tires
Movementfree choice
Purposeto mak* up a tearngame. that involves speed

Station Five

Number of participantsfive to six
Organizationtwo lines
EquiPinent-12 poker chips
Movementcrawling
Purposefree choice

Cues for Eff Learning

Provide opportunities for leadership/followership, creative expres-
sion, and involvement in'enjoyable activity by means of creative
games. Use this approach after you know your students and
they know the limits required for safety and respect for self and
otheri.

Have the class members teach each other the games they have
developed if the whole class is using the same equipment. Then
allow the class members to dectde on the game or games they
like best (for future reference).

Take advantage of a teachable moment by pointing out that just as
rules have to be made for games to be enjoyable, society makes
similar demands on its citizens (by means of laws, taxes, traffic
regulations, and so on).

Have students write up the games they created and start a file of
favorite games.

Realize that the useof creative games is a unique way to introduce
informal competition. Discussion, of the good and bad qualities
of competition would be a good follow-up to such activities.

Observation Cue

Observe the personal traits which surface during such activity.,
Who leads? Follows? Obeys the regulations? Tries to take
advantage? cooperates? Argues? Pouts? Encourages classmates?
Congratulates the winner? Make mental notes and commend
those who deserve it. Find ways to help those who are
performing poorly.

32
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Use of a Parachute
Iht

Theme: Movement with a Parachute

Com pon=i7 Locomotor and Nonlocomotor Movements;
Physical Fitness; Grasping and Releasing;
Audio Discrimination

Preparation tr,
r

e

Provide one parachute; several yarn bells; one playground ball.
Spread the parachute out and have the class members sit around it.

10--88167'

Narrative

Everyone, stand up and hold on to the parachute with two
hands. See if you can stretch your bodies way up high and then
quickly curl and pull the chute close to the ground. This time we

will do it again, but we will start by having the chute as close to
the ground as possible. OK. Pop the chute! Now weowill stretch
again and then curl without letting go. When we curl, try to pull
the chute down so that you end up on the inside of it.

Hold on to the dhute with your right hand. Let's stretch out
away from the chute and walk around in a circle. Suppose we were
fire fighters going to a fire. How would we move and how would
we sound? The fire is out and we are all so happy. How should we
move now? Face the chute and hold onto it with two hands again.
Pretend that it is a giant rug and that we want to shake every bit
of dust from it. How can we do that? Let's put some yarn balls on
the chute and pretend that they are popdorn balls. How can we
pop ihern.off the chute? What else can we pretend that they are?
Let's put one big rubber ball on the chute and pretend that it is a
sailboat in the oceann. We will try to make a big wave to push the
boat around the sea. Can we do so without losing the ball?

This time we will pretend that our chute is a huge fishing net.
When your number is called:try to change places with someone
else who has the same number. Do it fastbefore you get caught
in the net! Each time you change places, you must move in a

. different direction. This time, when your number is called, you
will go into the center and make any balanced shape that you like.
The rest of us will make a mushroom with the parachute and poke
our heads into the mushroom to see your balanced shape!

Now let's stretch the parachute very tight. ... Hold on, and
let's run.. .. Oops! Wrong way! Let's turn around and walk; now
hop; now skip. .. . Whoa! Let's pop the chute. once ... twice. . .
Now pop it very hard 'did let, it go when it is as high as
possible.. .. Whew!

Cues for Effective Learning

Teach students to hold on to-the parachute with both hands
turned down. -*\.-

%
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Emphasize the need for care of the chute and insist that no one
step on it or play underneath it except when told tad° so.

,Call the numbeifs of the children as the chute is going up. This
procedure followed in games in which the children move,
under the chute.

Mix- calming activities with exciting ones because children aDe
stimulated by this activity, 4,

O

,

Realize that the activity may tax the strength of the youngest
children. Therefore, limit the:activity sessions to an appropriate
length.

Discuss why parachutes are used. Have students write paragraphs
on the theme The Day My Chute Saved Me!

0bservation-Cue

Watch to 'see ifsalt children can follow verbal dire ctiOns quickly.

3
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Moverneri with Use lof Obstacles .

Theme:

.

Components.

Sequences of Movements Whrough, Across, up
and oh, and over a Variety of Obstacles

Kinesthetic Awareness, NonlocomotorMove-
Ments; Creativity; Physical Fitness

Preparation _

Provide a .StegeL or Lind climber. Arrange the apparatus so that
one incline i.S attached --ta_one. end and the other inclin is

1?attached to the of er end. Place the beams at yarying levels.
'Provide a horizontal ladder or climbing frame. Be sure that this

outdoor equipment is not placed on .a. hard-top surface. If it is
placed on such a surface, mats should be placed undemeath,the
equipmen (

Providc climbing ropes. Place mats under the ropes for safety.,.t
v.: iry

s.

t.edv.:4r
tots.

Narrative

1 Stegel and Lind Climber

a. Find a way to move up the apparatus'at one level; move-
across it at another level; and move down the far side at
still another level. _

b. Find a way to move up the apparatus so that the feet go
first; move across it so that the hands lead; and move Awn

es the far side so that the head goes first.
c. Make a Sequence of Thrge differerititackward movements

across the apparatts.
,d. Move up,the apparatus, using a twisting movement. Move

across it, stretching and curling; and move down it,
turning.'

A'

I .

2. Horizontal Ladder(Playground Equipment)
a. Move 'across the ladder so that your body is in a stretched

.position. Move across the ladder again, combining three,
diffaericKtferCha toget from one side to the other.

b. Find a way to move across the bars backwards or sikleways.-
Begin the movernerS by hanging in a stretched shApe and
end by hanging in al-1'0111er stretched shape. y -

-4,
c. Find a way to move &din Thr end of the liars to the other

by twisting and -turning;
d. See ifyou can move

Begin in an lei
position.

cross the bars with your feet leading.
t position and erld in an inverted

3. Hanging Rope

; a. See if you can climb the rope, using your hands andlfeer.
b. See- bow many different ways you can 'find to climb the

rope.
s g on the Mix. Cal; youc. See if you can find a way t

swingin an inverted position?
d. See Myou oan stand on the bench r box with your rope.

Then push off AIN box and land on i in.
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Cues for Effective Learning

Plan to use more than one piece of large equipment so that. waiting,
in line will be kept to a minimum.

Combine the Stegel and Lind climber with other indoor apparatus
or activity if simultaneous use of indoor and outdoor statipns is
not feasible.

Select the students whb had the most efficient climb and use them
as demonstrators for the rest of the class after all the students
have triedirope climbing.

01

Provide adequate spotters-if small trampolines are used. .

Encourage a slight body swing during arm crosses of horizontal
ladders so that the principle of opposition can be ap d.

Observation Cue
. .

Look for students who lac sufficient arm strength to negotiate
`rope climbs and walk on till horizontal ladder. Encourage 'c
students to develop the needed strength by performing the
strength development activities found in Chapter 4, k

*

e

'Or
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,Drambtic Activities
Theme: Combination of Locomotor and Nortloco-

motoeMovements in Dramatic Activities
. A , .

'Components: Locortiotor and Nonlocomofor Moxements;
Crealive Expression; Small-Group Leadership
andFollowership

' )

Preparation

Proyide one hat for each student, a record player for 'the class, and
music that suggests motorcycles. Create an environment for

cl-eativity
through the use of enthusiastic role playing and

comments ,such as "Yaroom,!.. Here come the cyclists!" or
"Watch out for the trucks!" or "Isn't this freeway beautiful?"

(;)

1151' 27 Picl
1--

r

r
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Narrative

Gibberish game, Everyone, find a space. When the music begins,
move around 'the 'room as though yoilare, on a motorcycle. Before
we begin, let's put our helmets on and get on our 'motorcycles.
Let's start the motor. Now rev it up.. Listen to the music. Slowly
begin to move and out of the traffit, stopping from time to
time for a stoplight. When the music stops, find a partner and
pretend thafloth of you have just crashed into each other. You
are not hurt, but you are upset that you!' Motorcycle is ruined.
Neither of you can speak English. You talk irPgibberish, trying to
blame each other for the accident. You have to exaggerate your
body movements to help'you communicate your ideas. Oh well! It
was all a game, and no one is'hurt. No motorcycles.. Let's go on to
the next activity!

Hat game. Everyone, choose whatever hat you like, find1a space,
and sit down. When the music begins, move around in your space
and in the general space as though you are the charactef whose hat
you are wearing. First, move around in slow motion. Then move
around quickty.-Every,:cme;plabe your hat on-the floor and go-find
a new hat. Pretend Wat yOu are in a department store trying on
hats. You think that no one.is looking, so you put on-the hat and
pretend 'that you are the character whose hat you are wearing.
Oops! comes someone. Quickly, take the hat off and 'Jut it
on the flow in. Now find 'à new hat, and we will do the same
thing. Which fi t do you like t? Stand next to it.
.sJoining in7- Le create thre to four scenes in which we begin

one person acting and m ing about and evpntyfally windup
with everyong jo1ning in. We Will break into grquPs of six to eight
persons. Each group should select a, leader, who will decide what
the idea for the scene will be. No one will be told what the scene
is. The leader begins by acting out a part. As soon as anyone else
in the group recognizes what the szne is, that petson should
become another character or a prop that fits into the scene.

t Cues for Effective Learning

Involve students in gibberish activity to provide
. riences and encourage 'exaggerated body moverh

an idea.

v

joyable expe:
t to express

137
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Take advantage of a teachable moment and discuss safety
precautions niecessary when using "areal motorcycle.

Set up an imaginary road map and have students follow the
ariows,.stop, signs, yellow lines, and so on.

Avoid allowing he students to beconie overstimulated. Introduce
'an ides, experiment with it briefly and then move on, to
another Challenge*.

Consider having students '"ride their motorbikes' when going to
lunch or have them take the Afternoon bus.'

Discuss why people argue andow- they can settle disagreements
acceptably.

Have students bring old hats from home or use the hat they made
in 4rt class when the hat game is to be played.

Use 'role playing in settings with which children are familiar to
precipitite .imaginative ideas. Provide time for such involve-
ment. .

Watch OF patterns of movement that students select. If the
patterns are redundant or consistently easy or bland, suggest

-more challenging ones. If the children always walk, for example,
. ;

2r!

Cfr

4 4

encourage them to skip,.or add a personality Charactenstic, such
as being a horse-riding Westerner.

Have a list-of suggested scenes in your mind when playing in case
members of the class-need help in getting started: a night at a
pizza, parlor (The cook is mixing and rolling pizzas, waiters or
waitresses are serving patrons; members of a .family are' askuig
for service; the juke,box is playing; and teenagers are dancing);

o an evening at thece follies (Thechorus line is skating, novelty
skaters, spoUight operators, musicians, and tee conductor,
soloists, ticket sellers, and concessionaires-are carrying out their
duties); a trip- to the zoo (Various animalg move about; the
keepers are 'caring for the animals, and vendors are selling
peanuts and -balloons).' ,

Observation Cue.
, -

L9ok for very creative students. Allow them portunities to star
qt. direct various dramatic activities. Encou, ge the Tess creative
students by means of active relnforcemen wen they make a
contribution.

269
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Singing Games
Theme: Use of Creative Movement in Traditional and NarratiVe

Nontraditional Singing Games Today, we are going fo act out some songs! He rw many of
Components: Creative Expression; Locomotor and Non- know "Shoo Fly"? Let's sing it.... Let's sing it again. The words

locomotor Movements; Body Image are:

Verse: 'I feel, I feel, I feel like the morning star.
Preparation I feel, I feel, I feel like the morning star.
Provide one hoop or rope per child for the song "He-re" We Go Chorus: Shoo fly, don't bother me.

'Round the Mulberry Bush." Shoo fly, don't bother me.
Shoo fly, don't bother me.
For I belong to somebOdy (name of person). .

Now that we know the song, let's act it oult! While we sing the
first verse, we will skip all around, into and otit of all the spaces,

"until we sing 'the line "I belong t6 somebody." When we sing that
line, each of you find a partner and sit down together. Then, when
we sing the verse, each set of partners will move as you feel: We
.9k,,rnove as though we all feel the same or as though we feel
different. Once we Start the chorus again, We will 1,skipping.
When we get to the "I belong" we will find a ne and
feel different. Any questions? OK. Let's act out. "Shoo fly . . . "

TT

ti
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Everyone, make one large ci le and face the center. Sit down.
Let's sing "Looby Loo." The Ards are as follows:

Chorus: Here we go, Looby Loo; here we go, Lobby light.
Here we go Looby Loo, all on a Saturday night.

-Verse: You put your '(various parts of one's anatomy) in; yOu putyour, out; you put your
in and shake it all about (use right

hand, left hand, right foot, left foot, elbows, knees, right side,
-left side, whole self, and soon).

During the singing of the chorus, you .may stand and move in
any way you want within your space. But once you decide4on a
syay to move, move that way for the whole chorus. When we sing
the verse, put the part, of the body' named into the circle, out of

,the circle, and into the circle again. Shake it at any level you like
and then get ready to move during the singing of the chorus.

139
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Now everyone, get a hoop or a length of rope and put it into a
small circle. Sit down in the in§ide of your circle. We're going to
do "Here We Go 'Round the Mulberry Bush," and I want you to
think of your hoop or circle as ytrur own bush. Each time we sing
the chorus, move around your bush in any way you want. During
the verses you should pe'rform the actions called for and somehow
use your hoop. For instance, we could pretend that we are singing
the verse's.in the olden days, before electricity. You might have to
be the machine or crank the machine! Or we could pretend' that
we are really coolup-to-datein the era of automation. How can
you move to the verses and be truly modern? OK. Let's review the
words of the song and then sing in the old style for a few verses
and then in thi modem style for the rest of the verses. Can you
sing the verses and pretend you are angry? Very tired? Happy? In
a hurry? Great!

. Cues for Effective Leamhig

Note that singing games makes exercise enjoyable.
Discuss many 'different ways students might "feel" before per-

forming the activity (for example: like a kangaroo, like a silly
goose, and so on). .

Speak an idea aloud or write it on the chalkboard if you want the
students to do the same things.

Have students form groups of three if some students lack artners.
In "Looby Loo" have the students shake their bodies vi orously.
Encourage exaggerated mwement and flowing techniqu so that

the,pantomime, activity)Is surpassed by creatiVe da e move-
ments.

Consider using "Hokey Pokey" as an alternate to "Ltioby Loo."
Teach this theme as' a whole day's activity or tise each part of it

separaSely:
Teach these words:

Chorus: Here we go 'round the mulberry bush,
The mulberry push, the mulberry bu-sh.
Here we go 'round the mulberry bush,
So early in the morning.

140 283

Verses: I This is ,the way we wash out clothes,
Wash our clothes, wash our clothes.
This is the way we wash our clothes,
So earry Monday morning.

2. ... iron our clothes,
... so early Tuesday morning.

3. ... mend our clothes, =

.. so early Wednekday morning.
4. ... sweep our floor,

... so early Thursday morning.
5. ... scrub our floor/

. so early Fridamorning.
6. ... Make a cake,

. so early Saturday morning.
7. .. . move with our family,

.... so early Sunday morning.

Teach the days of the week while being involved in enjoyable
movement to make concomitant learning possible.

A
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Pothwas"'of .Movement
.

Theme:, : Use of VariousTathways of Movement
.

Components: Locomdtor Skills; Kinesthetic and Spatial
Awareness; Visual Dis'criminatieln; Laterality.

Preparation

Provide each group With butcher paper or newspaper, pints,
magic markers, or crayons.'

Perform this activity indoors or in a _place where the finished
drawings can be easirY displaSied.

Have a sample pattern to show the class if needed.

I
,

285

Narrative

Today, we are going,to have fun! Each group of thrss or four or
you- is going to design asecret pattein,,and *Wen we are going to
move to what-weksee! Now each group ofthree or four, get some
paper and some markers. Spread out all over the room. Each one
of you, put a secret design on your group's sheet of paper. Write as
large as possible. You can draw a circle; an angle 'or senes of
angles; a jagged, 'straight, or curved line Or series of lines; or a
combination of any d&sign you want. The patterns can cross over
one anoth6r or be quite separate. When ,You are finished, bring
your design to. me; and I will keep it a secret until all of the
drawings are in. Once they are in, I will mix them up and hang
them on the boarq. Then each group will try to move through:the
design it hag created, and we will try to gess which drawing is its.
QK. Draw your designs.

'Now 1111. hang them up, and all of you will rehearse wha.t
movements you will make.to interpret your design. OK. Let's have
group one go first. Show us yOur design, anti we' will try to guess
which drawing you represent. We won't tell Until every group lras
performed. Then we will guess them all. Concentrate on moving'
just life your design. Concentrate while your classmates perform

"so that you can pick out their designs.
Now let's move through, every design in the class. Use different

locomotor movements and 'different levels each time you change
directions.

OK. Now let's play follow-the-leader through each of the
designs. A different member of the group leads each time you
change designs.

Cues for Effective Learning

_Bhve students move to pathways reflected in designs to help in.
symbol and concept discrimination, laterality, and special
awareness. The students will lave ,to visualize the directions
from their own perceptions; ove right, left, forward, bick-
ward, or zigzag in response to v sual or auditory cues; and travel
a distance that the"), feel is pr portionately correct. Assist the
students by offering gentle ve bal cues if they should turn the
wrong way, or fail to complete he suggested pathway.



Encourage students to stretch their imaginations .and explore
various kinds of movements at different levels to make the
activity a creative effort.

*Consider the use of jump ropeS to outline the designs if paper and
paints are unavailable.

Use electronic background` music to stimulate the students while
they are sketching and to encourage rhythmic movements while
they are performing.

Have students move individually or in a grotip as they demon-
strate. If they move as a group, confider having them replicate,
their own designs over and over to create a working machine.

Observation Cue

Make the game competitive, awarding pOints to the group that can
guess the most, the group that exhibits tilt most creative
performance, and soon.
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rThythmiC .Pcitteros

Theme: Combination of Locomotor. and Nonloco-
' , motor Movements in Rhythmic Patterns

Components: Locomotor and Nonlocomotor Movements;
16nesthetic Awareness; Laterality; Direction-
ality; Cteative Expression-, Group Coopera-
ti6n; Auditory Divrimination

Preparation

Have students bring in appropriate objects or pictures of objects
(for example,bottle openers, clothespins-scissors).

Provide one drumilind one drumbeater.
to

Display the object§ or pictures' o that all members of the class can ,
see them. V

2 S

r

Na f ra five

Everyone, get into groups of two or three. Choose any object
that you and your partner would like to be and make the shape of
that object with .your bodies. Once you have made the shape of
the object, see if you can Move withIn Our own space as though
you were that object. Let's do_ sota' gain...but try to act in response
to" the drumbeat. Take six counts to "get into your shape and 12
coim;s-to move. Let's 00 it again, and be another object. This time
wewill get into the shape of our object in six counts and then.
move across the floor for 12 counts. Now let's combine the two
patterns. We will'make the shape of the first object in six counts,
move for 12 counts, take six counts for transition, six more counts
to get into our new shape, and 12 counts to move across the floor.

es anyone know the emergency telephone nuntber of the fire
department? Let's take that number and, within our spaces, make
up a sequence of movements to move to that number. If the
telephone number, is, for example, 449-5252; let's clap our hands
_four times, stretch our arms over our heads for four counts-1 jump
up and down for nine counts, move to a low level for five counts,
rest for two counts, stretch our arms over our heads for five
counts, and clap for two counts. First, let's practice. Then let's
break up into groups of three or folic and make up patterns of
movement in accordane with the telephone number given so that
you can perform as & group. Try to vary your levels and combine
nonlocomotor movements with locomotor movements. Great!

Now use_yoni:own telephone number. Let's guess what it is!

Cues for Effective Learning

Plan activities centered on this lesson. Have students talk about
the items or pictures they have brought from home and
determine their uses. Have them learn to spell the names of the
items they have presented. Have the students make up a
mystery centering on the items brought from home and write
about it or dramatize it for their classmates.

. Maintain a regular drum rhythm so that students can become
adjusted to it and move with assurance and poise.

2J13-
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Words, Colors, and Sounds
,Theme: Movement in Response to Words, Colors, and

Sounds

COmponents: Auditory and Visual ,Discrimination; Kines-
thetic Awareness

Preparation

Prepare flash cards using a variety of movement words starting .
with the same letters.

Provide crayons and paper for each child; a record player and the
recording of N/lt Disney's "Haunted House"; and a tape
recorder, tape, and microphone for recording sounds in a park.
Note- If a park is not located nearby, have available a recording
of sounds that might be heard in a park. Many re'cordings of
sound effects are available forrpurchase.

. a.
W.,
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Narrative
_

Everyone, find your own personal space. As soon as you see a
card with an s word cm it, or hear me say an s word, do what that
word says: (Suggested words include slither, skid, shake, scratch,
slip, shiver, sne9k, slide: spin, and skate.)

Each of you, get a crayon that is your favorite color a piece
of paper.. Think of as niany thingi as you can that are always that
color. Draw a picture of one of those things. After everyone has
drawn a picture, we will hang-the pictures and move in the way in
which the picture-and color make us feel:

Let's gd for a walk to the park. While we al'e walking, let's keep
our eart open fort different kinds of sounds that we on record.
When we get back to school, we will play the tape and move to the
sounds. We can even make up a story about the sounds. Some
things that we might listen for aresounds made by animals and
insects; the sirens of fire enginesWes crunching andertour feet;
automOiles rushing past Us; the splash of water in water
fountains; children laughing; and perhaps even a band playing.

Let's listen to a Halloween record. You are goiA. to hear sounds
of things yowhear on Halloween. When you hear a sound you
recognize, move as though you are the person or thing making that
sound.

Do you know f things that make sound having a constant
rhythm? Some the sounds, are a heartbeat, a watch ticking, a
horse gallo coffee perking and so on. Let's think of other
sounds. Now clap the pattern 1ou hear. Now move your body in
some way to that same rhythmiC pattern. Leestry our heartbeat;
a watch ticking; and so on.

Cues for Effective
.

Learning

Realize that this lesson will help students to develop not only
auditory disCrimination skills but also sight ,vocabulary skills.
Moving to sounds in conjunction with, visual cues will help
students learn to discriminate among , various word meanings

' and spellings.
Note that mixing s words with words not start g with s will help

the teacher evaluate the concentration, sen f letter aware-
ness, and visual and auditory perceptions thei tudents.

14
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Substitute other words andiletters as.the key words (for example,
have a 1 day for tapping, tripping, tugging, tackling, trudging,
tramping, tickling, turning, twisting, and traveling).

Teach this theme in/he different sessions.

Have the students list the items heard on the Walt Disney
recording of the "Haunted House," develop flash cards, ana
then perform the items heard.

146
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Have, students cteate a dance to accompany the _sounds/pit: the
"Haunted House" recording and have them spell the name; of
what they (the students) have beCome..'

Observation Cue

Watch for student responses /4 thui various words, ounds, and
colors. Use their responses as'evidence of skills in visual and
auditory discrimination.

29C



Movement .Through space
Therne: Moment Through Space with Emphasis on

the Use of Various Parts of-the Body

'Comsponents: ,Body' Image;_ Kinesthetic AWarene4; Cre-
ativity; Locomotor and Nonlocomorbr Move-
ments

-40

Preparation

Obtain .2/4 or 4/4 music conducive to shaking movements and
marionettes (for example, include ;`Shake, Rattle, and Roll ";
"The " "The

Narrative

Ev one, find a way to move into and out of the space's so that
you lead with your elbow* Can you do it at aatigh level? A low.
level? This time; I 's lead vith QUI' noses, moving both low to the
.grourid 'and Let's' lead with our seats. What other
parts of ou e lead with? Try one! Try another! Now
try moving a he room so, that your hands are higher than any
other part of yotir- body. Can you move so thht your knees are

higher than anything else? Let's try to move so that our stomachs
are high in the air. Let's keep everything else IOW.

While you are in your own space, try shaking your fingers and
wiggling, your toes. Shake your elbows and feet at the same time.
Try shaking three different parts of the body at the same time.
Now ,shake all over. Walk around the room, shaking now one part
of your body; now another; and another. Shake all three partst

, e Rubber and Man le s March; Chi dr n , from The
King and I; and "The Entertainer: from The Sting.

Provide two rubber &and ropes and a record player.
Make a rubber. band maze before class or plan to have several

students- hold p'atts of the rubber bands- at various lev.e14to

0

make a maze for.their classmates.

0
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once. Walk and shake your whole body. Shake your whole body
to the beat of the music. When the musi*ops, freeze except for
one part of your body. Keep shaking that part of your body until
the-music starts; then begin shaking all over again.

Pretend that you are a Marionette and that you have strings
attached to the di erent parts of your body. Move as though
someone is pulling
thougl} you were a mar

Let's pretend that yo
tar. First you get a foot.stitc
you get another part of your bo
can pull away a little bit, but your are s
part of your body free, another part gets stuck.

Let's all move through our rubber band maze. Move in and out
of the different shapes. Change your levels so that you lead with a
diffivent part of the body every time you go through a new shape.

Cue or Effective Learning

Review the various parts a the body with the students before
they begin this activity.

Increase the lesson's difficulty and add` laterality by asking
'students to -lead with their right knee or left knee, right
shoulder or reft shoulder, and so on.

our strings. Try dancing
nette.

ave just walked on so
d you try to pull

tuck and still
uck.

t the music as

freshly laid
away. Then

nother. You
you get one
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Call. out the strings thqt are being pulled during the marionette
section of the theme. Call them out faster and faster and in
combinations to challenge the students.

Teach 'students t 11 . 1 11 . . 1 1 11 I.
the students should always maintain control of the part of the
rubber band they are holding or standing on.

148
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Observation Cue

Use participation in this ti eme as
much the students know about

ob v i

response and work with them
imaye found in Chapter

1;*-1V:

all opportunity to evaluate how
the parts of the body. Identify

n_iirnekliate_
on activities related to body
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Changing Relationships
T heme:

c*. -we

Changing Reblionships of Parts of the Body

Components. Self-Image; Nonlocomotor Movements; Cre-
ative Expression; Awareriess of Parts of the
Body; Visual Discrimination

Preparation

Give the students an oppollunity, before.,the lesson is begun, to
work with clay so that they becOme familiar with its consis-
tency and other qu,alities..

Use music with a flbwing quality for the dancing part .of this
theme. (Any, 'musical selection from Jonathan livingstun
Seagull, by Neil Diamond, is recommended.) -

Provide a long area for shadOw play by using an existing wall that
receives the sun or 'creating an area by the _use of unshaded
lamps.

I

.

1 1 88 1117 3 0

,
*

Narrative s,..,
. - .

Everyonp, find a partner. Let's pretend that some of you-ire
sculptors and some of you are clay. Those who 'are clay should
curl up and become little balls. The sculptors -are 'going to make
beautiful statues of you.. Gently, let's have rfleS-Culptors begin
Making a shape out of the clay. Whichever way the sculptors -place
the clay,'the clay must stay.there. From time to time the sculptors
'should step back and look at ttleir creationsto see what changes
need to be made. Let's Jaye all the sculptors it down together and
rest from their handwork. While_they"are resting, let's pretend that
someone has come by with some magic powder and dusted all of
the statues with it. The magic. powder has made the statues come
to life. Quietly, while the sculptors are resting, let's have the
statues dance around the room as though they are now alive. When
they hear the music, they should begin moving in, and when it
stops, they should quickly return to their'spaces and to the shapes
the sculptors left them in. Now let's reverse the procedure. Those
who were clay will become the sculptors yid vice versa.

Let's do some shadow'play. Everyone, stand next to the wall so
that you can see your shadow. Stand still and make your shadow
as large as you can. Can you move to make it even larger? Stand
still and make it as small as you can. Can you move and make it
even smaller? Using your hands only, can yo .make the shadow of
a letter on the wall? Can you make andtl er letter, using your
whole body? Make one animal shape with ohe hand and another
with the other hand. Have the two animals tall k to each other, play
with each other, and be angry. Can you do the same thing with a
partner? Each of you should make the slYape of an animal with,
your body. Now both of ybu should make the shape of a letter
with your body. Look at only the shadows. Can you guess what
letters your neighbor's shadows are?

. Can you make one part of your body higher than all the. rest?
Can you make the matching part of your body lower thah any
other parts? Can you make two matching body parts high and two
other matching parts low? What was the hardest thing to make in
shadows? Letters? Animals? Anything else?, Why is it hard to make
letters? OK. Let's all rim until you hear ire cry out Freeze' Then

30 es-"
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make yourself into /monster statue. When I clap my hands, run
toward me. When / yell Freeze! the second time, stop, breathe
deeply _ten times/ and walk into the building for your next
activity.

Cues for Effectiy Learning

,Encourage rlfud,ents to work on symmetrical and asymrnetncal
sculptures.

Encourige students who are sculpting to mold each finger, ear,
eyi*, and so on:

-lave one sculptor work with more than one student and make a
giotip of statues.

Realize that students who. have perceptual difficulty will have
trouble doing shadow work.- En?ourage students to help one
another perceive the correctifoifri and dimensions.
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Let students who are narticdlarly talented at making animal
shadows create a Zramatic presentation for their classmates.

Give verbal cues ("Reverse your fingers" or "Use your right
hand") to students having difficUlty in visual discrimination. =.

Reinforce learning, by-revie-wincthe asks accomplished at
of the class.

Give students opportunities for vigorous activities before going
inlii class so that they will release any pent-up eitergy they may
have and will feel relaxed When they resume classwork.

Obsetvatioii Cues

Look for' student cooperation and .cfeativity in these quiet'
activities.

Provide opportunities for students.'having difficulty with visual
discrimination to review the material on perceptual motor
activities in Chapter 4, particularly the tasks assigned.

e
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Movement While Blindfolded

:n4fitel

Components.

Preparation

Provide a blindfold for every child and 75 to 100 beanbags, small
objects, or number cards.

Use a hazard -free area far from classroomg.

Movement While--Blindfoltled-inRelation-to' --Narrative
Objects and to a Partner

Tactile Discrimination, AudiWry DisCrimi-
nation; New Games

r74 71.
-{"
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Cows and Ducks. -We are going to play a game called Cows and
Ducks. This ,half of the class will be ducks, and that half will be
cows. Remember to which half you belong. Everyone, scatter and
find a place to sit down..Put on yoUr blindfold. When you hear the
word Co! everyone, without peeking, should try to find your Own
group of animals. You have to do so by listening to the sounds
that your own group makes. The cows will say *moo! and,the
ducks will say quack! The first team that gets together wins.i

Bump and Stick. This game is called Bump and Stick' Everyone,
find a' space and put on your blindfold. On the signal Co! begin
moving around the room, trying not to touch anyone. If you
touch anyone or bump into anyone, you mist stick to that person
where you first touched. Then the two of you will move around
the rbefra(trying to find others to stick to. Eventually, everyone
will be stuck to someone else. Remember that when you arc by

urself, you should avoid touching others. Once you are stucA to
someo ou should try to find others To stick to.

Trust W k. Let's- play the game Trust Walk, Everyone, find a
partner and sat down. One.person will put on a blindfold, and the
other will be the leader. Several beanbags have been placed around
the room; On the signal Gdf the leaders will guide their partners to
those-beanbags:The leaders may not touch their partners, they
may guide by verbal cues only. The blindfolded partner is to

.collect as many bearibags as possible before the signal is given to
stop. At the end of the game, the couple with the most beanbags
wins.

'74*.
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Za4i 0:..1 4 Cates for Effective Learning

lie sure that 'all of the "cows" and* "duCks" are thoroughly
mingled before starting the game Cows and Ducks.

Remind students to make only their own animal sounds and no
others so that they can find one another with dispatch..

Play Cows and Ducks in an area well away from the classrooms so
that the noise will not distract others. 9
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ti
Assufge responsibility for the safety of the students because they

are blindfolded for these activities., Do not allow them to
wander too far from the others or get into danger.

Encourage students serving as leaders in the Trust Walk to use the

Give point values to colored beanbags and have the students
compute their scores once the game is completed.

Observation Cue -

correct cues "right and left "instead of r the other way" and so- Watch for students who have difficulty with auditory discnmi-
on. '7' nation and refer them to the activities described in Chapter 4.

3
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Changes in Body Position: ,_Small Apparatus
Theme: Changes in Body Position While Working with

Small Apparatus

Components: Spatial Awareness; Balance; Kinesthetic Aware-
-- ness; Locomotor and Nonlocomotor Move-,

ments

Preparation

Obtain six straws for every child, one comic book per chili, music,
and a record player. (Use 4/4 time music. Consider using the
musical piece "The Entertainer" from the motion picture The
Sting.)

308

Narrative

Everyone, get six straws and find a space in which to sit down.
Make any picture you like with your straws. When I start the

, music, dance around your straws and (hen dance around to look at
the other students' straws. Don't step on anyone's creations. Now
everyone, make two triangles out of your straws. Find out in how
many ways you can balance while putting different parts of your
body inside the triangles. Everyone, wiggle as you walk around
your triangles. HoW would you bellyache-walk around them? Can
you itchl,walk around them? Find a partner and make a giant
triangle oUt of your straws. See if both of you can find a way to
balance inside the triangle. Can you make a balanced shape,
touching each other so that your bodies are on the outside of the
triangle? When the music begics, play follow-the-leader, dancing to
the music around, over, and in your triangles.

Everyone, take two straws and see if you can make propellers
out of them.. Can you move the straws, shifting them in your
fingers? How many different ways can you find to pick up your
straws? Can you pick them up with your feet? Your elbows? Try
balancing your straws on a finger. Can you balance them on your
thigh? On your elbow? Try balancing them on another part of
your body. Try one more part.

Everyone, get a comic book and-find a space in which to sit
down. See how many different, funny\ ways you can find to read
your comic book. Can you read it in a push-up position? Lying on
your back? On your,Stomach? How else? Find any picture you
like inolour book and act out the pictUre in slow motion. Find
your fAnon'te character in the book and-act out that character. See
if you can read your comic book, changing yoktr body position
four different times. We will start low amd change to a high
position, then we will move to an even higher position and end at
a low level. We will do it to music, and we will change after every
fourth measure.

(When the music ends, the teacher gives final directions.) OK!
You were really good. w stack your comic books in the box
and put your straws and their wrappers in the ,trash can. Quickly
and quietly get ready to o back to class.
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Cues for Effective Learrfing
1Review geometric shapes before going to physical education. Give

students ample time to make many shapes and name them
before moving into the lesson.

Play the music ahead of the actual participation so tha/ students
can refine their thinking about the actions they will employ to
characterize a selected hero or heroine.

Reinforce creative activity by having others in the class stop and
watch those engaged in descriptive movement of high quality.

e
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Discuss the principle of balance so that students relate the
triangular shape to the wide base 'needed for successful activities

.,in balancing.
Discuss why other bases for balance are less successful.

Observation Cue

Use this lesson to evaluate-students on balance and cooperation., -
Caution students who are distracted by the straws or comic

. books to concentrate on the lesson and follow the directions
given by the teacher.

a
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Changes in .Body Position: Any Apparcitus
Theme: Change If Body Positions While Working with

a Partner or in a Small Group and Using Some
Type of Apparatus

Components. Muscular Endurance; Balance; Locomotor
Movements; Visual and Auditory Discrimi-
nation

Preparation.

Provide one tug-of-war rope for every two students.
Provide one hoop for every two students.
Provide several cardboard bbIce-s, rOpes-,-Cfia3ii:and tiresfOruseas

mazes. Show students pictures of mazes and h ve,,them solve
maze puzzles. Point out the...interesting. variations in mazes.
straight, angular, circular, and so. on. Di .puss the purpose of
mazes in labcuatory experiments with mice.

Allot one tire for every two students. Make the tires are clean
and dry.

313
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Narrative

Tug -of -wear ropes. Everyone, find a partner and get a tug-of-war
rope for both of you. Find out in how many different ways you,.
can hold onto the rope and pull against your partner. Try facing
your partner and pulling with two hands. Try pultig with one
hand. Turn your backs to each other and find ways to pull against
each other, Pull against each other so that you are balanced on
three different parts Of the body. See if you can find a way to pull
so that a foot or feet are in the loop. Turn your side to yout
partner and find a way to pull against each other.

Hop- attlatter Ever*csne; 'find a -partner and get ()fie liOtip lbr
the two of you. One partner should hold the hoop low and parallel
to the ground` The other partner should try to find as many, ways
as possible to go under and over the hoop. Try going under and
over, moving in .a backward direction, Try doing so when leading
with your feet. *Have your partner gradually raise the hoop so that
it is easier to get under but harder to get over. Change the position
of the hoop so that it is perpendicular to the, ground. Hold the
hoop low at first and see how many, different ways your partner -
can find to go through it. Gradually, raise the hoop so that it is
more difficult for your partner to go through it.

Mazes. Everyone, get into groups of four to five persons. Using
.hoops, ropes, boxes, and chairs, construct a maze for your own
group. After the maze has been constructed, you will take turns
playing follow-the-leader through the maze. The first leader may
move in any way that he or she likes. The second leader must
move through the maze in ,a backward direction. The third person
must go through the maze while changing levels and directions.
The last two leaders must _go through while combining various
locomotor movements.

Tires. Everyone, -find a partner and get one tire for both of you,
Place the tire on the ground and hold onto your partner's hands.
See if you can make your. partner step on the tire. This is to see
which of you is stronger. Now one parther should find a way to
get into the tire, and the other partner should see if you can roll
the tire while your partner1n it. Place your tire flat on the floor

"
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again. See in how many different ways you cab, play tug -of -w,
with it. Now try rolling the tire back and forth tb each other. See
how many different ways you can find to ftll it. Ai the tire comes
toward you, see if you cant get over it without making it fall over.

Cues for Effective Learning

Have students choose partners of eqU e when engaged in
contests of strength.

Let students demonstrate for another and try each other's'
techniques after they hive had opportunities to explore.

Emphasize the importance of steady, even pulls. Do not permit
jerky movements.

Insist that no one. let go of the ropes during the pulling contests.
Encourage. .studen-ts to mow, 4i,argaly-le that they do not touch

the hoops when they are going under and over them.
Have students make the mazes so that there is a variety of levels

and shapes. The students ,may tie the ropes to the hoops and
chairs to Make a number of interesting patterns. They may use
their imaginationtin stacking and balancing boxes and tires to

. create obstacles.
Allow ample time for the stud nts to work out their creations.

They enjoy constructing mazes and will produce amazing things
if given an opportunity, to explore.

.Provide smaller tires for students who cannot control the larger
*

ones.
Be sure that students have adequate space to move their tires

without bumping into each other.

3 1 5
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Use of Pirg -Pong 13611-
Theme: SeqUencing, Throwing, Catching, Striking,

and Rolling a Ping-Pong Ball

Components. perceptual Motor Skills-Manipulative, Fine
Motor, Kinesthetic Awareness

de.

Prepration

Provide' one Ping-Pong ball per student Ind a record player. Select
popular music with a steady beat to use during the lesson.

Teach students about the fragile qualities of a Ping-Pong ball and
encourage the students to be careful but to have a good time.

dAskthe_students--ta- iscuss,--other-fragile-tliings--they-have
observed.

317

Narrative

Within your own space see if you can bounce a Pink -Pong ball
with your fingers. Can you bounce it with just one finger? Try
changing from finger to finger. Can you hold the ball between two
fingers of the same hand? Can you move the ball to two different
fingers of the other hand? Try holding the ball between two
fingers-of each 'hand. Try bouncing the ball and catching it with
any two fingers. See in how many different ways you can bounce
the ball. Now I am going to play music. Move around the room
a d bounce the ball with your hand. Keep your eyes closed while

okn,

See if you can toss your ball high ih?oae air and catch it with
one hand. Try doing a trick before you catch the ball. See if you
can toss the ball up and let it bounce once before you catch it. Do
so again and see how many bounces you can let the ball take so
that it does not come to a stop before you catch it. Try tossing the
ball into the air, letting it bounce once, and then hitting it straight
up. with the palm of your hand. Sevin how many different ways
you can combine a toss, bounce, hit, and catch.

Toss the ball up with your hand. Let it bounce once and then
try to kick it up into the air again and catch it with your hands.
Can you move the ball around the room by using only your feet?
Try moving the ball around the room with your feet ,while the
music plays. When She music stops, trap the ball with any part of
your body except your hands and arms. Be careful not to cri)sh
"Mister Pong."

See if you can perform these activities in the order given:

I. Bounce the ball twice; then catch it. Do one jumping jack
while holding the ball gently. Bounce the ball three times;
then sit on the floor with 'your arms and legs crossed and
show a big, big smile.

2. Toss the ball up and catch after it bounces three times.
Hold it gently while you fall down; then stand up two times.
Do two sit-ups; sneeze; and then stand up while holding the
Ping-Pong ball on your nose and looking as though you are
disgusted.
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'Now ?flake up your own sequence. Include some throwing,
catching, and striking movements. Use at least two different facial
expressions. in your sequence. Can you invent an idea that is truly
different? Try letting your Ping-Pong ball become anything but a
Ping-Pong ball (for exkmple, a bump on the head, a bowling ball, a
bubbleanythihg but an Adam's apple). Show and tell three
friends what your invention is.

,Now see in how many ways you can roll your Ping-Pong ball on
the flobr.' Try rolling it with different parts of the-body. Can you
roll the ball around your face? Roll it up and down your arm. Can
you place the ball on your shoulder and let it roll by itself over
your upper arm and lower arm to your hand? Let th' ball roll
from your knee down your shin to your foot. Well, that's a lot to
do with Ping-Pong balls. Let's put them away carefully, so that we

Cues for Effective Leaining

Use Ping-Pong balls a5 small pieces of apparatus for exploration of
movement to create a new dimension. Students are compelled
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to use fine motor skills and intense concentration to cohtrol the
small, fragile Ping-Pong ball.

Challenge both visual and auditory tracking by the use of
Ping-Pong balls.

Stimulate kinesthetic.awareness by applying body movements as
Well as manipulating Ping-Pong balls. Student must cope with

. various feelings and sensations.
Aid the development of the small muscles of the hand and wrist so

essential to the control of the writing hand by including
onetfinger and two-finger drills.

Allow students to respond to planned tasks until they are
comfortable and successful. Then ask the students, to create
sequences of their own. Success breeds daring and poise.

bliservation Cue 7 alb

Watch for students who have severe difficulties in this activity.
Refer them to the school nurse for an,eye examination. If it is
evident that the students are generally not proficient in ocular
pursuit, the teacher may postpone this activity.
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Movement Under Stress
Theme: Movement of the Body Under Control While

Enduring Stress

Cosmporients. Kinesthetic Awareness; Balance; Response to
Stress; Locomotor Movements

Preparation

Provide one-half cup of water for each child.
Use disposable, nonbreakable cups.
Make available several towels and an additional supply of water.
Use a record player and music at 4/4 time during parts of the

lesson.
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Narrative

Each of you, get one cup of water and find you own space in
which to sit down. Don't spill any of the water! Hold the cup
above your head. Now put the cup to,the right. Now put it down
in front of you on the floor. Don't spill it

When the Music begins, get up and exercise around and, over
your cup of water."Be careful! Don't knock it over! Now pick up
your cup and keep exercising. If you spill water, get a towel and
mop up! Then ersome more waterjust half a cup from the
fountain. Come right back because we have many exciting things

top exercising and begin moving around the room. Hold your
cup carefully. Put it over your head! Try to walk quickly; slowly.
Put the cup to your side. Sit down. Stand up! Change the 'position
of your cup; the level of your body. ... Freeze' Can you lie down
holding your cip and crawl on your back? Try it! Now get up-and
Walk all about, changing the cup from one hand to the other. Now
try changing hands behind your back. Careful! Don't spill a drop!
Now' stop. Can you make a circle in the air with your cup? Can
you make another kind of circle? Now spell out the letters of your
name in the air with your cup.

OK! Put your cup of water on the floor and lie down beside it.
Relax. Close your eyes and breathe deeply: Were you afraid that
you would spill your water? Did you have to walk in a strange way
to keep from, spilling it? Are your muscles tight? Well, relax. Roll
your head, ease your shoulders, and let your arms and legs flop.
Now roll onto your side and look at your cup.

In a minute I want yQu to cover the cup with your body so that
no one can see it. But don't knock it over! OK. Do it.. .. Now
pretend that you are a flower and that you are opening your petals
very slowly . . . very slowly. Now! There you are! A beautiful
flower in the sun. Oh! The sun is going down and you, the flower,
must close your petals for the night. Slowly . slowly . return
to the closed position. Good! Not much water spilled!

Now get a partner, pick up your cups, and find as many ways as
possible to move the cup back and forth between you. Careful!
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if you and your partner can:

I. Do four differentthings with the cups over and over.
2. Mirror your movemenXs. Take turns being the leader.
'3. Make up a game, using the cups of water.

Now let's see if you can be a dramatic actor. Put your cup in
front of you and pretend that:

1. You are a very old person and can barely move because your
body aches. But there is in front of you a magic potion. If
you drink it, you will b youngfagain! brink it and be
young! .. . Oh, oh.... magic is wearing off, and you are
getting o 1 . . . d. ... (An alternative would be: What's
this? The wrong potion? `ou are turning into a monster! Oh,
woe is me! Oh, woe is me!)

2. You are a witch. That Cup is your kettle. Mix up a special
brew for your supper.What are you putting into that pot? (A
fiendish laugh is heard.)

3. Your ,cup is full of poison! You don't knoW it, and you drink
all of it.. .. Oh . .. oh .. . oh. . . . You have such a stomact-
acht. Get up, Go fot. help. Oh . .. oh ... oh. . .. You are toro
weak to walk. . .. You have to crawl.... You have to pull
yourself back to your cup.. .. You see? It has turned to
magic! Drink it now dnd you are well, Do you feel better?
Then jump for joy!

Cues for Effective Learning

Plan a method for distributing the Water easily and effectively.
Consider haying aides pour water for the students once the class
is sitting: Or have the water poured into vessels around the
room and allow small groups 'of students to gel water and return

. to their own area.
Call out the names of exercises students might do if they are not

being active while moving around and over their cups. 1

Consider using Beethoven's Ninth Symphony or "A Night on Bald
Mountain" as the background music for this lesso' because the
music can induce tension.

Remind students that they should not drink the water in their
cups.

After class discuss stress again and have students tell when they
feel stress and how they react. Talk about how necessary it is to
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continue to try even when stress is all around. Talk abo.ut hOw
necessary it is to be able to relax. Discuss what one should do if
a mistake happens. Help the students realize that they must be

. resilient and kp going!

Observation Cue

Watch for reactions to stress. Help those who curb their actions
drastically or who spill water. Help them to relax by talking
with them quietly and pointing out that the world has not come
to an end just-because they have spilled water.
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Use of Small- objects
Theme: , Movement of Small and Large Muscles in

lation to Small Objects

Components. Adherence to Directions, Kinesthetic Aware-
ness, Balance; Visual Discrimination, Manipu-
lative Skills -

-4
Preparation

Provide- two pairs of dice for each child; a record player and
popular music; and one 30-inch doweltor wand for each child.

s.
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Narrative

Everyone, get a pair of dice and find a space in which to sit
4clown. Shake the dice and let them roll out on the floor. Count the
`tiumbr of dots and do tint number of jumping jacks (sit-ups, silly
jumps, crazy hops, and so on). Roll the dice again and count the
number or dots. Do that number of different exercises in a
sequence of movement while the music plays.

See if you can toss both dice up with one hand and catch them
with the same hand. Throw them up again but catch them with
the opposite. hand. Try putting one die in each hand and tossing
both dice up at thetlame time and catching them with the
opposite hand. That's righttYou have to 'cross over.

`Balance one die on top of your head and the other on top of
your foot. See if you can kick the die resting on your foot up into
the air so that you can catch it. Don't let the other die fall from
the top of your head! Tfy to repeat yotuction. Now keep only
one die on your head. See if you can move around. the room while
tossing one die from hand to hand. Balance one die on your head,
the other die on any other part of your body. Move around the
room high level; a low level; backwards; to the right; to the
left; anno on., Don't drop the dice! If you do, start again.

OK. Let's put the dice away and get a piece of doweling
"wand"). While you work in your own space, twirl the do
between your fingers. See if you can twirl and switch hands. Twirl
with your hands high; low; to the side. Can you twirl lying on
your back? On your stomach? On yolir side? Using your hands
instead of your fingers, twirl the dowel as fast as possible. Can you
reverse the direction? Try' twirling at different levels. If you are
having trouble, watch a classmate who can twirl well and then try
again.

Stretch one arm in froht of you and hold the dowel in a vertical
position. Stretch the other arm out to the side of your body in a
horizontal position. See if youtcan let go of the dowel, change arm
positions, and catch the dowel with the other hand. Can you catch
the dowel .while you are walking? Skipping? Jumping? Can you
find a way hold your arms in another position and do the same
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thing? See if you can balance the dowel on one finger and walk in
several different directions. Can you do the same thing and move
at different levels?

Each of you should designs your own trick with your stick.
Move to the music any way you like and pretend that your stick is
anything you want it to be (for example, a hat, a cane, a flute, a
long nose).

Cues for Effective Learning

Develop gross and fine motor skills through the manipulation of
selected small objects such as the two, objects used in this
lesson. Other items that may be substituted are spools, bottle
caps, dominoes, sTa--1,ws, pencils, and balloons.

Challenge students to be mentally and physically involved in
activities as much as possible.

Use music to set the atmosphere so that students will not be
distracted.

tit
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Include manipulative activities (throwing and catching) so that
students will be forced to concentrate. Ocular pursuit and
kinesthetic awareness will both be enhanced.

Emphasize new vocabulary words and concepts in conjunction
with active involvement (for example, teach horizontal and-
vertical in relation to the positions students are taking with
their arms).

Consider using the oblique or diagonal in addition tg the verticalc-
and horizontal.

Observation Cue

Spot-cheek students as they throw the dice and perform exercises.
See if they are counting correctly and then doing the .

corresponding number of exercises. If Snts are not doing so,
ask them to slow down and make sure of their count; or tell
them to call out the numbers and add the numbers in their
mind.

.4-- .
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Use of Imagery
Theme:

Components.

4

Preparation

Provide one balloon and one piece of string per student..
Sliow the film The Red Balloon.
Discuss the properties of helium.
Review rising and falling techniques so that students can strive for

a full range of motion (see Chaptt.4).

Control\of Body by Use of Imagery

Creative Expression; Locomotor Movements;
Rising and Falling

39'e

Narrative

Have you ever been a balloon? Well, today we are going to
pretend that you are! Before we do so, however, we need to study
just what balloons are ,like. Each of you, take a balloon and look
at it. Is it stiff? Is it squiggly? What do we have to do to make it
stiff? That's right! Pull it and stretch it and inflate it.'Do that to
your balloon. Not too much! We have only one balloon for
each person, and we don't want to pop arty. Now watch your
balloon carefully and let it go! Zoom! Run and get your balloon
and inflate it again. This time let's tie a knot in the end so that the
air won't escape. Put a string on the balloon and take the balloon
all around the room. Put it high; put it low; let it bounce off the
wall or the floor. Watch it carefully. because later you are going to'
be a balloon! Let it float as long as possible without touching it.
Why doesn't your balloon stay up like the balloons in amusement
parks? That's right. ... Your balloon doesn't haye helium in it. So
it can't stay off the ground for a long time. Let the balloon roll on
the floor.... Now when I tell you to, sit on your balloons so that
they all pop at once! Ready? One, two, three. Go!

Now it's time for you to be a balloon. Here comes your owner.
Oh., they're going to blow you up!. They're stretching you and
shaking and stretching you againreally hard! Here's the ,first
puff! You're starting to`expand ... bigger, bigger, bigger. ... Oh,'
oh... : They let go! You are zooming! You are out of gas! You
are just a pile of rubber on the floor. Here they come again!
Stretch. Stretch. Shake. Stretch. . . . And now the air! Big, big,
bigger, bigger, full. Oh, oh. They're, tying a knot! Oops! You are
loose again. Zoom! Mother pile of rubber. Well, they are coming
once more. They are putting you -cin a machine. It's a helium,
machine. Gee! You are bigger than ever! You are lighter than air!
You are floating! Now they are 1,ying you up with string and
walking you all around the room.. . Float. . . Float.... Watch
out for the wall! Oh, it's OK because you bounce!

Oh, oh. Someone opened the door, and here comes the wind!
You are blowing here, there, all around.,The wind sweeps you out
and up! Over e tree& over _the phone poles, and zap! You are
stuck! Your string is stuck! The tension breaks your string, and



you are free! You are floating higher and higher! Oh, gee! A
rainstorm! Feel the raindrops. Splat! Splat! Splatter! Splat! You
are sinking. You are losing your gas. You are just a little balloon
now, rolling around on the muddy ground. Ooze ... ooze... .

Muck! What's this? A bird. A bird with a sharp beak! Look out!
That bird is going to pop you. Pop!

Whew! What. fine balloqns you are! Maybe we can do this again
some time.

Cues for Effective Learning

Preface the creative expre§sion portion of the theme with a guided
observation of a real balloon.

Realize that the youngest students may not be able to tie a knot in
a balloon or even inflate a balloon. If they cannot do so, see

that balloons already inflated and tied are available. Use one
demonstration balloon to show what happens when the end is
loosened.

Consider using a drum or tambourine to accen t the dramatic
quality of the narration. -

Use different tones of voice and pauses for effect.
Help students who are less creative than others by suggesting a

better way to act or by giving gentle verbal cues to spur the
students on.

Observation Cue

Watch for students who anticipate or overreact or underplay. Talk
with them later and reinforce any positive actions they
displayed. Give suggestions for ways in which negative actions
might be eliminated.

MJ
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Creation of Dances
Theme: Creation of Dances to Accompany Stories and

Poems

Components. Creative Expression; Locomotor Skills

Preparation

Play "Ebb Tide," "La Mer," or other music that makes one think
of the sea.

Discuss the oceans of the world and the role they play.
Put pigtutes of the sea all around the classroom.
Have students tell about their trips to the sea.
Work on movement technique before working on moving to the

story.

12-88167

Narrative

Everyone, sit down and listen to a story about going to the
ocean. "It is a hot, sunny day, and you go to the ocean ,to cool
off: You want to get close to the water, so you start walking
across the hot sand. The sand is so hot, though, that it hurts your
feet. You have to run across it so that you will not be burned. The
first thing to do when you get to the water is to run in and begin
swimming. The waves are so big that it is hard to swim. So you
should try jumping to meet the waves and letting the waves cavy
you-to "Shore. Pretty soon you get so tired that you get out of the
water so that you can rest. As soon as you get to the beach, you
collapse and lie on the nice, warm sand. After you ave rested,
you built a giant sand castle. It is beautiful, but it would be more
beautiful if you could decorate it with shells that you find. So you
begin looking around iimpie sand for shells. You put every shell
you find into your pail7Pretty soon you have so many shells that
you can barely pick up your pail. You drag ,the pail back to your
sand castle only to find that the waves have washed away your

beautiful castle. First, you are very angry. Then you are so sad
tha yOu cry and cry. Your friends hear you cryingoand ask why.

n you explain what happened, they say that they will help
VII build a new castle/ So all of you skip off to build a brand new

t castle."
Now listen to the different parts of the story and think about

what we can do to interpret the story through movement.
It is a hot, sunny day. How do you move when it is really hot?

What do you do to try to keep cool? How do you wipe the
perspiration from your face? Your arms?

You start walking across the .hot sand. How would you move
across the,sand? Would you take quick, tiny steps? Long strides?
Light steps or heavy steps?

.1,
You begin swimming. How do you swim? What kind of stroke

can you use? Can you swim on your back?
. You try jumping to meet the waves and let the waves carry you

to shore. Do you want to jump straight up, towatd the wave? In
which way do you suppose you will get a ride?.

165
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As' you get to the beach, you collapse. HciCv can you fall with
control so that you don't get hurt? Of yot fall sideways;
backward; forward?

You lie on the nice, wain? sand. How can you feel the warm
sand with your whole body? Can you_feel it with just your toes,
your hands; your arms; your legs? Cad-you feel it all over? Will it
make you relax?

You build a giant sand castle. How would you build a sand
castle? How would you move the sand? What would you do to
improve the sand castle?

You begin looking around in the sand for shells. How would
you search for shells? Would you walk? Crawl? Skip? What would
you do?

, You drag the pail back. How would you move something that is
so heavy you can hardly budge it?

First, you are very angry. Then you are so sad. How do you
look when you are(angry? Sad? What kinds of movement do you
make when you are angry? Sad?

You all skip off You are happy again. When you are happy,
how do you skip?

Let's make a sequence of all of these things and tell the story
through movement. Everyone, work by yoursell'`first. Then we
will have several students at a time tell us thei? interpretation of
the story through movement.

166
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Cues for Effective Learning

challenige students to interpret. eir feelings by means of this
cstory and other stories. Have e students write poems and

dance to them.
Have students respond individually at first and then in small

groups. Finally, involve the whole class in creative work. ,

Have students listen to the whole story or poem and then use parts
of it at a time for movement. Although Small children do not
remember well and have short attention spans, they do like to
fantasize.

Encourage quality in movements the students make. If the
students tend to become rowdy or silly, use -dramatic enthusi-
asm to get their minds back on the subject..Use cue words such
as higher, bigger, stretch, and so on.

Teach students who aI-e clumsy in their movements or hesitant to
do falls the skills needed so that they can succeed (see Chapter
4).

Don't force all students' to dance or move to music for the same
length of time. Allow for full creativity by letting individual
students make their own decisions about how long they wish to
move in a certain way.

Observation Cue

Watch for students who are uncomfortable workings in this.
medium. Give them more direction or reinforcement so that
they become confident and are involved.
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Use of Large Apps6ratus
Theme: Movement Under, over, Across, on, and off

L e Pieces of Apparatus 0
Components. Nonloc otor MovemIntsboth Shapes and

Levels; alancing; Locomotor Movements;
Kinesthetic Awaieness; Basic Tumbling Skills

'Preparation -

Set up six-stations of movement:

1. Jumping box and mat
4

2, Table and mat (The table should be sturdy and free from
rouch edges.)

3. Hoop obstacles (Three hoops should be set up on a mat. The
first hoop should be set up horizontally; the second,
vertically; and the third, horizontally. The horizontal hoops
should be set up approximately nine inches off t mats.)

4. One long mat
5. One low balance beam

.6. Tire obstacle consisting of six to eight tires

Create task cards for each station.

337

Narrative

Before we go to our. stations, let's find spaces and practice
making shapes in those spaces. Let's start with a twisted shape
first. Make any kind of twisted shape you like. Can you move
around throughout the spaces, keeping the same twisted shape?
Make a different twisted shape. at another 'level. Now make a
stretched' shape and see if you can move around, keeping this same
shape. What other kinds of shapes dan you make?

Now let's form groups of five or six and go to the different
stations. At each station there will be task cards. Be sure to follow
the directions on the cards carefully. All of the tasks will relate to
making shapes and changing levels:

1. Jumping Box

a. Jump off the box so that your body goes high into.the air.
As soon as you land on the mat, move across it at a low
level.

b. Jump off. the box and make a stretched shape in the air.
Roll as you land and move across the mat at a low level.

c. Jump off the box and'make a twisted.shape in the air. Roll
when you land on the mat and move across it so that your
body is stretched.

ove. over the box so that your body is in a stretched
sition. Move across the mat so that Your body. is in a

crouched position.

2. Table and Mat

a. Move across the table in a stretched position. Get off the
table in a stretched position. As soon as you hit the mat,
curl and roll to`the end of the mat.

b. Move across the table, twisting and turning. When you get
to the end, jump off and make a 'twisted shape in the air,
land on the mat, and roll to the end in any shape you like.

c. Move across the table at a-high level and get off the table
at a high level. Land on the mat anti move across it at a
low level.
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d. Move across the tab e and mat with a partner, combining
different shapes nd. levels. Try to match each other's
movements ex tly.

3. Hoop Obstacle

a. Find out in how many different ways you can move front
one end of the mat to the at , going under, over, and
through the hoapi.

b. Move under the first hoop in tretched position. Go
through the second hoop so tha t our hands and feet
touch the mat while you are m .ve over the third
hoop so that only your hands o the inside of the
hoop.

c. Move over and under the first hoop eith your feet first.
Move through the second hoop with your hands first.,
Move over the t at a high level. ,

d. Make a sequence ments throtigh the three hoops so
that you combin ee different bodY shapes with three
different leve s. At least (iwo -changes of speed and
direction should occur in your sequen e.

4. Long Mat

a. Move across the mat so that your body is Stretched
(curled, twisted).

b. Move across (he mat in a stretched position with a partner
so that part of your weight supported by your padner.'

c..Make a sequence of movement across your mat, combining
three different shapes and three different levels.

acrossd. Move across your mat in a backward direction. Stop when
you are halfway across the that and make' 4 balanced,
shape. Then move across the rest of the mat in aforward
direction. n

5. Balance Beam

a. Move across the balance beam, ,combining stretching and
curling movements.

b. Move from one end of the beam to the other, making as
many turns at as many different levels as you can.

c. Move across the beam, changing your body shape with
every two steps you take.

- -d. Move across the beam; making a sequence of four different
shapes and bringing in at least two different levels.,

6. Tires

a. Find out in how many different ways you can move across
the tires at a high level low level).

b. Find out in how many ways you can move across the tires
while making a stretched shape.

c. Move from tire to tire, touching just the rims with two
parts of your body.

d. Make a sequence of movements across the tires
includes two changes of shape and two differe

Cues for Effective Learning

Give the students an opportunity to practice their movements on
the floor or in fhe grass, before they work on the large
apparAtts. This opportunity allows the students to warm up and
work on the quality and control of their movements.

Make general suggestions to the students while they mike shapes
together. Ha ,k specific individuals. demonstrate various shapes
and movements.

Emphasize the importance of safety.Be-sure that only one child at
a` time uses the apparatus unless the children are working in
pairs. Insist that there be one-way traffic when students move
across the apparatus adt return to their spates. Emphasize
correct landing techniques. Review the'absorption of force with
the children and make sure that they relax their whole bOdies as
they land.

Wiech to see that the students are adhering to the tasks Bited
the task cards. In their excitement to move, they will probably
forget about the tasks. Allow the students some free explora-
tion but maintain that they still must follow the tasks.

Allow several days for the students to complete the stations. There
can be a set time foreach statift or the children can be rotated
in accordance with their attention span.

Stop the lesson from time to time to focus an various individual
responses. Point out efficient ,movements and skate why they
are efficient. Or ask the students to explain why some
movements are more efficient than \others.
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Chaptet Suggested Yearly Progran
6 for Physical Education

Individualized programs cannot be planned at year in advance
but are in fact best planned from day to day in response to
student needs. The following sample programs are included,
however, to serve as examples of how the information in this
manual could be sequentially scheduled if students progressed at a
predetermined rate. Teachers should not feel that these samples
are mandates. Indeed, the entire publication is designed to be
keystone to effective physical education for students aged four
through nine, not a millstone used to crush initiative or creativity
on the part of teachers or students. ,

Some repetition does occur in the proposed programs so that
review or reinforcement of basic concepts is possible. 'In the
following charts are given weekly plans that present the compo-
nents sequentially. Teachers will want plan} daily lessons
extracted from the material in chapt 4 and 5 of this
publication. When the word theme appears, teachers are asked to
select a theme of their own choosing or to create one that relates
best to the classroom work under consideration or to the related
physical education components.

Special days (for example: circus, Halloween, Chinese New
Year, Olympics) are most appropriate for students in grades two
and three. When such names appear in the suggisted yearly
programs, teachers are asked to select activities that stubents seem
to have enjoyed the most or that challenge their creativity.
Activities can easily be adapted to reflect the title of the sVecial
ikay (for example: leaping can become witch - riding; the seal crawl

an become a balancing act; and so on).
Evaluation is treated extensively in Chapter 7. The m does

appear, however, in some of the proposed. plans. It is expected
that the teachers of very young students will 'bake analytical
observations each day and that this ongoifig evaluation will
constitute the basis for most objective fulfillment. As they grow
older, however, students come to enjoy the self-testing aspects of
physical education and can learn much about themselves and their
character by becoming involved in self-evaluation.

341
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kindergarten-Grade 1 O

Month First week Second week Third wegk
I.

Fourth weep

September

Onentatiati to world of movement
Establishment of disciplinary procedures

(emphasize both starting and sopping
signals) '

Movement through personal and general
space (see theme)

Walking, running, jumping
Relaxation V"
Being noisy; being quiet
Marching to music

.

Locomotor movements. walking, running,
creeping, jumping, hopping, rolling

Use of the qualities of force, flow, space,
time

Introduction of the term freeze (talk about
balance)

Beginning of body image and kinesthetic
awareness activities (naming simple
pant of the body)

Performance of all of the above activities
to the accompaniment of music

4., ..,

Play with wheeled toys, blocks, end!
Continuation of instruction in locomotor

skills. walking, running, jumping,
hopping

'eginnmg of instruction in nonlocomotor
skills: twisting, tuming, stretching,
curling, shaking

Theme: moving and stopping _

.

.

Work on apparatus (if available)
Climbing, swinging, hanging, walking on

balance board
Continuation of locomotor and nonloco-

motor movements
Combined movements
Theme sequence of movhaent

__

.

October

.

Body image, movement of parts of body
(play music)

Kinesthetic awareness. up, down, in front
of, behind, over

Relationship to objects, hoops
Locomotor and nonlocomotor movements

in, around, and over hoop
Theme awareness of space ' .

.

1 ,

Beginning' of instruction in Manipulative
skills; grasping, releasing,

Work with balloons, beanbags,. or large
balls individually

Theme. creation and absorption of fora
Continuation of mstru.tion in loomoior

and nonlocomotor skills and addition of
creative expression (movement in re-
sponse to wordi, sounds, stones)
. r .

, .-

Continuation of instruction in mane-
putative skills and addition of work with
a partner and the use of manipulative
skills while moving through space

Estiblnhment of obstacle course and use
by students of locomotor skills learned
thus far to get through course

Theme movement and shape.-

-

....

Continuation of instruction in rnampu-
!alive skills and addition of dnbbling
with two hands, rolling the ball to a
partner, and throwing and catching

Continuation of work on nonlocomotor
movements bending and stretching,
rising and falling,'pushing and pulling,
turning and twisting, tensing and,
relaxing

Tadtile-discrimmation activities

November

.

Movement through space, with emphasis
on use of vanous parts of the body

Locomotor movements creeillng, walking,
running, jumping, hopping, and skipping

Expression of the emotions (happiness,
sadness)

Continuation of development of ball skills.
bouncing with one hand, bouncing
through an obstacle course

Going fast and, slow, in and out, while
bouncing °

. <.

Walking balance board
Doing creative shapes on 'the balance board
Playing with wheeled.toys, blocks, sand
Kicking a ball and running to retrieve it
Making shadow or mirror images -
Checking posturc.,in front of mitrors (capa-

bilities,limitations)
, . -

..
. i

Obstacle course (Thanksgiving theme) re-
,

glaring use of locomotor skills, nonloco
motor skills, balance, strength, and
tndurance .

Theme movement and sound
Choice day (allow students rto decide on

activities to be done) ''..
...

,

Kinesthetic awareness movement of parts
of body

Theme movement with a panne/
Kicking a ball, running after it, and kicking

it again

. 7 .

.

December
'I.' -

1

4

Running, walking, stopping, starting, dodp
mg, darting, kicking a ball through
obstacle course

Bouncing ball through obsticle course
Bouncing, in time to rhythms (holiday

songs might be appropnate)

4 '.
.

..

.

Manipulative skills: throwing for accuracy,
running for fun

Locomotor skills; use of obstacle course
Rhythmic response to holiday music

.

.

6 .
.

.

'. .

. ,
.

.

.,

.

*

4
. v

\
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1
.
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Kindergarten Grade 1 (Continued)

Month First week Second week Third week Fourth week

,,,,,

January

Review of locomotor and nonlocomotor
skills

Start of visual and auditory discrimination
Woik with letters, shapes, sizes, numbers
Theme shapes and communication

,

0

,

Theme singing games
Performance of selected dance activities

taken from multidisciplinary columns in
both locomotor and nonlocomotor
components

Indoor obstacle course over and under, in
and out (use cardboard boxes, hoops
tied together, tables, and wands to
construct course)

Dancing to colors, names, sounds
Theme. flight as movement
Continuation of visual and auditory

discnmination
Work on all locomotor skills with addition

of galloping

'

Running for fun
Play with wheeled toys, blocks, sand
Review of body image and addition of

. more parts bf the body
Division of class into groups and develop-

ment of a dance to present to others
.

_

February
.

S r-

Climbing on apparatus, sturdy tables, stairs
Jumping off (with and without obstacle)
Kinesthetic awareness; .laterality; and

directionality
Theme. use of a rope '

- - I .

P.

Hanging and swinging, climbing and jump-
ing, use of different locomotor move-
ments frqm one activity station to the
next (for example, swinging on turning
bar, running to jungle gym, climbing to
top, climbing down, jumping off
bottom bar, hopping to table, climbing
on table, jumping off, galloping back to
turning bar)

Relaxatind

.

Wort on balance beam, turning bar, and Parachute fun
other permanent outdoor apparatus Theme: use of a parachute

Stddents to do at least four different things
- at each station

'

'5 '
. - ''c, - -

.

March

,

Work with small apparatus
Hoops

anDoweling (wands)
Balance boards
Beanbags

.

. .

'2.

Work with small apparatus
tiContinuation of work with items used

during the tint week '

J

.

,

Theme, striking with and wit riking with and without anTheme. striking
object object

Ballons Balls
Balloons and rhythm sticks Yam balls and paddles

.

.

.

e

,

April

(informal
assessment

month)

Outdoor obstacle course (physical fitness;
progress in development of motor skills)

Use of large apparatus and challenge to
students to Wib, hang, swing, pull up,
travel, jump, and use vanous locomotor
movements betweemstations

Relaxation

Manipulative skills
Review of catching, throwing, striking,

g, observation of quality of move
t, control, accuracy, and increasing

ability for distance
Coordinated movement (check for hand-

eye and foot-eye capabilities in,relation
to moving bills)

.

_ .
Perceptual skills , Creative expression (check for imagery
Body image and kinesthetic awareness capability by having students move to

(check for posture, knowledge of parts different rhythms, respond to different
of the body, and ability in laterality and cues such as hard, soft, loud, quiet
directionality skills) and express different moodshappy,

Provision of a symbols course (footprints sad)
and handprints) for students to follow Choice day,

, i
.

-/



Kindergarten 7 Grade (Continued)

Month First week Second week Third week Fourth week

May

On the basis of observations made in Apnl,
classes to emphasize their weakest areas

Use of Chapter 4 items to challenge stu-
dents with new and different tasks'
daily, with ample time allowed for
mastery

.

On the basis of observations made in Apnl,
classes to emphasize their weakest areas

Use of Chapter 4,items to ..hallenge sfu-
dents with new and different tasks
daily, with ample time allowecP, for
mastery

1

)

Rulling and bas umbhng(have students
take their weight on their hands with
and without partners, see strength in
physical fitness in Chapter 4)

Animal walks
Parachute day .

,

..c-

Physical fitness (work 'n outside appa
ratus. teach traveling on the honzontal
ladder,-ambing, hanging, and dropping
from the horizontal bar, running for
fun; climbing poles and ropes)

t
i

June

..

Manipulative skills
Favorite activities

. ,,,..

Review of rhythms
Favorite records, deices
Outdoor jamboree
Favorite activities on all the pieces of

apparatus

, .

...

,.

%,P
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Grade .2
, Month First week Second week Third week 3 Fourth week

September

Orientation to physical education
Estabhshment of disciplinary procedures
Discussion of personal responsibility for

safety d care of eqtupmentand
Respect for environment
Preassessment
Review of all locomotor movements
Stopping, starting, dodging, darting
Sequence movements

.

1
..)

Use of flash cards for letters, numbers,
colors 4,4, -,

Training in perceptual motor skills
Balance beam .

Letter grid
Number gnd

Maus tire male, physical fitness maze
(use outdo& apparatus)

Theme matching and contrasting of shapes
Partners to make bridges while the others

crawl in and out and go all around. even
over(reverse procedure)
,

.

.

Run for fun
Physical fitness activities
Visual discrimination, word games

,

October

Animal walks (for example. like a bear,
seal, elephant, or inchworm)

All locomotor and nonlocomotor move
meats (problem-solving approach). with

.`and without sequencing
Rhythmic response to seasons of year
Weight on hands each day

Renew of kinestheti. awareness (parts of Continued work on lo%,omotor movements
the body. laterality, directionality, spa- (add vaned dimensions of tinie. force,
teal awareness) flow. space)

Theme words, colors. and sounds All nonlocomotor skills (combine)
Physical fitness, cardiovascular endurance Students to play tag games they have

created. using different locomotor skills
4

----,

Lse of tire maze, travel on horizontal
ladder. rope or pole climb (have stu-

nrehts play followthe4eader on all
pieces of apparatus) .

Use of various locomotor movements be-
tween pieces of apparatus

i
t

November

-

Theme movement with a partner
Work individually with a ball
Lifting ball with feet. dnbbling in pla,e. on

the'move. and so on (see information on
manipulative skills and working with
small-apparatus in Chapter 4)

Theme throwing and catching skills Striking an object
Continued individual work with a ball: Volleying to self (with feet. hands. head)

dribbling through obstacles courses with Loomotur movements in relation to ball
the hands, with the feet (leap over. run around, hop across, and

Use of letter grid so on)
Weight on hands. wall pushups Maintenance of ball control while moving

at various speeds

Repetition of activities for first week
(November)

Addition of involvement in games
Students,so devise games

.

,--

December

..

Continuation of mampulauve work with
balls

All throwing and catching iltiln. -
All iuclbng and striking skills -
Addition of twosquare competitions (for

those who are ready)

Dnbbling obstacles (hand-eye and foot-eye
coordination)

Inventing ball games with one classmate .

inventing ball gamest with three classmates
Choice day.
Holiday relays

,
CIF

,
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Grade 2 (Continued)

Month - First week Second week Third week Fo tIteek

January

1

, .
Run for fun
Jump for distance, height
Running for speed; walking to cool;

relaxation
Work on large outdoor apparatus
Station work on five or six items

simultaneously.

,
..

Work with small apparatus outdoors
Hoops
Sfilts
Tires
Weight on hands: pullups, hangs, or climbs

Rhythms, all locomotor and nonlocomotor
movements

Theme: movement and dance
Theme: control of body eight by the use

of Imagery
Choice day, rhythms
Theme: combination of locomotor and

nonlocomotor movements in dramatic\ acttvities

.

Rhythms, theme movement and change of
body positions while working with small
apparatus

Kinesthetic awareness ..

Visual discrimination
Audio discrimination
Tactile discnrnmation

.

February
.

Continuation of work in kinesthetic
awareness

Tactile, audio, and visual discrimination,
Physical Fitness, balance, and flexibility

.

Physical fitness, strength and endurance
Capabilities and limitations
Relationships to self and others
Body image

Recreation interest ("I can" book, class
d ion)
orts jargon

"Circus day" (tumbling stunts and related
relays)

Rhythms day; use of dance suggestions
found in the multidisciplinary columns
in Chapter 4

Theme sequence of movement i,

II

March

Theme movement while blindfolded
Theme changes in body positionany

apparatus

Physical fitness. cardiovascular endurance
Work with jump ropes - -

Relaxation
Muscular strength and endurance
"Muscle and bone talk" (teach simple

names)
.

,.'

Small apparatus s, balls, deck tennis
rings, par.altrdtes /

Large outdoor apparatus
Station work on chinning bars, jungle gym,

climbing poles (ropes), and horizontal
ladder, together with jump rope tasks

-

April
(assessment

month)

Use of test batteries in Chapter 7 to set up
stations meuuring motor Oath acqui.
anion and evaluating student self-image
through recollected anecdotal records or
station activities (as appropriate)

Use of test batteries in Chapter 7 to set up
stations to allow students to test them-
selves and ascertain their progress in
physicalfitness

.

Use of class time to evaluate progress in
recreation and social behavior (allow
students to rate themselves and discuss
what steps they need to follow to
improve or progress at a quality rate)

Theme. use of PingPong ball

' .

.
..

\

On the basis of observations made In the
April assessment, classes to aid in im
proving areas of identified weakness

. .

174
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Grq,de 2 C tinued)

.

Month First week' . Second week Third week Fourth week
,,.

1

May

.

Continuation of*customized programming
to improve areas o eakness

.. ,

.

Schedule stations of favorite activities and'
allow stpdent play (for example,
hopscotch, roptyumping games, two-
square, target toss games, volleying
games, creative games)

/

it- t
, '

Plan a field Clay (involve students in relays,
tug-of-war contests, simple games, timed
tiktacle course Tuns, and novelty
events) .

.t
-

T

Use of h s in challenging activities
rhythms, feats of daring, fitness acti
VIlltS, races, and a hula hoop obstacle '

sCourse

,. :

,

'-'---4*-M
,Mine

.

Invention of genes using the classes' favor-
rte small amaratus (for example, hoops.
balls,, ropes)

'
/

,

..

Favorite days
Letters and number challenges q
Relays and tag
Ball games and hopscotch varieties
Rhythms and ropes
All about me (records, singing games, It.......-

rhythms)

.

..,

4

t
.

41- t
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Grade 3
_

Month
.

First week Second week Third week
.

. Fourth week

September

Orientation to physical education
Establishment of disciplinary procedures,

safety precautions, acceptable behavior
Preassessment of motor skills, perceptual

s abilities, and attitudes towarli physical
education

Scheduling of remedial sessions designed
for unierachevers

Flash cards and verbal cues for lc...omotdr.
nonlocomotor, perceptual, and manipu
lame skills

Flash cards for colors, numbers, letters.
parts of the body, and functions of the
parts of the body

Sequenced stunts on balance beams

s
4 ,

'

. r ,
Continuatiw of activities for the second

w rel.' -r `-........tequenced
Theme ZITItigalfg relationships
All perceptual motor skills

,
.

.

All locomotor and nonlocomotor skills
movements

Use of balance beams
Word gashes
Weight on hands-mule kick and handstand

or cartwheel 4.

,

/ V
October

,

All indoor apparatus
Lind ladder, Stegel, mats, beams, dills,

stairs, table (use stations)

.

.

LocomMor and nonlocomotor, skills with Theme 'Ise of large apparatus
an element of risk (do with eyes closed. ( hangiqg.shapes and levels
while goin backward) Weight on hands

.

Continuatitni of first week activities

' .

, .

1

1- '
,

- .

Theme use of small carpets
Theme movement under stress r

.
.

:

.

.

November

.

,

Manipulative skills (all related tasks in
Chapter 4) .

Observation of quality of control and ease
of successful motion or remediation

Coordinated movements .

.
,

. .

.
Skilled movements Problem salving as related to combined
Theme use of small objects ---_, movements in relation to the small
Continued manipulative skills work with apparatus

. t it
` bans

. .
s

-.. .

.
. .

, 4) .

.
Game skills withballs
Volleyingswith a partner
Patsing while moving (ufing feet and

hands)
Throwing (kicking) for distance
Throwing (kicking) for accuracy .
Rallying (using hands, paddles, feet)

against a wall

.

,

.

December

.

Theme games with small apparatus
Continued work on skills in games in which

balls are used

.

,
,

Class competitions in creating games in r
which balls are used ( rsrnall groups create/ '

re, and demonstrate, class plays the favor- . 9,
rtes)

.. 4

4 .

. 04

1 .

. . 0

I

.
,

,
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Grade 3_ (Continued)

e'

t
_Month First week SeconsLweek Third week Fourth week

January

Theme pathways of movement
Theme rhythmic patterns

O

Dancing ethnic dances (teach dances repre
sentative of the cultures prevalent in the
cla,ss, use commercial records and infor
matron that is not contained in this
publication)

s . .

Physical fitness
Work on apparatus (advanced skills)
theme static and dynamic balance, use of

various pieces of apparatus
Cardiovascular activities
Muscular strength
Flexibility

Continuation of activities for the third
week

if

,

.
. .

-.............._

February

o

Wohc on Isgrerorapparatus
Hatids-only trave
Hietircles. arm dip? .

All .other related task4 listed in Chapter 4
Tug-ofwar

1. '

' s

. scrir,

Obstacle courses requiring use of combined
skills strength station, manipulative
station, rope-jumping station. agility tire

ihop'
Weight-onhands tasks illh

. .

Attempt-to betteilkur record week
Faster, longer runs
Fheer, longer Jumps
More pull.ups . 3,
Longer hanging, quicker movements
Higher climb in which arms only ace used
Farther throws with more accuracy,
Invention of ways in which to use all pieces

of apparatus

...1

Construction of obstatile course or adven.
ture maze (have small groupscreate the
activities and then hi've the whole 'class
try them) .

k....

. .

'
.

'

.....

March

Jr

Favonte theme week f
Selection of themes that are best received

er needed the most (repeat different
theme each day) .. .

,

.

Work bn letter cl number grid
Kinesthetic. visual, and audio .

=anon tasks with great speed use

more complex words or leiter and
number combinations)

..

a-,

.

0 ,

Emphasis on recreation interest
Class discussions and class involvement in a

carne al of physical feats target accu-
racy games, agility relays, flexibility
challenges (limbo dance). 'and l'avonte
games

Ts.

4

4

1Ball skills, foot dextenty
,Soccer skills, punting skills
Foot dribbling through obstacle cburses
Kicking for accuracy
Dribbling and passing with partner
Beginning tackling (in soccer fashion)

,
o

0

. .

April

Assessment

Use °latest batterrs in Chapter 7 (set up'
stations to measure progress m goals one
through! five)

Each day to become a series Of self.
challenges

.
MI students to be active

2 .

,
k

Assessment

Use of test batteries m Chapter 7 (set up
stations to measure progress in goals one

^ through (ive) ,

Each day to become a, iges of self-
challenges i

-MI students to be active `

.

Assessment

.
Use of test batteries m Chapter 7 (set up

stations to measure progress in goals one
through five) I

Eich day to become a 'series of self-
challenges ,

MI students to be active

On the basis of observations made in the
April assessment, program to be Indivi-
dualmed in accordance with student
needs -

.

-

4, (
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Grade 3_ (Continued)

e

Month First week Second week Third week Fourth week

May
.

.

Continuation of customized programming

. ..

.

Planning of relays and games to challenge
students to use skills they have mastered
(for example, simplified volleyball, kick-
ball. line soccer)

Parachute day

%.

Obstacle 4:oursel
Hula hoop challenges (vault a rolling hoop,

run through a roiling hoop)

0 .
-.

Juggling of three fioops with a partner,
hula hoop relays

Planning of a field day (involve students
in relays. tug-of-war contests, simple
games, timed obstacle course runsFnov-
city events, and speed races)

.

June

. ,
Creative games

-----..
.

Favorite games ---,....
Attempts to set best record in events of

one's choosing

.

, .

Same activities as those in the first week.
together with favonte rhythms

,

.

-

.

128
5

10-
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7 Evaluation
Evaluation is an important part of any educational process. The

effectiveness of a program, the instructional methods used, the
quality of instruction, and the performance of the learner can all
be measured. Data gathered from the results of evaluation
instruments can be used for making individual, group, and
program decisions to improve Performance, programs, and staff
effectiveness;

Evaluation of the Systems Approach
,

If a school district or school elects to enter into a systems
approach to learning to individualize programs; evaluation takes
on an even more important role. Preassessinent, diagnosis, pre-
scription; and irostassessment are common .activities in the
system's paradigm. (See the appendix for suggested screening
instruments and insights into individualized instruction.)

. Informal and Fomial Evaluation

Evaluation can be conducted formally or informally. Mass
testing seems-to be yielding to analytical observatidn followed by
regular tracking and constant , updating of 'the program. For
instance, it is recommended that the youngest students (those four
to five years old) be involyed in free play sveral times a day under
the siipervision of a teacher, paraprofessional, or aide who will
encourage the students to explore many vigorous activities and
engage in those that the students find bet interesting.

Informal fvaluihion

During the 'exploration the. supervisor can obsers the natural
movements of each of the students. These observations can then
be taken into consideration when the instruction is planned so
that areas of deficiency can be improved, For example, if students
do, not, during free play, engage in activities designed to strengthen
their 'arms and shoulders, plans fel- instruction should include
proviton of an 'obstacle course requiring a rope climb or cargo net

41

4

climb, 'a trip across the horizontal ladder, and activities requiring
students to take their weight on their hands (for example, crab
walk, push-up, handstand). Similarly, if supervisors observe that
students are inaccurate in kicking and throwing or are uncreative
in using playground equipment, activities enhancing skills or
stimullking imaginative use of equipment could be emphasized.

Students who, in their natural approaches to play, show
deficiencies in .locomotor, nonlocomotor, or perceptual motor
'skills should.' be identified and be given special attention in
physical education classes, Accurate observa-
tion of students engaged in free play can
eliminate much .formal evaluation, which
often stifles curiosity and causes students
to develop negative feelings toward physical 4
educdtion. Having to sit quietly while one sty-
dent at a time walks, runs, hops, and so

t -on is hard for
garfen throug

udents in kinder-
..grade three and

unnecessary teachers use observa-
tion regularly as an .effective strategy for
teaching and evaluation.

For older students (those aged six
through nine), staff members may
want to use the basic account-
ability activities presented in this
chapter that .provide a series of

, test batteries consisting of easily
observable tasks related to each
of the goals for physical education.

,/ The tasks are arranged in order
from simple to complex
and can be inter-
Changed if, after
field-testing, they are

17P
'. _ ...,

I

il-



thought to be out of taxonomic order. These lochlly designed
evaluation items can serve as challenges for students to use as
self-testing items.

Formal Evaluation

For accountability, however, staff members may want to use a
more formal means of evaluation. Typically, each student would
be measured on a highly.accepted instrument (see the appendix
for the Clark Motor Development Scale for Young Children);
diagnosed as to strengths and weaknesses, given prescribed
activities, and then post-tested with the same instrument or a more
advanced one. The profile of each individual would serve as
substantiation of program stafus (effective or ineffective) for that
child, and groups of profiles would provide data for an evaluation
of the overall effectiveness of the program.

In, addition, observations about the affective responses of
children to movement are also important clSta. These data can be
obtained through the use of prepared instruments (sire the
appendix for the Attitude Test for Children) or annotated
observations of the children during recess or instructional sessions.
Questions that the observer should ask are as follows: Do the ,faces
and reactions of the students reflect acceptance ortejection of the
program? How many are engaging in worthwhile creative activity?
How many are listless or appear to be suffering? When done
regularly, obiervations can be quite revealing as to a program's
effectiveness or ineffectiveness.

Examination of Data and the Testing Process

It is not enough simply to'gather data. Once obtained, the results
should be analyzed, changes needed on the part of the individual
or program methods could be agreed on, and the actions needed
to improve the areas in need of attention should be implemented.

Evaluation must always be based on accurate data. Staff
members must make sure that tests are administered correctly and

361! o ,

fairly under favorable conditions. Constant review of the instru-
ments or techniques used is essential so that items are valid and
still. pertirient to the established progratn goals. Every effort
should b made to make the testing process a natural one.
Students and staff alike should not feel threatened by evaluation
procedures. Test results should not be used for comparative
criticism but instead as a means for improvement of the program.

Requirements for Effective Evaluation

To initiate effective evaluation, school districts Will want to (1)
establish a philosophy of evaluation (formal or informal, motor
skills only, perceptual skills only, combination of motor, cogni-
tive, and affective skills, and so on), (2) determine the instruments
or procedures to be used in the evaluation process, (3) provide
inservice training for staff (teachers, aides, volunteers) so that
consistency, objectivity, and reliability will become apparent, (4)
implement evaluation as a natural part of the program, (5)
analyze, digest, and use the data for the improvement of individual
and program metyods and techniques, and (6) begin the cycle
again.

363
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a

Bosic. Accouritability Activities for Goal 1: Self: ma e
.

.
. Level I Level II ,,,, Level III

.
.5.)

;-,)

.>'
.,,,el a

Identifies by name a minimum of eight parts of
the body

Moves with arms outstretched through general
spae without touching.aityone else

Becomes expressively an egg hatching, a bird
flying, a tree, or an Indian dancing

Ehresses joy through noisy or noiseless move-
ment or both .

Alternates jerky movements'with smooth move-
ments in response to appropriate music

, .

Identifies five different part's of the head,
paints to them, and states their fupction
simply (Examples in elude:. "I see with my
eye's." "I smell with my nose.", "I smile with
my, mouth.") '4.,

Demonstrates spatialrplationship.by standing in
front of, behind, or to the side of an object
as cued

Demonstrates fine motor 'control by playing
jaisks:up to tens /

Moves expressively with a partner .
,

Takes cards on which the names of the parts of
4 the body are written and runs to the

appropriate verbal description of the func-
. tion. of each pant (Examples include: eye-

see, nose-smell, foot-kick.) .

Demonstrates laterality and directiogality by
closing the eyes and 'moving .diagonally or
zigzag without falling down when given!

-verbal cues only
Can draw how he or she feels when asked to

wiggle (squiggle) or sleep, or both

.

-8
..a.-
el

-
..-- -0,

-.....:5

el..
at

o
..m

.

Moves right or left ardwhe. ed.
Demonstrates directions y moving for'

ward, backward, side-war , right, left, diago
nahy, or zigzag when given appropriate
finger signals in conjunction with verbal cues

Shows4Ileasure when tasks are accomplished
'satisfactorily-

Controls giggling when tying to relax'-
Moves at various speeds to be brisk, quick,

.slow
'
or languishing

t .

f4 .

.,,

.
,

Puts together a`puzzle of a person
Demonstrates ability to distinguish between the

letters d and b on a grid by standing, when
told, on the first letter in the words dog and
boy . .

Touches the thumb to each finger in succession
Createslyiimated ges res when-appropriate

, t .,

.

-t.

.

,.

Tells what various parts 'of the body are for
(bones, muscles, joints, heart, eyes, nose,
ears, teeth, hair, legs, feet)

Makes at least three al circles and then brings
the index fingers of each hand together
above the head tt

.
Uses props effectivelyt to enhance creative

dance compositions .

Derrionstrates.an awareness'of space needed to
perform in vertical, horizontal, or inverted
positions or alighree

,
. . \

i
.
at-
.5: ..- .
115
co
oo

=

"a4
C.)

, _.430

Moves a designated p
/Watches classmates

..)tells what kind&
Tracks the palti of a

self to receive the ball,
Makes an appr riate

these word , small,
up, down, falli e spinning,

9

. .

.
t of the body when cued
ve like animals and thp

animal'was observed
rolling ball and positions

, ,
movement in response to

narrow wide, round,
and twisting

t
.

.. .

Sees symbol walks and uses the correct foot,
feet, hand, or "Kailds and Wet to go through

. the expected course successfully
Forms, together with two classmates, ten differ-
, ent letters of the alp by Tying on the
. ground in the appropria .ge 11/4,1,.
Perceives a success level for jumping widths or

heights (Student points; to a place on a
, V-shaped "brook" and jumps over it success-

fully or pint to a spot on a' gradually
* incliningope and jumps up to touch It.)

. ..- ,

,.

Relates approppats of the body to variouseilIn
shapes..aff designs0(specigcally: circle to
head; triangle to chest or upper body; and
line to. arms, legs, fingers)

Translates visual images to verbal representa-
, tions for the following. hoop, beanbag,

cone, wand,.ball, line, rope, horizontal bar,
slides , \

Demonstrates self-confidence through the cre-
ation of patterns that ,tell a story, reflect a
season, or express an emotion

I
, ,



*
Basic'Accduntability Activities or Goal 1: Self-Image (cone inited)

. .
Level IV

Points to linear or round parts of the body or
both .

Forms, with one classmate; the numbers 2, 3, 7,
8, and 10

Demonstrates feelings, through postufe and
facial expression, when movement challenges
ate achieved

Expresses emotions rhythmically with or with-
out musical accompaniment

(
o

.

.

.0 .
.>_t
,
,,,,,
e3

o.i.

. ,

Draws the parts of the human body in good
proportion, illustrating at least the head,
eyes, nose, ears, mouth, shoulders, arms,
hands, elbows, back, hips, legskneesieet
and toes

Positions self, together with a classmate., on an
imaginary clock-to depict 3:15, 6:30, 9:10,
and 11:45
moostrates self-acceptance by , the regular

oyment of exploratory movement

, .

,,)

1

1,'1

..

.-
.1

_tt

8
,r...,

:`,::',

-43

cl...0
z,

2

Performs an activity spelledrout on a flash card
( lo co mo t o r - movements, nonloCOmotor
movements, combined povements)

Forms, together with a classmate, althe letters.
of'the alphabet and the basic ten numbers in
sequence' with no cues 1

Shows progressive development in the acqui-
;lion of motor skills.vattaiorrient of physical
fitness, knowledge of self, and behavior

Describes the effects of music on self

...

.

.0-
2
t
cl
to
=a=0

.7;
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/Basic Accountability Activities for God 2: Social- Bellthior

184
or

4.

Level I

.

1-;

>,

A

.
s

,Follows the tea er's directions ;
Shares equip ent and ;takes turns without

creating a disturbance
'

Followssafety rules pointed out by the teacher
Respects others by not infringing on their space
Demonstiates self-control by, not talking while

instructions are being given

,'
. ,

4

5:-

11
cl

,..
43

.-.;
74..0
02

Demonstrates self-control by listening atten-
tively when instructions are given

Plays alone without distracting others
Refrains from damaging equipment
Adheres to safety rules on the way to and from

physical education clas4nd recess as well as
during those periods

Demonstrates cooperation by sharing equip-
ment voluntarily

.--

....)

e.4.

m

c
74
.c

-c.),

Follows the playground and class rules ex-
)plained by the teacher

Gets the nght equipment out and returns it to
. its place after use
Demonstrates an understanding of personal

safety by not running on unsafe surfaces,
engaging in dangerous horseplay, or playing
in unsafe places

Demonstrates leadership by leading the group
through a mase

.
.

3(0:

t

e
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Basic Accountability Actiyities for Goal 2: Social- Behavior (Continued)

Level 11 ' Level 111
,

Level IV
.

Follows verbal directioins without need for
correction

Uses playground equipment for its intended
purpose pr for a suitable creative activity

Recognizes safety hazards such as glass or rocks
on the playground an reports the hazards
to the teacher 4

., .
Plays equally well with any classmate
Enjoys performing creative tasks

. .

Refrains from cnti6z-ing classmates who are less
skilled or who are apprehensive

Demonstrates respect for pthers by thrOwing
balls gently to persons close by or by moving
toward the thrower

Demonstrates acceptance of responsibility and
cooperation by voluntarily setting up equip-
ment and returning it to its place after use

.

.
.

4. .

. x

Poses tactful mquines aboUt rules, decisions,
and so on

Demonstrates Self-control and respect for
others 12y not engaging m fighting & name-
calling on the playground

Joins aritther.group willingly when asked to do
so

Exhibits creative qualities in activities pei2
formed in other disciplines

. .
i .

,.

,,;

0
:*

y
I.2

,
,

.

.

Knoiks the safety rules for physical education
and follows theft voluntarily ,

Shows respect for others by wanting 4o "lealk,
about other cultures '

tads 'the- class-01 a- small group in -va safe
fcillow-the-leader sequence

Shows self-acceptance by the absencie of ten
sion during physical education classes

.
)

. . .

Knows the reasons for safety rules and follows
the rules voluntarily ,

Congratulates opponents sincerely
gives simple instructions to peers with accuracy
Prepares for class voluptanly (remembers

shorts, shoes, and so pn)

.-
-

. .

.

Knows the rules and plays by them
Seeks competition actively
Accepts the decisions of game officials without

arguing
Demons-frafe a caring attitude and an ability To

lead by helping peefs learn skills already
mastered personally . .

Demonstrates improved maturity by not taking
nfair advantage of less-skilled opponents

.,

.-
'5
0
0
5
t:-...

)-,
-4.3

..v
o

,

. .
Engages in class activities li. t Ly el y and enthuse-

. astically
Demonstrates emotional stability by not losing

temper du"nn Octivities ,

Recognizes safety hazards, avoids them voitin-
Lady, and reports them to the proper
authority v

Demonstrates a solution to a challenge v;ittilk
little or nciself-consciousness

,
a .

i

.

. li.
Follows wnttmand verbal instructions ,

)

Encourages classmates as thrnompete
Plays by the rules and keeps score truthfully
Takes. good carp of personal sports equipment

and that belonginkio the school
Posts accomplishments honestly ,

...,

'
, ,

_........"

.
6

4,

Follows inAcctions, and eases instructions
for others that reflect knowledge and under- ,
standing of the basic pnnciple,s of safety,
participation, development of skills, and
adaptability

Creates games and plays them enthusiastically
Demonstrates leadership and followelikhip quali- ,

ties with equal enthusiasm
Shows self-discipline and self-control by volun-

tartly adhering to sound health principles of
4-,

. hutntion, exercise, and rest .".

Accepts winning and losing gracefully .

, . I
c.v
5
0
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;Basic Accountability Activities for Goal a: Motor Stqls

kite

373
186

Level I Level II

Responds 'correctly when given verbal com-
mands.to,walk, hop, jump, and roll

Mors through space without touching others
and consistently stops and starts on
command

Catches a rolled ball
Rolls a ball in a straight line
Balances on one foot for a count of4hree
Knows eight parts of tilt body and points to

them on command ,

Skips, slides, and gallops to the right and left
Hops antis and Out of tires without falling
1(.41o*s all parts of the body attd identifies them.
fp with ease and consistency
Plays Angels in the Snow successfully
Plays Catch with a partner, using a rubber ball"
Jumps from, low obstacles acid lands lightly

with body control
Understands space, lime, fo e, and flow and

responds to, vary/1ml cu calling for exam-
ples of each

RespOnds correctly to verbal directions re-
., garding space and direction when asked to
it 4 move forward, backward, toward, away

from, and sidewtrd
Throws a ball-into the %r and.catches it after

one bounce
Negotiates,an obstacle course,set by the instruc-

tor without knocking down or touching any
of the cones, ropeschairs, and so on While
walking, creeping or crawling, and rolling

Balances on many difcerent su orts provided
2 by the body.

Climbs up and over a climbing pparat us

Runs in a straight, course for of least 2p meters
Leaps over narrow and wide space
Tosses a beanbag into a 24.inch alget two out

of threp 'times from d ance ofthree
meters *..

Jumpsrope fast or slow for ten jumps in.-a-row
Plays two vaneties of hopscotch
'Dr *es a stationary ball from a batting tee
Plays simple singing gamey without effort and

with enjoyment

Solves combined directions sudlt as.http while
clapping and assumes a balanced position on
two different parts of the body when sig-
naled to stop hopping r

Starts,stops: dodges, and turns without falling.
Walks on a four -inch board or line with balance

.fort minimum of two meters
Kicks a stationary ball at least three tgeters,
Shovs Creative responses when asketimove

gaily', sadly, lightly, heavily, like various
animals, and so on

Creates and sustains simple combiRed move-
ment patterns in resp nse to 4/3/4, and
2/4 music

Plays at least fou rope games
Identifies letter's, numbest, shapes, and colors

by moving to them on command when
appropnate, forming them through use of
locomotor and nonlocomotor movement

Catches a fly ball two out of three times
Performs an actively while Jumping off steps

(for eXample clapping, clicking heels, point-
mg to objects, and so forth)

3 74:::



Basic Accountability Activities fo'i Goal 3: Motor *Ils (Continued)

Level III . Level IV

MirrOrs actions with a partner while standing
still and while moving

Demonstrates mastery of moving in all
directionsforward, backward, lip, down,-
sideward, right, left, diagonally, around, and
zigzagwfule demonstrating different loco-
motor skills

Jumps rope in time to music_ without missing,
beats or jumps for at least two minutes

Bounces a ball in various directions
.Stops a rolling ball with one foot

Traverses a horizontal ladder by the, use of the
handse,alone ,,

Performs all locomotor and nonlocomotor
movements with efficiency and consistency

. on command and with and without rhyth-
' mic accompaniment
Performs six stunts on a mat with and without

a partner
Rallies a ball off of a Wall for ten consecutive.

times,using only the feet
Does a rhythmic dance, using a wand, hoop, or

scarf 4t3

Walks across and back on a balance board_

without a fall and with the eyes closed

-

.
3.3

....

II

,','

`..2

Balances on a teeter board while doing various
tasks with a beanbag (touching parts of the
body,. throwing and catching by oneself and
with others, and so on)

Rolls safely in a variety of ways
Bounces a ball in and out of The space around

obstacles while changing hands
Does at least six 'different stunts or tasks on a

* Stegel (or apprpAriate substitute)
Lifts heavy objects, using leg muscles ,
Dodges obstacles, balls, and moving people

successfullyf while, performing various loco-
motor movements .

Creates a jump-rope routine with and without a
partner

Throws a ball to hit a moving target
Uses pla.round apparatus with ease andfor4s

primaN purpose (climbing, swinging, AMA,
hip rolls, arm, and leg traverses of ladders,
and soon)on)

.

Volleys a ball against a wall It ith a paddle ten
tithes in a row and volleys a ball back and
forth with a partner ten times, using only
the hands .

Catches and throws a Frisbee with a partner 12
consecutive limes

.
0

t.
mi

=
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Performs six Of more different activities on a
walking board while, moving at different
levels ,

Works-with small groups to develop creative
dances that tell a story cir reflect a theme
(seasons, occupations, and so on)

Walks, with ease ,and for long periods, over and
around obstacles while on stilts

Follows, without prompting, directions written
on station 'cards ,

Performs square dances that call for the fol-
lowing of simple directions

,,
Develops a series of locomotor and nonloco

motor movements withbutverbal promptirdi
and with or without rhythms

Catches and throws consistently while standing
still or moving

Dribbles a ball easily in and out of the space
around obstaclec.by the use of either hands
or feet

Performs a headstand for at least ten seconds
and recovers with ease and control

Creates and plays, with or without equipment,
games involving four or more motor skills

.
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Basic Accountability,Activitis for Goal 4: Physical Fitness

, Level r , Level II Level III

8
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Moves in and around the general space without
touching others or losing balance when
asked to stop or change direction

Demonstrates _good posture regularly while sit-
ting, standing, or walking

Plays one kind of hopscotch successfully
Jumps rope at least ten times
Takes weight on the hands by falling witsh

control
$ .

.. .

Balances on one foot for ten seconds
Performs ten full.arm pulls while holding with

both hands a one-inch-wide rubber band
made of an inner tube

Plays an organized game of three-person tag and
avoids being tagged for at least 30 seconds

Does an inchworm walk the length of a mat
Jumps rope 30 times on each foot

.

Does 'a whOle Cop spin and lands in complete
control (no wiggling feet, no falling off
balance)

Does one pull-up
Plays Skin the Cat on a chinning bar
Lies prone, clasps the hands behind the head,

and arches the back so that the head rises at
least 12 centimeters off the ground

Can run 400 meters without stopping
I
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Hops ten times without falling down or putting
the nonhopping foot on the ground

JUmps across a "brook" at least one meter wide
Dodges classmates while quickly running

around the general space
Demonstrates a full range of motion in arm and

leg swings and stretches ,
Jumps rope at least 30 times
'

,
-

.

Demonstrates dynamic balance by staying on a
teeterboaid for ten seconds

Crosses a horizontal ladder, using a swinging
hand-over-hand technique

Does a grapevine walk for a distance of te)
meters

Goes over a br omstick while holding both
ends of the br omstick

Jogs for the dura 'on of one fast-tempo record
-

Roller-skates a circular course (at least 60
meters) three times without falling down

Does one dip on the ends of the parallel bars
Slides and touches one line three meters to the

left ,,and another line three meters to the
right without crossing the feet for a total of
four times in 30 seconds (over is once, back
is twice)

Jumps rbpe for the duration of a fast-tempo
musical record (maximum time: three
minutes)

.
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Walks over and back.on a balance beam
Does a spider walk across parallel bars,
Crawls, creeps, jumps over,. and walks or runs

through a maze"of cones, doweling; and hula
hoops set up by the irisIructor

,

Does.a crab walk for a distani;e of three meters
Participates in regular physical activities with-
- out having to have extra rest periods

,

.

4

Does a diver's stance (weight on two feet, stand
on tiptoes, arms outstretched forward) for
ten seconds with the eyes closed

Climbs a rope or pole three meters hig i, using'
hands and feet

Jumps through each tire in a 12-tire maze
without falling down

Runs 100 meters without'stopping

e -

Hops ten times on each foot while balancing a
beanbag on the head and on the nonhopping
foot

Lifts, a classmate of similar weight and holds the
classmate in a fireman's carry for six seconds

Does three forward and backward rolls under.
control

Runs 100 meters in 16 seconds
Does a dbublespin rope jump six times in a row

. ,
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Basic \AccountabilityActivities for Goal 4: Physical. Fitness (Continued)

Level IV . . .

Does a headstand, tripod, orMndstand for at
least six seconds and recovers with control

Jun 11)s from the ground, grasps.a horizontal bar,
and hangs from it for 20 seconds

Does a split and returns to a stand
Runs or jogs for five kiktmeters (but no more

than one-half kilometer per session) during
one qUarter of the schodl j,ear

..
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Walks back and forth on a balance beam while
balancing a beanbag on the head

Does three pull-ups
Sets up a Stegel and does a minimum of, ten

different stunts selected by the student
Negotiates at least six obstacles on a fitness

course measuring arm strength, agility, leg
.power, cardiovascular endurance, and flexi-
tility

. .
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Does forward and backward'olls on a balance
j , beam without falling off
Climbs a rope or pole three meters high, using

only the hands
Vaults a vaulting box in two different ways
Runs or jogs ten kilometers (one-half kilometer

maximum, run per session) during one.
quarter of the school year

.
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Basic Accou ability Activities for Goal 5: Ihterest in Recreation

dA

190

. Level I -,
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Plays constructively with wheeled toys under
supeivision

Knows Where the school playground is and can
follow directions to get there

Plays contentedly and constructively in a sand-
box with a friend

Engages in a varietyof activities during recess,...;
and lunch. *
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'Plays with wheeled toys constructively without
direct supervision

'Goes directly to and comes directly from the.
playground with or without direct

, supervision
'Participates actively in games. or dances in-
' Volving dramatic expression 4

Plays a variety of games at home and is willing
' to tell the class about them

1
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'Seeks, to play on a variety of wheeled toys and,
when given the opportunity, uses them for
their intended purpose

Creates a safe play area in the classroom and
decides on a sUitable activity

Makes up stories or plays and acts them out
Likes to paint or draw
Jumps rope individually or with others during

recess without being prompted
..
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Basic Account6bilitV Activities for Goal 5: 'friterest in Recrecition-
(Continued)

Level II - Level III
< Level IV

Plays safely on various kinds of apparatus in
various places on the playground

Enjoys putting puzzles together or playing
qpiet games contentedly

Dankes spontaneously to pulsating rhythms
Talks about recreational ,activities the family

engaged in over the weekend (for example,
playing catch, taking a hike, going to a
movie, and so on)

..,

4
.

-.

Knows that recreational facilities exist in the
community and requests to go to them
sometimes

RnOws the rules and has the skills to play .. a
minimum of four different games or sports

Makes and flies a kite
Cares for an animal and plays With it gently
Joins in a planned summer recreation prdgram

.l B '
ft

4

Knows where- school and community recre-
ational facilities are and what activities are
best suited for various' sites

Engages in sports,activitIes, rhythms, and quiet
. games with equal enthusiasm

Chooses a variety of worthwhile recreational
activities to participate in during recess

Knows t gon of at least three professional
spoi s

Makes a cr t v arts and crafts product

,
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Challenges classmates to informal competition.
on the playground

Plays a variety of games if supervised (has skill
but needs assistance With rules)

Knows the difference between free time and
work time . .

Likes to go with others and can help fly a kite
Creates a rhythmic sound with the hand and

feet '

, .

.

r Plays in safe places
.

Goes to community recreation sites regularly
Gets into a variety of organizational patterns

. for competition (shuttle relay,.straigh t line
of four, soccer team lineup, Court position
for foursquare, and sO on)

Takes part actively in pickup games (for exam-
ple, work-up, long base, line soccer) /

Creates a rhythmic sound with some equipment
or instrument

AvOids unsafe play areas
Takes part regulaily in some kind of after.

school sports activity (formal or informal)
Talks about being involved regularly in a variety

of recreationaractivities
Creates enjoyable table games from assorted

props .

Plants and tends a garden
Swims safely

.
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Plays a variety of rainy,day games with
enthusiasm

Reports about playing games with others in the
neighborhood .. -

Draws and paints recognizable objects
Gets into a shuttle relay formation with little

prompting
Creates new, worthwhile activities to perform

during recess or lunch
Teaches others to perform the activities de.

scribed previously

Goes and comes from neighborhood play areas
safely' '

Writes poems and Interprets them through
movement

Roller skates ok.k,e-skates with ease
Chdoses to respond to new challenges or work

on difficu ement tasks during recess
Discusses in ently sports activities seen on

television

4..

Cautions peers to avoid unsafe or unsuitable
play areas

Passes the obstacle ride at a bicycle rodeo
Plays a wide range of games (knows t& rules

and can play. at least eight different 'lames)
Plans and helps conduct enjoyable activities for

a class picnic
Baits a hook and goes fishing

,,,
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Calif.. Jefferson Primary School, Pasadena Unified School District, n.d.

What Every Parent Should Know ATout the New Physical Education.
Washington, D.C.. American Association for Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation, n.d. (pamphlet).

Yates, Tommye C. Learning Through Movement: Developmental and
Conceptual ApKoach Through the Interaction of Movement and Lan-
guage. Lafayette, Ga.: Northwest Georgia Cooperative Educational
Services Agency, 1974.

Y-Camp Is a Part of Growing Up. Sacramento, Calif.. Northeast YMCA, n.d.
(brochure).
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AudioyWal Material s 1

Motion Pictures

Ba.sil Movement, Mover:eta Aiareness; Manipulative, Skills;' Functional
Fitness (1969). Series of 24 loop films. Super '8rrim, color, silent, 3-4
minutes each. Available for sale only from Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 383
Madison Ave., New York. NY 10017. '

Creative Movement for the Developing Child (1972). 16mm, black and white,
sound, 25 minutes.. Available (for sale or rental) from Clare ry,
Congregation fmmanu El Nursery School, 3512 A St., San Betna mo,
CA 924.Q5, .t.

Dance for Joy (1971). 16mm, color, sound, 26 minutes. Available from
Do'curhentary Films, 3217 Trout Gulch Road, Aptos, CA 95003.

Every Child a Winner (1974). 16mm, color, sound, 20 minutes. Available
from AAHPER, 1201-16th St., N.W., Washington, DC 20036.

Free to Move (1971). 16mm, color, sound, 35 minutes. Available from
Southern Film Productions, Brockenhurst Film Studios, Brockenhurst,
Hampshire, SO 45 Road, England.

Indtions in Elementary School dyiical Education (1969). 16mm, color,
sound, 30 minutes. Available front Films, West 503 Indiana Ave.,
P.O. Box 890, Spokane, WA 99210.

Looking for Me (1?71). 16mm, black and white, sound, 29 minutes.
Available (for sale or rent) from the University of California, Extension
Media Center, Berkeley, CA 94720.

Movement Education (1968).,Series of six films. 16mm, color, sound, 24-40
minute?; each. Available 6om Audiovisual.Center, Sirrion Fraser University,
Burnaby 2, British Columbia, Canada.

Movement Exploration Applied to Soccer (1970). 16mm, soundb30 minutes.
Available from Quinn._ Laboratories, Ltd., or write to Glenn Kirchner,
Simon Fraser University, Burnaby 2, British Columbia, Canada.

Moving/Making/Me (1972). 16mm, black and white, sound, 28 minutes..
Available (for sale or rent) from Realist Filmmakers, 196 North Park,
Buffalo, NY 14:216.

Physical Education= Lever to Learning (1969). 16mm, color, sound, 20
minutes. Available (for sale or rent) from Stuart Finely, Inc., 3428
Mansfield Road, Falls Church, VA 22041.

Reqdy, Set, Go 1969). Two series (levels I and II) of 30 television lessons, 20
minutes ea . Available for sale only from the National Instructional
Television enter, Box A, Bloomington, IN 47401.

14-88107 .4394

4

Sensorimoto Training (1968). 16mm, color, sound, 24 minutes. Available
from Valdhere Pilms, 3060 Valleywood Drive, Kettering, OH 45429.

f' Thinking, Moving, Learning (1970)., 16mm, ' color, sound, 20 minutes.
Available (for sale only) from Bradley Wright Films, 309 N. Duahe Ave.,
San.Gabriel, CA 91775. - . ...

A .Time to Move (1970). 16mm, black and white, sound, 30 minutes.
,lAvailable (fOr sale or rent) from Early Childhood Productions, }lox 352,

' tgatsworth, CA 91311.
Up and Over, Exploring the Stegel (1971). 16mm, color, 20 minutes.

Available (for sale only) from Bradley Wright Films, 309 N. Duane Aye.,
San Gabriel, CA 91775.

Recordings'

Ba-Q Dance. includes ten pairs of coconutshells,
Basic Concepts Throtigh Dance (body 'triage).

'Basic Concepts Through Dance (position in space).
Basic Rhythms.
Danish Ball Rhythms. .

Developing Perceptual Motor Needs of Primary-Level Children.
Finger Games.
Fundamental Rhythms.
Lumi Sticks. includes 24 sticks and 12 tnstructional sell.
Mix and Match: Activities for Classification (1976).
Poi-Poi Balls. Includes 24'balls and 12 instruction slieefS:
RCA All-Purpose Folk Dances.
RCA First Folk Dances.
RCA Folk Dances for Fun.
Rhythmic Parachute Play. Includes manual.
Ribbon Sticks. Includes 12 ribbon sticks (four colors) and 12 instruction

sheets.
Simplified Folk Songs.

4

...-
AU recordings are available from Educational Activities, Pi. Box 392, 1. reeport,

N.Y., except the RCA records, available from -Ginn, & Company, Palo Alto, CA 94304.
and the Mtxoand Match recording, available from Rhythm Productions, Los Angeles.
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Appendix
Resources for Ehhancing the Physical 'Education Program

Essentials of a Quality Elementary School Physical Education Program*
The Child

We believe:

1 Each child is a unique individual with differing physical, mental, emotional, and
social needs.

2. Every child has the need a tight, to benefit from physical education experiences..
3. Through the teaching of car fully planned movement experiences the child:

a. Learns to express his understandings of himself and his environment
b. Becomes more proficient in movement skills which allow him to participate

more fully in a variety of life experiences
c. Improves in muscular strength, endurance, flexibility, agility, balance, and

coordination and m his knowledge and understanding of how these factors
relate to life-long physical fitness

4. Each child should have continuous learning experiences in physical education
each year he is m school.

4

The Teacher
We believe:

1. Teachers of elementary school physical education must understand human
Movement, child growth and development, [and] current learning theories and
[must] be able to work effectively with children.

2. A qualified elementary shoot physical education teacher should be an involved
and contributing staff member of the elementary school.

3. To assure that the most meaningful learning takes place, both the physical
education teacher and the classroom teacher, ihouhl work together to develop an
understanding of the Fhildren and, through this understanding, should provide a
program which is commensurate with the children's needs. Although the physical
educator assumes the primary role m conducting the program, it is essential that
he regard himself as one part of the total educational process.

When classroom teachersteach physical en'ducation, it is imperative that they
be provided with regular leadership `and guidance from resource people who are
qualified-by education and experience in elementary schqol physical education.

4. In schools where differentiated staffing patterns are practiced, the value of
aux personnel to assist the physical education teacher should not be
overlo ked.
aTh use of teacher aides and paraprofessionals as supporting staff can do much

to create effective and purposeful teaching teams in physical education as well
as in other subject areas.

'Reprinted from Essentials of a Quality Elementary School Physical Education Pro-
gram A Position Paper (Washington, D.0 American Association for Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation, 1970) by permission of the publisher.
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b, The unity of purpose.and program can be enhanced when staffing patterns
permit all teachers, including the physical education teacher, to plan and
evaluate (and sometimes teach) as a team working toward common goals.

c. Guidelines for the utilization of professional personnel (including the- use of
differentiated staffing) should be developed jointly bye the physical education
teachers and the school administration.

Teacher Preparation
We believe:

1. Professional education background for the physical education teacher should be
developed upon a liberal arts base, of the humanities, social sciences, physical
sciences, and biological sciences. Professional preparation courses should include.
a. Study of child- growth and development with an emphasis on.motor

development and learning
b, Study of the nature an.dfunction of human movement
c. Study pf learning processes and factors that facilitate

strategies as'theyjelate to learning outcomes
d. Study of development of curriculum to include movement experiences

appropriate for altelementary school children
e, Study of early childhood and elementary school curriculum as a phase of

continuing education
f. Directed laboratory experiences focusing on learning to critically observe the

movement of children in an elementary school'

2. Preparation for the classroom teacher should include an understanding of the
relationship of physical and motor development to the, total teaming experience
of the child. Coursesliork in movement skills, methods, and content of elementary
school physical education should be required-Laboratory experiences m working
with young children inphysical education are essential.

3. Inseivice opportunities should be provided frequently for all personnel concerned
with physical education programs for children. '

4. It is imperative that teachers of classes concerned with preservice and inservice
education m physical education have had successful recent and continuing work
with children. )

5. Participation in state, and national organizations should be encouraged as a
means of keeping informed of trends, issues, and new developments m .the
profession.

learning and teaching

Professtonal Preparation of the Elementary School Physical' Education Teacher.
AAHPER (Washington, D.C.. 1%9).
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We believe.

a

Instructional Program

I. A well-conceived and Well-executed progam of physical education will contribitte
to the development of self-directed, self-reliant, and fully functioning mdroduals
,capable of living happy, productive lives in a democratic society.

2. A comprehensive physical education program for all children has as its foundation
a common core of learning experiences. This common core of learning is
concerned with efficient body management in a variety of movement situations.
ft serves the divergent needs of all pupils-the gifted, the slow learner, the
handicapped, the culturally deprived, and the average-and is geared to the
developmental needs of each child.

3. The progam must be planned and conduc,ted to provide each child with maximal
opportunities for involvement in situations calling for mental, motor, and
emotional responses which will result in optimal and desirable modifications in
behavior skills, knowledges, and attitudes.

4. A variety of learning expenences should be planned and carried out to emphasize
the development of basic concepts, values, and behaviors associated with the
ultimate goal for the physically educated person.

5. Curricular contint should 6e so organized that levels of learning in attitudes,
-understandings, and skills are recognized and can take place in a sequential and
developmentararrangement.

6. The instructional progam should be designed to (I) encourage vigorous physical
activity and attainment of physical fitness; (2) develop motor skills; (3) foster
creativity; (4) emphasize safety practices; (5) motivate expression and communi-
cation. (6) promote self-understanding and acceptance; and (7) stimulate social
development. It should include such expenences as basic movement, dance,
games, practice in sport skills, stunts,' and tumbling work with lane and small
apparatus. When possible, the progam should include aquatics. Each be 50
structured that it is interrelated wtht the others, permitting children to gen
from one learning experience to the next.

7. To deal effectively with the whole child, many styles of teaching must be brought
to bear on the learning situation. These include both teacher-directed and
self - directed learning. If learning is to be personalized and concerned with the
cognitive and effective domains, problem-solving at a teaching strategy becomes
vital. ,/

8. To foster the development of generalizations and key concepts, a range of
instructional aids as well as teaching styles must be employed. Innovative use of
audiovisual materials, large and small group instruction, individual' help, and
5nterdikiplinary approaches must all be considered.

9. Opportunity should be provided for participation in organized intramurals and
such extramural programs as play days and sports days. These shpuld be designed
to serve the purpose of the class instruction phase of the progam.

Evaluation
We believe 4.

I. Evaluation must be a continuous and vital part of the physical education program.
It is used to determine and clarify instructional purposes'and to assess individual
pupil progress in achieving program objectives.
a. It is essential in the guidance of children toward the attainment of acceptable

goals and in motwiation of children and teachers to bring about needed
Improvements. -

2 Knowledge and Understinding in Physical Education. AAIIPER (Washington, D.C.
1969).
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b. It provides the basis for assessing the behavioral response of the reamer in
relation to the planned learning expenence and the development of learning
experiences to follow.

c. It should be utilized as one means of interpreting the program to parents and
the community in order to provide for a better understanding of educational
values and outcomes.

2. A variety of evaluative techniqfies should be used for determining individual
differences and needs of elementary schoolchildren. Such techniques should
include ,the use of teacher observation, class discussion, knowledge testing,
ineedotal records, motor skill, and physical fitness assessment. The results of the
use pf these techniques shodld be interpreted in fight of the local situation rather
than solely m relation to national norms. It is more important to compare tha,
records of the child's progress than it is to consider the child's rank in relation to
other children.

3. Children need to be directly involved in their own ongoutg evaluations of
themselves, their groups, and of the progam in'reVocip to the realization of
specific behavioral objective*

Time.Allotment, Class Size
Teaching Load, Dress

We believe-

1. Pupils in elementary school should participate in an instructional program of
physical education for at least 150 minutes per week in addition to timle allotted
for free and/orSupervised play.
a. To best serve the activity needs of children, a daily program is recommended.
b. The length of the class penod must_be'appropnate to the instructional purpose

of the lesson and to the needs and maturation of the learner.
c. The time allocated for instruction should be inclusive of time allotted forty

dressing, showering, recess, free and/or supervised play penods, and noon-hpur
activities.

roupings for instruction m physical education should be appropriate to the
ecuves,of the lesson being taught, and they should be ordinarily consistent in

size with those of other subject areas apcl/or self-ccntained Masses.
a. Opportunities for individualizing instruction should bt of pnmary concern in

determining class groups.
b. Class groupings must be flexible enough to provide fur differences in interests,

levels of maturity, size, abilities, and needs.
3. Consideration of the teaching load is crucial to effective, high-quahty teaching.

Personnel, responsible for scheduling must consider the following factors
at The number of different clIsses assigned to a physical education teacher in a

day is a better criterion for determining teaching load than is the number of
hours he teaches.

For example The teacher who is teaching 10 or 1 L classes in a school day
of approximately 51/2 hours has a -id-eater load than the one teaching 6 or 7
classes in the same period of time. Planning for arid adjusting to a new class
every 30 minutes is far more demanding than changing groups every 45 to 50
minutes.

b. Group or class scheduling should be planned to minirruze equipment changes
from one class to the next (e.g., scheduling all pnmary classes in a block of
time). It is desirable to leave several minutes open between classes to enable
the teacher to talk to individual students, make teaching notes, or Confer with
the classroom teacher.

c. The physical education teacher needs time to plan his prugram.wordinate the
total program: consult with teachers, principals, other resc$rce teachers,,and
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parents, and to work with, children needing additional help. Teachers whu
travel between schools during the day should be oven apecnal considerations to
&'S.Sure that they can function effectively as members of the teaching teams in
the schools to which they are assigned.

4. Pupils apd_teachers should be appropriately dressed fur the types oractnities
being conducted in the physical education class. Concern for freedom and quality
of movement, as well as for safety, should influence the type-of attire worn.

Equipment and Facilities
We believe

I. Boards of education, through their regular school budget, should provide.
a. Sufficient funds for the maintenance and purchase of supplies and equipment
b: Adequate facilities and equipment for school and community use

2. Standards for the purchase of supplies and equipment should be developed jointly
by the physic?! education teachers and the school administration.

3. All children should have many opportunities to participate in physical education
activities, a goal of one ball, one rape, etc., per child is realistic for a physical
education class. If children are to be physically active and fully experiencing the
learning situation, ample equipment and supplies for each chndlre as essential as

'cols and books in the classroom.
4. Sufficient indoor and outdoor facilities, equipment, and supplies should be

provided in each of the elementary schools (e.g., adjustable apparatus which
provides for climbing, swinging, jumping, crawling, hanging, and balancing).

5. School and community facilities and programs should be planned and used to
supplement each other in serving the needs of children.

6. Blacktop1ed areas should be properly marked with circles, lines, courts, etc., to
permit participation in a wide variety df activities appropriate for various age
levels.*Play spaces should be designed to permit creative grid exploratory types of
play. Apparatus should be selected (or created) for its developmental and
educational value."

7. Plans for new physical education facilities are the responsibility of the community
a:s well as the school and should be developed in cooperation with physical

- education teachers, principals, aria other resource persons. Personnel involved in
planning sholeld be guided by recent developments in instruction as well as
construction.

'School- Related Programs
We believe

I. The physical activity needs of elementary school age children can best be served
through a program of instruction in physical education which is supplemented by
othcr.oppor_tuluius for participation that ara provided by school, home, and
cOMmunity.

2. The school-related program should provide opportunities for further development
of knowledge and tills pined in the instructional physical education program

3Physical Education for Children's Healthful Living, Association for Childhood
Education International (Washington. D.C.. 1968).

4
Planrung Areas and Facilities for Health, Physical Education and Recreation. Athletic
institute and AMIN R (Chicago. 1965).
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during such periods as recess, noon hour, and extended school-day programs. The
' program should be differentiated in content and organization to provide for the

unskilled child as well as the skilled performer.
3. Extended opportunitites for continued participation in sport-type games, dance,

'gymnastics, and other activities should be offered in the intramural program for
all boys and girls. This program usually starts in grade five as the desire for
competition and-ga vim identificatrmi begins to errierger

4, Competition at the elebentary school level is a vital and forceful educational tool.
Properly used it can stimulate a keen desire for self-improvement as well as create
environments in which children, motivated by common purpose, unite in an

wpffort to accomplish goals in a.manner trot unlike the roles they w as adults
in a democratic, competitive society. However, to be beneficial, co tion must
be success-oriented for all children and relevant to the school progr . Carefully
structured competitive experiences within the school, involving individual and
group opportunities and developed and conducted to achieve specific behavioral
objectives, are usually more congruent with elementary education goals than
interschool competitive programS.

If there is a desire to develop a program of interschool athletic competition for
upper elementary school children, ft should be considered carefully within the
context of relative educational values for children of this ages Such consideration

' should follow only after a sound physical education program has been provided
for all the children in the elementary school as well as an intramural program for
the upper elementary grades.

Elementary School Physical Education Commission
of the AAHPER Physical Education DiVision

(1968.69)
Donald Brault* Mary Ellen Rekstad
Madison Public Schools Towson State College
Madison, Wisconsin Towson, Maryland

Madeline Bo er* Elsa Schneider
San 1-ranci State College (Liaison) ,

San Francisc , California U.S. Office of Education

Ambrose Br zelton e Niomi Allenbaugh
State Department of Education (Liaison, Physical Education Division)
Columbus, Ohio Ohio State University
Herbert C. Karsten* Margie Hanson
Willard Elementary School (Liaison)
Minneapolis, Minnesota AAHPER

*Sal Abitanta
State Department of Education
Trenton, New Jersey

sDe szra b16.,Athletzc Competition for Children at Elementary School Age, AAHPER
(Wadirn.t&I, D.C., 1968).

*Members of editorial subcommittee.
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Competition in the Physical Education Program*
Competition in physical education is a mixed blessing. It is one of the

most powerful motivations known. It is enjoyable and can create deep
reservoirs of compassion, tolerance, sharing, sacnfice, and concern for one's
fellows. But competition is also a potent distracting and interfering element.
Once it is introduced into an activity, it is almost impossible to raise any

_value higher than that of winning. Participants have little patience with the
idea of losing games fpr a while against teams they can beat while improving
their skills toward the long-range objective of beating better teams.

Coaches of athletic teams are careful how they use competition in sports.
They concentrate on stimulating individuals to compete with themselves
toward improving individual performance. They have few full-scale games. A
coach will use ten games over a ten-week period to motivate 140 to 150 hours
of nongame practice.

Two important points about competition in the physical education
instructional program should be made.

1. Competition in the instructional physical education class may inhibit
rather thaMenhance the improvement of individual pupil performance.

2. Techniques'auch as those offered by movement education offer a way
to accomplish skill instruction outside the structure and limitations
imposed by competitive sports.

Educators for years have discussed the means-ends relationships between
teaclaAi and learning. The message currently is coming through loud and
cle t the means may well be shaping the ends rather tharrvice versa. How
we teach may well be more important that what we teach. The medium may
be more important than the message. The means may determine the end.

If the message is true, it is diametrically opposed to the generally accepted
axiom that the ends should determine the ineang, form should follow
function, the output desired should dictate the inputs utilized. And true the
message may well be. Somehow one gets the feeling that, especially in
physical education instruction, the cart is placed before the horse. We teach
games bui not the skills needed to play the games. We require children to join
one another in vigorous competition but fail to equip them to be competitive.
We believe children should learn how to compete - because it is necessary for
adulthood in our society but allow children no choice among the activities in

-which they are to compete-one of the most important facets of adult
eompetition.

From a statement written by Jack Murtha, Director, Instructional Services, Office of
the Sutter County Superintendent of Schools, and issued by that office (1976). Usecl with
permission.

2P2

Physical education instruction has long been c.ommittecrto teaching young
boys and girls the basic skills of popular sports, dance, and game activities.
Likewise, it is. conurutted to the development of physical fitness (muscular
strength, muscular endurance, and cardiorespiratory endurance).

However, one of the strong points of our teaching technique has proved to
b& our weak point also. We believe in large doses of competition and use it
generously in ot.tr teaching tactics. After many years it is becoming obvious
that when too much competition is introduced too early in the learnin&
experience,sliill development may suffer. For example, teams are chosen for
a softball game. Winning the game becomes more important than practicing
the important skills of softball. Mary doesn't wear her glove because she can't
catch with it on, the catcher doesn't try to throw the ball to second base
because he might throw it wild; Jim takes Larry's place at bat because Larry
can't'hit, Sue never gets to pitch because she can't get the ball over the plate.

The instructional physical education class is more concerned with teaching
Mary to catch with the glove on, the catcher to make accurate throws to
second, Larry to hit, and Sue to pitch than it is with Team A beating Team B.
Most of the time teachers spend with their classes in instructional physical
education should be spent helping individuals improve their weakest skills and
fitnesses. . ,

If competition is a handicap to skill instruction but is important in the
application of sports, dance, and game skills to contemporary life activities,
how can a teacher's program be designed so that both skills and competition
get a fair shake?

One possibility is a fairly recent innovation called movement education.
This new andvery flexible concept emphasizes competition against one's self,
making winning possible whenever the individual improves. The motor skills
are emphasized in a sequential manner somewhat isolated from distracting
and complicating skills. For example, in a popular sport one skill may
interfere with the practice of another, one must hit the ball before running or
sliding into the bases; the pitcher must pitch a ball over the base before a
batter can hit; the batter must hit a long fly before the outfielder can try to
catch a fly ball; and so on. In movement education no such requirement
exists.

Further, a popular sport is so well known that a structure of particular
rules and strategy is imposed automatically _whenever a game is played.
Teachers who set .out to teach weak players the skills of softt?all while the
players are participatingin a game quickly become aware that the children
emphasize winning the game more than helping weak players learn skills. For
example, a teacher places immature Harold on first base so, that he can
practice catching the ball; but, after Harold has missed three well-throwmballs
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in a row, the coicylaints of his teammates are,su loud the teacher moves him
back to right field.

In movement education three principles help overcome the problem of
unwholesome competition.

.

1. Competition is designed so that individuals try to best themselves or
improvb their own performanceit is not designed for one team to treat
another. Team pressures of this _type can inhibit the improvement of a
weak.individual's performance. .
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2. Theines or skills rather than popular games are emphasized. This
emphasis eliminates the imposition of structured rules and strategies
and the necessity of identifying a winner and a loser.

3. Pupils have the necessary practice equipment and a great deaf of choice
in the parti ular techniques and rates of improvement useful to th

?
Physical edu tots might well learn from coaches. Fewer but more

important games should be scheduled during class time. Individuals should be
stimulated, to compete againit their own record and improve their own
performance.
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Guidelines for Children's Dance*
The fullowing guidelines art Cc to children's dance development and when

adapted to age level, should form the major part of the dance curriculum from early
through middle childhood and beyond. It is upon the success of these experiences,
especially the lust four, that satisfactory and satisfying dance leamings will depend.

1. Experiencing Movement Elements. Experiences evolving from the use of the
movement lements of space, time and force, the development of an awareness of

ansequenti -changes in body shape, and the relationship of self to others and to the
physics environment.

.2. Providing for Exploration. -Movement exploration, improvisation, investigation
and invention, using dance ideas such as those evolving from experiences with
movement elements, frum imaginary and literary sources, from properties of
various kinds, or from music and other types of sound accompaniment.

*Reprinted, with changes, from Children's Dance, edited bY Gladys Andrew(' s Ileming
(Washington, D.0 : American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recrea-
tion, 1973, pp. 8 9), by permission of the publisher.
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3. .Relating to Rhythm. Experienccs with mbvement Which help to synchronize it
with musical structure, such as pulse, ,tcceitt, phrasing, the development of ,

sensitivity to the quality uf musical suunds and the ability to relate to them in
many different ways.

4. Experimenting with Basic Movements. Experiences with basic locomotor and
nonlocomotor movements; making cqmbinations of these movements; discovering
and learning traditional dance steps.

5. Making Dances. The organizing of movement into dances of various complexities.
6. Relating to Curriculum. The relating of dance movement to oilier curriculum

experiences such as art, music, science, social studies, and language artswherever
and whenever appropriate.

,7. Singing Movement Songs. Inclusiun in comprehensive dance curriculum uf
"learned" dances which help to motivate movement in early childhuud, such as
action or movement songs, singing, games, or song dances.

44.
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A'Sample Guide for Teacher Observation*
,

The practice of alert observation thruu gt out the 'day has replaced the older idea of formal
deviations from normal health is important in an appraisal program. inc k,ondition's n

P
ted ab

at any time of the school day or on any d
investigation. The teacher notes variatio
so. Teacher observations assist in heal
disturbance.

pectiun at 'specified times. Constant teacher awareness of possible
ve vary in their need for immediate attention and may be observed

of the school year. The teacher shouTdmform school nurse of observations which indicate a need for further
rum normal appears ,e and behavior but does nut make a medical or dental diagnosis and should not attempt to du

praisal and may lead to the identifi,ation of a communicable disease in an early stage..a phy sh,aldefe,,t,ur an emotional

I. General Condition and Appearance
A. Underweight; very thin
B. Overweight; very obese
C. Doescot appear well; has poor color
D. Tires easily
E. Chronic fatigue
F. Nausea or vomiting
G. Fainting or dizziness

II. Behavior
A. OverstUdious, docile, and withdrawing
B. Bullying, overaggressive, and domineering
t. Unhappyland depressed
D. Overexcita.ble; uncorrtrolled emotions
E. Stuttering or other forms of speech diffi ulty
F. lack of confidence, self-denial, and self-

censure
G. Poor accomplishment in comparison with

ability
H. Lying (imaginative or defensive)
I. Lack of appreciation of property rights

(steging)
J. Abnormal seX behavior
K. Antagonistic, negativistic, continually

quarreling

0
III. Posture and Musculature ,,

A. Asylmmetry of shoulders and hips
B. Peculiarity of gait 1

C. Obvious deformities of any type
D. Abnormalities of muscular development

-11

IV. Eyes
A. Sties or crusted lids
B. Inflamed eyes
C. Crossed eyes
D. Repeated headaches
E. Squinting, frowning. scowling
F. Protruding eyes
G. Watery eyes
H. Rubbing of eyes
I. Excessive blinking
J. Twitching of lids
K. Holding of head-to one side

V. Ears
A. Discharge from the ears .
B. Earache
C. Failure to hear questions
D. Picking at the ears
t. Turning the head CO heat (cupping the ear)
F:Talking in a monotone
G. Inattentive
H, Anxious expression
I. Excessive noisiness

VI. Skin and Scalp
A. Nits in the hair
B; Unusual pallor in face
C. Eruptions and rashes
D. Habitual scratching of scalp and skin
E. State of cleanliness
F. Excessive redness of skin'

VII. Nose and Throat
A. Persistent breathing from mouth
B. Frequent sore.thfoat
C. Recurrent colds
D. Chronic nasal discharge
E. Frequent bleeding/from nose

'F. Nasal §peech

VIII. Teeth and Mouth
A. State of cleanliness
B. Gross visible cavities
C. Irregular teeth
D. Stained teeth
E. Gumboils
F. Offensive breath

IX. Heart
A. Excessive breathlessness
B. Tires easily

-C. Any history of "growing pains"
D: Bluish lips
E. Excessive pallor

X. Glands
A. Enlarged glands at side of neck
B. Enlarged thyroid

XI Growth
A, Failure to gain pNerly over a three-

,
'Month period

B. Unexplained loss in weight
C. Unexplained rapid n Weight

*I rom material provided by Llizabetii Stevenson, Associate Professor of Physical Education. Californ4att University. Sacramento. sed with perniosio
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instruction for Children with Learning Disabilities*
Many children may show signs of slow ur pour motor development. Often,

this disability Lan be overcome by means of extended practice, steady
encouragement, and Liles for efficient movement techniques. The special
instructions which follow provide insight for teachers of students who have
temporary or permanent handicaps. -

Also included in this section are considerations intended for teachers who
are establishing individual physical education -programs for students in need
of speekl programs. The considerations may be used to identify appropriate
act*es and needed modifications of equipment so that students can
participate in those activities.

A

Special Instructions for the Teacher of Children with Learning Disabilities

I. If the Llass Members are having trouble passing, dribbling, or shogting the
ball, group the Llass into six-player teams and give them opportunities to
work together in developing the skills.

2. If there are individuals within the Llass who are having difficulty with the
basic sjcillS, give them an opportunity to practice against a handball wall.
Two children can also work together to perfect their passing. A basket
should be made available for those children to practice shooting.

3. For a child who is unable to throw or catch a football, help the child
develop these skills by substituting a playground ball (a 6 -inch or 8-inch
ball) for a football.

4

4. For a child who is having difficulty catching, throwing, or hitting a ball,
give the child an opportunity to practice against-a handball wall. Furnish
the child with a Batting T, a bat, and several balls. Help the child to swing
the bat parallel to the ground and to throw correctly. Have the child
practice throwing the ball by using Just the wrist. When moving to full
throw, have the child step forward with the left foot if nght-handed
(refer to physical education curriculum guide for skill in throwing and
catching and batting). Present opportunities to practice at noon, during
recess, and after school. .

5. For the child who is having trouble jumping and turning, face in the same
direction as the child and Jump with the child. Observe that the knees are
slightly flexed and the arms are relaxed for natural swinging, the toes are

ointed forward, and the feet are about a shoulder's width apart. Ask the
hild to Jump and torn like a top. Allow each child time to practice. For

the child whu is having trouble hopping, stand next to the child and,
holding the child's hand, balance and hop together. Help the child to feel
balance and allow time for practice.

*I tom material provided by Donald G. Boma. Coordinator. Adaptive Physical Edu-
OffiLe of the Santa Barbara County Superintendent of Schools.
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6. For the Lhild whu is unable to Jump with a rope, move with the Lhild
over a rope placed on the ground: Then swing arms in a circle with the
Lhild. Jump in the air with the child. Combine Jumping in the air and
swinging the arms as if turning the rope. Allow the child to Jump with
the rope. Whenever possible, participate!

7. For the child who is having difficulty performing the stretching activities,
demonstrate the process td the child or have another child lead the
group. Whenever possible, give each child a chance to be a leader of the
group. Give each child an opportuitity to look at animals in films, books,
or magazines and discuss with the class different ways in which animals
move in relationship to their shapes and sizes as well as their need for
,survival.

'8. Each Lhild should wear rubber-soled shoes when the aLtivity is presented
out-of-duors. When the aLtivity is performed indoors, shoes and socks
may be removed for more secure fdoting. If two ladders are used, place
them parallel to each other about six feet apart and instruct from a
position between the two ladders. Place 4hildren in small groups to save
time and allow some of the groups to be involved in activities requiring
little supervision. Some suggested. activities include rope Jumping and
hopscotch.

9. For the child who is having difficulty following, allow the child to be
leader, However, do not force the Lhild into a leadership position. It may
be necessary to work wit) some children on a small-group basis or oil a
one-to-one basis.

10. For the Lhild whu is unable to walk un a balance beam, have the child
start on a line drawn on the blacktop or on a rope laid .on the ground.
Twu teachers or a teacher and an older child may then hold each hand of
the Lhild and help the child walk along the balance beam. The teacher
may also hold the child's hands if the Ltuld needs assistance on any of the
balancing boards. Whenever possible, par ticipite!

11. For the Lhild who is having difficulty in balancing on the beam, allow the
child to walk next to the beam; or hold the child's hand while the child is
balancing and walking un the beam. Make sure that each child has had
the experience of Jumping off the bench and landing correctly before the
child is permitted to participate in the obstacle Louise activity!

12. For the child who is unablg to sail the Frisbee, show the Lhild how to
hold the Frisbee with the ihdex finger and thumb outside the edge and
the remaining fingers tucked under the edge. Throw as an inverted dish
by bringing the Frisbee across the front of body, with the elbow bent,
and release by straightening out the elbow with a slight arm lift.

13. For the child who is unable to skate, first skate on one skate with the
child, holding the child's hand (Lhild and teacher can each use a skate on
the outside foot). I..et the child experience skating un one skate alone.
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14. For the child who is unable to walk on stilts, lower the stilts to the
lowest height possible and have two teachers-or a teacher and an Older
child assist the stilt walker by holding on to the stilts. Whenever
possible, participate!

Considerations for the Teacher of Adapted Physical Education

In planning activities for students, the teacher of adapted physical
education should consider the following:

1. Are you aware of each student's disability and physician-imposed
restrictions? Are you familiar with each student's strengths and weak-
nisses related to the various activities?

The physician determines the nature and extent of the student's
disability. In addition, the physician's recommecidations on what
activities are allowed establish boundaries within Arch the student's
individual program may be established. With this information in mind,
the teacher determines the student's level of performance for each
a tivity by 'pretesting or subjective evaluation or both. In this way the
it tructor is able to determine a student's level realistically. At this point
the teacher is ready to plan activities so that a pupil may move to a
higher level of proficiency.

2. What facilities and suppl, will be available to your class?

'By knowing the facilities (fields, courts, gymnasiums, classrooms, and so
on) available to the class /as well as' he type and quantity of supplies, the
instructor has an opportunity to plan teaching strategies for the entire

' class, providing for the individual differences of students. Theteacher
may also establish long-range plans for new units of instruction. The
teacher will have time to secure needed suppliesp,r such activities as well
as to construct special supply adaptions that may be necessary for
specific students.

3. In planning each student's activity program, have you considered medical
information along with the student's assessed strengths and weaknesses in
light of available facilities /supplies?

The teacher utilizes all available information to implement an individu-
alized program. The teacher considers the physician's recommendations
on activities allowed and the student's ability to improve acquired skills.
With this information the teacher establishes appropriate methods of
class 'organization and' instructional metlrods to Nike the best use of
available facilities and supplies while still meeting the needs of-each
student.

4. Have you provided each student with information,on reasons for being in
the class. restrictions on activity, possible modification of activity, and
the purpose and objectives of the class?
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Cooperation between teacher and student is essential for a successful
program. The student should be familiar with the pjiysician's imposed
restrictions, modifications of activity that may be necessary, and the
preient level of proficiencyWith this information the instructor and
student can establish where the student should be going and how to get
there in the best way. At regular intervals student progress shoUld be
assessed and adjustments made in the program when necessary to aid the-/-
student-in developilig most fully.

5. When do you begin to think about adapting physical education supplies
for disabled students?

When a student is unable to initiate an activity with existing supplies,
then a need exists to adapt supplies.

6. Is the proposed adaptation within the student's ability?

The adaptation should proVide for successful participation (within the
student's ability) in the planned activity program. Keep in mind that as
the student's skill increases, it may be necessary to modify further or
eliminate the 'adaptation to encourage progress.

7. Does the adaptation allow the student to participate within' the
guidelines established by the physician?

Adaptations must be made that encourage the student to stay within the
limitations which the physician has established but allow the student
freedom to participate (within the student's ability). With student use of
the adaptation, constant attention must be directed to the possil5ihty of
new problems being created. Aggravation of other existing conditions is
also a possibility. Therefore, frequent reevaluation of the adaptation as
used by a specific student is necessaty. Appropriate adjustments are then
made when necessary.

8. What is the student's attitude tow el the adaptation?

Cooperation between teacher and student is necessary for the develop-
ment of a successful adaptation. The problem must be studied together
to create a successful adaptation that overcomes the student's limita-
tions. Ongoing appraisal regarding the use of the adaptation is necessary
for continued student acceptance.

9. Is rig. adaptation constructed safely?

In the planning and construction of a supply adaptation, student safety
must be uppermost in the ,teacher's mind. The adaptation should
encourage student participation yet be safe for the user as well as other
students.

1G: Is the activity appropriate for the student's age and interest 7

Each student should have an opportunity to develop and utifte
and interests. Participation with nondisabled peers is a common desire.
Student activities may be planned with adaptations-so that this kind of
participation can take place.
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Correct Posture for ?ood Health*
The age-old observation that the carnage of a persori is indicative of attitudes toward life is commonplace. We should place increased emphasis on the social
factors in addition to the health factors when we treat incorrect carriage. Teachers should be aware of postural deficiencies and should continually remind
children to practice good posture while sitting, standing, or moving.

1. Good carriage means poise, alertness, self-confidence, and the correct functioning of the muscles and organs of the body.
2. Correc,t posture cannot be taught through occasional exercise, lectures. or advice given to one's son or daughter. It must result

from a personal desire for a more beautiful carriage.
3. The body cannot perform movement with minimal expenditure of energy if incorrectly aligned. Muscles in the areas which

suffer from the compresSing effects of gravity and the stresses of postural imbalance are called postural or antigravity muscles.
These muscle; must be in good condition to balance the body in all postures. ; .

4. Bur* stability is greatest when the center of gravity is over th-rsupporting base. Muscular strain results if the body is' out of
alignment. Many individuals give in to the downward pressure of gravity and allow the muscles which support the torso to
weaken. This group of antigravity musC1 will continue to weaken if a postural slump is allowed to become habil.

5. When the pelvic bowl is allowed to tip, th ody will slouch, making the chest flat and'contracted and causing the abdominal
muscles to sag. The insides fall forward and ause a drag,pn the healthy flow of food, digestion, assimilation, and excretion.
The pull on the diaphragm decreases the rhythm of deep breathing, and the tip of the heart which rests on the diaphragmatic
muscle is lowered, causing strain in arte?ial circulation. It is possible to relieve headaches, backaches, Indigestion,
constipation, and back and knee strain by learning to stand and sit correctly.

6. The way you carry yourself for ten hours daily is infinitely, more important than the best special exercises conscientiously
practiced for half an hour. Through correct posture you can achieve the best kind of functioning figure control that you can
get.

7. Wall posture test for body alignment. Stand with your back to a wall; with the heels, entire spine, and the head touching the
wall. This posture requires the tilting of the pelvis correctly and requires the relaxation of the knees. Walk away from the wall
and then recheck see if the same posture is held while walking.

8. Correct posture is needed for each part of the body. Head. Hold the chin parallel with the floor and reach for the ceiling with
the crown of the head. Neck. Bring the neck back and up, the shoulders down and relaxed, the arms relaxed at the side, the
palms of the hands facing in toward the body. Chest (rib cage). Hold,up,and out. Abdomen. Pull in and up. Hips. Tuck down
and under. Knees. Keep the knees unlocked. Feet. Keep the feet pointed straighi ahead. A straight line passes through the
lobe of the ear, the acromion of the.shoulder, the hip joiht (greater trochanter), behind the knee cap (patella), and in front of
the medial maleolus to the floor.... General posture rule Up in front. down in back. Everyone notices, conscidusly.or,
unconsciously, how yoy . Comment portez-vous'
Even after gaining perfect carnage, you will lose it if you have no incentive to think about it constantly. Inward motivation is
needed.

Causes of Poor Posture

L Structural
a. Injury to bones, joints, ligaments, and muscles
b. PrenStal.and perinatal factors (e.g., congenital clubfoot)
c. Poor habits of standing and sitting
d. Genetic inheritarwe of structural defects, uneven length of bones

1

2. Physiological
a. Organic diseases such as rickets or tuberculosis
b. Fatigue factors. poor eating and sleeping habits
c. Prenatal factors
d. Genetic problems (inherited from parents) organic in nature

*I rom material provided by Elizabeth Stevenson. Associate Professor of Physical Education. California State University, Sacramento. Used with perfnission.
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3. Neurological
a. Diseases that weaken muscles (muscular distrophy, polio)
b. Prenatal and perinatal factors
c. Brain injury (stroke)
d. Traumatic injury to nerves

4. Psychological
a. Emotional factors
b. Personality influences

5. Sociological
a Improper clothing (excessively tight-fitting clothes, badly shaped

shoes, and so on)
b. Environmental: certain p stures considered in vogue
c. Occupational: carrying eavy loads

Value of Good Posture

1. Pleasing appearance
2. Health and fitness

a. Aids circulation of\blood
b. Aids elimination of waste
c. Aids correct breathing'
d. Keeps muscles in tone
e. Aids digestion

3. Efficiency cif movement: body ready to react; less energy needed ,to
perfoim

Postural Defects N,

1. Round _shoulders- tips of the shoulders held forward. Usually accom-
panied by forward head, sunken chest, and protruding scapulae.

2. Scoliosis-lateral curvature of the spine. May occur in the upper or lower'
back, or a total body Curve may occur. Condition may be a very
serious deformity requiring referral to physician.

3. Lordosis-increased hyperextension in the lumbar region. Increases low
back curve; sometimes called swayback.

4. Abdominal posts-sagging or protruding abdomen. Often accompanies
lordosis.
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5. Kyphosis-round upper back; increased upper back curve. Often called
humpback.

6. Flat back-decreased spinal curvature or not-enough curve, especially in
the lower back. ti

7. Hyperextended knees-}thees thrown back in a locked position. Often
causes lordosis.

8. Protruding scapulae-protruding shoulder blades or "wings."
9. Torso slide-upper torso (area of body above the waist) slides to right or

left so that arm hangs away from body on one side.
10. Body lean-body shift from the ankles either too far forward or too far

backward.
11. Forward head-head thrust forward ("poke beck").
12. Sunken chest-low or depressed chest.
13. Debutante slump-hips thrust forward; trunk leaning backward; spinal

flexion extending into lumbar region, with hyperextension at the,
sacroiliac joint. Sometimes referred to as fatigue slump.

14,Prolongated feet-long arch: soft, swollen, or flat.

Correct Body Alignment in Standing Position*

1. Feet are parallel, slightly apart, with the weight balanced evenly on the
heels, the outside borders, and tip balls of the feet. .

2. Knees are straight and relaxed either bent nor hyperextended.
3. Hips are tucked, with anterior superior spine and pubic bone perpendic-

ular to the floor.
4. Abdomen is flat.,
5. Chest is high but not exaggerated.
6. Shoulders are neither forward, backward, nor elevated but free and easy,

with the shoulder blades flat and shoulder height level.
7. Head is centered over the trunk, with the chin level ani the ears in line

with the tips of the shoulders.
8. Arms hang relaxed, with the patens of the hands facing the sides of the

body and evenly spaced in relation to the body.
9. Back is neither too flatnor too curved.

*If each body segment is balanced, a vertical line should extend from behind the ear
through the center of the shoulder, center of the hip, behind the kneecap, and Just in -
front of the ankle.
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Suggested Activities for an Indoor Obstacle Course
I. Cones and rope. Go over, under, around, in and out without touching the

rope or ones in as many ways as possible.
2. Chairs ( t to stable). GO between the chairs; sit in a chair and clap

hands; sta a chair and shake hands with a partner.
3. Hoops. Hop or jump through the maze. Stand in one hoop and bridge

into another. Turn round three times in each, hoop, then jump to the
next station. -

4 and 5. Balance board. Balance bn the bard andylay beanbag toss with a
partner.

6. Bowling pins. Run through the maze withou' t knocking down any of the
pins.

7. Chairs with rope. Go under or over the rope.
8.. Square. Go through the square. --

9. Triangle. Jump over the triangle.
10. Circle. Go through the circle and make your body into a circle.
11.- Hoops. Hop through the -hoops on the right (left) foot.
12. Balance beath. Mount the beam and then balance on one foot. Walk

across the beam without falling off while throwing and catching a
betinbag.

Note Teachers may wish to create theme obstacle course activate; which relate to other learning areas. For example, hoops ean be given.the names of seas ,ur oceans. Students can then
call aut the names of the hoops as the students move. ,

J

p
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Suggested Activities for. an Outdoor Obstacle Course
1. Balance beam. Walk slowly across the beamforward and backward.
2. Cones and doweling. Craw% under the obstacle.
3. Balance board. Balance on the board while whistling.
4. Chinning "bar. Sliinny up the support upright and hang by the knees

(ankles) for five seconds. Pull up and slide down the opposite support.
:5. Horizontal ladder. Walk across the ladder, using only the hands.
6. Chinning bar. Do a Skin the Cat.
7. Number grid. Jump on two numbers that total your age.
8. Tire maze. Hop in each tire three times. Walk from one to the other

without touching the ground.
9. Handprints 'ootprints. Match your hands and feet to the pattern on

the court. Mc&--as quickly as possible to the next set.
10 and 11. Chinning bar. Jump up and hold onto the bar for at least ten slow

counts. Swing your legs up and hang by your knees.
12. Tire maze. Walk around each of the tires without touching the ground.
13. Snail hopscotch,. Jump or hop in each square without touching any lines

or losing one's balance.

Note: Apparatus will be different at each school. Teachers will want to take advan ge of what is available to present challenges to students.

Note Additional playgrOund and field markings are available in the Area Vt rtSbhcat ion available from the Division of Curriculum andInstruction, Office of the Los Angeles County
Superintendent of Schools, entitled Playground old Field Markings for Elementary Schools.

a
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:ClarkAtotor Developniqnt Scale-46r Young Children*
Name of child Age Sex

Years onths
Physical defects if any

STUDENT
EVALUATION

Score four points for accurate total performance of each numbered iteni except item 12. Item 12 counts for fight points.

Items 1, 2, and 8 call for accurate performance Dri the nght and left sides of the body. Score two points for accurate performance on one side only. In item 12,
score two points for accurate performance of each crossover item.

Balance 1. Stand on one foot for ten counts, eyes open (right and left feet).
(12 points maximum)

Large coordination
(16 iloints maximum)

2. Hop on one foot in a circle 12 inches in diameter for ten counts (right and left feet).

3. Walk a balance beam or straight line forward for six feet, heel-toe fashion.

4. Jump or leap over a space three feet wide.

5. Gallop 20 feet.

6. Skip.

7. Catch a beanbag thrown by a tester from eight feet away. .

Small coordination 8. Touch lingers independently.
(eight points maximum)

9. Open and close hands alternately.

1. R

L

2. .
L

3. R

L

4.

5.

6.

7.

8. R
L

Space 10. Go under a yardstick placed between two objects near the child's waist level. 10.
t(four points ma 'm um)
Flexibility 11. Touch the nose or forehead to the floor, ; 11.

-(four points maxi um)
Mirror movements 12. A. Right-hand to left ear. 12, A
(eight points maximum) B. Left hand to right ear.

C. Right hand to left knee.
D. Left hand to right knee.

Relaxation 13. Able to lie quietly and be moved without tension. 13.
(four points maximum)

Yes No
If yes,.
score

41.

Total score

Date of examination
*Examiner

.

... P . 4 .
!Adapted from Clark Motto Development Stale for Young Children (Downey, Calif., Offi,,e of the Los Angeles County Superintendent of S6hools). Used with permission.
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Directions for Administering the Clark Motor Development Scale for Young Children

Balance

1: Stand on one foot for ten counts with the eyes open. The child stands with weight on one leg
only-first on the right leg with the left leg bent at the knee so that the lower leg and thigh are
approximately at right angles. Position is held for a ten-second count. Repeat on the left foot. This
should be demonstrated by the examiner. A second chance may be.necessary. The child should
exhibit steady balance on both sides.

Score: Two points for correct performance on the right side

2. Hop on one foot in a circle 12 inches in diameter for ten-second counts. Have the child stand first
on the right foot inside the circle. On the command Start! the child starts to hop up and down on
the right foot without traveling. The child should stay within the confines of the circle. If the child

'wanders outside the circle or touches the other foot to the ground, the score is negative. If the
child continues to hop in place for ten-second counts, the score 'is positive. Repeat on the left leg.
This should be demonstrated by the examiner. A second chance may be necessary.

Score: Two points for correct performance on the right side
Two points for correct performance on the left side

3: Walk a balance beam or straight line forward for six feet in heel-toe fashion. The heel should come
in contact with the toe of the opposite foot, apd the foot should be in contact with the line. The
score is positive if the child can continue this relatiohship for the length of the line. The score is
negative if the heel does not touch the toe or if the foot does not make contact with the line. This
should be demonstrated by the examiner.

Score: Four points for correct performance ti

,,..Large Coordination .
4. Jump or leap over a space three feet wide. Chalk lines may be drawn or jump ropes placed three

feet apart on the ground. Ask the child to jump over the lines. Any form of leaping or jumping is
acceptable. Give a positive score if the child, can clear the space. This task should not be
demonstrated:

Score: Four points for correct performance

5. Gallop 20 feet. Galloping is'a rhythmical skill. The same foot continues to lead. Designate an area
approximately 20 feet long. The examiner might say, "Try to gallop like a horse from here to
there." This task should be demonstrated: "A gallop looks like this."

Score: Four points for correct performance

6. Skip with two feet. Skipping is a difficult skill for young children. However, a smaltpercentage of
the children may have acquired this skill. Say, "Can you skip? Show me." This task should be
demonstrated.

Store: Four points for correct performance

7. Catch a beanbag. Say, "Try to catch ,this beanbag." Make an easy toss from approximately eight
feet away. Use a large, soft beanbag. The child may want to feel the beanbag first to see that it is
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soft. The score is negative if the child does not catch the beanbag or catches it only after the bag
hits the child.

Score: Four points for correct performance

Small Coordination

Space

8. Touch the fingers independently. The child is to touch all the fingertips of one hand in succession,
independently, with the thumb of the same hand beginning with the little finger. The child then
repeats the task in reverse order, starting with the index finger. Say, "Let me lee you touch your
fingertips with your thumb." The examiner_ demonstrates: "Start with jolt'r little finger and touch
each finger in order like this. Then go back again to the little finger this way. . . . You do
it.... That's fine. . . . Now let's try with your other hand." A trial consists of child's touching each
finger successively and repeatin& the test in reverse order. A trial is failed if the child touches a
finger more than once, touches two fingers at the samertine with the thumb, or skips one or more
fingers. The test is passed if one of two trials is successful for each hand. .

Store: Two points for correct performance on the right side \
Two points for correct performance on the left side '

9. Open and close the hands alternately. The child is to hold the upper arms close to the body, bent
at the elbows, forearms extended in fromt, palms up. Start with both hands clenched in a fist. The
examiner should,,say; "Open one hand and close it. Now open the other one and close it.JCeep
going, one han4zt a time." Correct performance should be demonstrated. It may be necessary to
start, out doing the movements with the child; however, the examiner should stop doing illtr
movements to observe if the child is able to perform the task. Correct performance is
demonstrated by the ability to open and close the hands alternately without superfluous
movements or without a change in the beginning position. Speed of performance is not a factor.
Duration-is about six seconds alone.

Score: .Four points for correct performance
...,

.

10. Go under a yardstick. Place a yardstick between two objects approxinfately at the child's waist
level. Tke backs'of chairs work very well, especially if they have sum! rungs. Say to the child,
"Try to go under the stick without any part of you touching it." Score is positive if the child does
not touch the yardstock. Allow only-one trial.

Score: Four points for correct performance

Flexibility ..., i
11. Touch the nose or foithead to the floor. The child sits on the floor with legs spread, hands behind .

neck. "Try to touch your nose or head to the floor." Score is negative if child cannot reach the.
floowith head or nose. /

Score: Four points for correct performance

Mirror Movements

0

.12. Exqniner stands facing the child and performs a series of movenients one at a time. The child
repeats the movements immediately after the examiner. The examiner says to the child, "I'm going

214
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to do something with my hands, and you chi just what I do." Only the Movements that involve
crossing over the body are scored (A, B, C, D). The other movements are for prepaiation.

b.
c.
d.

(A) e.
(B) f.

g.
(C) "h.
(D) 1.

Relaxation

Place both hands on shoulders.
Raise both,arms overhead. Return hands to shoulders.
Raise right hand overhead. Return hand to shoulders.
Raise left hand overhead. Return hand to shoulders.
Crossover: Raise right hand to left ear. Return haiid to shoulder.
Crossover: Raise left hand to right eat. Return hand to shoulder.
Place' both hands on knees.-Retum hands to waist.
Crossover: Move right hand to left knee. Return hands tOvaist.
Crossover: Move left hand to right knee. Return hand to waist.

Score: Tpro points for correct performance on each
,kerossover item (A, B, C, D)

13. Have the children lie on their backs on the floor where they wo n't touchanyone else, eyes closed.
Set a mood verbally: "Raggity, Raggity, Raggity Anne." "No bones at all; just floppy." "Pretend
you are very, very tirecZ" Ask the children to lie quietly without moving for three minutes. Test
for tension. The tester moves quietly from child to child, manually picking up arms or legs, moving
them easily and letting them drop. (Ten or 11 children may be tested at one time.)
a. Signs oftension:

(1) Rigidity: Arm remains like a stick, very stiffdoesn't drop. Difficult to pick up.
, (2) Preservation: Continual movement after a movement is initiated.

(3) Resistance: Difficult to pick up arm or leg. Child seems to be fighting against. tester.
(4) Helping: Child seems to anticipate tester's movements. When tester initiates -111.

movement, child proceeds on its own.
b. Scoring: Moderate tension is to be expected. Score: Zero for those children exhibiting high

,degree of tension. Signs: Continual movement, inability to lie quietly, constant fidgeting,
excessive giggling. DifficUlty in moving parts of the body because of any of the above
mentioned sips of tension. Score: Four points for correct performance.

428
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A Sample Screening F

-01

For a teacher, aide, or parent to uuciate a perceptual-motor development
program, some direction must exist as to the problems of the students
involved. The screening device presented here is a means of uncovering
perceptual-motor pr len, it is not designed to rate performance. However,
if the child shows dif i ty in performing the tasks, the child may need help
in body management and ght profit from participation in such a program.
As the child performs the items listed on the screening, the examiner should
get a fair picture of the child's: ,

1. Awareness of his or her body
2. Ability to perform gross motor movements with control and balance
3. Ability to perform tasks requiring form perception
4 .' Con trol of eye movements

*..

When the screening is being adrrunAtered, the following suggestions may
be-useful:

1. The person doing the, screening should be acquainted with the child.
The person can .do so by visiting the classroom several times before the
screening is done.

2. It is best to screen only one at a time even though several students Lan
be screened at onetime.

3. The explanation of the task to be performed must be contained in
,simple, easy-to-understand language. Be sure the child understands.

4: As the child is screened, record any small clues which may be helpful in
evaluating the child; for example, "shy," "hesitant," "wears corrective
shoes," "has a speech problem."

Instructions for Screening

Item (and what it may indicate) Directions

Parts of the body (self-image)

Standing on one foot (static balance)
/

Hopping in place (balance, gross motor control)

Walking board (balance, gross motor control, laterality)

Skipping (gross motor control)

Drawing forms (form perception, hand-eye coordination,
laterality, directionality)

r-

Ocular pursuits (control of lateral and vertical eye movement)

The examiner names several parts of the body, and the child
touches each part as it is named.

The child is instructed to stand on one foot while the examiner
counts to 10. The child repeats, using the other foot.

The child hops on one foot within a space of approximately 18 inches
square. The child repeats, using the other foot.

The child is instructed to walk forwards, backwards, and sidewards
on the walking board.

The child is instructed to skip around the gym or room or j.ri
whatever place the screening is4Ang place.

The child is seated at a table or desk and is given paper and a
pencil. One at a time, the examiner Shows the child cards on which
the following have been drawn: a circle, a plus, a square, and a
triangle. The child draws each shape as it is presented.

The child is seated opposite the examiner and is asked tofollow with
the eyes a target that is to be moved in front of the eyes: The
child's head is not to move. A pen, pencil; penlight, or any
similar object is then moved (on an arc) laterally and vertically, ,

18 to 20 inches in front of the child's eyes. The procedure is
repeated, first with one eye and then with the other. (The eye not
being used should be covered.)

216
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. Scree,ning Form

Name Teacher

Directions: Recptld obsejtions as,the child is being screened.

Iten + Performance 0
.

Comments

Parts of the body 14
Thighs
Ell?ows .
Calves
Wrists
Ankles
Back _,

.

.

as s,
.

.
.

,

.
.

r

.

.

.

1

,
,

Walking board
Forward
Backward

tr7-P.'Sideward
- .

P
..

. .
.

\...
.

.

., ,

Skipping Z,

(ten yards without
faltering) e

--? _
.

.
:- ..

,
,

,

4. 4

-

Hopping in place
Left foot (five times)
Right foot (five times)

ti 1

, ,

, >

/
.

.

. .
.

Standing on one foot
"Left foot (ten seconds)
Right coot (ten seconds)

... .
,

.0

,, /
Drawing forms

Circle
Plus

o

Square
Triangle

.

Ocular pursuits
Both eyes. together
Left eye
Right eye

.

.

,
.

.

.. 4k,

* . s.

.
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Sources for Perceptual Motor Tests*

Title of \
instrument

4

General description
Age

level
Number of

items
Equipment

needed a
E a s e of

'administrationadministration
Source of
instrument

Dayton
Sensory
Motor . .
Awareness
Survey

Fifteen simple items, including
body image, space, direction,
rhythm, balance, and various
kinds of coordination and
form perception

,
I

Four
to five
years

Fifteen simple
items

*.

Special board,
8-foot line, news-
paper, watch,
table, stick

. v

N.Vually
s

Classroom teacher
may learn to admin-
ister. ,

Test; is to be indi-
admini-

stered (approxi-
mately 12 minutes
per student).

William Braley, Dayton
Ptiblic School, 348 W. First,
Dayton, Ohio.

Denver
Develop-
mental
Screening

In four categories (gross
motor, fine,motor, tang;
uage, and personal-social),
child tested on a number
of specifics; pereent of chil-
dren passing or failing each
item for a given age span_
indicated

One
month
through
six ,..

years

Multi-item
in four basic
categones

,

Special equip-
ment for many
items

*Specialist should
administer.

lest is to be indi-
vidually adminis-
tered (approximately
30 minute -04______,

Joseph Didds, Univer-
sity of Denver Child ,

Study Center, Denver, Colo.

.
Develop-
mental
Profile

Observations on six cate-
gories of brain tunctidn
in seven stages given a
"neurological age"

.

From
birth to
96
months

Three re-
ceptive

if
Three ex-
pressive .

Very little
equipment
needed

Specialist (non-
teacher) will
administer.

.

,

Jerome Heilmuth, Learning
Disabilities,Vol. 2. r
Seattle, Wash.: Special Child
Publications, 1966.

Frostig
Develop-
mental
Test of .,

Visual
Percept-
ion -

Tests for independent
development of five visual
perceptual abilities and
suggests relative need
for visual training

,

.

-71/231/2

years
.

.

Five
percep-
tual abilities

'

Very little
equipment
needed

.

Teacher may admini-
ister. ,

,Test is indi- .

vidually adminis-
tered.

c.

M. Frostig and D. Home,
The Frostig Program for
Development of Visual
Perception. Chicago, Ill.:
Follett Publishing Co.,
1964.

.

Minne-
tonka
Physical
Perfor-
mance
Readiness
Test

Hand-eye coordination,
balance, agility, accufacy of
body placement; forward,
sideward, and backward

Five to
sev n
y ars

Five items

.

Watch, small balls,
buckets, marked

--argon floor ,

Classroom teacher
may administer
to best inegratag
of three or four
students (10proii-
mately five min-
utes per person).

,Harold Melby, Groveland
Schools; 3325 Groveland
School Rd., Minnetonka,

4 Minn.

ilk

Adapted from Motiun and Direidion. Physkal LduLation Curr:ulum (Jude, Grades K-12 (Indianapolis. Indiana State Department of Publi,,Instrution, 1976). Used with permission.
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Title of
instrument General description

Age
level

Number of
items

° Equipment-
needed

r
Ease of

administration .
Source of

instrument

Percep-
tual .

Motor
Rating
Scale

4

Tasks designed to p.ermit
observation orchild by -

teacher in a relatively short
time (through tpst, pre-
liminary selection of
training methods can' be
indicated)

-

.

Six to
nine
years

.

11 items Very little
needed; balance
beam and chalk-
board

.

. _

Classroom or special
teacter may admin-

sister (indivi-
dually adminis-
tered).

_

Newell C2 Kephart, The
Slow Learner in the'Class-
room Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill Books,
1956.

s

Pontiac
Kinder-
garten
Percep-
tual Motor'
Screening
Test

Six items consisting of
balance, strength, jumping,
skipping, and refined
muscle coordination.

.

h

.

Four
to six
years

Six simple
items

Balance
beam (8 ft. .

x 4 in.), mat,
pillow

s

Classroom teacher
may administer
(individually
administered
approximately,
five minutes per
pupil)..

a

Lee Haslinger, Pontiac
School District, 350 Wide
Track Dr., East Pontiac,
Mich.

-
Project
Genesis
Percep-
tual Motor
Screen*

Judgment on quality
of general performance

i

,

Five to
seven
years

.

28 simple
,items

Ball target

-

s",

Test requires
approximately
15 minutes.

,

Dorothy Jens, Lakeview
Public Schools, 25901
Jefferson Street, St. Clair
Shores , Mich. . . --,

..1
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A Sample Program AssessmentForm: Principal and Staff
To establish priorities, you may wish to rank the questions + or 0 in column two.

PROGRAM
EVALUATION

What the physical education
program ought to be

What the physical
education program is

It- 0 Needs
Priorities .

for change .

Is 'iwell-balanced physical education program'outlined for the entire ,

year to meet goals? Is a record kept of activities taught?

Are procedures to meet goals followed? ,

Are skill activities presentedin terms of the identified objectives for
each grade or age level? 0

Afe there curriculum needs which have not been met?

Are there adequate supplies available ft instruction, that is, one unit
per two children in kindergarten throuasit grade three and one unit per
five children in grades four through six? ,

Are there regularly schedultessons (minimum of three times a week)7
.

Is the pram sequentially planned so that children achie%e skill
mastery?

lil

Are tests used to diagnose children's needs for program?

---,
Are planned physical education lessons interrelated with other cur-
riculum areas, for example, music, math, language arts?

Do you and Alki staff accept physical education as an integral part of
education for each child?

Do you and the staff evaluate or improve competency; through*
individual study or workshops?

What are major strengths and weaknesses an y jur ogram?CL

.
How will you initiate change?

.

c
.

.

f , ,e,

i

r

.

.

\ .
-

,

.

,

.

,

.

it;

.

.

.



A Sample Program AssesSment Form: Teacher Self-Evaluation or Principal Observation
To establish priorities, you may wish to rank the questions + or 0 in column two.

What the physical education
program ought to be

What the physical
education program is

+ . 0 Needs
Priorities

for change
Do the children appear to enjoy the activities?

Do activities presented allow for maximum participation of the
children?

Is provision made for children unabli to play to becoine participants?

Is provision made for individual differences in skills?

Are skills or concepts being taught clear to observer and to children?

Does the teacher provide:
Planning before going outdoors?
Active instruction lesson?

-Evaluatkon or review of lesson? .

Instruction on proper use of equipment or supplies?
Instruction on observance of safety rules or health hazards'?
Instruction for children to learn responsibility for equipment or supplies'?

I

%

it

J

'446

f
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s

r
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Attitude Test for Children
This is How I Feel Abobt...

1. Having Fun at School

2. Taking lkens in Games

3. Our Playground

1-----0 1

4. Learning Skills

7:

5. What Other People Think About Me

,.(-...............)

6. Physical Education

Note: Statements may be,changed to reflect individual program:

44') 222

l Jo

7. Exercises

--/
\\.,.....,.......?)

'... ...-)
8. Being Mad an. 4 ngry When Playing Gamesse
9. Making Friends in Physical Education

...

,,, 10. Being Captain
.

C--

11. Our Physical Education Supplies .

't.

......

12. My Ability

-..



A Sample Cumulative PhysiCal Performance Record: Kindergarten Through Grade Six
Name of student Date of birth Name of school

Ditections:Record observations as the child completes each area of performance.

Areas of
. performance

Grade P-K One Two Three

Teacher

Date
.

Movement test
\

Passed movement test at 80 percent level J.

Self-image Meets 80 percent of performance indicators for age
.

Social behavior Wets 80 percent of performance indicators for age

Motor skills i Meets 80`percent of performance indicator age
Learned six new rhythmic activities

--.
Physical fitness Meets 80 percent of performance indicators for age

Recreational interest
.

Meets 80 percent of performance indicators for age
Learned five tag or manipulation games

. .

Emotional -
Social

Enjoys activity alone or in grotips
Is able to give and receive dire5tion
Accepts responsibility for care of supplies

-......../ / .

Intellectual Meets performance indiCators for age
Knows safety rules

-

)
.

...

444
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Manipulative upplies for Use,in Movement Educalion

Usual and Unusual Supply Ite

ttoothalls-juntor,and intermediate sizes
*cking tees-2-inch size

Hockey sticks, goals, and puck
_Tennis balls (blemisted)
Soccer balls ,
Whiffle balls'and scoops
Plastic bats
Sash cord for jump ropes-3/8-inch
Multicolored hula hoops
Bowling:pin sets
Ping-Pong balls and paddles
Rubber balls (blemished)-5-inch size
Tumbling mats

Mtge ball
Snoters
Parachute
Nerf ballsapproximately
Stegel
Lind climber
Climbing ropes
Bamboo Poles
Automobile tires.
Deck rings
Rig samples
Toober
PoftablehigItjump
Cage halls -36 -inch size
Basketballs
Volleyballs
Tetherballs
Traffic cones
Small super balls
Jacks
Balance boards

ph .

4

8-inch size

Supplies for Tasks and Themes*

These supplies are important because each child can have the experience of
handling familiar objects in new and dilferilt ways. These objects can
stimulate the imagination for developing new and creative ideas for
movement.

Beanbags
Chairs
Ping-Pong balls
Cups of water
Balloons .

Con ction paper
Mar
33=1 ords (old)
Playi rds
Frisbees

Clclaho pinto beans
Poi -poi§
Peanuts and plastic spoons
Bicycle tires
:Rug samples.;

4 Newspapers
Magazines
Cotton a
Dominoes

SUPPLIES AND
EQUIPMENT

Pipe cleaners
Straws
Ice cream sticks
Clothes hangers
Music stands

*I rom.material provided by djudytVenton, Physical Education Speualist, Burlinganle Llementary School Dislri,t. Used with permission.
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Sources of Equipment and Suppliew-
,1

..A

sz

Item . ,4..

Large climbing crate (used outside or inside). 40" x 30" x 30"
(wood). Catalog no. 8431.

Pair of stairs (wood). 24" high; 20" wide, 24" de4.ep steps
and riprs. Catalog no. 844r. - '.

Rocking boat (wood). 4' long, 24" wide, 131/4" high.
Catalog no. 8911.

Rail fence (wood) hurdle. 24" wide, 22%" high, 18" at
the base. Ciltalog do. 8541. -'

Crawl-thru barrel horse-open-ended 55-gallon steel drum.
Safe and stable. Catalog no. 8921.

Saw horses (wood). 12 inches high, catalog no. 8441. 18 inches
high, catalog no. 8462.24 inches high, catalog no. 8463.

Jumping board (wood). Springy. IQ' long, 10" wide, .

&ourcet

v If thick. _

Ladder set (wood). Three-ladder set, 1 ea.: 3', 5' and
7', catalog no, 8471. 3' ladder; catalog no. 8472.
5' ladder, catalog no. 8473. 7' ladder, catalog no, 8474.

Balance beam (wood ). 6' long; fits into solid base.. , 1.

Catalog no. 8414. .

Balance beam. 10 long.
Equilibrium board (wood), large rocking platforni,

5' x 3'-covered with carpeting for sure footing and
with handrails at each end. Catalog no. 8481.

Child-size folding screen with three masonite panels
54" wide, 37" high. Catalog rto. 8762.

Mobile sand table (wood), portable sandbox of sand,
. 6' long, 30" wide, 24" high. Catalog no. 8951. ,

Super duty storage cart, 36" long, 24" wide, 16" deep,
with rubber -tired casters. Catalog no. 8141,

Astro stretch cables (rubber). 23 cables. Large
. circular stretch kit contains four 10' cables, four

5' cables, and 15 30" cables.
Paddle ball paddles (amateur). .
Gregory rhythm wand (light wood), 1/4" x 36".

Set of 20. Catalog ho. 803.

.

Skooterhoards,1 2" and 16". . 4.

,

California Correctional Industries
1020-12th Street #

etSacramentocp48p
California Correction ll Industries

California Correctional Industees

California Correctional Industries--
Calii'omia Correctional Industries

i

California Corredtional Industries, . .

California Correctional Industries
... -

California Correctional Industries

' California Correctional\ Industries

California Correctional Industries
..

California Correctional Industries'

California Correctional Indlikrjes

California Correctional Industries

Eye-Gate,
14601 Archer Avenue)
Jamaic NY 1143

. .

J.E. Gregory Co., Inc.
4307 Radio Central Bldg.
Spokane, WA 99204

>.

Grade level

Kindergarten through grade two

, Kindergartep and grade one

Kindergarten and grade one.

Kindergarten and grade one

Kindergarten

Kindergarten and grade one

lindergarten

' Kindergarten through grade three

Kindergarten through grade five
"

Kindergarten through grade five
Kindergarten through grade two

f

Indergarten through grade two

Kindergarten' and grade one

Kindergarten through grade two

Kindergarten through grade four

e
-Kindergaiten through grade four
Kindergarten through grade nine

k'.
Kindergarten through grade five

4

*From daterial provided by Rick Schlictiting, Teacher, Remedial Physical Education. Anaheim Union Higfi School District, and William Stoner, Cuurdinatur, Remedial Physical
Education, Lowell Joint Elementary School District. Used with permission.

(Source has beeNincluded'only if significant because of price or other reasons.
s.... "
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Item

?e,

Source

Beanbags and canvas duck bags. - -

Gregory jump ropes: 7', 8', 9', 16'. Catalog no. 801.
Polyethylene no. I2 hollow-braided rope. Sold by foot

or.600) coil.
Hula hoops (16 hoops).
Toober (large inner tube)-50". \

Folding tunnel (Hide-a-Way) 10' long.
Traffic cones (Model U.C.Y.)-18".(otstacle course).

Bowling pins (sligh
Builder mats (60" x 48" x 4"). ach section costs

approximately $50. 'Wee to six recommended.

Spot trainer (small, medium, large).
Incline mat, size 48" x 72" x 16" x 2". 40 lbs.
Ram back stand-up dummy.
Rubber utility balls. PG 7", 5", 6", up to 16" balls.
All sizesbasketballs, footballs, kicking tees asidline

markers, soccer-kickballs, water polo balls, Vtherballs,
volleyballs, rubber home plates and bases, rhythm balls,
basketball nets, softballs.

Swinging barrels and tables (outdoor equipment) .
Portable obstacle course. Includes horizontal ladder,

parallel bars, balance beam, hurdle, fence, dodge
pbsts fence.

/Fence CJ 603.6' high, 51 wide, 100 lbs.

Nerf ball (spo'nge ball).
Pitch-Back
Parachutes-28' (smaller chutes available).

4"r
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J.E. Gregory Co., Inc.

Idea De4lopment Co.
440 W?Baseline Road
Claremont, CA 91711

Neumann & Bennetts, Inc..
805 Gilman, Berkeley, CA
Any bowling alley
Port-A-Pit
P.O. Box C
Temple City, CA
Port-A-Prr
Port-A-Pit
Port-A-Pit

American Athletic Co
Jefferson, loyia

%if

V

Grade Ilvel

Kindergarten through grade two
Kindergarten through grade six
Kindergarten through &mile sik

Grades one through six -

Kindergarten through grade four

Kindergarten through-grade four
Kindergarten through grade five

Kindergarten through grade five
Kindergarten through grade six

Kindergarten through grade six
Kindergarten through grade twelve
Kindergarten through grade twelve
Kindergarten through grade twelve
Kinderprten through grade: twelve

4

Kindergarten through grade four
, Grades three through nine

Kindeigarten through grade four
0

KindAgarten through grade four..
Kindergarten thiough ade:five
Kindergarten throu grade twelve

A



Item Source

Lind climber with adjustable steel stands.

Lind climber with wooden horses:
Trestles. Children build trestle% cargo nets.

BusyBlocks. ARB-2.

Diameter-depth learn block. LC 124.

Cargo net (7-TG-99); 100 perce manila rope; outer
frame 12' square.

Tinikling sticks (bamboo hop). 12' polyethylene sticks
(7-TN-312). 12' bamboo sticks (7-TN-512)'.

Parachute 4' diameterwhite (3PT-24). 24' diameter
red, &te, and blue (3PT-25).

452Afti

The Lind Climber Co.
807 Reba PI.
Es;anston, IL 60602
The Lind Climber Co.
R.W. Whittle, Ltd.
Manchester, England
Skill Development Co.
P.O. Box 6360, 1340 W. Jefferson
Anaheim, CA 92807
Lakeshore Curriculum Co.
16463 Phoebe Ave. -
La Mirada, CA 90637
United Settlement Supply
P.O. Box 907, Ansonia Station
New York, NY 10023
United Settlement Supply

*United Settlement Supply

. r
Grade level

Kindergarten through grade.six

Kindergarten through grade six
Kindergarten through grade six

Kindergarten through grade twelve*

Kindergarten through grade twelve

trades one through nine

C

Grades three through seven

Kindergarten through grade twelve

4

0

4 5
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Tits of Recordings for Use with Movement Activities*

I

"Singin' in _he Rain"-Sammy Davis, Jr.
"Who's inithe Strawberry Patch with Sally?"-Tony Orlando and Dawn
"Batman Theme"-The Marketts
"Boogie Woogie"-Tommy Dorsey
"Working at the Car Wash Blues"-JA Croce
"Theme.from Shaft"-Isaac Hayes
"Que Pasa"-East L. A.'Congregation
"Georgia Porcupine"-GeorgeTischoff
"Dow'n at Papa Joe's"-The,Dixiebells
"Puff (The Magic Dragon)"-Peter, Paul, and Mary
"Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy"-Bette Midler .

"Bad, Bad LeRoy Brown"-Jim Croce
"Tie a Yellow` Ribbon " -Tony Orlando and Dawn
"Popcorn" -Hot Butter
"Candy Man" :Sammy Davis, Jr. ,

"Sweet Gypsy Rose"-Tony Orlando and Dawn
"-Foggy Mt. Breakdowe-Flatt and Scruggs
"Cab Driver"-Mills Brothers
"Stripper"-David Rose
"Pink Panther-Henry Mancini .

"Beverly Hillbillies"-Bear Creek Swamp Jumpers
"Sweet Georgia Brown"-Brother Bones , '

"We're Together"-Hillside Singers
"Solace", and "The Entertainer" (from The Sting)-Marvin Hamlisch
"Rubber Duckie"-Sesame Street
"Sing"-The Carpenters
"Rock Around the Clock"-Bill Haley
"Main Street Electrical Parpde"-Disneyland
"Hawaii Five-0"-The Ventures
"I'm a Train"-Albert Hammond
"Bunny Hop"-Ray Anthony
"Midnight at the Oasis" -Maria Muldaur
"Take Life a Little Easier"-Rodney'Apn Rippy
"Bad Blood"-Neil Sedaka
'Acting Out ttie ABCs"-Walt Disney
"Amazing Grate"-The Milltary,,Band of the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards
"Back Home .gain" --John Denver ..

v

4

"Be"-Neil Diamond
"Alley Cat",:--Bent Fabric .

"Chicken Fat"-Lynn Roberts (Kimbo Records) and FraN Preston (CapitOl)
"Charleston"-Warren Covington
"California Girls " -The Beach Boys
"For Once in My Life"-Stevie Wonder .
"Hello, Dolly"-Louis Armstrong
"Get Down TOnight"-K.C. and the Sunshine Band
"tiustle"-James Brown
"The Hustle"-Van McCoy
"If"-Bread

et:The Hukilau Song"-Maile Serenaders
"Limbo Rock"-Chubby Checker
"Love Will Keep Us Together"-The Captain aod Tennille
"Love g4Schine"-Miracles
"Mah Na Mah Na"-Piero Unrilligni
"Mickey Mouse March; -Walt Disney
"Miracles"-Jefferson Starship
"Philadelphia Freedom"-Elton John
"Rock and Roll Banjo Band"-The Supremes
"Sesame Street"-Original cast
"Thank God I'm a Country Boy"-John Denver
"Shake, Rattle, and Roll"-Bill Haley
"Steppin' Out"-Tony Orlando
"Sweet Caroline"-Neil Diamond
"Wipe Out"-The Surfaris
"White Rabbit"-Jefferson Airplane
"You Are the Sunshine of My Life"-Stevie Wonder
'Tata Pata7-Miriam Makeba _

"Thats the Way I Lip It -K.C. and the Sunshine Band
"Star Trek"-The

Lie
Randolph Greane Sournie

"Theme from S.W.A.T."--Rhythm Heritage
"Welcome Back, Kotter"-John Sebastian
"Island Girl"-Elton John
"Jaws"-John Williams
"Paloma Blanca"-George Baker Selection
"Mahogany" -Diana Ross

d'

e

,

1 roni material provided by Rudy Bentoh, PhysiCal Education Specialist, Burlingame Elementary School District Used with permission
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